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1 Summary 

Following recommendations of the 1st SETAC workshop on “Non-target terrestrial plants” 

and considering comments made during the 2nd SETAC workshop a literature review was 

performed to compare the sensitivity of endpoint groups, i.e. vegetative endpoints and 

reproductive endpoints of terrestrial plant species. The goal was to test the hypothesis that 

reproductive endpoints are generally more sensitive than the vegetative endpoints that are 

available from standard regulatory tests. Published literature and unpublished data 

generated for the registration of PPPs were searched for this review. An EFSA expert group 

recently produced a Scientific Opinion covering these topics (EFSA 2014) and the data on 

which their analysis was based were also assessed in this review.  

 

Material & Methods 

Formal literature searches were performed, papers with ERx-endpoints for non-target plant 

species were assessed and the endpoints included in a database. Based on an initial 

evaluation of published data, the substance species combinations for which reproductive 

endpoints were available were identified. For these combinations the database (including 

datasets from the species-sensitivity evaluations, and EU data ([DAR or Review endpoints])) 

was searched for the vegetative endpoints of matching test-substance - species 

combinations. The data available encompassed different growth types, generally grasses or 

shrubs, i.e. annual, biennial or perennial herbaceous plants, but also some woody plants. 

The data listed in the Appendix of EFSA’s Scientific Opinion (2014) were assessed in 

parallel in order to check whether using their database would lead to different results. Any 

data listed in the EFSA 2014 Scientific Opinion but until then not included, were also 

incorporated into our database. Further confounding factors such as testing conditions and 

test design were retrieved from the original papers where available. Some of the endpoints 

listed in in the EFSA 2014 Scientific Opinion were recalculated by the authors of the 

Scientific Opinion and not included in the original publication. In .these cases, both the 

original endpoint and the endpoint recalculated by the authors of the EFSA Scientific Opinion 

were included, but with the same experiment number1. Consequently for the comparison 

based on minima, the lowest endpoint was considered, while for assessments based on 

central estimates the geometric mean was selected (this applies not only to the EFSA 2014 

Scientific Opinion data but also to the whole database). 

 

 

 

                                                

1
 the experiment number is a unique number attributed to every experiment to prevent one experiment 

being considered twice or more, even if several endpoints of the same experiment were reported. 
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Evaluation 

Most of the papers generating reproductive endpoints also reported vegetative endpoints.  In 

a first step these data pairs were assessed visually, and quotients were calculated (dividing 

the vegetative by the reproductive endpoint), thus specifying if, in a given test, vegetative 

endpoints were lower (quotients <1) or higher (quotients >1) than the corresponding 

reproductive endpoints. At this stage there were often multiple observations for a given 

substance - species combination. In a second step, we aimed to consolidate data by 

generating average (geometric mean) or worst-case (minimum) descriptors for the sensitivity 

of the two parameters, so that just one quotient per endpoint type (ER10, ER25, ER50) and 

substance-species combination was obtained. This consolidation was performed in two 

steps; first by experiment (i.e. selecting either the lowest or the geometric mean of all 

endpoints reported, to obtain a single value for each physical experiment), and second by 

substance-species combination (again selecting the overall lowest or the geometric mean.), 

so that ultimately four combinations were obtained (see columns in Tables 8 to 28). In the 

EFSA 2014 Scientific Opinion just one set of endpoints is listed per substance-species 

combination; the authors do not discuss how they selected the one displayed out of any 

further endpoints if such were available. We have assumed, the authors of the EFSA 

Scientific Opinion chose always the lowest endpoint.  

Based on the results of a previous assessment2, (in which differences in sensitivity between 

greenhouse and field data were found to be less pronounced than expected), field and 

greenhouse data were considered together, i.e. based on minima the lowest reproductive 

endpoint was compared with the lowest vegetative endpoint, irrespective of whether it had 

been generated in a field study or in a lab/greenhouse study. Also, the huge variety of 

different reproductive parameters measured (e.g. number of inflorescences or flowers, 

number of pods, number or weight of seeds, germination success of the F1-generation3) 

were considered together at this stage. For the paired approach, all these were used both for 

a geometric mean and for a worst case (minimum) overall measure of toxicity.  

An aspect based on initial assessments considered to be important was the age/growth 

stage of the plant at application, and the subsequent duration of the observation until 

evaluation. In the initial assessment of data pairs generally matching endpoints were 

compared; effects on vegetative endpoints of mature plants with reproductive effects on 

mature plants. This approach thus answers the scientifically valid question of whether the 

physiological processes leading to vegetative growth and the more complex processes 

leading to reproduction are similarly susceptible to exposure to herbicides. This is also one 

of the question discussed in the EFSA Scientific Opinion (Appendix B). However, the more 

relevant question from a regulatory perspective is a different one, namely: how does the 

sensitivity of reproductive endpoints from mature plants relate to vegetative endpoints of 

                                                

2
 Christl 2017 

3
 We are aware that some of these endpoints are more and others less relevant, but the decision on 

which endpoints to consider and which not would inevitably include a judgemental aspect and lead to 
discussions in the course of any potential re-evaluation. However, we did exclude some reproduction-
related endpoints that are not relevant for a non-target plant population reproduction, such as even 
colouring of apples or marketability of cucumbers. 
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young plants? The latter are the endpoints always available for the risk assessment of 

herbicidal active substances, and the current discussion aims to answer the question of 

whether we miss a fundamental protection goal when we use only vegetative endpoints of 

young plants and not also reproductive endpoints which are inevitably from generally less 

sensitive mature plants. In other words, does regulating on the sensitivity of young plants 

also protect plants at an older, more mature stage, including their reproductive capabilities? 

To address this question, vegetative endpoints were differentiated by plant age and 

assigned to two categories: juvenile plants (i.e. all standard lab/greenhouse test data) or 

vegetative from older plants (generally assessed together with the reproductive endpoints). 

These two sets of vegetative endpoints were generally assessed separately. However, for 

some approaches, we merged all vegetative endpoints, so that vegetative and reproductive 

endpoints could be related no matter what age the plants were when the vegetative endpoint 

was determined.  

This paired approach was primarily based on numeric endpoints only. In parallel, 

assessments were also performed considering censored values (for details see Report). 

In addition the data were assessed by an independent evaluator (John W. Green, DuPont) 

applying different statistical methods. For these the original database was used. Green 

included also censored endpoints in his comparison of distributions. The main confounding 

factors that were included as explanatory variables were: substance/formulation tested; 

mode of action; the measured parameter (e.g. shoot height, biomass wet- or dry weight, 

number of seeds etc.); and effect level (i.e. ER10, ER25, ER50); the test species; higher 

taxon (e.g. family, monocot/dicot) and its ‘anthropinistic affiliation’ (i.e. crop species/wild 

plant species); the test system (i.e. lab/field). Further confounding data were also 

considered; their subsequent analysis was however impeded by incomplete reporting in the 

published papers and this is therefore not included in the final statistical analysis.  The main 

analysis focussed on comparing vegetative endpoints of juvenile plants with reproductive 

endpoints. 

Results 

A total of 2873 datasets with vegetative endpoints of juvenile species are included, 1058 

listing vegetative endpoints of older plants and 1260 reproductive datasets. Because in 

some instances several effect levels could be retrieved, the numbers of endpoints are 

higher, and still higher if censored endpoints are also considered. A total of 94 herbicides4 

were included, but only for 39 active substances any reproductive endpoint was available, 

and even for these matching vegetative and reproductive endpoints (allowing calculation of 

quotients) were not always available. A total of 428 substance-species combinations 

appeared in the database, but only 65 of them included numeric reproductive data, 78 when 

including censored endpoints. In this abstract we focus on the assessment based on 

numeric endpoints (non-censored) only. 

                                                

4
 This includes a few mixture formulations for which vegetative and/or reproductive endpoints were 

available. 
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I. Comparing vegetative and reproductive endpoints by the same effect level 

The quotients obtained by dividing vegetative by reproductive endpoints by the same 

substance-species-combination (SSC, Tables 14 to 16) indicated clearly that differences 

were marginal, no matter which effect levels were compared and which consolidation types. 

Reproductive endpoints were generally lower than vegetative ones on juvenile plants by a 

factor only slightly greater than one (i.e. 1.11 – 1.43). However, in three cases ratios were 

below 1 (range: 0.74 - 0.97), indicating that sometimes vegetative endpoints for juvenile 

plants were overall even slightly lower than the corresponding reproductive endpoints. All the 

mean quotients calculated for vegetative endpoints from mature plants and their 

corresponding reproductive endpoints were above 1 (range: 1.08 – 1.76) (Tables 11 to 13). 

The quotients from the EFSA Scientific Opinion data alone are fundamentally consistent, 

being within the same range (1.43 and 1.67).  

II. Comparing different effect levels (ER50 with ER10 etc.) for the same parameter 

The quotients listed in Tables 17 to 19 indicate that ER50 were a factor of ca. 5 higher than 

the corresponding ER10 values, no matter which endpoint types they were based on 

(comparing like-with-like), varying between 4.20 and 5.74. The quotients calculated from the 

EFSA Scientific Opinion data alone were slightly higher (6.06 and 7.20) but again are fairly 

similar so fundamentally agree. This comparison thus shows that a change of the effect 

levels has a much larger impact on the overall conservatism than a change from vegetative 

to reproductive endpoints. Comparisons of ER25 and ER50 values (Table 20 to 22) resulted 

in lower overall quotients, as to be expected, ranging between 2.08 and 2.78 when based on 

numeric endpoints only.  

III. Simultaneous changes (steps I. and II.), as proposed in the EFSA Scientific Opinion 

The EFSA Panel proposed moving away from vegetative ER50 to reproductive ER10, i.e. 

changing both the endpoint type and effect level in one step, with the use of an extrapolation 

factor. Evaluating solely EFSA Scientific Opinion data the resulting overall quotient was 8.34. 

Based on the whole data set both steps in one would change the protection level by a factor 

of between 6.25 and 9.03 (see Tables 23, to 25): a range that includes the estimate based 

on EFSA-data alone (8.34) so, again, this is fundamentally in agreement with the present. 

However, in their Scientific Opinion [1] the EFSA Panel proposed a correction factor of 35 for 

both steps, claiming increased uncertainty that may require a higher correction factor (they 

used a 90th percentile). The current data analysis based on a comparison of 5420 numeric 

data points and 139 quotients (SSC*x) comparing reproductive ERx with vegetative ERx of 

juvenile plants does not support the need for such a correction factor.  

For completeness, we also assessed the average difference between vegetative ER50 and 

reproductive ER25., both for reasons of practicability and data robustness. Plant tests 

generally do not generate reliable and meaningful ER10 endpoints for a number of reasons, 

in particular due to their intrinsic variability, hence ER25. could be considered as an 

alternative. Comparing ER50 and ER25, quotients ranging from 2.10 to 3.69 were derived 

(Table 29). Comparing these quotients to those in the two rows immediately above and with 

those of the first set of comparisons (i.e. vegetative to reproductive endpoints), it is evident 
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that, where change of endpoint type and change of effect level are combined, by far the 

largest fraction of the total increase in conservatism is due to the change of the effect level, 

not due to the change from vegetative to reproductive endpoints.  

As example plots we display vegetative and reproductive data pairs on scatter plots, see 

figures in the text body below. When comparing vegetative and reproductive endpoints, all 

points scatter largely around the 1/1 ratio, further supporting that overall there is no 

indication for reproductive endpoints being distinctly lower than vegetative endpoints (e.g. 

Figures 6 to 9). In contrast, when comparing different effect levels, e.g. ER50 and ER10, 

point clouds are shifted upward-left, their average distance to the 1/1 ratio indicates the 

average difference between the two subsets of data (e.g. Figures 13 to 16). Such shifts (off 

the 1/1 –ratio) were also expected for the differences between vegetative and reproductive 

endpoints, but were not detected.  This further supports the conclusion that, overall, there is 

no indication that reproductive endpoints are distinctly lower than vegetative endpoints. 

In the Report matching figures and tables are presented also for evaluations including 

censored values. Obviously n is higher if these are included, but also the uncertainty of 

quotients based on them is larger. The resulting patterns and quotients were however quite 

similar and largely overlap the ranges of quotients and clouds of points displayed here. 

Hence the overall outcome is the same.  

Further assessments were performed at family level, and for individual modes of action. 

While there were individual families where extreme quotients (based on single or very few 

SSC) indicated that reproductive endpoints were much lower than vegetative endpoints, this 

was only true for individual cases, and it was mitigated by other substance-species 

combinations of the same family where reproductive endpoints were similar to vegetative 

endpoints. It was not possible to pinpoint any plant families that would require specific 

testing for reproductive endpoints.  

Analysis at the Mode of Action (MoA) level was considered useful to detect any MoA where 

reproductive endpoints were regularly lower than the vegetative counterparts. However there 

was no MoA that stood out in this respect. The substance-species combinations with 

extreme differences resulting in very high quotients belonged to Amino Acid Synthesis 

Inhibitors (AASI), Cell Membrane Disrupters (CMD) and Growth Regulators (GW). However, 

all these three modes of action also occurred with very low quotients. Therefore no individual 

MoA could be recommended for regular testing for reproductive endpoints. 

Last but not least, the coordinators considered when starting this project that by means of 

including much more data than available in EFSA 2014, and with a more detailed evaluation, 

increased confidence will have been achieved. A high number of endpoints will reduce the 

epistemic uncertainty.  

 

Further statistical analysis (comparison of distributions) 

The additional statistical analysis provided by John W. Green, DuPont found significant 

differences between vegetative and reproductive endpoints for certain combinations of mode 

of action and plant family, but again in both directions, and not consistently for all effect 
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levels. Overall this analysis did not show any conspicuous differences in sensitivity between 

vegetative and reproductive endpoints.  

All these comparisons of distributions are based on the species for which endpoints 

happened to have been reported. The results may thus be affected by chance: particularly 

sensitive plants could have been tested on vegetative endpoints but other – less sensitive – 

species of the same family on reproductive endpoints, or vice versa 5. Results must 

therefore be interpreted with care.  

Observations are most reliable when confirmed by the paired approach (see point 

3.1.above) where vegetative and reproductive endpoints were assessed for each substance-

species-combination.  

 

Discussion: 

The hypothesis that reproductive endpoints are generally distinctly lower than vegetative 

endpoints was not supported by the databases assessed here. This is in contrast to the 

perception conveyed by some of the studies included in the database, and also contrasts 

with the interpretation of the data in the EFSA Scientific Opinion. In this context it is maybe 

worth considering the potential for a two-fold bias: Firstly substance-species-combinations 

with already low vegetative endpoints are more likely to be tested also for reproductive 

endpoints than those with higher vegetative endpoints (i.e. the more sensitive ones are re-

tested). Secondly the trend in scientific publications to present results supporting the tested 

hypothesis (e.g. reproductive endpoints are lower than vegetative ones), while “null” results 

not supporting or even contradicting it are less likely to be publishable. This possible lack of 

publication of null results may be a major source of bias in the published literature, (e.g. 

Stirling 1959, SETAC Seminar, keynote and seminar, Nantes 2016, Zeegers 2016) but there 

seems to be no easily applicable remedy. It is up to the scientist to publish both inconclusive 

and negative data, although this is increasingly difficult as it is less appealing for peer-

reviewed journals. Therefore, in a database that is mainly built on published data, we have to 

consider that it may be biased by the absence of null results. From a regulatory or 

conservation perspective the bias is towards conservatism, i.e. would rather lead to a false 

positive than to a false negative. The databases compiled by the EFSA Panel and by us are 

useful for partially overcoming this bias, as they combine vegetative and reproductive data 

from different sources.  

Based on this initial evaluation and including all data available to date, reproductive 

endpoints were generally only slightly lower than vegetative endpoints for juvenile plants, i.e. 

the former were more sensitive by a factor of 0.74 to 1.43. However there were exceptions, 

in individual cases vegetative and reproductive endpoints were reported to differ by several 
                                                

5
 The analysis also cannot account for those species for which no effect was measured (publication 

bias). The only analysis possible was when information on both plant growth and plant reproduction 
was available. The data are also likely to be biased (skewed) towards sensitive species (species 
found to be insensitive anyway were less likely to be tested for reproductive endpoints. See 
discussion). 
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orders of magnitude. From information contained in the papers assessed it was not possible 

to explain these cases, neither there was sufficient evidence to exclude them as being not 

reliable. It must however be assumed that many of the more extreme differences between 

vegetative and reproductive endpoints (in both directions) might not stand up to experimental 

re-investigation.  

The proposed change of the effect level in the EFSA Scientific Opinion would have a much 

more pronounced impact on the conservatism of the risk assessment than the change from 

vegetative to reproductive endpoint. Unfortunately this proposal is scientifically questionable 

as the ER10,which is very difficult to measure given the natural variability and accuracy of 

plant testing, bears much more uncertainty (confidence intervals much wider) and is also 

more difficult to measure (given the natural variability and accuracy of plant testing) than an 

ER25 or ER50 which are more amenable to an accurate statistical analysis. We do not think 

that loss of stochastic certainty should be chosen due to change to a less suitable effect 

level for reasons of a modified level of protection.  

Last but not least, there is doubt that ER10 is ecologically relevant. There is ample evidence 

that reproductive success of typical edge-of-field species is extremely variable, depending 

on weather, timing and type of agricultural practice such as fertilisation, weeding, inter- and 

intraspecific competition. A reduction in reproductive success of only 10% would be hard to 

detect in the field, as it is well within the naturally occurring variability.  

Therefore, if there is a need for changing the level of protection in the risk assessment for 

terrestrial non-target plants, an additional assessment factor - while maintaining ER50 - or 

maybe moving to the ER25 would be more expedient than a move to an ER10 endpoint based 

on reproduction.  

 

Conclusions 

Based on two plant databases and the analysis of 5420 endpoints, expected clear 

differences between ER10 and ER50 values were detected, but hardly any between 

reproductive and vegetative endpoints.  

The use of reproductive endpoints as the basis for the risk assessment, instead of the 

currently used vegetative endpoints for juvenile plants, would not increase the margin of 

safety. In contrast, it would cause a multitude of problems (e.g. invalid or unacceptable data) 

due to increased complexity and also the absence of a standardised testing methodology.  

A move from ER50 to ER10 as a basis for the risk assessment would increase conservatism 

but also increase stochastic uncertainty as it is difficult to assess such small effects in plant 

testing. There is little evidence that ER10 endpoints are ecologically relevant for plants.  

The combined changes proposed by the EFSA panel would increase the conservatism of the 

standard risk assessment for herbicides in the EU by a factor of 6.3 – 9.0, not by a factor of 

35, as indicated in the Scientific Opinion [1]. A move to the ER25 as basis for the risk 

assessment could utilise data generated to address US regulatory requirements, increase 

conservatism and avoid the uncertainty inherent to ER10. Undoubtedly using either the 
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vegetative ER50 or ER25 as basis for the risk assessment would offer a more robust risk 

assessment than a change to reproductive ER10. Reasonably adapted assessment factors 

may be more appropriate to address increase in conservatism than a change to ER10 values. 

Overall, based on vegetative and reproductive ER10, ER25 and ER50 endpoints and on the 

available data sets (vascular plants, largely annual, biennial or perennial herbaceous plants 

but also some trees), there were no consistent differences in sensitivity between vegetative 

and reproductive ecotoxicological endpoints when the same effect level is compared (e.g. 

ER50, ER25 or ER10). 
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2 Introduction  

Terrestrial non-target plants are one of the organism groups regularly tested in the process 

of approval of plant protection products (PPP). As defined in legislations (e.g. 1107-2009 

and American or European data requirements) and specified in the technical guidelines 

(OPPTS/OCSPP, OECD), the endpoints evaluated are exclusively vegetative endpoints at 

early sensitive stages. Reproductive endpoints could add additional information, but are 

never assessed for practical reasons. However, there are a number of recent publications 

investigating reproductive endpoints, and several authors conclude that reproductive 

endpoints may be fundamentally different than vegetative endpoints. Not testing them 

regularly might result in a considerable underestimation of the risk to non-target plant 

populations due to exposure to pesticides and in particular herbicides. In April 2014 a 

SETAC workshop on “non-target terrestrial plants” was organised in Wageningen (The 

Netherlands). One of the recommendations of the workshop was to perform a literature 

review investigating whether reproductive endpoints (such as number of flowers, weight of 

seeds) might be generally more sensitive than the vegetative endpoints (such as shoot 

length and biomass) that are currently investigated, and hence whether the testing 

requirements for plant protection products are protective of non-target terrestrial plants. The 

Scope of work was further extended in the 2nd workshop also held in September 2015 in 

Wageningen.  Results and analyses of such literature review are presented in this report.  

This assessment was performed considering the SETAC tripartite principle of participants 

(members of business, Government and academia). Therefore the selection of the search 

criteria for this review as well as the review of this document were set and conducted by 

representatives from business, Government and academia. Initial results were presented at 

the 2nd SETAC workshop and the task modified and extended based on participants’ 

comments.  

In recent years there has been some investigation in the research hypothesis that 

reproductive endpoints might be significantly more sensitive, and many published papers 

conclude that there is some evidence for this hypothesis see e.g. Al-Khatib et al. 1992a, 

Bhatti et al. 1995, Davy et al. 2001, Olszyk et al. 2009, 2010; Pfleeger et al. 2008; also 

Fletcher et al. 1993, 1995, 1996; EFSA 2014, and many more). Researchers demonstrated 

that the reproductive yield of some herbaceous species may be as low as only 1% of control 

plants when growth was unaffected at rates that were fractions of 0.004-0.008 of the 

recommended field rate (Davy et al. 2001). These conclusions were, however, generally 

based on only few species and few active substances (e.g. Strandberg et al. 2012). Due to 

the lack of guidance the data reported are very heterogeneous, a variety of different 

reproductive experimental endpoints were assessed, and partly also compared with non-

standard vegetative endpoints, without being able to differentiate precisely between actual 

differences in sensitivity and confounding factors such as testing conditions and test design. 

Heterogeneity of data is however also a problem in this database. Anyway, we hope that 

collating as much data as available has put us in a position to make a more robust 

assessment regarding the hypothesis whether reproductive endpoints are generally lower 

than vegetative endpoints and thus should be investigated regularly in context of the 

notification of pesticides. It also should allow us to address (based on facts) whether the null-
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hypothesis (‘there is no indication for a fundamental difference in sensitivity between 

reproductive and vegetative endpoints”) must be maintained, or something in-between e.g. a 

recommendation to test particular active substances or modes of action also for effects on 

reproductive endpoints. In this paper we considered all available published data in which 

vegetative or reproductive plant endpoints were recorded; preferably as ERx (dose-response 

design), merged these data with the experimental endpoints of standard regulatory studies 

(most of them unpublished). These endpoints were provided by members of the ECPA and 

CLI NTP-group for a project investigating potential differences in sensitivity between crops 

and wild plants (Christl 2017). In some cases there were also publicly available data e.g. 

from DARs, EFSA conclusion reports and the official European Lists of Endpoints. 

Experimental endpoints provided to the US-EPA were included when they were cited in 

published papers6. All these endpoints were included in the database.  

The ultimate goal was a comparison of existing vegetative endpoints with published 

reproductive endpoints of the same substance-species-combination (SSC) based on 

standard test parameters, trying to find evidence for differences in sensitivity between 

vegetative and reproductive endpoints, and if yes, if one of the two was lower than the other 

and to what extent; the null-hypothesis being that there is no difference in sensitivity 

between vegetative and reproductive endpoints.  

In light of the proposals made in EFSA’s Scientific Opinion, assuming that elements of these 

could be adopted in the upcoming guidance document, the following specific questions were 

of major interest and also addressed where possible: 

 Which modes of action were tested for reproductive endpoints? (Table 2) 

 Are there any specific modes of action with particularly low reproductive endpoints 

compared to vegetative endpoints? These would be prone to underestimation of 

toxicity when only tested for vegetative endpoints (see 4.7.3). 

 Which species were tested? (Table 4) 

 Are there any specific taxa / taxonomic groups with particularly low reproductive 

endpoints compared to vegetative endpoints? These would be prone to 

underestimation of toxicity when only tested for vegetative endpoints. (See 4.6.3) 

 Which endpoints were measured? see e.g. Appendix 5 and Point 5.6, p. 118. 

 Which seem to be the most relevant endpoints for regulatory purposes? See Point 

5.6. 

 Which were the outliers (species, endpoints, compounds) that lead to the high 

extrapolation factors? Were these artefacts? See results, points 4.6.3, 4.7.3 and 

discussion.  

                                                

6
 No US-EPA database was accessible to be used directly as source. 
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3 Material and methods  

3.1 Initial steps 

3.1.1 Literature search 

In a first step, known published literature on the topic was searched for ERx values (“species 

– test-substance combinations”) and these were included in the database, initially to 

generate a database of vegetative endpoints, that later was extended for reproductive 

endpoints.  

Formal literature search was performed on CAB Abstracts, BIOSIS Previews, Web of 

Science Core Collection, Current Contents Connect, Food Science and Technology 

Abstracts (FSTA), Medline, Chinese Science Citation Index, and SciELO. Duplicate 

references across databases were removed. The initial search strategy focussed on crop 

and wild species (see Christl 2017). Subsequently the search was expanded, searching for 

literature publications with the same chemical substance and reported reproductive 

endpoints such as flowers, seeds, fruits, tubers. A third step was to look at the list of 

references included in the references recovered through the publication database search.  

After the publication of the EFSA Scientific Opinion in July 2014, these endpoints were 

compared with the endpoints already included in our database, endpoints of two 

unpublished papers listed in EFSA’s Appendix B were included in our database, and a 

comparison of their and our list of references was performed.  

3.1.2 Modes of action and anonymisation 

Next, the active substances were classified according to their mode of action. This was 

primarily done to anonymise7 the different active substances and formulations. Most 

company data come from confidential studies that fall under data protection laws that limit 

use in product registrations, therefore anonymisation was required. As a consequence the 

data sets were merged by mode of action. Different classification schemes for modes of 

action are available (see e.g. Martin / Ontario Ministry of Agriculture & Food 2014, Ross M.A. 

and Jordan T N. 1999, Schmidt, R. 1999 and WSSA Herbicide Handbook, Weed Science 

Society of America [1994 and Supplement 1998]). A list of the different modes of action 

(MoAs) considered in this analysis is given in Table 1. Within each Mode of action-group 

active substances were numbered. The full list of actives considered in the analysis is 

provided in Appendix 2 – List of active substances.  

                                                

7
 A considerable fraction of the vegetative endpoints come from confidential company studies which 

are data protected by data compensation laws in North America and elsewhere, whereas reproductive 
endpoints generally originate from – mainly published – papers. 
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The categories in Table 1 are vegetative of juvenile plants (VVj) vegetative of older (mature) 

plants (VVo), any vegetative endpoint (either of the two (VV), and reproductive endpoints 

(RPo). 

Table 1  Modes of action (MoA) of the active substances for which terrestrial plant species 
endpoints were available. Modes of actions not listed were either not available (no 
non-target-plant endpoints) or with very low n and merged with other modes of 
action (‘OTH’). The figures are the numbers of active substances for which at least 
one endpoint (e.g. ER25) of the categories listed per column was available.  

Code Mode-of-action           n (a.s.) VVj VVo VV
†
 RPo 

AASI Amino Acid Synthesis Inhibitors* 16 17 21 18 

SGI# Seedling Growth Inhibitors 5  5  

GW Growth Regulators 15 10 16 15 

PHI Photosynthetic Inhibitors 10 4 11 1 

LSI# Lipid Synthesis Inhibitors 3 2 5  

CMD Cell Membrane Disrupters 12 3 13 3 

ACI Acetyl CoA inhibition 3 1 3 1 

ICD# Inhibition of cell division 3  3  

OTH Other (lumped unique or unknown MoA) 11 6 15 4 

INS# (insecticides)  1 1 1 

TOTAL Sum of all active substances with values 78 44 93∆ 38 

 * including IES = Inhibition of EPSP synthase 

 
#
 no datasets with vegetative and repro endpoints for the same substance-species- 

    combination and effect level  

 
†
 vegetative endpoints merged, either VVj and/or VVo endpoint available, or both 

 
∆ plus one adjuvant only (here seen as potential a.s. in its own right, + a blank formulation 

Please note that this list includes any active substance or product for which a terrestrial non-

target plant endpoint was available8 (81 substances, 12 mixtures) that here were treated as 

if they were active substances on their own. For four of these, both vegetative and 

reproductive endpoints were available, however not necessarily for the same species. 

Furthermore an adjuvant had been tested separately hence could be assessed as if it were 

an active substances in its own right (which it is not…), and also a blank formulation was 

tested for potential effects on plants. For several of these substances, pairs of vegetative 

and reproductive endpoints were available only for one or two plant species, while for others 

only vegetative but no reproductive endpoints were available, or only censored endpoints 

were reported (see Paragraph “Censored endpoints”, p.21). So, vegetative endpoints were 

                                                

8
 the literature search was not limited to crop protection products, but pairs including reproductive 

endpoints were almost exclusively substances with herbicidal properties 
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available for a total of 93 substance categories, but reproductive endpoints were additionally 

reported only for 38 categories. So only 40% of all substances for which any plant data were 

included in the database allowed to compare vegetative and reproductive endpoints directly 

(depending on the effect levels assessed), see results section.  

Active substance names are generally not given for two reasons: (1) companies have 

confidentiality issues if they display data that has been generated for post Annex-1 which 

has not yet received data protection and is considered a competitive advantage; (2) antitrust 

laws so as not to compare access to markets or the consequences to individual products. 

Thus methods strategies and results are presented for modes of action, but no specific 

active substances or products are presented.  

However we deviated from this rule in cases where based on EFSA’s database the 

substances with exceptional findings (in terms of low reproductive endpoints compared to 

higher vegetative ones, or the other way round) had been identified anyway.  

Next, endpoints were classified by type (measured parameter, effect level “x” of ERx, field or 

lab data etc., for criteria details see further down). At this step it became apparent that the 

data were very heterogeneous, e.g. for one given active substance only dicot data would be 

available, or only ER25 values based on shoot height, whereas for another one only ER50 

endpoints based on biomass (fresh weight or dry weight) were available. Reproductive 

endpoints originated exclusively from non-standard and non-GLP published papers, whereas 

a considerable fraction of vegetative endpoints was obtained from standard lab/greenhouse 

tests performed under GLP. Furthermore it was noted that there were many cases of 

multiple testing, i.e. the same active-substance-species-combination had been tested 

repeatedly, either by the same authors under different test conditions, in different years, or 

by different authors, and on different formulations, in different test designs etc.).  

3.1.3 Combining several endpoints of the same substance-species-combination 

For the quotient approach an option was implemented to combine multiple experimental 

endpoints of a given “species – endpoint test-substance combination” (e.g. several ER25 

vegetative biomass endpoints of the selected a.s. reported from tests on Stellaria media). In 

line with European requirements, the geometric mean of all these experimental endpoints 

was used (see also Chapter 5.4, p. 117). Obviously we did not combine different effect levels 

such as ER25 and ER50 or fundamentally different endpoint types. As endpoints from field- 

and greenhouse tests did not prove to be significantly different in initial runs (see also Christl 

2017), which was also confirmed by another check of substance-species-endpoint 

combinations for which both lab and field data were available, (see Chapter 4.9, P.108) we 

did no longer differentiate between lab and field endpoints here. There were about as many 

reproductive endpoints from field tests as from lab tests, plus a number of test designs 

classified as intermediate (e.g. plants grown in the field were transferred to the greenhouse 

and exposed/assessed there, or the other way round). The potential influence of the variable 

lab/field on variance was also assessed in the overall ANOVA analysis (prepared by J.W. 

Green, see Appendix 6). 
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Due to the heterogeneity of reproductive endpoints (e.g., number of inflorescences, weight of 

seeds, germination success of F1) we did not attempt to assess strictly by measured 

endpoint type (as we could do in the crop-wild project, Christl 2017) but combined these by 

experiment, i.e. if several measured parameters (and endpoints based on them) were 

recorded in one study, we took the overall lowest endpoint for the assessments based on 

minima, and the geometric mean of all endpoints for the assessments based on an average 

response. Only in a second integration step the outcomes of different experiments were 

merged and an overall geometric mean calculated for each type-substance-species-

combination (e.g. ‘ER50*repro*AASI01*LOLPE’, or ‘ER25*vegetat.-juv.*GW01 *LYPES’). 

For the comparison of distributions (Tables 44 and 45) and also for the additional statistical 

analysis performed by J.-W. Green (fundamentally assessing adjusted values based on the 

distribution obtained from MLE methods), no such consolidation steps were implemented, 

but n was determined by the values collated in the database. So in Green’s analysis 

combinations were not weighted in any way, substance-species combinations with more 

endpoints have a greater influence on the overall outcome than those with fewer endpoints. 

We consider the bigger problem to be in this database that the species tested on 

reproductive endpoints are not necessarily those also tested on vegetative endpoints. See 

discussion point 5.11, p. 123. 

3.1.4 Test substance – active substances, formulations, mixtures and the issues: 

As there may be pronounced differences between different formulations of the same active 

substance, the original aim was to compare formulation by formulation. The data proved 

however to be too heterogeneous for this approach. For some formulations a number of 

reproductive experimental endpoints were available, but no vegetative endpoints of the 

same formulation , in other cases the formulation was not specified in the publication (this 

applies in particular to publications that did meta-analysis based on other data bases; here 

only the active substance was given). Hence ultimately all data of a given active substance 

were expressed as [g a.s./ha] and assessed together, in case of multiple experimental 

endpoints for one given species calculating the geometric mean. Data of mixture 

formulations were not included unless there were both reproductive and vegetative 

endpoints available from the same mixture formulation, in which case the mixture was 

treated as if it were a distinct active substance. If all actives substances of the mixture 

belonged to the same mode of action, its MoA-code was assigned correspondingly, if not 

they were assigned to the MoA group “other” for evaluations at mode-of-action level. Results 

of this diverse “group” are presented in some figures for completeness, but must not be 

mistaken as relevant for any mode of action.  

3.1.5 Environmental conditions 

The environmental conditions during testing may play an important role in the measurement 

values and can affect reproducibility of experimental endpoints, in particular if conditions are 

outside of the normal range required for the individual species or if the plants have not been 

properly maintained. Laboratory-greenhouse tests with controlled environmental conditions, 

many of them defined in the US EPA and OECD testing guidelines are less problematic than 
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the varying conditions in published field tests. For example in at least one case, plants grown 

in pots outside of the greenhouse (e.g. reported as semi-field) were too large for the pot size, 

did not receive adequate water, and suffered from desiccation before termination of the 

study. Many published datasets did not provide any details on test criteria, and for those 

where details were given, these were not consistent (e.g. sometimes temperature and 

humidity was reported but not day length and/or irradiation).  

3.1.6 Compliance with test guidelines GLP, and reliability index 

Another fundamental information generally available was whether the test was performed 

under GLP. This was the rule for unpublished company data from the lab but hardly ever the 

case for published data, i.e. all reproductive endpoints were non-GLP. Similarly compliance 

with test guidelines was generally the case with lab data provided by the companies, but 

obviously not with reproductive endpoints for which no guidelines exist. Both parameters 

were included in the database, but neither was used as selection criterion.  

Reliability of publications was evaluated in parallel to inclusion into the data base by 

assigning reliability indices (see e.g. Klimisch et al. 1997). Main points considered and 

implemented as a three-category-score were whether the test substance was unequivocally 

reported, whether the exposure route was described, whether information regarding dosing 

was sufficient (field rates, treatment levels), whether the observation time was indicated, 

whether the no. of organisms / of replicates was reported, whether the test design was 

described in sufficient detail, and whether there were any inconsistencies that could not be 

explained. Further points that are relevant for regulatory studies were not considered here, 

as including these would inevitable have resulted in rejection of the majority of data (in 

particular measurements of reproduction): Aspects such as minimum germination rate, 

density, defined growing medium, reported fertilization, analytical verification, defined growth 

performance etc. were generally not considered. The resulting three-category-score system 

was simply ‘yes’, ‘partim’ or ‘no’. (1,2,3) and allowed an approximate grading of the reliability. 

However, some of the papers considered as relevant in the EFSA Scientific Opinion should 

have been regarded as less reliable based on our criteria; we lacked the information to 

assess it thoroughly (unpublished etc.) but it would have been inappropriate not to consider 

that very data which was the basis for EFSA’s conclusions.  

Overall we included and considered all data that allowed the derivation of rate-based 

endpoints with some certainty, i.e. only highly subjective criteria such as fruit colour or 

marketability were not used, or data where the actual doses could not be translated into an 

area-based unit such as g/ha.  

3.1.7 Traits of test species 

Tested species largely belonged to grasses or shrubs, i.e. annual, biennial or perennial 

herbaceous plants, both crops and wild species. Also a few tree species were tested. To 

utilize this information in addition to the species level, assessments were performed at 

higher levels, defining the plant family, the class (monocot/dicot) and crop or wild species as 

potential explanatory variables.  
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3.1.8 Endpoints 

In this review we used the same categories for measured vegetative parameters as in Christl 

2017, namely survival, shoot height, and biomass. There was a raft of reproductive 

endpoints investigated (see Points 5.5 and 12 i.e. Appendix 5) and it was difficult to 

categorise them). Most commonly, numbers of reproductive organs (buds, flowers, seeds, 

pods, fruits) were investigated or their biomass measured, either per plant or per pot, but 

also thousand-kernel weight, or even emergence and survival of the F1-generation were 

used to derive ERx endpoints. Ultimately, all of these were considered equivalent, and per 

SSC the lowermost of each (minimum) or the geometric mean of all endpoints was used for 

further investigation. Only some reproduction-related but purely anthropocentric endpoints 

were excluded as not being relevant for a non-target plant population reproduction, such as 

even colouring of apples or marketability of cucumbers. 

3.1.9 Censored endpoints 

A multitude of endpoints was listed as “greater than the highest test rate”. These are not 

strictly numeric but define a range that is only defined at one side (“less-than” or “greater-

than”). It is problematic to include them in numeric evaluations e.g. SSD, in particular when 

the censored values are not the lowest or highest, but are framed by higher or lower numeric 

values, for details see discussion. While many of the censored values were not the only 

endpoints for a particular substance-species combination (i.e. often there was also a 

numeric endpoint for the same species), omitting censored values from the evaluation would 

not have had reduced the data base substantially.  

As there are many and contradicting preferences and also to address comments on the 

other project (crop-wild), we repeated the assessment implementing different approaches. 

For the paired assessment by individual SSCs we checked three strategies (1) basing the 

assessment on numeric endpoints only, (2) including censored endpoints disregarding that 

they are censored, (3) including censored endpoints with a correction factor of 2, i.e. “greater 

than” endpoints were doubled and “less than” endpoints were halved. The latter was based 

on considerations within the UBA. We presented the results side-by-side, hence anybody 

preferring a different approach can check the outcome based on his preferred approach with 

the alternatives. For the comparison of distributions within the main report MLE-estimates 

were calculated, with and without bootstrapping procedures (Kon Kam King et al. 2014).  

Furthermore the tool developed by Kon Kam King et al. (2014) was used in this project as an 

alternative approach to calculate individual SSDs at family level and at Mode-of-action level 

and to use the HC50 as central estimator and the HC5 as estimator for the most sensitive 

species, with and without bootstrapping procedures. As the latter are time-consuming even 

with modern computers, we deviated in this analysis from the otherwise implemented 

differentiation between vegetative endpoints of juvenile and those of mature plants, and 

simply pooled all vegetative data in one and all reproductive data in the other group. The 

method was implemented using R Studio v. 3.2.5 (2016-04-14). The resulting quotients 

could be compared with traditionally derived quotients and are listed together in Appendix 4, 

Tables 44 and 45. For the paired assessment this was not implemented as in that case an 

MLE estimate would have had to have been calculated for every single reproductive or 
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vegetative effect level-substance-species combination (ERx * SSC * type) which would have 

been forbiddingly time-consuming. 

In the additional statistical analysis of Distributions *John W. Green, see Statistical Appendix 

6 all endpoints were considered, including censored ones, and groups (i.e. vegetative and 

reproductive endpoints of the selected subset of data) compared. This approach has the 

advantages that (1) it utilises all data available (so n is as high as possible), and (2) it is 

statistically straightforward. Disadvantages are however: (1) SSCs with a multitude of 

endpoints get a larger weight compared to SSC that were tested only once (contrasting, for 

SSD’s individual SSC are considered only once),(2) the two distributions contain different 

sets of species and/or a.s. with little overlap of SSCs for both vegetative and reproductive 

endpoints. The results for a particular subset of data (e.g. mode of action, species group) 

could thus be biased due to the fact that there may have been more species with lower 

endpoints tested for one set compared to the other set. Potentially, for the overall conclusion 

such biases may cancel out each other, there is still the fact that both the potency of 

individual substances and intrinsic sensitivities of species were not the same in the two 

groups to be compared, so there is additional stochastic uncertainty. This is not as much of 

an issue with the SSC quotient approach based on individual pairs of endpoints (by SSC) as 

described below. 

As a final additional option and based on considerations of the UBA, censored endpoints 

were included with a correction factor f = 2, i.e. right-censored (greater-than values) were 

multiplied by 2 and left-censored values divided by 29. This additional approach is simplistic 

yet considered to have its merits as it allows to consider censored values already at the two 

consolidation steps (at the experimental level and at the SSC-level), and also with low n10. 

This approach is not supported by extended theoretical considerations, but considered to be 

a pragmatic approach to consider them without having to include a multitude of 

bootstrapping-steps at the various levels. Also it is considered to be superior to the 

alternative of taking the numeric value as is (f = 1), ignoring the censored property. Our 

implementation of a correction factor f definitely increases the relevance of the surrogate 

number, as it moves the predicted endpoint in the appropriate direction. Only the value of f 

could be debated, and the decision to use the same factor throughout. The approach is still 

considered to be a pragmatic approach. Trying to please all commenters we did every 

analysis thrice, either without or with censored values. The differences in outcome were 

generally minor, which suggests either that there were enough numeric data to prevent 

distorting effects of a questionable approach, or that neither of the approaches was 

fundamentally inappropriate – or maybe both. Details see discussion. 

                                                

9
 The factor of 2 was meant to extend the upper value to twice the highest rate, and the lower value to 

½ the tested rate, thereby artificially attributing effects to rates that were not tested. Although very 
basic, this approach is considered to better reflect the actual toxicity than the commonly used 
alternative where the censoring is simply ignored and the value as such is used (f = 1). 
10

 Also the more sophisticated methods able to consider censored values do require a minimum 
number of uncensored values to deliver the properties / parameters of the distribution, so would also 
ignore a part of the data, i.e. all censored values not accompanied by a sufficient number of 
uncensored values.  
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3.2 Principle of comparison 

The fundamental approach in this paper was to compare like with like, i.e. vegetative and 

reproductive endpoints with otherwise comparable parameters, i.e. same effect level (e.g. 

ER25) same active substance, and same species tested. Quotients may be calculated either 

based on pairs of vegetative and reproductive endpoints of individual SSCs, or based on 

fundamental parameters of distributions (e.g. median, 5th percentile or minimum). Both ways 

indicate quantitatively whether vegetative and reproductive endpoints of a particular active 

substance-species combination differ, and to what extent. Multivariate ANOVA or individual 

student-T-tests (based on log-transformed endpoints) allowed testing for significance.  

 

Figure 1:  Example plot visualising the approach of comparing distributions of vegetative 
and reproductive endpoints via SSD. Distribution of ER50 endpoints of all plant 
species tested on that active substance. Abscissa indicating normalized field rates 
(endpoints divided by the geometric mean of all data). Species sorted by their 
sensitivity. Note that in this example the quotient veg./repro is greater than 1 if 
based on minima but less than 1 if based on geometric means. Further 
explanations see text.  

In the simplest of all cases there is just a pair of one vegetative endpoint and one 

reproductive endpoint each for a given SSC, from which a quotient may be calculated. If not, 

the endpoints were consolidated into one representative endpoint each (as also done for 

SSDs), either based on minima or on geometric means (see 3.1.3, combining several 

endpoints of the same substance-species -combination). Ultimately there are two SSDs, one 
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based on vegetative and the other one on reproductive endpoints, as illustrated in Figures 1 

and 2. (We did not use any real dataset for visualisation of the principle for confidentiality 

reasons.) 

 

Figure 2:  Example plot visualising the quotient approach by substance-species 
combination, comparing individual data pairs of vegetative and reproductive 
endpoints. Same data as in Figure 1. Abscissa indicating normalized field rates. 
Note that in this example the quotient veg./repro is less than 1 for oat but greater 
than 1 for tomato and pea.  

 

3.2.1 Assessment by distribution  

Distributions of endpoints were assessed either based on central estimates or on the left 

tails, or in case of the MLE-estimated distributions on percentiles, see further down. In cases 

where one species was tested multiple times, either the geometric mean of all endpoints of 

the same effect level11 of a species was used, or the lowest (i.e. the minimum).  

  

                                                

11
 Of a given type, e.g. ER25 vegetative. We did not merge e.g. ER25 with ER50 endpoints in one 

analysis.  
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3.3 Abbreviations frequently used 

AI-factor  Proportion of variance capturing the influence of the ‘Active Ingredient’ (AI) on 

the endpoints (two-way ANOVA) 

Average Arithmetic mean  

EPPO code (formerly BAYER-Code) An international standard 5-letter-code specifying 

terrestrial plant species and sometimes also subspecies or variants; mainly used by farmers, 

agronomists and also in efficacy experiments. In this report the code is used in lists and for 

SSC, since full Latin names would have been unwieldy and impractical. The full list is 

available online, e.g.   https://www.eppo.int/DATABASES/GD&Codes/eppo_codes.htm. or 

may be downloaded from e.g. https://data.eppo.int/. 12 

BM Biomass, a measured parameter (weight of plant material above ground) used to 

calculate ERx endpoints, either based on wet weight = fresh weight (WW) or dry weight 

(DW)  

D Dicotyledonous species (sensu lato)13 

DAR Draft assessment report 

DW dry weight (above ground) 

ECPA European Crop Protection Association 

EFSA European Food Safety Authority 

Effect Level: here the “x” in the ERx, e.g. at the 25% effect level shoot height, growth, 

biomass or seed numbers etc. were inhibited by 25% compared to the controls 

ERx Effect rate, i.e. a treatment rate (often expressed in [g a.s./ha]) at which a certain 

level x of inhibition was observed, e.g. ER25, ER50. Some papers also list EC50 (mostly 

incorrectly as the applied amount was defined as a rate [g/ha]) or IC50 (Inhibition 

concentration) which – considering the rate unit – are again incorrectly used and here 

interpreted as synonyms.  

GeoMean Geometric mean, a central estimate of a sample or distribution that is suitable for 

non-linear i.e. log-normal distributions such as concentration scales 

Max. Maximum, here the highest endpoint of the selected groups (e.g. reproductive 

endpoint of Brassicaceae), not used for overall assessment  

                                                

12
 For a few wild species not yet listed in the EPPO-code, preliminary working codes were used 

internally. None of these is relevant for the report here, as for none of these species vegetative and 
reproductive endpoints were available. 
13

 The term ‘dicotyledons’ stands for a paraphyletic group, so here this effectively covers eudicots or 
tricolpates and magnoliids  

https://data.eppo.int/
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Median Central estimate of a distribution, with 50% of values above and 50% below, 

another central estimate that is more robust against skewed distributions than the arithmetic 

mean 

Min. Minimum, here the lowest endpoint of the selected groups (e.g. vegetative 

endpoint of AASI-MoA) 

M Monocotyledonous species 

MoA Mode of action 

RPo Reproductive endpoints, measured on mature (‘old’) plants  

SE Seedling emergence (e.g. studies acc. to OECD 208), application of soil prior to 

germination and emergence of plant seedlings 

SH Shoot height, a measured parameter used to calculate ERx endpoints, 

sometimes also termed shoot length 

SSC Substance-species-combination e.g. a particular active substance tested on a 

particular plant species, not to be confused with  

SSD Species sensitivity distribution 

Surv. Survival of plants, measured parameter sometimes also used to calculate ERx 

endpoints 

USEPA  United States Environmental Protection Agency 

VVj Vegetative endpoints of juvenile plants, (e.g. from studies performed acc. to 

OECD 208 or 227), plants <28 days old  

VVo Vegetative endpoints of mature plants, e.g. from studies in which vegetative and 

reproductive parameters were measured simultaneously on a mature (‘old’) plant, plants 

generally >28 days old, *sometimes just 28 days, then plants already in reproductive phase) 

WW wet weight = fresh weight (above ground) 
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4 Results  

4.1 Modes of action tested for reproductive endpoints 

The following Table 2 lists the number of SSC for which both vegetative and reproductive 

endpoints were available, and the number of actual quotients, which is higher in cases 

where a comparison could be made at different effect levels, e.g. for some SSCs there were 

matching vegetative and reproductive endpoints at the ER10, the ER25 and the ER50 level. 

Consequently three quotients could be calculated for such SSC. On the other hand, if the 

numbers in the two adjacent columns are identical, there was just one effect level each for 

which both vegetative and reproductive endpoints were available. 

Four column pairs are listed, the leftmost for the comparison between vegetative endpoints 

of juvenile plants and reproductive endpoints and the rightmost for the comparison between 

vegetative endpoints of old (mature) plants and the corresponding reproductive endpoints, 

each with or without consideration of censored values. Higher numbers with censored values 

are due to cases where only by including censored endpoints quotients could be calculated, 

these are obviously much more uncertain.  

Table 2:  Modes of action (MoA), number of active substances, numbers of SSCs and 
numbers of quotients (Q) comparing vegetative and reproductive endpoints 

Code 

(MoA) 

n  

(a.s. 

with 

repro 

data) 

Comparison VVj / RPo  

(vegetative endpt. of juvenile plants) 

Comparison VVo / RPo  

(vegetative endpts. of older plants) 

only numeric with censored only numeric with censored 

# SSC # Q # SSC # Q # SSC # Q # SSC # Q 

AASI* 16 39 75 61 129 57 97 84 160 

SGI# 0         

GW 10 22 41 30 54 22 41 36 69 

PHI 1 2 4 4 7 2 2 6 13 

LSI# 0         

CMD 3 15 16 17 19 15 27 16 28 

ACI 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

ICD# 0         

(OTH) 4   3 9 1 1 12 30 

INS 1       4 12 

      * including IES = Inhibition of EPSP synthase 

      
#
 no datasets with vegetative and repro endpoints for the same substance-species  

        combination (#SSC = 0)   

      #Q = number of quotients (higher than #SSC if several pairs of the same ERx) per SSC 

      “OTH“ and “INS” only listed for completeness, and non-uniform melting pots,  
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Most data was available for AASI-herbicides, including e.g. the sulfonylureas or glyphosate. 

Also for growth regulators there was a lot of information published, and also for three CMD-

herbicides several species had been tested for reproductive endpoints. For the other modes 

of action the data situation is patchy, and the outcome bears more uncertainty.  

4.2 Plant species tested for reproductive endpoints 

The entire database contains data of 266 species, but for only a fraction of these also 

reproductive endpoints are available, see Table 3. 

Table 3: Number of plant species of the database, and numbers of reproductive endpoints  

 
numeric 

endpoints 
Censored 
endpoints 

Total 

total no of species 266  266 

total no of SSC 131 59 190 

total no of SSC*effect level 277 151 428 

SSCs with repro-data 65 13 78 

SSCs with at least 2 endpoints 62 10 72 

SSCs with 3 or more 46 12 58 

SSCs with 6 or more 14 17 31 

SSCs with 10 or more 2 6 8 

*SCC = substance-species-combination 

Please note that the actual number of comparisons possible (quotients) is higher, as for 

some SCC several pairs of endpoints of the same effect level may be available (e.g. one 

quotient based on the two ER10 and another quotient based on ER25 values).  

The species for which most reproductive endpoints are reported (no. of SSC with at least 

one reproductive endpoint [including censored values]) are listed in Table 4. The table lists 

only species with at least 3 SSC with numeric reproductive endpoints. If censored values are 

included, the numbers of SSC with reproductive endpoints are somewhat higher, see 

rightmost column. The actual number of experiments and endpoints is much higher, the 

numbers here list numbers of substances with at least one reproductive endpoint for the 

species, not the total number of endpoints reported for the substance-species combination.  
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Table 4: Plant species most commonly tested for reproductive endpoints – number of 
substances tested on the species for at least one reproductive endpoint (e.g. 
ER25)  

Code Latin name Family 
# SSC  

(no cens.) 
# SSC  

(with cens.) 

PIBSX Pisum sativum Fabaceae 32 36 

GLXMA Glycine max Fabaceae 13 20 

VITVI Vitis vinifera Vitaceae 9 18 

CASOB Senna obtusifolia Caesalpinioideae 9 15 

HELAN Helianthus annuus Asteraceae 9 12 

PESGL Pennisetum glaucum Poaceae 8 12 

SETVI Setaria viridis Poaceae 8 12 

SOLAD Solanum tuberosum Solanaceae 6 11 

BRAXX Brassica sp. Brassicaceae 6 9 

BRSNN Brassica napus Brassicaceae 6 9 

ELYHX Elymus hystrix Poaceae 6 9 

ELYRX Elymus riparius Poaceae 6 9 

LENCU Lens culinaris Fabaceae 6 9 

POLCC Persicaria amphibia Polygonaceae 6 9 

AVESA Avena sativa Poaceae 5 8 

CHEAL Chenopodium album Chenopodiaceae 5 8 

ECHCX Echinochloa crus-galli Poaceae 5 8 

LYPES Lycopersicon esculentum Solanaceae 5 8 

RANAC Ranunculus acris Ranunculaceae 5 8 

ALOMY Alopecurus myosuroides Poaceae 5 6 

BUPRO Bupleurum rotundifolium Apiaceae 4 6 

GALAP Galium aparine Rubiaceae 4 6 

GERRO Geranium robertianum Geraniaceae 4 6 

GOSHI Gossypium hirsutum Malvaceae 4 6 

LTHPR Lathyrus pratensis Fabaceae 3 6 

MELNO Silene noctiflora Caryophyllaceae 3 6 

PANDI Panicum miliaceum Poaceae 3 6 

PAPAR Papaver argemone Papaveraceae 3 6 

RUMAC Rumex acetosa Polygonaceae 3 6 

SCABR Scandix pecten-veneris Apiaceae 3 6 

VICSE Vicia sepium Fabaceae 3 6 

ASEAR Asperula arvensis Rubiaceae 3 5 

BRSRR Brassica rapa Brassicaceae 3 5 

PAPRH Papaver rhoeas Papaveraceae 3 5 

SILVU Silene vulgaris Caryophyllaceae 3 5 

CAPBP Capsella bursa-pastoris Brassicaceae 3 4 

GERMO Geranium molle Geraniaceae 3 4 

RASRL Rapistrum rugosum Brassicaceae 3 4 

BIDCE Bidens cernua Asteraceae 3 3 
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Code Latin name Family 
# SSC  

(no cens.) 
# SSC  

(with cens.) 

CAUTI Carthamus tinctorius L. Asteraceae 3 3 

CPSAA Capsicum annuum Solanaceae 3 3 

CRXRE Carex remota Cyperaceae 3 3 

CUMSA Cucumis sativus Cucurbitaceae 3 3 

ELYCA Elymus canadensis Poaceae 3 3 

GALOD Galium odoratum Rubiaceae 3 3 

MIURI Mimulus ringens Scrophulariaceae 3 3 

 

The database contains 266 plant species with ecotoxicological data, but only one quarter of 

these had been tested for reproductive endpoints. Reproductive endpoints were available for 

65 plant species with numeric and another 13 with censored endpoints. As many species 

were tested on several substances, the total number of SSC with reproductive data is higher, 

i.e. 131 SSC based on numeric endpoints and another 59 SSC in addition if censored values 

are included. Each SCC could occur with up to three effect levels (ER50, ER25 and ER10), 

an average about two endpoints were available per SSC, so a total of 277 'SSC* effect level' 

(numeric only) were included and another 151 'SSC* effect level' in addition if censored 

values are included. The 46 species listed in Table 4 have numeric reproductive endpoints of 

at least three different substances (plus further 13 species if including censored data). Pisum 

sativum was the species tested for reproductive endpoints on the widest range of 

substances, followed by Glycine max. Further five species with numeric endpoints for 8 to 9 

substances were Vitis vinifera, Senna obtusifolia, Helianthus annuus, Pennisetum glaucum 

and Setaria viridis. All other species were tested on 6 or fewer substances (9 and fewer 

including censored endpoints), details see Table 4. 

Note that not all of these substance-species combinations allowed a comparison of these 

reproductive endpoints with vegetative endpoints from standard lab data (juvenile plants). 

For some, only vegetative endpoints from older plants were available. These were assessed 

separately. On the other hand often endpoints of several effect levels were available, so that 

the number of calculable quotients is often higher (up to three per SSC, see further up).  

In terms of higher taxa, the families most commonly tested were Poaceae and Fabaceae by 

some margin. Poaceae was also the most diverse family, with 15 species tested for 

reproductive endpoints on at least one substance, and 8 Fabaceae species (each including 

censored endpoints). Comparing the number of species with the number of SSCs for each 

family it is observed that a species was tested on average on 4 to 6 substances, but with 

large variations, details see Table 4.  
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Table 5: Plant families most commonly tested for reproductive endpoints – number of 
species per plant family and no. of SSCs per plant family, without and with 
censored endpoints.  

Family 
only numeric with censored 

# species # SSC # species # SSC 

Poaceae 14 58 15 87 

Fabaceae 7 61 8 85 

Brassicaceae 7 25 7 37 

Asteraceae 6 20 7 26 

Solanaceae 3 14 4 24 

Polygonaceae 4 13 6 23 

Vitaceae 1 9 1 18 

Caesalpinioideae 1 9 1 15 

Caryophyllaceae 3 8 4 15 

Rubiaceae 3 10 3 14 

Apiaceae 2 7 2 12 

Papaveraceae 2 6 2 11 

Geraniaceae 2 7 2 10 

Chenopodiaceae 1 5 1 8 

Ranunculaceae 1 5 1 8 

Malvaceae 1 4 1 6 

Primulaceae 2 4 2 5 

Cucurbitaceae 1 3 1 3 

Cyperaceae 1 3 1 3 

Rosaceae 1 2 1 3 

Scrophulariaceae 1 3 1 3 

Campanulaceae 0 0 1 2 

Hypericaceae 1 1 1 2 

Juncaceae 0 0 1 2 

Lamiaceae 0 0 1 2 

Phytolaccaceae 0 0 1 2 

Amaryllidaceae 0 0 1 1 

Violaceae 0 0 1 1 

Grand Total 65 277 78 428 

 

4.3 Sensitivity of different reproductive endpoints 

The database contains a very wide variety of different endpoints, encompassing number of 

inflorescences or flowers, numbers of pods, seeds or fruits, weight of pods, seeds or fruits 

(per seed, per plant or per pot), germination success of the F1-generation or their survival. 

An overview of the reproductive parameters measured is given in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Reproductive parameters recorded in the literature.  

Reproductive Endpoints count Reproductive Endpoints (ctnd.) count 

yield 73 No. of fruits 8 

av seed weight 60 number of fruits 8 

pod (dry wt) 60 Seed production per plant 8 

Pod (fresh wt) 60 Total seed production 8 

pod number 60 Clonal shoots (#) 6 

seed production 53 Pea dry weight 6 

Total yield 44 Seed no. per plant 6 

F1-germination 39 Seed no. per pot 6 

Pea number 36 1000-kernel weight 5 

Peas (dry weight) 36 Flower height 5 

Peas (fresh wt) 36 number of silique 5 

seed dry weight 36 1-seed weight 4 

seed reduction 36 fresh crop weight 4 

Seed yield 31 Fruits/plant 4 

F1-Seedling survival 30 germination rate 4 

Seed number 30 Seeds/fruit 4 

fruit weight 28 siliquae/plant 4 

Number of seeds 28 Mean seed dry weight 3 

Fruit color 26 No. of Pods 3 

Fruit firmness 26 number of seed 3 

Fruit harvest 26 seed DW 3 

Bean (dry wt) 24 seedhead mass 3 

Bean number 24 Tillers LT 3 

blossom production 24 Time of Seed production 3 

Mean tuber weight 24 Total seed fresh weight 3 

flowers/plant 20 yield (fruits) 3 

pods/plant 20 Blossoms per plant* 2 

Fecundity (No flowers/plant) 18 apical meristem height 2 

Pruning weight 18 Fruit LT 2 

capsules/plant 16 Fruit yield  2 

n.r. 16 
Number of seeds per plant fresh weight 
(Median) 2 

seed weight 16 number of tillers 2 

seeds/pod 16 Pod LT 2 

Tuber fresh weight 15 Seed LT 2 

seed biomass 13 Tiller count 2 

no. of seeds per gram fresh weight 12 Tillers ST 2 

Seed production - no per plant 12 Apical meristem 1 

Seed production - no per pot 12 Floral Node LT 1 

seeds/pot 12 Floral nodes 1 

thousend grain weight 12 Floret Production 1 

Total seed dry weight 12 Fresh fruit weight 1 

Tuber number 12 Meristem 1 

number of pods 10 Number of flower heads 1 

Early yield 9 Number of seedhead florets 1 

Fruit number per plant 9 Reproduction (unclear) 1 

Grain yield 9 
Reproductive effort (Repro DW/vegetative 
DW) 1 

No of flowers 9 Seed production (weight) 1 

Yield of extra large, medium, marketable 
and cull tomato 9 Seedhead 1 

Area covered with flowers (%) 8 seedling vigour 1 

Fruit fresh weight at harvest 8 Tillers  ST 1 

Lint Yield 8 Grand Total 1438 

* original as ”antal blomster per plante” 
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The content of this table could be summarized as follows: The most frequently reported 

reproductive parameters were  

 Seed/pod/fruit production – no. per plant /per pot? 

 Seed/pod/fruit – biomass per plant/per pot 

 No. of buds/flowers (total or per plant?) 

 Biomass (reproductive) e.g. of tubers (note this includes asexual reproduction) 

 Quality of reproductive organ (e.g. firmness of fruits) 

 F1-germination or  

 F1-seedling survival 

 no. of seeds per gram fresh weight  

Germination success of the F1-generation or their survival are of particular interest in terms 

of an ultimate protection goal, i.e. stable wild plant population at the landscape level. 

However only four papers generated F1- data that could be implemented in the database: 

Isaacs et al. 1989, Anderson 1990, Riemens et al. 2008 and Riemens et al. 2009, covering a 

total of 8 active substances and 10 SSCs.  

Isaacs et al. 1989 tested Senna obtusifolia (sicklepod) with five active substances, 2,4-DB, 

2,4-D, chlorimuron, glyphosate and imazaquin (late-season-applications). Only one 

treatment level was tested each (560 g 2,4-D/ha and 280 g/ha of the other four active 

substances), which does not facilitate the assessment. Anyway, 2,4-DB applied at 280 g/ha 

at the early bloom stage reduced seed numbers by 11 to 62% and F1- seedling emergence 

and emerged seedling numbers per pot by 1% and 63% respectively, and thus did not 

indicate stronger effects on the F1-emergence than on the seed production. When applied at 

the early fruit stage, 2,4-DB reduced seed numbers by 37 to 96% and F1- seedling 

emergence and emerged seedling numbers per pot by 74% and 99% respectively, so here 

stronger effects on the F1-emergence were observed than on the seed production. Applied 

at late fruit stage, seed numbers were not reduced but F1- seedling emergence and 

emerged seedling numbers per pot were still inhibited by 31% and 14% compared to 

controls.  

560 g 2,4-D/ha applied at the early bloom stage reduced seed numbers by 12 to 66% and 

F1- seedling emergence and emerged seedling numbers per pot by 11% and by 70% 

respectively, so did not indicate stronger effects on the F1-emergence than on the seed 

production. When applied at the early fruit stage 2,4-D reduced seed numbers by 5 - 34% 

and F1- seedling emergence and emerged seedling numbers per pot by 27% and 52% 

respectively, so here stronger effects on the F1-emergence were observed than on the seed 

production. Applied at late fruit stage, seed numbers were not reduced, neither F1- emerged 

seedling numbers per pot (all ‘negative inhibition)’. Only F1 seedling emergence was still 

inhibited by 23% compared to controls. 

Chlorimuron and imazaquin treatments (280 g/ha each) supressed seed formation 

completely when applied during early bloom or early fruit (but to a lesser extent when 

applied at late fruit). The application of chlorimuron to later fruit reduced seed numbers only 

slightly, but seedling emergence and emerged seedlings were still reduced by 69 % and 

74% respectively. Imazaquin applied at late fruit stage reduced not the number of seeds, but 
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seedling emergence and emerged seedling numbers per pot by ca 40%. The glyphosate 

rate (280 g/ha) applied at early bloom reduced seed numbers (22 - 98% inhibition compared 

to controls), F1-emergence and emerged seedlings per pot were similarly affected (8 – 86% 

inhibition). When glyphosate was applied at early fruit, seed numbers were reduced by 23 – 

85% but F1- seedling emergence and emerged seedling numbers per pot were inhibited by 

50 and 94% compared to control respectively. When glyphosate was applied at late fruit, 

neither seed numbers, seedling emergence nor the number of emerged seedlings per pot 

were reduced.  

Anderson 1990 tested three species with clomazone (Carthamus tinctorius, Panicum 

miliaceum and Zea mays. All F-1-germination endpoints were greater-than values, i.e. no 

effects up to and including the highest treatment level, and also “clomazone did not affect 

germination or 1000-kernel weight of seed from any treated crop” (Anderson 1990). 

Riemens et al. performed two series of experiments also assessing effects on F1 

performance. In case of Stellaria media (chickweed) tested with glufosinate-ammonium, the 

endpoint ‘F1-germination’ was the least sensitive of the parameters measured, which were 

‘seed production’, ‘number of seeds per plant fresh weight (median)’ and ‘F1-germination’ 

(Riemens et al. 2008). In testing Poa annua with tepraloxydim, the endpoint F-1-germination 

was also found to be less sensitive than the other reproductive endpoint reported (no. of 

seeds per gram fresh weight; Riemens et al. 2009).  

The overall outcome is inconclusive; there were as many cases reported where the data 

indicated that performance of F1 was more sensitive than reproductive measurements (such 

as no. of seeds), as cases where the F1-endpoints were less sensitive compared to 

standard reproductive investigations of F0. Based on the current database no conclusive 

recommendation is possible. 

4.4 General results  

A total of 5685 data sets were entered (species – test combinations) with 2869 vegetative 

data entries of juvenile plants, 1149 data entries of older plants, and 1371 reproductive data 

entries. For many of these data entries only one effect level was available, for others all 

three (i.e. ER10, ER25 and ER50).  

Quotients were calculated either based on individual SSCs for which both vegetative and 

reproductive endpoints were available (paired approach), or comparing distribution, see 

materials and methods.  

4.4.1 Paired approach (quotients by individual SSCs) 

4.4.2 Comparing sensitivity of mature plants versus juvenile plants 

Firstly we assessed whether there were pronounced differences in sensitivity between 

vegetative endpoints of juvenile plants (seedlings) and of older plants (mature, with 

reproductive organs). The former are normally tested in standard NTTP tests, the latter were 

often tested for vegetative parameters in parallel to reproductive parameters. This approach 
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has scientific merits as it may compare vegetative and reproductive endpoints in the same 

plant. Differences between the two may however be less relevant in a regulatory context, as 

the vegetative endpoints normally determined for regulatory purposes originate from tests on 

juvenile plants. If their sensitivity should differ from that of older plants (and extensive 

literature data indicates it could), any observed difference in sensitivity between vegetative 

and reproductive parameters would have to be interpreted in context of the plant’s growth 

stage. For this assessment we categorised just two age classes, plants < 4 weeks at test 

evaluation (‘VVj’ - all tier 1 / tier 2 standard tests) and mature (i.e. older) plants (‘VVo’, 

generally > 4 weeks old, exact periods varying between species and test setup). The 

corresponding abbreviation for reproductive endpoints is ‘RPo’, which is obviously only 

available for mature plants. At this stage we compared only matching effect levels, i.e. ER10 

with ER10, ER25 with ER25 etc. Average quotients between the two groups are listed in 

Table 8, just based on numeric endpoints. Assessments also considering censored 

endpoints in a simplistic way (i.e. either as such, ignoring the censoring signs, f = 1, or with a 

correction factor of 2); are presented in Tables 9 and 10, respectively. 

Tables are colour-coded to visualise the average deviations in either direction as follows: 

Table 7:  Colour coding of quotient tables, visualizing the direction and extent of difference 
between two groups:  

Colour grades 

factor 5 lower (≤ 0.2)  0.20 

sensitivity equal (1.0) 1.00 

factor 5 higher (≥ 5.0)  5.00 

 

Table 8:  Quotients calculated by active substance-species-combinations. Quotients based 
only on numeric endpoints (f = 0). The leftmost data column is based on overall 
minima, the rightmost on overall average sensitivity (geometric means at both 
consolidation steps) those in-between list the outcomes for intermediate 
approaches. Further details see material & methods. n indicates the number of 
substance-species combinations with vegetative endpoints of both juvenile and 
older plants.  

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 0 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER10∙VVj/ER10∙VVo 1.45 0.99 1.10 0.81 21 

ER25∙VVj/ER25∙VVo 0.90 1.08 0.79 1.02 40 

ER50∙VVj/ER50∙VVo 0.67 0.75 0.70 0.81 81 
 

 

The weighted geometric mean of all 12 variants displayed in  

Table 8 is 0.83 indicating that overall based on vegetative endpoints those of mature (old) 

plants tend to be somewhat higher than endpoints of young (juvenile) plants such as the 

seedlings used in tier 1/tier 2 vegetative vigour tests. Based on the database assessed here, 
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the latter are slightly more sensitive than older plants but overall not by a large margin. 

Individual quotients varied considerably; 10%iles and 90%iles ranged from 0.113 to 12.10 

when based on minima in both steps (leftmost data column) and from 0.122 to 9.60 when 

based on geometric means of endpoints, (rightmost data column). Quotients based on 

ER10, ER25 or ER50 were fairly similar, those based on ER50 somewhat lower.  

If censored values were included as numeric values, just ignoring the censoring (f = 1) 

(Table 9) the weighted geometric mean of all variants was found to be 0.92, and if censored 

values were included but corrected by a factor (f = 2) (Table 10) the weighted geometric 

mean of all variants was estimated to be 0.84.  

Table 9:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combinations. Quotients based 
on numeric and on censored endpoints, the later uncorrected (f = 1). The leftmost 
data column is based on overall minima, the rightmost on overall average 
sensitivity (geometric means at both consolidation steps) those in-between list the 
outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further details see material & methods. n 
indicates the number of substance-species combinations with vegetative 
endpoints of both juvenile and older plants.  

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 1 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER10∙VVj/ER10∙VVo 1.47 1.12 1.18 0.97 32 

ER25∙VVj/ER25∙VVo 1.13 1.36 1.07 1.33 63 

ER50∙VVj/ER50∙VVo 0.64 0.86 0.64 0.90 121 

 

Table 10:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combinations, comparing 
juvenile and older plants. Quotients based on numeric and on censored 
endpoints, the later corrected (f = 2). The leftmost data column is based on overall 
minima, the rightmost on overall average sensitivity (geometric means at both 
consolidation steps) those in-between list the outcomes for intermediate 
approaches. Further details see material & methods. n indicates the number of 
substance-species combinations with vegetative endpoints of both juvenile and 
older plants.  

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

<> f = 2 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER10∙VVj/ER10∙VVo 1.58 1.13 1.15 0.94 32 

ER25∙VVj/ER25∙VVo 1.06 1.32 1.00 1.27 63 

ER50∙VVj/ER50∙VVo 0.55 0.75 0.55 0.78 121 
 

Thus, based on quotients from individual active substance/species combinations, young 

plants were found to be slightly more sensitive than mature plants, however the data 

currently available in this database do not indicate pronounced differences in sensitivity 

between old and young plants, or that – depending on active substance, species, and time 

of applications, opposite patterns could have cancelled each other out.  
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As example chart the data of one variant are presented, here A) the individual data pairs 

based on overall geometric mean ER50 endpoints and only considering numeric endpoints, 

i.e. the quotient 0.81 at the right bottom of  

Table 8. in Figure 3, and B) in Figure 4 the same variant, again based on overall geometric 

mean ER50 endpoints, but including censored endpoints with a correction factor f = 2 , 

corresponding to the quotient 0.78 in Table 10.  

 

Figure 3:  Data pairs displaying vegetative ER50 endpoints of mature plants (abscissa) and 
juvenile plants (ordinate), each based on the geometric mean of various 
experiments and the geometric mean of different endpoints, so each point 
signature stands for one substance-species combination for which numeric ER50 
data of both juvenile and older plants were available. Only numeric endpoints 
considered, (f = 0), n = 81).  
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Figure 4:  Data pairs displaying vegetative ER50 endpoints of mature plants (abscissa) and 
juvenile plants (ordinate), each based on the geometric mean of various 
experiments and the geometric mean of different endpoints, so each point 
signature stands for one substance-species combination for which ER50 data of 
both juvenile and older plants were available. Censored endpoints included and 
corrected (f = 2), n = 121).  

For the data displayed in Figure 4 also the resulting individual quotients are displayed as an 

example (Figure 5), again n = 103, including any censored values).  
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Figure 5:  Quotients from vegetative ER50 endpoints, mature plants’ mean endpoints divided 
by juvenile plants’ mean endpoints (based on the geometric mean of various 
experiments and the geometric mean of different endpoints), each point signature 
stands for the quotient of an individual substance-species-combination for which 
both juvenile and older plants’ ER50 were available. Censored endpoints included 
and corrected (f = 2), total n (SSC) = 121). The geometric mean is 0.78, the median 
(central dotted line) is 0.87; the upper and lower grey lines mark the 10th and 90th 
%iles). 

The overall outcome was that mature plants tend to be slightly less sensitive than the 

seedlings exposed in standard lab/greenhouse tests. The difference was however only less 

than a factor of 1.3 (reciprocal of 0.78) i.e. smaller than expected.  

 

Comparing sensitivity vegetative and reproductive endpoints I: mature plants  

Next we compared vegetative endpoints with matching reproductive endpoints, i.e. 

vegetative ER10 of older plants with reproductive ER10, ER25 with ER25 etc. Often, but not 

always, the endpoints included came from the same experiments and many authors 

concluded that reproductive endpoints were significantly more sensitive than vegetative 

endpoints. Quotients from comparisons just based on numeric endpoints are listed in Table 

11. Assessments also considering censored endpoints in a simplistic way (i.e. either as 

such, ignoring the censoring signs, (f = 1) or with a correction factor of 2) are presented in 

Tables 12 and 13, respectively. 
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Table 11:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
vegetative and reproductive endpoints of older plants. Quotients based only on 
numeric endpoints (f = 0). The leftmost data column is based on overall minima, 
the rightmost on overall average sensitivity (geometric means at both 
consolidation steps) those in-between list the outcomes for intermediate 
approaches. Further details see material & methods. n indicates the number of 
substance-species combinations with both vegetative and reproductive endpoints 
of older plants.  

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 0 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.08 1.12 1.40 1.42 52 

ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.20 1.48 1.33 1.60 54 

ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.45 1.46 1.76 1.71 68 

 

The weighted geometric mean quotient of all 12 variants displayed in Table 11 is 1.42 

indicating that overall based on the endpoints of mature (old) plants vegetative endpoints 

tend to be somewhat higher than reproductive endpoints. The latter are thus slightly more 

sensitive than vegetative endpoints of older plants but again not by a large margin. Individual 

quotients varied considerably. The 10%iles and 90%iles ranged from 0.139 to 16.38 when 

based on minima in both steps (leftmost data column) and from 0.311 to 11.72 when based 

on geometric means of endpoints, (rightmost data column). Quotients based on ER10, ER25 

or ER50 were fairly similar.  

If censored values were included as numeric values, just ignoring the censoring (f = 1) 

(Table 12) the weighted geometric mean of all variants was found to be 1.28, and if 

censored values were included but corrected by a factor (f = 2) (Table 13) the weighted 

geometric mean quotient of all variants was estimated to be 1.31. 

Table 12:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
vegetative and reproductive endpoints of older plants. Quotients based on 
numeric and on censored endpoints, the later uncorrected (f = 1). The leftmost 
data column is based on overall minima, the rightmost on overall average 
sensitivity (geometric means at both consolidation steps), those in-between list 
the outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further details see material & 
methods. n indicates the number of substance-species combinations with both 
vegetative and reproductive endpoints of older plants. Sheet quotient tables in 
main file Eval_Merged_wrk doc V103 (AB)*.xlsx 

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 1 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.13 1.12 1.35 1.32 71 

ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.13 1.26 1.20 1.31 105 

ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.33 1.27 1.44 1.37 139 
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Table 13:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
vegetative and reproductive endpoints of older plants. Quotients based on 
numeric and on censored endpoints, the later corrected (f = 2). The leftmost data 
column is based on overall minima, the rightmost on overall average sensitivity 
(geometric means at both consolidation steps), those in-between list the 
outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further details see material & methods. n 
indicates the number of substance-species combinations with both vegetative and 
reproductive endpoints of older plants.  

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 2 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.08 1.08 1.33 1.30 71 

ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.11 1.22 1.16 1.28 105 

ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.44 1.38 1.56 1.49 139 

 

Thus, based on quotients from individual active substance/species combinations and based 

only on mature plants, reproductive endpoints were found to be slightly more sensitive than 

vegetative endpoints of mature plants (by a factor of ca 1.5 if based on ER50), however no 

pronounced difference in sensitivity between vegetative and reproductive endpoints was 

observed.  

Figures are presented in the subchapter below, as both variants may be displayed in one 

plot. 

 

4.4.3 Comparing sensitivity vegetative and reproductive endpoints II: juvenile 

plants  

Next we compared vegetative endpoints of juvenile (young) plants with matching 

reproductive endpoints (obviously of mature plants), i.e. vegetative ER10 of the seedlings 

tested in standard greenhouse tests with reproductive ER10, ER25 with ER25 etc. Here the 

endpoint pairs were generally generated in different experiments, and combined only in this 

assessment. The combination of these two sets of endpoints is of particular relevance, as 

vegetative endpoints from seedlings are the regulatory endpoints currently used in the risk 

assessment, and the reproductive endpoints are those the EFSA Panel proposes to use in 

future risk assessment.  
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Table 14:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
vegetative endpoints of juvenile plants with reproductive endpoints (of older 
plants). Quotients based on numeric endpoints only (f = 0). The leftmost data 
column is based on overall minima, the rightmost on overall average sensitivity 
(geometric means at both consolidation steps), those in-between list the 
outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further details see material & methods. n 
indicates the number of substance-species combinations with both vegetative 
endpoints of juvenile plants and reproductive endpoints.  

  Main data: Overall quotients based on 
 

EFSA data: 

Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n (one value 
per SSC) 'f<>' = 0 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.43 1.33 1.36 1.32 44* 1.427 

ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.84 1.11 0.74 1.18 24 no data 

ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.97 1.18 1.14 1.38 71 1.669 

* In the EFSA Scientific Opinion 49 cases are listed, but only 46 different SSCs as three SSCs were 

included with multiple endpoints. Furthermore 12 of these were assigned as belonging to young 

plants. In the main database we considered to classify them rather as vegetative endpoints of mature 

plants (they were assessed for vegetative and reproductive endpoints at the same date). As there 

were only 7 additional SSCs with ER10 data, in the main database, our n here (44) is lower than that 

of EFSA (49).  

 

The weighted geometric mean of all 12 variants displayed in Table 14 is 1.18 indicating that 

overall the sensitivity of vegetative endpoints from young plants was very similar to 

reproductive endpoints of the same species. There were also a number of quotients that 

were lower than 1, indicating that with these variants the reproductive endpoints were less 

sensitive than vegetative endpoints from young plants used in tier 1/tier2 vegetative vigour 

tests. Individual quotients varied considerably. 10%iles and 90%iles ranged from 0.06 to 

22.13 when based on minima in both steps (leftmost data column) and from 0.127 to 15.15 

when based on geometric means of endpoints (rightmost data column). The actual effect 

level does not seem to have a systematic effect on the distance between vegetative and 

reproductive endpoints, i.e. quotients based on ER10, ER25 or ER50 were fairly similar. 

Quotients based solely on EFSA’s database (only one vegetative and one reproductive 

endpoint per SSC listed) were slightly higher, but very close to the central estimates of all 

four distributions, and also their scatter was similar. See also Figures 9 to 12 for details. 

If censored values were included as numeric values, the difference in sensitivity between 

vegetative and reproductive endpoints was slightly larger; just ignoring the censoring (f = 1) 

(Table 15) the weighted geometric mean of all variants was found to be 1.36, and if 

censored values were included but corrected by a factor (f = 2) (Table 16) the weighted 

geometric mean of all variants was estimated to be 1.34.  
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Table 15:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
vegetative endpoints of juvenile plants with reproductive endpoints (of older 
plants). Quotients based on numeric and on censored endpoints, the later 
uncorrected (f = 1). The leftmost data column is based on overall minima, the 
rightmost on overall average sensitivity (geometric means at both consolidation 
steps), those in-between list the outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further 
details see material & methods. n indicates the number of substance-species 
combinations with both vegetative endpoints of juvenile plants and reproductive 
endpoints.  

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 1 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.39 1.23 1.21 1.16 62 

ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.45 1.75 1.35 1.75 53 

ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.16 1.43 1.25 1.56 106 

 

 

Table 16:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
vegetative endpoints of juvenile plants with reproductive endpoints (of older 
plants). Quotients based on numeric and on censored endpoints, the later 
corrected (f = 2). The leftmost data column is based on overall minima, the 
rightmost on overall average sensitivity (geometric means at both consolidation 
steps), those in-between list the outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further 
details see material & methods. n indicates the number of substance-species 
combinations with both vegetative endpoints of juvenile plants and reproductive 
endpoints.  

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 2 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.45 1.24 1.23 1.14 62 

ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.41 1.70 1.26 1.66 53 

ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.15 1.42 1.21 1.52 106 
 

Thus, based on quotients from individual active substance/species combinations and 

comparing vegetative endpoints from juvenile plants, with reproductive endpoints, the latter 

were found not to be fundamentally different from the vegetative endpoints that are available 

anyway. Quotients of individual active-substance-species-combinations scattered almost 

equally in both directions. The similarity of the two sets of endpoints seems not to indicate 

that measurement of reproductive parameters would substantially increase the level of 

protection. If the currently regulatory relevant endpoints, ‘vegetative endpoints from juvenile 

plants’ were replaced by ‘reproductive endpoints’ but the effect level (ECx) left unchanged, 

based on the full database the level of conservatism would increase only marginally (factor 

between 1.17 and 1.36). Based on the subset of data evaluated in EFSA’s Scientific Opinion 

(Appendix A therein, solely listing numeric endpoints, see rightmost column in Table 14), the 

factor would be between 1.4 and 1.7 (see also Figures 9 to 12 for details). 
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As example charts data of the effect level with the largest n are visualized, here A) the 

individual data pairs based on overall geometric mean ER50 endpoints and only considering 

numeric endpoints, i.e. the quotient 1.37 juvenile plants, n = 71 at the right bottom of Table 

14 and the quotient 1.771 from older plants, n = 68 at the right bottom of Table 11, are 

displayed together in Figure 6, and B) the same variants, again based on overall geometric 

mean ER50 endpoints, but now including censored endpoints with a correction factor f = 2, 

i.e. the quotient 1.52 for juvenile plants, n = 106 at the right bottom of Table 16 and the 

quotient 1.49 from older plants, n = 139 at the right bottom of Table 13, are displayed 

together in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 6:  Data pairs displaying reproductive ER50 endpoints (abscissa) and vegetative 
ER50 endpoints of juvenile or of mature plants (ordinates), each based on the 
geometric mean of various experiments and the geometric mean of different 
endpoints, so each point signature stands for one substance-species-combination 
for which both vegetative and reproductive ER50 data were available. Only 
numeric endpoints considered (f = 0), n VVj ∩ RPo = 71, n VVo ∩ RPo = 68).  
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Figure 7:  Data pairs displaying reproductive ER50 endpoints (abscissa) and vegetative 
ER50 endpoints of juvenile or of mature plants (ordinate), each based on the 
geometric mean of various experiments and the geometric mean of different 
endpoints, so each point signature stands for one substance-species-combination 
for which both vegetative and reproductive ER50 data were available. Censored 
endpoints included and corrected (f = 2), n VVj ∩ RPo = 106, n VVo ∩ RPo = 139).  

For the data displayed in Figure 7 also the resulting individual quotients (from young plants, 

blue rhombi) are displayed as an example (Figure 8), again n = 106, including any censored 

values). 
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Figure 8:  Quotients from vegetative ER50 endpoints, juvenile plants’ divided by 
reproductive mean endpoints (based on the geometric mean of various 
experiments and the geometric mean of different endpoints), each point signature 
stands for the quotient of an individual substance-species-combination for which 
both vegetative and reproductive ER50 were available. Censored endpoints 
included and corrected (f = 2), total n (SSC) = 106). The geometric mean is 1.52, the 
median 1.08 (central dotted line; the upper and lower grey lines mark the 10th and 
90th %iles).  

Thus, based on quotients from individual active substance/species combinations and based 

only on young plants (as tested in standard lab/greenhouse tests), reproductive endpoints 

were found to be slightly more sensitive than vegetative endpoints of mature plants (by a 

factor between 1.28 and 1.42, and between 1.17 and 1.36 when compared with vegetative 

endpoints of juvenile plants, respectively, varying with the approach regarding censored 

values. Although some extreme exceptions were recorded, overall the differences in 

sensitivity between the vegetative endpoints currently used in the risk assessment and the 

reproductive endpoints proposed to be tested in future were marginal.  

Interestingly these data are fundamentally in line with the data assessed in the EFSA 

Scientific Opinion, although EFSA’s Panel comes to a different conclusion. The data pairs 

listed in EFSA’s Appendix A are displayed in Figures 9 and 10, based on ER50 and on ER10 

respectively, and the corresponding quotients are displayed as such in Figures 11 and 12.  
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Figure 9:  EFSA’s data pairs displaying reproductive ER50 endpoints (abscissa) and 
vegetative ER50 endpoints of juvenile plants (ordinates), (just on experiment listed 
each by the EFSA Panel, each point signature stands for one substance-species-
combination for which both vegetative and reproductive ER50 data were available. 
In EFSA’s Scientific Opinion only numeric endpoints were considered; n VVj ∩ 
RPo = 38 (only 35 if based on SSCs).  
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Figure 10:  EFSA’s data pairs displaying reproductive ER10 endpoints (abscissa) and 
vegetative ER10 endpoints of juvenile plants (ordinates), (just on experiment listed 
each by EFSA, each point signature stands for one substance-species-
combination for which both vegetative and reproductive ER10 data were available. 
EFSA considered only numeric endpoints; n VVj ∩ RPo = 49, (only 45 if based on 
SSCs).  
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Figure 11:  Quotients from EFSA’s data pairs, dividing vegetative ER50 endpoints by 
reproductive ER50 endpoints. Each point signature stands for one substance-
species-combination for which both vegetative and reproductive ER50 data were 
available. Only numeric endpoints considered (f = 0), n (quotients) = 38, only 35 
based on SSCs), average quotient 1.67 (geometric mean) based on all quotients.  

 

 

Figure 12:  Quotients from EFSA’s data pairs, dividing vegetative ER10 endpoints by 
reproductive ER10 endpoints. Each point signature stands for one substance-
species-combination for which both vegetative and reproductive ER10 data were 
available. Only numeric endpoints considered (f = 0), n (quotients) = 49, (only 45 if 
based on SSCs), average quotient 1.43 (geometric mean) based on all quotients.  

 

 

Data based on ER10 have more scatter than those based on ER50, (as to be expected from 

the larger uncertainties of ER10 compared to ER50) but are again symmetrically distributed, 
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i.e. there are about as many cases with reproductive endpoints higher - as cases with 

reproductive endpoints lower than vegetative endpoints, and also the magnitude of 

deviations is about the same in both directions. Based on EFSA’s ER10 data it is 1.43, and 

based on EFSA’s ER50 data the overall quotient RPo/VVj is 1.67 (geometric means of all 

quotients each). 

4.4.4 Comparing different effect levels I: ER50 versus ER10 

In the EFSA Scientific Opinion paper the proposed move from vegetative to reproductive 

endpoints was combined with a concomitant move from an ER50 to ER10, i.e. a change of 

the effect level. Merging these two steps does, however, not add transparency to the 

process, as it obscures how each single move contributes to the overall change. In the three 

subsections above we elucidated differences between vegetative and reproductive 

endpoints, always comparing like with like, i.e. ER25 with ER25 and ER50 with ER50. In this 

section we relate the different effect levels, i.e. ER25 with ER50 or ER10 with ER50 etc., still 

comparing like with like insofar as we compare vegetative ER50 with vegetative ER10 or 

reproductive ER50 with reproductive ER25 etc. The endpoint pairs were often generated 

from data of the same experiment, many even originating from the very same experimental 

dose response relation. Comparing the different effect levels basically indicates the average 

slopes of dose-response relations in NTTP-plant tests, i.e. the spread of rate-response 

curves. Further, dividing higher effect level by lower effect levels comes along with the 

expectation of quotients resulting in values larger than 1. There were single cases in the 

database violated this rule. Such may occur when the two effect level endpoints originated 

from different experiments, and when just one effect level endpoint was reported each. From 

individual experiments it is possible to obtain an ER10 that is higher than an ER50 of 

another experiment with the same active-substance-species combination. While these cases 

illustrate how variable non-target plant experimental ecotoxicological data may be (consider 

different experimental set ups, test conditions etc.), they do not indicate any meaningful 

pattern in sensitivity.  Also setups in publications may be different than in regulatory studies. 

Each comparison, e.g. ER50 with ER10 or alternatively ER50 with ER25, can be performed 

on vegetative endpoints from young plants, vegetative endpoints from older plants, and on 

reproductive endpoints. Quotients between ER50 and ER10 (the shift proposed by EFSA) 

just based on numeric endpoints are listed in Table 17, those also considering censored 

endpoints (either as such or with a correction factor of 2) are presented in Tables 18 and 19, 

respectively. 
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Table 17:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
different effect levels, i.e. ER50 with ER10, either based on vegetative endpoints of 
juvenile or of older plants, or based on reproductive endpoints. Quotients based 
on numeric endpoints only (f = 0). The leftmost data column is based on overall 
minima, the rightmost on overall average sensitivity (geometric means at both 
consolidation steps), those in-between list the outcomes for intermediate 
approaches. Further details see material & methods. n indicates the number of 
substance-species combinations with both ER50 and ER10 endpoints.  

  Main data: Overall quotients based on 
 

EFSA data: 

Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n (one value 
per SSC) 'f<>' = 0 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER50∙VVj/ER10∙VVj 4.38 5.14 4.20 4.91 119 7.20 

ER50∙VVo/ER10∙VVo 5.74 5.29 5.61 5.14 68 no data 

ER50∙RPo/ER10∙RPo 5.27 5.51 5.06 5.42 89 6.058 

 

 

The weighted geometric mean of all 12 variants displayed in Table 17 is 5.04, indicating that 

ER10 endpoints are much lower than ER50 endpoints, as expected. Individual quotients 

varied considerably. 10%iles and 90%iles ranged from 0.984 to 40.86 when based on 

minima in both steps (leftmost data column) and from 1.412 to 32.7 when based on 

geometric means of endpoints (rightmost data column). Quotients based on vegetative 

endpoints of juvenile plants, vegetative endpoints of older plants or reproductive endpoints 

were again surprisingly similar, indicating that slopes of the dose-effect curve are overall 

similar irrespective of the type of measured parameter (vegetative (juv. or old) or 

reproductive). Quotients based solely on EFSA’s database (only one ER10 and ER50 per 

SSC listed) were slightly higher, but very close to the central estimates of all four 

distributions, and also their scatter was similar (see also Figures 16 to 18 for details). 

If censored values were included as numeric values, just ignoring the censoring (f = 1) 

(Table 18) the weighted geometric mean of all variants was found to be 3.52, and if 

censored values were included but corrected by a factor (f = 2) (Table 19) the weighted 

geometric mean of all variants was estimated to be 4.32.  
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Table 18:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
different effect levels, i.e. ER50 with ER10, either based on vegetative endpoints of 
juvenile or of older plants, or based on reproductive endpoints. Quotients based 
on numeric and on censored endpoints, the later uncorrected (f = 1). The leftmost 
data column is based on overall minima, the rightmost on overall average 
sensitivity (geometric means at both consolidation steps), those in-between list 
the outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further details see material & 
methods. n indicates the number of substance-species combinations with both 
ER50 and ER10 endpoints. 

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 1 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER50∙VVj/ER10∙VVj 2.96 3.50 2.96 3.50 174 

ER50∙VVo/ER10∙VVo 3.79 3.57 3.59 3.42 116 

ER50∙RPo/ER10∙RPo 4.03 4.01 3.76 3.81 125 

 

Table 19:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
different effect levels, i.e. ER50 with ER10, either based on vegetative endpoints of 
juvenile or of older plants, or based on reproductive endpoints. Quotients based 
on numeric and on censored endpoints, the later corrected (f = 2). The leftmost 
data column is based on overall minima, the rightmost on overall average 
sensitivity (geometric means at both consolidation steps), those in-between list 
the outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further details see material & 
methods. n indicates the number of substance-species combinations with both 
ER50 and ER10 endpoints. 

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 2 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER50∙VVj/ER10∙VVj 3.41 3.98 3.65 4.16 174 

ER50∙VVo/ER10∙VVo 5.15 4.82 4.85 4.59 116 

ER50∙RPo/ER10∙RPo 4.86 4.75 4.59 4.46 125 
 

Thus, based on quotients from individual active substance/species combinations and 

comparing ER50 with ER10 endpoints, either vegetative endpoints from juvenile or from old 

plants, or reproductive endpoints, ER10 were found to be distinctly lower than ER50 

throughout, as to be expected. Quotients of individual active-substance-species-

combinations were scattered but > 95% were greater than 1. Any change of the effect levels 

does obviously affect the conservatism of the tier1 risk assessment, and if the assessment 

factor remains unchanged, also the level of protection. In case of terrestrial non-target plants 

and based on the paired - quotient approach, a change from any ER50 to an ER10 would 

increase the conservatism by a factor of ca 5 (if measured parameters unchanged). Based 

on the subset of data evaluated by EFSA (Appendix A therein, solely listing numeric 

endpoints, see rightmost column in Table 17) the change would be between factor 6 and 7 

(see also Figures 16 to 18 for details). 

The following example charts are presented: A) individual data pairs based on overall 

geometric mean vegetative endpoints (comparing ER50 with ER10) and only considering 
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numeric endpoints, i.e. the quotient 4.87 (n = 119) at the right top of Table 17 are shown in 

Figure 13, and B) a different variant, here the same comparison based on reproductive 

endpoints (ER50 repro versus ER10 repro), overall geometric mean endpoints, including 

censored endpoints with a correction factor f = 2 , i.e. the average quotient of 4.46 (n =125) 

displayed in Table 19 as summarized in Figure 14.  

 

Figure 13:  Data pairs displaying vegetative ER10 endpoints (abscissa) and vegetative ER50 
endpoints of juvenile plants (ordinates), each based on the geometric mean of 
various experiments and the geometric mean of different endpoints, so each point 
signature stands for one substance-species-combination for which both 
vegetative and reproductive ER50 data were available. Only numeric endpoints 
considered (f = 0), n = 95).  

The five data pairs appearing bottom-right of the 1:1 – ratio in Figure 13 are cases where the 

reported ER10 was higher than the corresponding ER50. These are of course impossible 

cases, as the ER10 cannot be lower than the ER50 if there is a dose-response relation. 

However, the values originate from different sources and there was no clear indication which 
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of the two data sets was invalid. So we included these data pairs anyway. Our assessment 

is robust in terms of such outliers, and they do not affect the overall conclusion.  

 

 

Figure 14:  Data pairs displaying reproductive ER10 endpoints (abscissa) and reproductive 
ER50 endpoints (ordinate), each based on the geometric mean of various 
experiments and the geometric mean of different endpoints, so each point 
signature stands for one substance-species-combination for which both ER10 and 
ER50 data were available. Censored endpoints included and corrected (f = 2), n = 
125).  

For the data displayed in Figure 14 also the resulting individual quotients (from reproductive 

endpoints) are displayed as an example (Figure 15), again n = 107, including any censored 

values). 
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Figure 15:  Quotients from reproductive ER50 endpoints divided by reproductive ER10 
endpoints (based on the geometric mean of various experiments and the 
geometric mean of different endpoints), each point signature stands for the 
quotient of an individual substance-species-combination for which both 
reproductive ER50 and ER10 were available. Censored endpoints included and 
corrected (f = 2), total n (SSC) = 95). The geometric mean of all quotients is 4.46, 
the median 3.15 (central dotted line; the upper and lower grey lines mark the 10th 
and 90th %iles). 

To conclude, a change from any ER50 to an ER10 would increase the conservatism by a 

factor of ca 5 (if measured parameters unchanged), which is true for vegetative and for 

reproductive endpoints.  

 

Based on the subset of data evaluated by EFSA (Appendix A therein, solely listing numeric 

endpoints) the factor would be slightly higher, but not fundamentally different: The data pairs 

listed in EFSA’s Appendix A are displayed in Figures 16 and 17, based on reproductive or on 

vegetative endpoints respectively. According to EFSA’s data, based on reproductive 

endpoints (Figure 16) a change from ER50 to an ER10 would increase the conservatism by 

a factor of 6.06, and based on EFSA’s vegetative data (Figure 17) by a factor of 7.20.  
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Figure 16:  EFSA’s data pairs displaying reproductive ER10 endpoints (abscissa) and 
reproductive ER50 endpoints (ordinates), (just on experiment listed each by EFSA, 
each point signature stands for one substance-species-combination for which 
both vegetative and reproductive ER50 data were available. EFSA considered only 
numeric endpoints; n Repro ER10 ∩ Repro ER50 = 44 , (only 40 if based on SSCs). 
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Figure 17:  EFSA’s data pairs displaying vegetative ER10 endpoints (abscissa) and vegetative 
ER50 endpoints of juvenile plants (ordinates), each based on the geometric mean 
of various experiments and the geometric mean of different endpoints, so each 
point signature stands for one substance-species-combination for which both 
vegetative and reproductive ER50 data were available. Only numeric endpoints 
considered (f = 0), n = 45); only 42 if based on SSCs.  

EFSA’s Database shows a pattern quite similar to the larger database collated here.  
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Figure 18:  Quotients from EFSA’s data pairs, dividing vegetative ER50 endpoints by 
vegetative ER10 endpoints. Each point signature stands for one substance-
species-combination for which both vegetative and reproductive ER50 data were 
available. n (quotients) = 45, (only 42 if based on SSCs); average quotient 7.20 
(geometric mean of all quotients).  

 

4.4.5 Comparing different effect levels II: ER50 versus ER25 

As an alternative to the move from an ER50 to ER10 as proposed by EFSA, also ER50 and 

ER25 endpoints were compared. Advantages are the vast abundance of ER25 endpoints 

due to US-American requirements and that there is no need to rely on the least reliable 

effect level of the three considered here, the ER10, see discussion. Again, except for the 

change of the effect level, like with like were compared, i.e. vegetative ER50 with vegetative 

ER25 or reproductive ER50 with reproductive ER25. Also here endpoint pairs originated 

often from the very same experimental dose response relation, and again for theoretical 

reasons all quotients should be greater than 1, as endpoints from lower effect levels must be 

lower than those of high effect levels, though there are exceptions due to experimental 

variability, see further up. The resulting quotients between ER50 and ER25 (an alternative to 

the shift proposed by EFSA) just based on numeric endpoints are listed in Table 20, those 

also considering censored endpoints (either as such or with a correction factor of 2) are 

presented in Tables 21 and 22, respectively. 
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Table 20:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
different effect levels, i.e. ER50 with ER25, either based on vegetative endpoints of 
juvenile or of older plants, or based on reproductive endpoints. Quotients based 
on numeric endpoints only (f = 0). The leftmost data column is based on overall 
minima, the rightmost on overall average sensitivity (geometric means at both 
consolidation steps), those in-between list the outcomes for intermediate 
approaches. Further details see material & methods. n indicates the number of 
substance-species combinations with both ER50 and ER25 endpoints.  

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 0 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER50∙VVj/ER25∙VVj 2.16 2.29 2.08 2.22 235 

ER50∙VVo/ER25∙VVo 2.78 2.62 2.62 2.53 72 

ER50∙RPo/ER25∙RPo 2.19 2.36 2.05 2.31 55 

 
 
The weighted geometric mean of all 12 variants displayed in Table 20, is 2.28 indicating that 

ER25 endpoints are lower than ER50 endpoints, as expected. Individual quotients varied 

considerably. 10%iles and 90%iles ranged from 0.531 to 9.70 when based on minima in both 

steps (leftmost data column) and from 0.930 to 8.24 when based on geometric means of 

endpoints (rightmost data column). Quotients based on vegetative endpoints of juvenile 

plants, vegetative endpoints of older plants or reproductive endpoints were again surprisingly 

similar, indicating that slopes of the dose-effect curve are overall similar irrespective of the 

type of measured parameter (vegetative (juv. or old) or reproductive).  

If censored values were included as numeric values, just ignoring the censoring (f = 1) 

(Table 21) the weighted geometric mean of all variants was found to be 1.53, and if 

censored values were included but corrected by a factor (f = 2) (Table 22) the weighted 

geometric mean of all variants was estimated to be 1.73.  

Table 21:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
different effect levels, i.e. ER50 with ER25, either based on vegetative endpoints of 
juvenile or of older plants, or based on reproductive endpoints. Quotients based 
on numeric and on censored endpoints, the later uncorrected (f = 1). The leftmost 
data column is based on overall minima, the rightmost on overall average 
sensitivity (geometric means at both consolidation steps), those in-between list 
the outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further details see material & 
methods. n indicates the number of substance-species combinations with both 
ER50 and ER25 endpoints. 

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 1 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER50∙VVj/ER25∙VVj 1.44 1.52 1.41 1.49 481 

ER50∙VVo/ER25∙VVo 1.76 1.68 1.70 1.67 134 

ER50∙RPo/ER25∙RPo 1.60 1.64 1.54 1.60 117 
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Table 22:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
different effect levels, i.e. ER50 with ER25, either based on vegetative endpoints of 
juvenile or of older plants, or based on reproductive endpoints. Quotients based 
on numeric and on censored endpoints, the later corrected (f = 2). The leftmost 
data column is based on overall minima, the rightmost on overall average 
sensitivity (geometric means at both consolidation steps), those in-between list 
the outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further details see material & 
methods. n indicates the number of substance-species combinations with both 
ER50 and ER25 endpoints. 

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 2 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER50∙VVj/ER25∙VVj 1.61 1.68 1.60 1.67 481 

ER50∙VVo/ER25∙VVo 2.09 2.03 2.02 2.00 134 

ER50∙RPo/ER25∙RPo 1.83 1.83 1.75 1.79 117 

 

Thus, based on quotients from individual active substance/species combinations and 

comparing ER50 with ER25 vegetative endpoints from juvenile plants, with reproductive 

endpoints, the latter were found to be distinctly lower throughout, no matter if calculated from 

vegetative or from reproductive endpoints. Quotients of individual active-substance-species-

combinations scattered but > 95% were greater than 1. Any change of the effect levels does 

obviously affect the conservatism of the tier1 risk assessment, and if the assessment factor 

remains unchanged, also the level of protection. In case of terrestrial non-target plants and 

based on the paired / quotient approach, a change from any ER50 to an ER25 would 

increase the conservatism by a factor of ca 2 (if measured parameters remain unchanged). 

This assessment could not be checked based on the subset of data evaluated by EFSA, as 

the corresponding ER25 were not listed in their database. EFSA suggests a move from ER50 

to ER10 but we do not know whether the authors have examined the possibility of using 

intermediate values, such as ER25. We find that the rationale for using ER10 is weak if the 

use of other possible endpoints is not examined and the reasons for their rejection made 

clear. 

For completeness, also figures illustrating the relationship between ER25 and ER50 values 

are presented: The data based on overall geometric mean vegetative endpoints (comparing 

ER50 with ER25) and only considering numeric endpoints, i.e. the quotient 2.22 (n = 235) at 

the right top of Table 20 are shown in Figure 19, and B) a different variant, here the same 

comparison based on reproductive endpoints (ER25 repro versus ER10 repro), overall 

geometric mean endpoints, including censored endpoints with a correction factor f = 2 

resulting in the quotient of 1.79 (n = 117) as listed in Table 22 are displayed in Figure 21.  
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Figure 19:  Data pairs displaying vegetative ER25 endpoints (abscissa) and vegetative ER50 
endpoints of juvenile plants (ordinates), each based on the geometric mean of 
various experiments and the geometric mean of different endpoints, so each point 
signature stands for one substance-species-combination for which both 
vegetative and reproductive ER50 data were available. Only numeric endpoints 
considered (f = 0, n = 137). Note that this subset contained several counterintuitive 
cases with reported ER25 higher than reported ER50 (bottom right of the 1:1 ratio). 
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Figure 20:  Quotients from vegetative ER50 endpoints divided by vegetative ER25 endpoints 
(based on the geometric mean of various experiments and the geometric mean of 
different endpoints), each point signature stands for the quotient of an individual 
substance-species-combination for which both vegetative ER50 and ER25 were 
available. Assessment based solely on numeric endpoints (f = 0), n = 235). The 
geometric mean of all quotients is 2.22, the median 2.19 (central dotted line; the 
upper and lower grey lines mark the 10th and 90th %iles). Note that this subset 
contained 22 counterintuitive cases with reported ER25 higher than reported ER50 
(bottom left).  

 

Theoretically all ER25 should be lower than ER50. This is always true if the two endpoints 

originate from the same experiment. However, there were 22 active-substance-species-

combinations of 235 (9.4%), or 34 of 481 if censored endpoints are included (i.e. 7.1%) 

where the ER50 reported from one experiment were distinctly lower than the ER25 reported 

from a different experiment with the same SSC and endpoint type. While such cases are 

counterintuitive, they illustrate the experimental variability of these non-target plant tests, 

possibly also errors while reporting them. Further differences in setup may be, but are not 

limited to different plant material, varieties, test conditions, and also considerable differences 

in test design between custom experiments from publications and regulatory studies. If 

always all endpoints were reported, i.e. ER50 also from tests generated for the US-EPA 

where only the ER25 is required, and ER25 from tests generated for the EU with the ER50 

as standard endpoint, then the geometric means of both experiments could be used for each 
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effect level and no such formal inconsistencies would occur, though the underlying 

uncertainty is still the same14.  

For this analysis, while combination of experimental variability and different sets of endpoints 

reported does reduce the power of the assessment, these differences are very likely to occur 

in both directions, so the underlying variability of ecotoxicological experiments and the quasi-

random choice of the effect level reported add up, but are not expected to add any bias, as 

there is no correlation between the direction of the variability in sensitivity and the effect level 

that happens to be reported (specifically plants are not expected to be generally more 

sensitive when tested under OECD 208/227 than when tested under OCSPP 850-4225 / 

850-4250, also it is not expected that independent authors that present ER50 in their papers 

will have tested more sensitive plants than those that prefer to present ER25 endpoints – or 

the other way round.) Where source data were available (i.e. dose-response data), we 

estimated ER10, ER25 and ER50, but often no such data were available.  

The same comparison of ER25 and ER50, but now based on reproductive parameters, did 

also include single cases of ER50 being lower than ER25 reported for the same substance-

species-combination, but to a much lesser extent.  

                                                

14
 The currently ongoing revision of EU-data requirements under Regulation 1107/2009 and of the 

Terrestrial Guidance Document (successor of SANCO/10329/2002) allows to implement such steps 
towards a harmonisation at least uni-laterally (for the EU). However, the current drafts foresee to 
determine ER10, ER20 and ER50 also for NTTPs. While this is in line with the effect levels required 
for other organism groups it ignores the requirements data generated elsewhere. In order to make 
best use of the existing data that were generated for the US, it would be more expedient to determine 
ER25 and ER50 throughout in all NTTP-testing. The ER10 is statistically less reliable than the other 
two and therefore not recommended to be used, see discussion.  
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Figure 21:  Data pairs displaying reproductive ER25 endpoints (abscissa) and reproductive 
ER50 endpoints (ordinate), each based on the geometric mean of various 
experiments and the geometric mean of different endpoints, so each point 
signature stands for one substance-species-combination for which both ER25 and 
ER50 data were available. Censored endpoints included and corrected (f = 2), n = 
117).  

For the data displayed in Figure 21 also the resulting individual quotients (from young plants, 

blue rhombi) are displayed as an example (Figure 22), again n = 117, including any 

censored values. 
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Figure 22:  Quotients from reproductive ER50 endpoints divided by reproductive ER25 
endpoints (based on the geometric mean of various experiments and the 
geometric mean of different endpoints), each point signature stands for the 
quotient of an individual substance-species-combination for which both 
reproductive ER50 and ER25 were available. Censored endpoints included and 
corrected (f = 2), total n = 117). The geometric mean of all quotients is 1.79, the 
median 1.39 (central dotted line; the upper and lower grey lines mark the 10th and 
90th %iles).  

To conclude, a change from any ER50 to an ER25 would increase the conservatism by a 

factor of ca 2 (if measured parameters unchanged), which is true both for vegetative and for 

reproductive endpoints.  

 

 

 

4.4.6 Combined change of effect level and measured parameter   

Vegetative ER50 versus reproductive ER10 (as proposed by EFSA) 

Finally we assessed the combined change of effect level (from ER50 to ER10) and of 

measured parameter (from vegetative-young plants to reproductive-mature plants) as 

proposed by EFSA, two steps in one go. The quotients resulting from only numeric 

endpoints are listed in Table 20, those also considering censored endpoints (either as such 

or with a correction factor of 2) are presented in Tables 21 and 22, respectively. 
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Table 23:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
vegetative ER50 with reproductive ER10, either based on juvenile or on older 
plants. Quotients based on numeric endpoints only (f = 0). The leftmost data 
column is based on overall minima, the rightmost on overall average sensitivity 
(geometric means at both consolidation steps), those in-between list the 
outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further details see material & methods. n 
indicates the number of substance-species combinations with both vegetative 
ER50 and reproductive ER10 endpoints.  

  Main data: Overall quotients based on 
 

EFSA 

Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n (one value 
per SSC) 'f<>' = 0 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER50∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 6.85 7.11 8.81 9.03 64 no data* 

ER50∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 6.25 7.42 7.32 8.68 65 8.348 

* The assessment in the EFSA Opinion is implying that only vegetative endpoints of young plants 

were considered. However there were 12 instances where vegetative endpoints were assessed 

simultaneously with reproductive endpoints, so these were apparently mature plants (Carpenter and 

Boutin, 2010). While a few were borderline as these ‘mature’ plants were only 28 days old, so indicate 

rather premature formation of reproductive organs, in the main database we classified all these as 

vegetative endpoints of mature plants, so they contribute to the quotients of the lower row. .For the 

subset of EFSA-data we refrained however from calculating separate quotients from these (n too low) 

but followed EFSA’s approach here, i.e. assessed all vegetative data together as coming from 

juvenile plants. As differences in sensitivity between young and old plants proved to be only minor in 

this database, this decision can’t have had a relevant effect on the outcome.  

The weighted geometric mean of all 8 variants displayed in Table 20, is 7.6 indicating the 

change in conservatism due to the proposed change from vegetative ER50 to reproductive 

ER10
15. If assessing solely the ratio between endpoints from vegetative-young plants with 

reproductive-mature plants) the overall quotient was estimated to be 7.37, just considering 

vegetative endpoints of old plants it was 7.89. Individual quotients varied considerably. 

10%iles and 90%iles ranged from 0.745 to 98.99 when based on minima in both steps 

(leftmost data column) and ranged from 1.56 to 81.78 when based on geometric means of 

endpoints (rightmost data column). This confirms that the overall quotient is the product of 

the individual quotients of the two combined changes (ER50 to ER10 = factor of ca 5, 

change from vegetative ERx of young plants to reproductive ERx ca 1.2, product = 6.0. The 

scatter of individual quotients also illustrates the propagation of uncertainty: Where two steps 

of modifications are combined, extreme values of the two are likely to produce extreme 

cases, albeit at low frequency, i.e. they expand the overall ranges, see discussion.  

Quotients based solely on EFSA’s database (only one vegetative and one reproductive 

endpoint per SSC listed) were within the range of overall estimates of all four distributions, 

and also their scatter was similar (see also Figures 27 and 28 for details). 

                                                

15
 This analysis is not considering the aspect that the EFSA Panel (2014) proposed besides the 

derivation of reproductive ER10 values to continue testing for vegetative vigour of young plants, 
providing a vegetative ER10, and to take the lower of the two ER10 values as basis of the risk 
assessment. This additional step would increase conservatism by another factor of around 1.5, so the 
total change of protection level from the changes proposed by EFSA would be around 10, details see 
Chapter 4.5. Additional assessment factors are also under discussion. 
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For completeness, again alternative calculations are also presented. If censored values were 

included as numeric values, (only considering vegetative endpoints of young plants) ignoring 

the censoring (f = 1) (Table 21) the weighted geometric mean of all variants was found to be 

6.26, and if censored values were included but corrected by a factor (f = 2) (Table 22) the 

weighted geometric mean of all variants was estimated to be 7.84.  

 

Table 24:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
different effect levels, i.e. ER50 with ER10, either based on vegetative endpoints of 
juvenile or of older plants, or based on reproductive endpoints. Quotients based 
on numeric and on censored endpoints, the later uncorrected (f = 1). The leftmost 
data column is based on overall minima, the rightmost on overall average 
sensitivity (geometric means at both consolidation steps), those in-between list 
the outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further details see material & 
methods. n indicates the number of substance-species combinations with both 
vegetative ER50 and reproductive ER25 endpoints. 

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 1 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER50∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 6.03 5.77 6.84 6.63 97 

ER50∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 5.67 6.53 5.81 6.91 87 

 

 

Table 25:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
different effect levels, i.e. ER50 with ER10, either based on vegetative endpoints of 
juvenile or of older plants, or based on reproductive endpoints. Quotients based 
on numeric and on censored endpoints, the later corrected (f = 2). The leftmost 
data column is based on overall minima, the rightmost on overall average 
sensitivity (geometric means at both consolidation steps), those in-between list 
the outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further details see material & 
methods. n indicates the number of substance-species combinations with both 
vegetative ER50 and reproductive ER25 endpoints. 

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 2 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER50∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 7.87 7.53 9.12 8.58 97 

ER50∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 6.97 7.82 6.95 7.93 87 
 

Based on quotients from individual active substance/species combinations and comparing 

vegetative ER50 from young plants with reproductive ER10, the conservatism of the tier1 

risk assessment would be increased by a factor ranging between 6 and 9. Based on the 

subset of data evaluated by EFSA (Appendix A therein, solely listing numeric endpoints, see 

rightmost column in Table 23) the change would be ca 8.4 (see, also Figures 27 and 28 for 

details). 
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For completeness, also figures illustrating the relationship between vegetative ER50 and 

reproductive ER10 values are presented: As example charts the data of two variants are 

presented, here A) individual data pairs based on overall geometric mean vegetative 

endpoints (comparing reproductive ER10 with vegetative ER50) and only considering 

numeric endpoints, i.e. the data forming the quotient 9.03 for older plants (n = 64) and the 

quotient 8.65 based on juvenile plants (n = 65) from the rightmost data column of Table 23 

are shown in Figure 23, and the corresponding quotients (young plants only) in Figure 24.  

B) As a second variant, here the same comparison but including censored endpoints with a 

correction factor f = 2 as summarized in Table 25, i.e. the data forming the quotient 8.58 for 

older plants (n = 97) and the quotient 7.93 based on juvenile plants (n = 87) from the 

rightmost data column of Table 25 are shown in Figure 25, and the corresponding quotients 

(young plants only) in Figure 26.  
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Figure 23:  Data pairs displaying vegetative ER10 endpoints (abscissa) and vegetative ER50 
endpoints of juvenile or older plants (ordinates), each based on the geometric 
mean of various experiments and the geometric mean of different endpoints, so 
each point signature stands for one substance-species-combination for which 
both vegetative and reproductive ERx data were available. Only numeric endpoints 
considered (f = 0, n = 65 pairs with young and 64 with older plants respectively). 

 

The corresponding individual quotients (from young plants only, blue rhombi) are displayed 

as an example (Figure 24, again n = 58, only considering numeric values). 
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Figure 24:  Quotients from vegetative ER50 endpoints (juvenile plants) divided by 
reproductive ER10 endpoints (based on the geometric mean of various 
experiments and the geometric mean of different endpoints), each point signature 
stands for the quotient of an individual substance-species-combination for which 
both vegetative ER50 and reproductive ER10 were available. Assessment based 
solely on numeric endpoints (f = 0), n = 65). The geometric mean of all quotients is 
8.65, the median 5.97 (central dotted line; the upper and lower grey lines mark the 
10th and 90th %iles). 
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Figure 25:  Data pairs displaying reproductive ER10 endpoints (abscissa) and vegetative 
ER50 endpoints (ordinates), each based on the geometric mean of various 
experiments and the geometric mean of different endpoints; each point signature 
stands for one substance-species-combination for which the corresponding 
reproductive ER10 and vegetative ER50 data were available. Censored endpoints 
included and corrected (f = 2), n = 87 pairs with young and 97 with older plants 
respectively.  

The corresponding individual quotients (from young plants only, blue rhombi) are displayed 

as an example (Figure 26), again n = 87 (young plants), censored endpoints included and 

corrected (f = 2) 
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Figure 26:  Quotients from vegetative ER50 endpoints (juvenile plants) divided by 
reproductive ER10 endpoints (based on the geometric mean of various 
experiments and the geometric mean of different endpoints), each point signature 
stands for the quotient of an individual substance-species-combination for which 
both vegetative ER50 and reproductive ER10 were available. Censored endpoints 
included and corrected (f = 2), total n = 87). The geometric mean of all quotients is 
7.93, the median 4.66 (central dotted line; the upper and lower grey lines represent 
the 10th and 90th %iles.  

 

Again a similar pattern is found when the data collated in the EFSA Scientific Opinion are 

displayed accordingly. The data pairs ‘vegetative and reproductive’ as listed in EFSA’s 

Appendix A are displayed in Figure 27; and the corresponding quotients are displayed in 

Figure 28. According to EFSA’s data, the combined change from vegetative to reproductive 

and from ER50 to an ER10 would increase the conservatism by a factor of ca 8.35 

(geometric mean of all quotients). This is very similar to the overall quotients based on the 

entire data set, which – depending on the endpoints selected, minima, or geometric means, 

and exclusion or inclusion of censored values – range between 6.03 and 9.03 (see Tables 

23 to 25). 
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Figure 27:  EFSA’s data pairs displaying reproductive ER10 endpoints (abscissa) and 
vegetative ER50 endpoints (ordinates), (just on experiment listed each by EFSA, 
each point signature stands for one substance-species-combination for which 
both vegetative and reproductive ER50 data were available. EFSA considered only 
numeric endpoints; n Repro ER10 ∩ Repro ER50 = 41, only 38 if based on SSCs. 
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Figure 28:  Quotients from EFSA’s data pairs, dividing vegetative ER50 endpoints by 
reproductive ER10 endpoints of juvenile plants. Each point signature stands for a 
substance-species-combination for which both vegetative and reproductive ER50 
data were available. EFSA considered only numeric endpoints; n Repro-ER10 ∩ 
veg.-ER50 = 41, (only 38 if based on SSCs); average (geometric mean) = 8.35 
based on all quotients. 

 

To conclude, EFSA’s Database shows a pattern quite similar to the larger database collated 

here. Based on quotients from individual active substance/species combinations and 

comparing vegetative ER50 from young plants with reproductive ER10 (following the 

proposals made in EFSA 2013), the conservatism of the tier1 risk assessment would be 

increased by a factor ranging between 6 and 9, and if the assessment factor remains 

unchanged, also the level of protection would change by this factor. By far the largest 

fraction of this increase would be due to the change of the effect level, i.e. the change from 

an ER50 to an ER10, whereas the proposed move from a vegetative endpoint to including 

reproductive endpoints would not prominently affect the conservatism of the tier 1 – risk 

assessment (factors ranging between 0.73 and 1.75, depending on the endpoints selected, 

minima, or geometric means, and exclusion or inclusion of censored values).  

Any benefits expected from the proposed requirement of reproductive endpoints, i.e. gain of 

additional protectiveness (more info on population relevant endpoints, increased 

conservatism, reduced epistemic uncertainty) would have to be balanced against the 

disadvantages (high complexity in combination with lack of guidance, thus methodological 

uncertainties, increased stochastic uncertainties due to higher variability of reproductive 

compared to vegetative data, and of ER10 data compared to ER50 data; longer duration of 

tests and most likely also seasonality, and also increased complexity in the ERA scheme).  
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For completeness also a comparison of effect levels ER50 and ER25 in combination with a 

move from vegetative to reproductive endpoints was included. Again the first Table 26 

displays overall quotients based on numeric data only, those also considering censored 

endpoints (either as such or with a correction factor of 2) are presented in Tables 27 and 28, 

respectively. 

Table 26:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
vegetative ER50 with reproductive ER25, either based on juvenile or on older 
plants. Quotients based on numeric endpoints only (f = 0). The leftmost data 
column is based on overall minima, the rightmost on overall average sensitivity 
(geometric means at both consolidation steps), those in-between list the 
outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further details see material & methods. n 
indicates the number of substance-species combinations with both vegetative 
ER50 and reproductive ER25 endpoints.  

  Main data: Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 0 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo 
 ER50∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 2.10 2.46 2.30 2.60 37 

ER50∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 2.32 3.01 2.63 3.69 37 

 

The weighted geometric mean of all 8 variants displayed in Table 26, is 2.60 indicating the 

change in conservatism due to any alternative from vegetative ER50 to reproductive ER25. 

The overall quotient was estimated to be 2.87, just considering vegetative endpoints of old 

plants it was 2.36. Individual quotients varied considerably but not as much as when ER10 

and ER50 were compared. 10%iles and 90%iles ranged from 0.363 to 21.42 when based on 

minima in both steps (leftmost data column) and ranged from 0.421 to 31.12 when based on 

geometric means of endpoints (rightmost data column). Corresponding quotients including 

geometric means are displayed in Table 27 (f = 1) and in Table 28 (f = 2).  

Table 27:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
different effect levels, i.e. ER50 with ER25, either based on vegetative endpoints of 
juvenile or of older plants, or based on reproductive endpoints. Quotients based 
on numeric and on censored endpoints, the later uncorrected (f = 1). The leftmost 
data column is based on overall minima, the rightmost on overall average 
sensitivity (geometric means at both consolidation steps), those in-between list 
the outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further details see material & 
methods. n indicates the number of substance-species combinations with both 
ER50 and ER25 endpoints. 

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 1 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER50∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.58 1.63 1.63 1.66 89 

ER50∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 2.50 3.21 2.51 3.36 64 
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Table 28:  Quotients calculated by active substance/species combination, comparing 
different effect levels, i.e. ER50 with ER25, either based on vegetative endpoints of 
juvenile or of older plants, or based on reproductive endpoints. Quotients based 
on numeric and on censored endpoints, the later corrected (f = 2). The leftmost 
data column is based on overall minima, the rightmost on overall average 
sensitivity (geometric means at both consolidation steps), those in-between list 
the outcomes for intermediate approaches. Further details see material & 
methods. n indicates the number of substance-species combinations with both 
ER50 and ER25 endpoints. 

  Overall quotients based on 
 Variant Subst.-spec.-comb. Min Geo Min Geo n 

'f<>' = 2 Experiment Min Min Geo Geo   

ER50∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.80 1.85 1.84 1.86 89 

ER50∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 2.90 3.57 2.74 3.58 64 

 

Based on quotients from individual active substance/species combinations and comparing 

vegetative ER50 from young plants with reproductive ER25, the conservatism of the tier1 

risk assessment would be increased by a factor ranging between 2.3 and 3.7. In the EFSA 

Scientific Opinion no ER25, were reported, thus the EFSA subset of data does not allow to 

repeat any assessment including ER25 data.  

 

4.5 EFSA’s proposal to generate both reproductive and vegetative data, and 

to use whichever is lower in the RA 

Another important point in EFSA’s proposal is that the authors do not propose the 

replacement of the vegetative endpoint by reproductive endpoints, but to generate 

reproductive endpoints in addition to vegetative endpoints, and to use the lowest of all 

resulting endpoints in the risk assessment. This of course also affects the degree of change. 

For simplicity the following impact assessment was performed based on EFSA’s subset of 

data only. We checked how often the vegetative endpoint was lower than the reproductive 

(no change in RA), how often an additional lower reproductive endpoint would actually affect 

the risk assessment, and by which margin the Regulatory Acceptable Rate (RAR) would 

actually change, see Figure 29. Here we compared only within effect levels i.e. vegetative 

ER50 with reproductive ER50 and vegetative ER10 with reproductive ER10, like with like, 

which gives a total of 87 cases.  
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Figure 29:  Increase in conservatism due to inclusion of reproductive endpoints (no change of 
effect levels) and using the lower endpoint of each data pair (vegetative or 
reproductive as proposed by EFSA. Grey signatures indicate cases where the 
reproductive endpoint was not lower than the vegetative endpoint, i.e. no change 
of RAR compared to the current approach (factor 1.0). n Repro-ER10 ∩ veg.-
ER10 = 38; n Repro-ER10 ∩ veg.-ER10 = 49, average increase (geometric mean) 
based on ER50 = 2.08 and based on ER10 = 2.28, respectively. 

Based on ER50 values, the vegetative endpoint was the lowest in 15 cases (of a total n = 

38), and based on ER10 the vegetative endpoint was the lowest in 20 cases (of 49). So in 

these cases, the RAR would not change even if reproductive endpoints were included. The 

most extreme difference in one direction was a reproductive ER50 endpoint by a factor of 

56.5 lower than the corresponding vegetative ER50 endpoint. On the other hand there was 

also a vegetative ER10 endpoint that was a factor of 92.2 lower than the corresponding 

reproductive ER1016.  

When assessing all quotients at once, of the total n of 87 cases, there were 15 cases where 

inclusion of reproductive endpoints would have reduced the RAR by a factor of >5, i.e. less 

than 17%. The average increase due to the inclusion of reproductive endpoints in addition to 

                                                

16
 There were more extreme ratios in the complete database, but again diverging in both directions. 

Also it is expected that not all of these extreme cases would be reproducible if they were repeated in 
parallel setups, under comparable test conditions, with exactly the same formulation and adjuvants, 
the same seed batch/variant, under GLP etc... 
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vegetative endpoints (and using whichever of the two is lower) would be approximately a 

factor of 2 (2.08 based on ER50 and 2.28 based on ER10), based on EFSA’s database17.  

 

4.6 Evaluation by Family 

The paired evaluation by means of quotients can also be performed at the family level, to 

see if certain families consistently yield low reproductive endpoints compared to vegetative 

endpoints. This question has also been addressed by a different method, see the additional 

statistical analysis performed by John W. Green. As the number of families with data is large 

but the number of endpoints per family is generally low, data are displayed differently and 

summarised in box plot charts.  

Also here we did not compare different combinations of parameter types (‘vegetative ER50’ 

with ‘reproductive ER25’ etc.) but just like with like, i.e. always the same effect level for 

reproductive and vegetative endpoints. The numbers in the tables below are basically 

quotients of subsets of data.  

4.6.1 Explanatory remarks  

In the tables below, quotients are summarised, first dividing vegetative (young plants) by 

reproductive endpoints (Table 29), next dividing vegetative (mature = old plants) by 

reproductive endpoints (Table) and for completeness also the ratio between vegetative 

(mature = old plants) by vegetative (young = juvenile plants) endpoints, the latter largely 

from standard lab tests). We present four variants of each subset of data: 1. based on 

lowermost endpoints each (minima) and excluding censored values, 2. based on central 

estimates (i.e. geomeans) per substance-species combination, again excluding censored 

values, 3. based on lowermost endpoints (minima) and including censored values with a 

correction factor of 2, and 4. based on central estimates (i.e. geomeans) per substance-

species combination, including censored values with a correction factor of 2. Obviously ‘n’ is 

lower when only numeric endpoints are included but censored values ignored. ‘n’ is identical 

for assessments based on minima and those based on geometric means, as the no. of 

experiments/of SSCs contributing is the same. If there is just one endpoint for a given 

substance-species combination, the value used as minimum and the value used as central 

estimate (geometric mean) is the same. While ratios of the last table each only indicate up to 

which extent the sensitivity of juvenile and of old plants differ, the former two quantify 

whether reproductive endpoints are more sensitive (lower, then quotient >1) or less sensitive 

(quotient <1). To visualise the pattern, colour codes were applied as gradients, with no 

colour (white) indicating no difference in sensitivity, blue indicating reproductive endpoints to 

be less sensitive, and red indicating reproductive endpoints to be more sensitive, see legend 

                                                

17
 Based on the complete database the average increase in conservatism would range between 1.5 

and 2, again depending on choices such as whether based on minima or on geometric mean 
endpoints per experiment / per substance-species-combination, whether censored values were 
included and how, etc… 
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table. This ranking of families does NOT indicate if a family is more sensitive overall than 

others, but if any family stands out with reproductive endpoints that are regularly higher or 

lower than corresponding vegetative endpoints.  

Again tables are colour-coded to visualise the average deviations in either direction see 

Table 7. 

Quotients comparing vegetative endpoints of young plants with reproductive endpoints, 

either based on minima or on geometric means of vegetative or reproductive endpoints, 

listing both results without or with censored endpoints, the latter corrected (f = 2).  

4.6.2 Results  

Based on a comparison of vegetative endpoint of young plants with reproductive endpoints 

(Table 29) most families did not show pronounced differences in sensitivity between 

vegetative and reproductive endpoints. Based on all quotients (not yet differentiating 

between families), the ratio between vegetative and reproductive endpoints ranged between 

0.84 and 1.66. There are a few instances where reproductive endpoints were considerably 

lower than the vegetative endpoints (the reverse comparison is not of interest for our 

hypothesis although such cases did also occur, e.g. Campanulaceae, Lamiaceae, 

Malvaceae and Polygonaceae). Families where a number of quotients were considerably 

above 5 were Cucurbitaceae, Papaveraceae and Primulaceae, and to some extent also 

Rosaceae. Three of these are based on single substance-species combinations, (n=1 for 

each effect level) and thus may not be regarded as reliable, leaving just the Papaveraceae 

with an indication that reproductive endpoints could be indeed lower than the vegetative 

endpoints regularly tested. Overall the differences in sensitivity were between a factor of 2 to 

6, except for one extreme finding at the 25%-effect level where a Papaveraceae species was 

recorded with a reproductive endpoint being approx. 80 times lower than the vegetative 

endpoint reported. However, based on ER50 endpoints the quotients ranged between 2.2 

and 3.3 and thus do not indicate a pronounced increase in sensitivity when moving from 

vegetative to reproductive endpoints. There are other instances where quotients are 

inconsistent, i.e. high quotients are found at certain effect levels but are not supported by 

findings based on other effect levels, e.g. for Cucurbitaceae high quotients were obtained 

based on ER25 and ER50 endpoints but not when based on ER10. Overall, there is no 

indication that a particular plant family would need to be regularly tested on reproductive 

endpoints when compared with vegetative endpoints of juvenile plants. 

According to the additional assessment based on MLE-distributions (Appendix 6) only single 

combinations of plant families stood out (see 4.8, p.106). 
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Table 29:  Quotients by plant family, comparing vegetative endpoints of young plants with 
reproductive endpoints, either based on minima or on geometric means of 
vegetative or reproductive endpoints, listing both results without or with censored 
endpoints, the later corrected (f = 2).  

Quotient VVj/RPo 

VVj/RPo ER10 ER25 ER50 
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(all) 44 1.43 1.31 62 1.45 1.14 24 0.84 1.16 53 1.41 1.66 71 0.88 1.30 106 1.08 1.47 

Amaranthaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Amaryllidaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  1 0.20 0.34 

Apiaceae 3 4.27 2.37 3 4.27 2.37   
 

  
  

  3 2.93 2.15 3 2.93 1.17 

Asclepiadaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Asteraceae 2 0.85 0.85 3 0.90 0.90   
 

  3 2.63 2.63 5 0.47 0.61 8 1.18 1.56 

Brassicaceae 5 2.56 1.99 5 2.78 2.04 1 0.23 0.70 1 0.23 0.70 7 0.97 1.11 8 0.78 0.96 

Campanulaceae 1 0.12 0.12 1 0.12 0.12   
 

  
  

  1 0.18 0.35 1 0.18 0.35 

Capparaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Caryophyllaceae 5 1.84 2.20 5 1.84 2.20   
 

  
  

  6 2.01 2.68 7 2.80 2.93 

Chenopodiaceae 1 4.67 4.67 1 4.67 4.67   
 

  1 0.23 0.26 1 3.03 3.03 1 2.90 2.96 

Cucurbitaceae 1 1.58 1.31 1 7.82 1.77 1 97.83 41.61 1 97.83 8.90 1 7.81 7.81 1 7.81 7.81 

Cyperaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Euphorbiaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Fabaceae 7 1.96 1.95 13 2.87 1.60 8 3.10 2.40 20 2.95 2.58 10 2.78 3.69 19 2.52 3.10 

Geraniaceae 3 0.99 0.68 3 0.99 0.68   
 

  
  

  6 1.13 1.24 6 1.13 2.53 

Hypericaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  1 1.00 2.98 1 1.00 2.98 

Juncaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  1 1.00 2.57 1 1.00 2.57 

Lamiaceae 1 0.41 0.41 1 0.41 0.41   
 

  
  

  1 0.73 0.92 1 0.73 0.92 

Malvaceae 2 0.05 0.08 2 0.05 0.08 2 0.08 0.16 2 0.08 0.12 2 0.14 0.37 2 0.14 0.28 

Onagraceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Papaveraceae 4 5.98 4.08 4 5.98 4.08   
 

  1 79.37 79.37 3 3.01 2.20 3 3.01 3.27 

Phytolaccaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  1 1.00 1.39 1 1.00 1.39 

Poaceae 2 0.32 0.43 13 0.60 0.59 7 0.27 0.76 17 0.47 1.06 15 0.44 0.87 28 0.56 0.96 

Polygonaceae 2 0.16 0.37 2 0.16 0.37 1 0.07 0.25 1 0.07 0.25 3 0.46 0.67 4 0.51 0.72 

Primulaceae 1 18.00 18.00 1 18.00 18.00   
 

  
  

  
  

  1 10.03 10.03 

Ranunculaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Rosaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  1 359.1 6.65 
  

  1 194.5 1.74 

Rubiaceae 2 0.45 0.28 2 0.45 0.15   
 

  1 5.98 5.98 
  

  1 2.67 2.67 

Scrophulariaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Solanaceae 2 6.24 3.85 2 8.83 5.26 4 1.11 1.06 4 1.11 1.33 4 0.55 1.03 7 0.78 1.01 

Verbenaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Violaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Vitaceae                                     
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Table 30:  Quotients by plant family, comparing vegetative endpoints of older (mature) plants 
with reproductive endpoints, either based on minima or on geometric means of 
vegetative or reproductive endpoints, listing both results without or with censored 
endpoints, the later corrected (f = 2).  

Quotient VVo/RPo 

VVo/RPo ER10 ER25 ER50 

 
censored 
excluded 

censored  
with f=2 
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with f=2 
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with f=2 
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(all) 52 1.08 1.42 71 1.08 1.30 54 1.20 1.60 105 1.11 1.28 68 1.45 1.71 139 1.44 1.49 

Amaranthaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Amaryllidaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  1 1.00 1.00 

Apiaceae 4 7.35 6.15 4 7.35 6.15 3 2.85 3.44 4 1.54 1.78 2 6.44 5.54 4 4.51 2.38 

Asclepiadaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Asteraceae 3 0.65 0.77 4 0.97 0.86 2 1.20 1.02 6 1.05 0.97 6 1.40 1.61 10 1.33 1.39 

Brassicaceae 7 1.66 1.81 7 2.09 2.14 7 2.17 1.67 15 2.80 2.00 7 1.25 1.71 14 1.08 1.41 

Campanulaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  1 0.80 1.61 1 0.80 1.61 

Capparaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Caryophyllaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  5 4.79 4.80 7 10.15 6.66 

Chenopodiaceae 
  

  
  

  1 0.19 0.19 3 0.21 0.17 1 3.59 3.59 4 0.48 0.50 

Cucurbitaceae 1 0.00 0.07 1 0.02 0.09 1 1.23 1.48 1 1.23 0.45 1 0.27 0.27 1 0.27 0.75 

Cyperaceae 1 0.14 0.48 1 0.14 0.48 1 1.13 1.10 1 1.13 1.10 1 1.10 1.29 1 1.10 2.52 

Euphorbiaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Fabaceae 3 2.03 2.88 14 1.38 1.44 9 1.96 4.03 25 1.90 2.43 7 2.07 1.77 25 1.78 1.30 

Geraniaceae 1 0.39 0.86 1 0.39 0.86 1 0.72 2.37 1 0.72 2.37 4 6.27 5.34 6 12.58 12.31 

Hypericaceae 1 0.60 0.60 1 0.60 0.60   
 

  
  

  1 1.99 9.39 1 1.99 9.39 

Juncaceae 1 1.85 1.85 1 1.85 1.85   
 

  
  

  1 2.93 3.03 1 2.93 3.03 

Lamiaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  1 2.86 2.86 1 2.86 3.92 

Malvaceae 2 0.08 0.67 2 0.08 0.67 2 0.13 1.05 2 0.13 0.82 2 0.79 1.88 2 0.79 2.14 

Onagraceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Papaveraceae 4 7.78 7.05 4 7.78 7.05 3 3.06 3.55 3 3.06 3.55 2 2.75 2.75 4 4.31 3.78 

Phytolaccaceae 1 30.47 30.47 1 30.47 30.47   
 

  
  

  1 1.24 1.38 1 1.24 1.38 

Poaceae 8 0.72 0.75 10 0.71 0.79 6 0.41 0.41 15 0.42 0.40 13 0.52 0.84 24 0.58 0.75 

Polygonaceae 2 5.10 3.59 4 1.10 0.97 1 1.96 1.86 6 0.70 0.74 3 1.42 0.69 9 1.12 0.98 

Primulaceae 1 1.21 1.71 1 1.21 1.71 1 1.16 1.61 1 1.16 1.61 2 1.90 2.78 2 1.90 3.46 

Ranunculaceae 
  

  2 1.00 1.00   
 

  2 1.00 0.84 
  

  4 2.83 2.38 

Rosaceae 
  

  
  

  1 0.77 0.55 1 2.62 1.26 1 4.17 1.99 1 4.17 1.05 

Rubiaceae 3 0.51 0.49 3 0.51 0.32   
 

0.74 3 0.58 1.05 1 0.64 1.49 3 0.86 1.14 

Scrophulariaceae 1 0.05 0.27 1 0.67 0.86 1 2.33 0.86 1 2.33 1.36 1 0.47 0.80 1 0.47 1.23 

Solanaceae 3 1.22 1.23 3 1.04 1.16 9 1.52 2.06 9 1.52 2.31 3 0.87 0.87 4 1.91 0.89 

Verbenaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Violaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  1 0.50 0.84 

Vitaceae 5 0.56 0.92 6 0.34 0.89 3 0.73 1.43 6 0.36 0.97 1 0.70 0.97 6 0.50 0.92 
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Based on a comparison of vegetative endpoints of older plants with reproductive endpoints 

(Table 30) most families also did not show pronounced differences in sensitivity between 

vegetative and reproductive endpoints. The instances with generally lower reproductive 

endpoints and hence high quotients occurred with Apiaceae, Caryophyllaceae and 

Papaveraceae. In all three cases, a trend toward lower reproductive endpoints compared to 

vegetative endpoints cannot be ruled out, but the number of quotients is too low for any 

robust conclusion. The overall difference amounted approximately to a factor of 5. For 

Apiaceae, six quotients were above 5 and six were below and for Papaveraceae, four were 

above 5 and eight below. For Caryophyllaceae, only ER50 data were available to calculate 

quotients and they were greater than 5 only when censored data were included. While this 

could be interpreted as an indication that families may be candidates for further testing of 

reproductive endpoints, it must be considered that numbers are still quite low and are based 

on only few species and active substances, and that the quotients compared here relate to 

vegetative tests on mature plants. The endpoints regularly available are however from young 

plants, and overall they are somewhat lower than effects on mature plants, (which is the 

reason that they are tested as a worst-case for the notification procedure). Based on all 

quotients (not yet differentiating between families), the ratio between vegetative (old plants) 

and reproductive endpoints ranged between 1.08 and 1.71. Overall, there is no indication 

that reproductive endpoints are considerably lower than vegetative endpoints, and there is 

also only little evidence that certain plant families would warrant testing of reproductive 

endpoints more than other plant families. The deviations in both directions are fairly 

balanced and are most likely to be attributed to variability of data rather than to any apparent 

pattern that may have been overlooked in the past.  

For completeness, quotients of vegetative endpoints from older plants and vegetative 

endpoints of younger plants were also generated (listed in Table 31).  

Based on a comparison of vegetative endpoints of older plants with vegetative endpoints of 

younger plants (Table 31), most families also did not show pronounced differences in 

sensitivity. Based on all quotients (not differentiating between families), the ratio between 

mature and young plants' endpoints ranged between 0.63 and 1.94 (i.e. endpoints of 

younger plants were generally slightly lower than those of mature plants, as to be expected). 

Some families occur only in this table, where only vegetative endpoints of younger and older 

plants were found and differentiated, but not reproductive endpoints. In case of 

Cucurbitaceae there are very low endpoints of mature plants (note the endpoint of the older 

plant is divided by the endpoint of the young plant seedling, hence if the quotient VVo/VVj is 

<1, the older plant was recorded to be more sensitive than the younger plant. This 

insensitive vegetative endpoint will have contributed to the high quotient obtained for 

Cucurbitaceae when comparing vegetative with reproductive endpoints. It is not certain if 

such extreme values could be reproduced if the study would be repeated under more 

controlled conditions, preferably under GLP. Based on all data, the difference in the 

sensitivity of young and of older plants based on vegetative endpoints appears to be 

negligible.  
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Table 31:  Quotients by plant family, comparing vegetative endpoints of older plants with 
those of younger plants, either based on minima or on geometric means of 
vegetative endpoints, listing both results without or with censored endpoints, the 
later corrected (f = 2). 

 Quotient VVo/VVj 

VVo/VVj ER10 ER25 ER50 

VVo/VVj 
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excluded 

censored  
w. f=2 
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w. f=2 
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(all) 21 0.69 1.23 32 0.63 1.06 40 1.11 0.98 63 0.94 0.79 81 1.50 1.23 121 1.94 1.32 

Amaranthaceae 1 2.22 1.41 1 2.22 1.41 1 2.52 1.61 1 2.52 1.61 1 1.53 1.50 1 1.53 1.22 

Amaryllidaceae 
  

  
  

  1 2.46 0.89 1 13.63 1.11 
  

  2 3.62 1.31 

Apiaceae 3 1.30 1.84 3 1.30 1.84   
 

  
  

  3 3.30 2.83 4 2.82 2.71 

Asclepiadaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  1 2.61 2.33 2 1.61 2.12 

Asteraceae 
  

  2 1.38 1.07 1 67.39 60.13 6 4.53 2.35 10 2.54 1.78 15 3.90 2.05 

Brassicaceae 4 1.16 1.23 4 1.16 1.23 5 8.06 3.29 5 8.06 3.29 9 1.65 1.49 13 4.48 2.82 

Campanulaceae 
  

  
  

  1 3.82 3.82 1 3.82 3.82 1 4.52 4.56 1 4.52 4.56 

Capparaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

1.07 1 1.28 1.07 

Caryophyllaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  5 2.38 1.73 7 3.62 2.27 

Chenopodiaceae 
  

  
  

  1 0.80 0.71 1 0.80 0.71 2 1.09 1.00 2 1.00 0.96 

Cucurbitaceae 1 0.00 0.05 1 0.00 0.05 1 0.01 0.04 1 0.01 0.05 2 0.21 0.18 2 0.21 0.30 

Cyperaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Euphorbiaceae 
  

  1 1.00 1.00 1 1.12 0.77 1 1.00 0.82 1 0.28 0.22 1 1.00 0.33 

Fabaceae 1 0.60 1.01 7 0.37 0.77 6 0.77 1.76 18 0.76 0.95 3 1.06 0.86 14 1.63 0.55 

Geraniaceae 1 0.18 0.88 1 0.18 0.88   
 

  
  

  4 4.57 2.49 6 11.09 4.87 

Hypericaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  1 1.99 3.15 1 1.99 3.15 

Juncaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  1 2.93 1.18 1 2.93 1.18 

Lamiaceae 
  

  
  

  1 1.65 0.72 1 0.55 0.38 2 1.08 2.27 2 1.08 2.66 

Malvaceae 2 1.50 8.13 2 1.50 8.13 2 1.55 6.71 2 1.55 6.71 2 5.45 5.12 2 5.45 7.55 

Onagraceae 
  

  
  

  1 1.46 0.40 1 1.46 0.20 
  

  
  

  

Papaveraceae 4 1.30 1.73 4 1.30 1.73   
 

  1 0.04 0.05 2 1.39 1.70 3 1.65 1.27 

Phytolaccaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  1 1.24 1.00 1 1.24 1.00 

Poaceae 
  

  2 1.00 1.00 9 1.57 0.52 12 1.47 0.47 17 1.34 1.00 24 1.34 0.91 

Polygonaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  2 2.39 2.48 3 1.98 2.29 

Primulaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  1 0.42 0.65 

Ranunculaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Rosaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  1 0.01 0.19 1 10.53 5.85 2 0.48 1.88 

Rubiaceae 2 0.80 1.18 2 0.80 1.18   
 

  1 0.08 0.17 
  

  1 0.38 0.38 

Scrophulariaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Solanaceae 2 0.20 0.33 2 0.11 0.22 3 0.18 0.51 3 0.18 0.38 3 0.79 0.57 3 0.79 0.72 

Verbenaceae 
  

  
  

  6 0.25 0.34 6 0.25 0.34 6 0.23 0.23 6 0.23 0.23 

Violaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

Vitaceae                                     
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Table 32: Quotients by plant family, overall outcome based on all effect levels, as weighted 
mean of individual quotients from active substance-species-combinations 
comparing  vegetative (juvenile or old) and reproductive endpoints with each 
other, either based on minima or on geometric means of vegetative endpoints, 
listing both results without or with censored endpoints, the later corrected (f = 2). 

Quotient VVj/RPo VVo/RPo VVo/VVj 
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(all) 139 1.02 1.28 221 1.25 1.41 174 1.25 1.58 315 1.24 1.37 142 1.23 1.15 216 1.33 1.10 

Amaranthaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  3 2.05 1.51 3 2.05 1.41 

Amaryllidaceae 
  

  1 0.20 0.34   
 

  1 1.00 1.00 1 2.46 0.89 3 5.64 1.24 

Apiaceae 6 3.54 2.25 6 3.54 1.66 9 5.21 4.95 12 3.71 2.97 6 2.07 2.28 7 2.03 2.30 

Asclepiadaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  1 2.61 2.33 2 1.61 2.12 

Asteraceae 7 0.56 0.67 14 1.32 1.55 11 1.11 1.21 20 1.16 1.14 11 3.42 2.46 23 3.70 2.01 

Brassicaceae 13 1.26 1.34 14 1.13 1.23 21 1.65 1.73 36 1.82 1.77 18 2.37 1.78 22 4.00 2.51 

Campanulaceae 2 0.10 0.20 2 0.10 0.20 1 0.80 1.61 1 0.80 1.61 2 4.15 4.17 2 4.15 4.17 

Capparaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  1 1.28 1.07 1 1.28 1.07 

Caryophyllaceae 11 1.93 2.45 12 2.35 2.60 5 4.79 4.81 7 10.15 6.66 5 2.38 1.73 7 3.62 2.27 

Chenopodiaceae 2 3.76 3.76 3 1.46 1.53 2 0.83 0.83 7 0.34 0.30 3 0.98 0.89 3 0.93 0.87 

Cucurbitaceae 3 10.65 7.53 3 18.15 4.97 3 0.10 0.30 3 0.20 0.30 4 0.00 0.10 4 0.00 0.10 

Cyperaceae 
  

  
  

  3 0.55 0.88 3 0.55 1.10 
  

  
  

  

Euphorbiaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  2 0.56 0.41 3 1.00 0.65 

Fabaceae 25 1.98 2.31 52 2.42 2.31 19 2.01 2.82 64 1.73 1.70 10 0.83 1.35 39 0.88 0.75 

Geraniaceae 9 1.09 1.01 9 1.09 1.63 6 2.75 3.44 8 5.70 7.19 5 2.39 2.02 7 6.15 3.81 

Hypericaceae 1 1.00 2.98 1 1.00 2.98 2 1.10 2.38 2 1.10 2.38 1 1.99 3.15 1 1.99 3.15 

Juncaceae 1 1.00 2.57 1 1.00 2.57 2 2.33 2.37 2 2.33 2.37 1 2.93 1.18 1 2.93 1.18 

Lamiaceae 2 0.54 0.61 2 0.54 0.61 1 2.86 2.86 1 2.86 3.92 3 1.24 1.55 3 0.86 1.39 

Malvaceae 6 0.10 0.20 6 0.10 0.10 6 0.20 1.09 6 0.20 1.05 6 2.33 6.54 6 2.33 7.44 

Onagraceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  1 1.46 0.40 1 1.46 0.20 

Papaveraceae 7 4.46 3.13 8 6.39 5.45 9 4.52 4.55 11 4.87 4.66 6 1.33 1.72 8 0.92 0.99 

Phytolaccaceae 1 1.00 1.39 1 1.00 1.39 2 6.14 6.49 2 6.14 6.49 1 1.24 1.00 1 1.24 1.00 

Poaceae 24 0.37 0.79 58 0.54 0.89 27 0.54 0.69 49 0.55 0.62 26 1.42 0.79 38 1.36 0.74 

Polygonaceae 6 0.20 0.46 7 0.30 0.51 6 2.29 1.41 19 0.96 0.90 2 2.39 2.48 3 1.98 2.29 

Primulaceae 1 18.00 18.00 2 13.44 13.44 4 1.50 2.15 4 1.50 2.39 
  

  1 0.42 0.65 

Ranunculaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  8 1.68 1.48 
  

  
  

  

Rosaceae 
  

  2 264.27 3.40 2 1.79 1.05 2 3.30 1.15 1 10.53 5.85 3 0.10 0.87 

Rubiaceae 2 0.45 0.30 4 1.34 0.77 4 0.54 0.67 9 0.63 0.73 2 0.80 1.18 4 0.37 0.55 

Scrophulariaceae 
  

  
  

  3 0.38 0.57 3 0.90 1.13 
  

  
  

  

Solanaceae 10 1.19 1.35 13 1.27 1.42 15 1.30 1.56 16 1.50 1.60 8 0.32 0.48 8 0.30 0.42 

Verbenaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  12 0.20 0.30 12 0.20 0.30 

Violaceae 
  

  
  

    
 

  1 0.50 0.84 
  

  
  

  

Vitaceae             9 0.62 1.07 18 0.39 0.93             
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Finally data of the three tables above (Tables 29 to 31) were merged into one summarising 

Table 32) where the data is no longer differentiated by effect level (i.e. quotients based on 

ER10, ER25 and ER50 are combined to one quotient each). Consequently, n is the sum of 

the occurrences at the three individual effect levels, so an n of 3 may indicate that there 

were quotients based on ER10, ER25 and ER50, but from just one experiment (e.g. 

Cucurbitaceae VVo/RPo), or solely ER10 endpoints from three experiments etc. 

Based on a comparison of vegetative endpoints of older plants with vegetative endpoints of 

younger plants, most families did not show pronounced differences in sensitivity. Based on 

all quotients (‘all’, first row), the ratio between vegetative and reproductive endpoints 

(regardless of whether vegetative endpoints are from young or from old plants) ranged 

between 1.02 and 1.58. The Papaveraceae are the only family where reproductive endpoints 

were lower both compared to vegetative endpoints of young plants and those of mature 

plants.  

Based on all data, the difference in sensitivity between vegetative and reproductive 

endpoints appears to be negligible, and there is not sufficient evidence to single out any 

particular family for regular testing of reproductive parameters.  

Further details of these assessments are presented in Figures 30 to 41 below.  

In these figures, rhombi visualise the geometric means listed in the tables; boxplots are 

shown with the usual 50%ile, 25%ile, and 75%ile, minimum and maximum. Quotients 

presented were calculated either by dividing vegetative endpoints of young plants by 

reproductive endpoints (Figures 30 to 33), vegetative endpoints of mature plants by 

reproductive endpoints (Figures 34 to 37), or vegetative endpoints of older (mature) plants 

by vegetative endpoints of young plants (Figures 38 to 41). This latter quotient is presented 

for completeness, but does not address the main question concerning whether vegetative 

and reproductive endpoints are fundamentally different.  

Four variants are presented for each quotient type: the first and second figures of each are 

only based on numeric values with censored values excluded (VVj/RPo: figs. 30, 31; 

VVo/RPo: figs. 34, 35; VVo/VVj: figs. 38 and 39) while the third and fourth include censored 

values with a correction factor of f = 2 (VVj/RPo: figs. 32, 33; VVo/RPo: figs. 36, 37; 

VVo/VVj: figs. 40 and 41). Furthermore, the first and third figures of each quotient type 

display quotients from the lowermost endpoints (i.e. minima; VVj/RPo: figs. 30, 33; VVo/RPo: 

figs. 34, 36; VVo/VVj: figs. 38, 40) while the second and fourth for each type are based on 

geometric means of each SSC (VVj/RPo: figs. 31, 33; VVo/RPo: figs. 35, 37; VVo/VVj: figs. 

39 and 41).  

Note that the number “n” does not stand for single data points, but for SSCs.  Quotients may 

be calculated for every single ‘SSC*x’ (substance-species combination, and common ERx 

both for reproductive and vegetative effects). A quotient may present information of just one 

reproductive and one vegetative endpoint, or of e.g. 7 vegetative and 2 reproductive 

endpoints each. However, similarly as when constructing a SSD, every species bears the 

same weight, no matter how many experimental datapoints contributed to it, which is why 

also quotients based on just one SSC are displayed in the figures below.  
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It should be obvious that instances with low n can not be regarded as representative for any 

plant family, they are listed here only for completeness. Even results based on just three 

SSCs should be seen rather as indicator for a potential trend than as a robust indicator for a 

situation typical for an individual MoA. Only cases beyond that threshold may be regarded as 

meaningful. 
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Figure 30:  Quotients by family - vegetative (young plants) divided by reproductive endpoints. 
Assessment based on minima (lowest endpoint of a given substance-species-
combination); censored values excluded.  

 

Figure 31:  Quotients by family - vegetative (young plants) divided by reproductive endpoints. 
Assessment based on geometric means (central estimates of a given substance-
species-combination); censored values excluded.  
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Figure 32:  Quotients by family - vegetative (young plants) divided by reproductive endpoints. 
Assessment based on minima (lowest endpoint of a given substance-species-
combination). Censored endpoints included and corrected (f = 2).  

 

 

Figure 33:  Quotients by family - vegetative (young plants) divided by reproductive endpoints. 
Assessment based on geometric means (central estimates of a given substance-
species-combination). Censored endpoints included and corrected (f = 2).  
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Figure 34:  Quotients by family - vegetative (older plants) divided by reproductive endpoints. 
Assessment based on minima (lowest endpoint of a given substance-species-
combination); censored values excluded.  

 

Figure 35:  Quotients by family - vegetative (older plants) divided by reproductive endpoints. 
Assessment based on geometric means (central estimates of a given substance-
species-combination); censored values excluded.  
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Figure 36:  Quotients by family - vegetative (older plants) divided by reproductive endpoints. 
Assessment based on minima (lowest endpoint of a given substance-species-
combination). Censored endpoints included and corrected (f = 2).  

 

 

Figure 37:  Quotients by family - vegetative (older plants) divided by reproductive endpoints. 
Assessment based on geometric means (central estimates of a given substance-
species-combination). Censored endpoints included and corrected (f = 2).  
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Figure 38:  Quotients by family - vegetative (older plants) divided by vegetative (young plants) 
endpoints. Assessment based on minima (lowest endpoint of a given substance-
species-combination); censored values excluded.  

 

 

Figure 39:  Quotients by family - vegetative (older plants) divided by vegetative (young plants) 
endpoints. Assessment based on geometric means (central estimates of a given 
substance-species-combination); censored values excluded.  
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Figure 40:  Quotients by family - vegetative (older plants) divided by vegetative (young plants) 
endpoints. Assessment based on minima (lowest endpoint of a given substance-
species-combination). Censored endpoints included and corrected (f = 2).  

 

 

Figure 41:  Quotients by family - vegetative (older plants) divided by vegetative (young plants) 
endpoints. Assessment based on geometric means (central estimates of a given 
substance-species-combination). Censored endpoints included and corrected 
(f = 2).  
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In the additional statistical analysis of distributions (Appendix 6) based on ER10, only 

individual combinations of plant families and modes of action were singled out for particularly 

low endpoints and for significant differences between vegetative end reproductive endpoints, 

(see 4.7.3 and Appendix 6). Applying the paired approach sometimes the same families or 

modes of action were found to deviate conspicuously, but sometimes they did not. Cases 

with corresponding outcomes were Papaveraceae affected by GW herbicides, where, 

irrespective of effect levels, quotients were generally greater than 10 ( 7 – 46, n = 3). This is 

however not considered an indication that Papaveraceae as such are more sensitive in 

terms of reproductive endpoints, see paired approach.  

 

4.6.3 Specific taxa with particularly low or high reproductive endpoints  

(extreme quotients ‘vegetative/reproductive’) 

One of the most interesting questions is of course whether there are particular taxa where 

reproductive endpoints tend to be distinctly lower than the corresponding vegetative 

endpoints.  

To get a first impression, EFSA’s smaller dataset with generally just one endpoint per SSC 

can be assessed for particularly low and high quotients. (For the whole dataset and resulting 

quotients, see Appendix 6). The comparison vegetative versus reproductive was again done 

either based on pairs of ER10 or of ER50 endpoints. In contrast to EFSA’s dataset, the 

whole dataset included also pairs based on ER25. Any quotients of the whole dataset cited 

in the two sections below were based on geometric means per experiment and geometric 

means per SSC where several endpoints were available, and on the comparison of 

vegetative endpoints of juvenile plants and reproductive endpoints, unless indicated 

differently.  

Substance-species-combinations that stood out in terms of particularly low or high quotients 

are listed in Table 33  
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Table 33: Extreme SSC: substance - plant species - combinations for which particularly low 
and particularly high quotients were found in the EFSA-dataset  

SSC  
(subst. * Taxon) 

Q (V/R)  
based on ER10 

 SSC  
(subst. * Taxon) 

Q (V/R)  
based on ER50 

GW05 x GALAP 0.011  AASI05 x LOBIN 0.176 

AASI03 x PIBSX 0.033  AASI05 x GLYST 0.409 

AASI05 x LOBIN 0.116  CMD1 x SOLDU 0.431 

AASI05 x GLYST 0.124  CMD1 x LYPES 0.448 

CMD1 x ELYCA 0.152  CMD1 x FAGES 0.493 

AASI13 x PIBSX 0.211  AASI03 x ECHCX 0.493 

AASI17 x SCABR 0.399  AASI05 x POLPY 0.497 

... ...  ... ... 

AASI05 x CHEAL 4.67  AASI17 x SCABR 3.09 

CMD1 x FAGES 5.75  AASI17 x BUPRF 3.10 

GW05 x RASRL 13.26  CMD1 x JNCDD 3.14 

GW05 x PAPRH 13.76  CMD1 x ELYCA 3.83 

AASI14 x PIBSX 14.80  AASI17 x PAPRH 5.47 

AASI05 x ANGAR 18.00  GW05 x PAPAR 6.96 

AASI17 x GALAP 18.53  AASI13 x PIBSX 12.44 

CMD1 x PHTAM 30.47  AASI13 x PIBSX 14.19 

GW05 x SPRAR 35.38  AASI14 x PIBSX 25.86 

GW05 x PAPAR 46.48  AASI14 x PIBSX 56.53 

 

Based on EFSA-data the following taxa occurred with individual quotients (by substance) 

less than 0.2, i.e. these SSC had relatively insensitive reproductive endpoints compared to 

vegetative endpoints of juvenile plants (Q < 0.2): Elymus canadensis, Galium aparine, 

Glyceria striata, Lobelia inflata and Pisum sativum. Species appearing among those with 

relatively sensitive reproductive endpoints compared to vegetative endpoints of juvenile 

plants (Q > 5) were Anagallis arvensis, Fagopyrum esculentum, Galium aparine, Papaver 

argemone, Papaver rhoeas, Phytolacca americana, Pisum sativum, Rapistrum rugosum and 

Spergula arvensis.  

Based on the complete database (all quotients are listed in Tables 40 and 41, Appendix 4.) 

and also including comparisons between vegetative and reproductive ER25), Pisum sativum 

is also among the species for which particularly low quotients were found (Q < 0.2). Further 

species appearing among those with low quotients is another wild rye species, Elymus 

hystrix, Geranium robertianum, Gossypium hirsutum and Lycopersicon esculentum.  

Among the species for which high quotients were found - when based on the whole 

database - are Bupleurum rotundifolium, Cucumis sativus, Elymus riparius and Lycopersicon 

esculentum, and also most of the species with sometimes high quotients from the EFSA 

database listed above. The latter is no surprise, as the complete database includes all 

citations used by EFSA.  
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Anagallis arvensis (Q = 18.0) and Bupleurum rotundifolium (Q = 15.8) were only tested with 

one substance each, so the available data do not allow inference of any general rule. 

Fagopyrum esculentum also appeared with inconspicuous quotients (ranging between 0.2 

and 5), here as low as 0.493. Also the Papaver species appear with relatively low quotients 

(0.60 and 0.72) when based on EFSA’s database. The lowest based on the complete 

database was 0.321 and there were a number of further inconspicuous quotients (0.663 to 

4.08) for that genus. Phytolacca americana was another species tested with just one 

substance, but here yielding two quotients (one based on ER50 and the other one based on 

ER10). The high quotient of 30.5 was based on ER10 estimates; the quotient based on 

ER50 values was only 1.55. For Rapistrum rugosum four quotients can be calculated from 

the EFSA dataset, based on three SSCs, resulting in a range between 0.607 and 13.3. For 

Spergula arvensis only one quotient was available, (35.4) which again is insufficient for any 

final conclusion. Other related species of the same family (Caryophyllaceae) did not stand 

out in terms of particularly low reproductive endpoints (for details see below).  

Another comparison could be made between reproductive endpoints and vegetative 

endpoints from the same plant individuals (i.e. using vegetative endpoints from the older 

plants that were investigated for effects on reproduction; the corresponding lists of all 

quotients can be found in Tables 42 and 43, Appendix 4). Here, some species appear again 

amongst those with distinct differences between reproductive and vegetative endpoints: 

Chenopodium album, Cucumis sativus, Elymus canadensis, E. hystrix, E. riparius, Galium 

aparine, Mimulus ringens, Persicaria amphibia and again Solanum tuberosum were species 

where quotients less than 0.2 occurred for individual SSCs. Species with comparatively low 

reproductive endpoints and hence quotients > 5 were Brassica rapa, Bupleurum 

rotundifolium, Centaurea cyanus, Elymus canadensis, Fagopyrum esculentum, Geranium 

molle, Hypericum perforatum, Papaver argemone, Papaver rhoeas, Phytolacca americana, 

Pisum sativum, Rapistrum rugosum, Silene noctiflora, Silene vulgaris and again Solanum 

tuberosum. However, most of these species also had SSCs with inconspicuous quotients 

(i.e. reproductive endpoints similar to vegetative endpoints, therefore questions close to 1), 

and again there were species for which both high and very low quotients were found (i.e. 

Elymus canadensis, Pisum sativum and Solanum tuberosum).  

So there were several genera and species that appeared both among the species with low 

quotients (<0.2, least concern) and among those with high quotients (>5, greatest concern), 

in particular Elymus, Galium, Lycopersicon and Pisum sp., and furthermore Cucumis, 

Geranium and Solanum if quotients based on vegetative endpoints of mature plants are also 

considered.  

Obviously there may be wide ranges of endpoints if species are tested with different modes 

of action. Some reproductive endpoints were found to be relatively low compared to the 

corresponding vegetative ones, and others relatively high. Of the species with high quotients 

(>5.0), most had other SSCs (i.e. the species were tested with other substances) which 

resulted in inconspicuous quotients. Only Centaurea cyanus and Spergula arvensis yielded 

V/R quotients greater than 5, however all were just tested with one active substance (one 

SSC). All other species listed above for which high quotients were found, also contributed 
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SSC with lower quotients, some with a considerable number of them. For instance Pisum 

sativum, for which, based on EFSA ER50 data, the four highest quotients18 were calculated 

(12.4, 14.2, 25.9 and 56.519) was also present with quotients as low as 0.211 (based on the 

EFSA dataset) or even 0.106 (based on the whole dataset), and another 14 quotients of a 

total of 8 SSC with inconspicuous quotients between 0.2 and 5.0.  

This makes it very difficult if not impossible to single out any particular species or genera as 

having consistently lower reproductive than vegetative endpoints.  

At family level the situation is not any clearer. Malvaceae and Campanulaceae were families 

for which only inconspicuous quotients or very low quotients were found. For Poaceae, 

Rubiaceae, Geraniaceae, Poaceae, Solanaceae and Fabaceae there were both very low 

(<0.2) and very high (>5.0) quotients, plus a large number of inconspicuous quotients in the 

central range. Primulaceae were only tested once (on SSC, i.e. the pimpernel Anagallis 

arvensis,  see Appendix 5). For Polygonaceae various quotients could be calculated, 4 

based on EFSA’s data, ranging between 0.417 and 5.65) and six based on the whole data 

base, none of which was outside of the range 0.2 – 5.0 due to further endpoints not listed in 

EFSA’s database. For Papaveraceae, the same applies as for the genus, quotients ranged 

generally between 0.32 and 4.08 except for 13.8 and 24.6 based on the whole database and 

46.5 based on EFSA’s data alone. There were 13 quotients for Brassicaceae, 12 of which 

ranged between 0.509 and 2.37 and only one was higher (13.3, same quotient based on 

EFSA’s and on the whole dataset). Caryophyllaceae appeared with 8 quotients ranging 

between 0.648 and 1.88, and again there was just one high quotient (35.4, again same 

quotient based on EFSA’s and on the whole dataset). 

To conclude, there were no particular families with clusters of distinctly insensitive vegetative 

and sensitive reproductive endpoints that would indicate the necessity to regularly test the 

latter.  

The next question to address is whether there were particular active substances or modes of 

actions that would act specifically on reproductive endpoints and thus require additional 

investigations.  

 

                                                

18
 all from the same paper, Olszyk et al. (2009) 

19
 It should also be noted that here we also calculated quotients for each data pair as listed by EFSA 

– following EFSA’s own approach when assessing the ratio between vegetative ER50 and 
reproductive ER10. This approach does however assess multiple experiments (spring and summer) 
individually, so that the high quotients of several SSC are considered twice. The standard approach 
(e.g. when generating species-sensitivity-distributions) is to consider each SSC with the same weight, 
so that it appears with just one vegetative and one reproductive data point (either minimum or 
geometric mean), and consequently results in just one quotient per SSC. This is the procedure we 
followed for the paired assessment of the whole database. Assessing EFSA’s data accordingly would 
lead to fewer data points at the right tail (i.e. fewer large quotients). In other words, EFSA’s approach 
made the data base look more substantial and the outcome more interesting than the standard 
procedure with even weights for all SSCs would have.  
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4.7 Evaluation by Modes of Action (MoA) 

4.7.1 Explanatory remarks  

Similarly, the ratios between vegetative and reproductive endpoints were assessed in terms 

of the different modes of actions to see whether certain modes of action are consistently 

associated with higher or lower reproductive endpoints compared to the corresponding 

vegetative endpoints. The approach is the same as for the evaluation at the family level (see 

4.6.1, Explanatory remarks, p. 78). Results of the diverse group “Other” are presented in the 

tables and figures only for completeness, but must not be mistaken as relevant for any mode 

of action, It consists of few SSCs from unrelated modes of action, so do not bear any 

regulatory meaning.  

The number “n” does not stand for single data points, but for SSCs.  Quotients may be 

calculated for every single ‘SSC*x’ (substance-species combination, and common ERx both 

for reproductive and vegetative effects). A quotient may present information of just one 

reproductive and one vegetative endpoint, or of e.g. 7 vegetative and 2 reproductive 

endpoints each. However, similarly as when constructing a SSD, every species bears the 

same weight, no matter how many experimental datapoints contributed to it, which is why 

also quotients based on just one SSC are displayed in the figures below.  

It should be obvious that instances with low n can not be regarded as representative for any 

mode of action, they are listed here only for completeness. Even results based on just three 

SSCs should be seen rather as indicator for a potential trend than as a robust indicator for a 

situation typical for an individual MoA. Only beyond that threshold results may be regarded 

as meaningful.    

4.7.2 Results  

Quotients attained by dividing vegetative endpoints from young plants by reproductive 

endpoints are listed in Table 34, quotients resulting from considering vegetative endpoints 

only from older plants are presented in Table 35, and, for completeness, quotients between 

vegetative endpoints of older plants and vegetative of young plants are listed in Table 36. 

Each of these tables shows the different variants of assessment (see material & methods). 
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Table 34:  Quotients for the different MoA comparing vegetative endpoints of young plants 
with reproductive endpoints, either based on minima or on geometric means of 
vegetative or reproductive endpoints, listing both results without or with censored 
endpoints, the later corrected (f = 2). n indicates the number of quotients (i.e. 
substance-species combinations with pairs of endpoints at the same effect level). 

Quotient VVj/RPo 

VVj/RPo ER10 ER25 ER50 

  
censored 
excluded 

censored  
with f=2 

censored 
excluded 

censored  
with f=2 

censored 
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censored  
with f=2 
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(all) 44 1.43 1.31 62 1.45 1.14 24 0.84 1.16 53 1.41 1.66 71 0.88 1.30 106 1.08 1.47 

AASI 29 1.29 1.23 41 1.53 1.19 13 1.41 1.38 32 2.18 2.14 33 1.27 1.49 56 1.43 1.64 

ACI 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  3 0.19 1.15 3 0.19 1.15 

CMD 1 1.00 1.00 2 0.11 0.11 1 9.50 3.21 1 9.50 1.79 14 0.74 1.23 16 0.61 0.91 

GW 14 1.81 1.53 16 1.85 1.39 8 0.34 0.72 13 0.57 0.81 19 1.14 1.47 25 1.50 1.90 

INS 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

OTH 
  

  3 1.00 1.00   
 

  3 1.00 1.00 
  

  3 1.00 1.00 

PHI             2 0.35 1.53 4 0.62 3.33 2 0.20 0.50 3 0.43 1.57 

 

Based on a comparison of vegetative endpoints of young plants with reproductive endpoints, 

most modes of actions did not show pronounced differences in sensitivity between 

vegetative and reproductive endpoints. Based on all quotients (not yet differentiating 

between modes of action), the ratio between vegetative and reproductive endpoints ranged 

between 0.84 and 1.66. The only instances where a reproductive endpoint was considerably 

different (here higher) than the corresponding vegetative endpoint was for CMD, based on 

ER10 and inclusion of censored endpoints. For this same mode of action (CMD) and based 

on ER25, reproductive endpoints deviated in the opposite direction by about the same factor, 

but only when based on the minima (i.e. lowest endpoints for each active substance-

species-combination). Overall, there is no indication that a particular mode of action would 

need to be regularly tested with reproductive endpoints rather than vegetative endpoints of 

juvenile plants. 

Quotients from vegetative endpoints from older plants divided by reproductive endpoints are 

presented in Table 35. 
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Table 35:  Quotients for the different MoA comparing vegetative endpoints of older (mature) 
plants with reproductive endpoints, either based on minima or on geometric 
means of vegetative or reproductive endpoints, listing both results without or with 
censored endpoints, the later corrected (f = 2). n indicates the number of quotients 
(i.e. substance-species combinations with pairs of endpoints at the same effect 
level). 

Quotient VVo/RPo 

VVo/RPo ER10 ER25 ER50 

  
censored 
excluded 

censored  
with f=2 

censored 
excluded 

censored  
with f=2 
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(all) 52 1.08 1.42 71 1.08 1.30 54 1.20 1.60 105 1.11 1.28 68 1.45 1.71 139 1.44 1.49 

AASI 26 0.84 1.16 32 1.13 1.35 39 1.59 2.08 60 1.46 1.80 32 1.82 1.87 68 1.52 1.55 

ACI 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  3 0.19 1.14 3 0.19 1.14 

CMD 12 1.58 1.62 12 1.58 1.62 1 0.19 0.88 1 0.19 0.58 14 1.10 1.61 15 1.09 1.44 

GW 13 1.40 2.13 15 0.92 1.61 12 0.69 0.92 23 0.92 1.01 16 2.09 2.10 31 2.47 2.07 

INS 
  

  4 0.71 0.71   
 

  4 0.71 0.71 
  

  4 1.00 1.00 

OTH 
  

  7 1.00 0.82   
 

  11 0.66 0.60 1 3.04 2.19 12 1.14 1.02 

PHI 1 0.30 0.30 1 0.30 0.30 2 0.35 0.35 6 0.70 0.70 2 0.20 0.20 6 0.58 0.58 

 

The quotients of vegetative endpoints of older plants divided by reproductive endpoints also 

did not show that any specific mode of action was associated with pronounced differences in 

sensitivity between vegetative and reproductive endpoints. There was no case of 

consistently lower reproductive endpoints and hence high quotients (> 2). Single instances 

of higher quotients (up to 3.04) were balanced by lower quotients for the same mode of 

action when based on different effect levels (e.g. high quotients when based on ER50 but 

low ones when based on ER25). 

Based on all quotients (not yet differentiating between modes of action), the ratio between 

vegetative and reproductive endpoints ranged between 1.08 and 1.71. Overall reproductive 

endpoints were thus slightly lower than vegetative endpoints of older plants. This is likely to 

be due, at least to some extent, to the fact that older plants were slightly less sensitive to 

exposure to herbicides than younger plants.  

 

Again, no evidence was found that certain modes of action would require regular testing with 

reproductive endpoints. 

For completeness, also quotients of vegetative endpoints of older plants with vegetative 

endpoints of younger plants were generated (Table 36). 
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Table 36:  Quotients for the different MoA comparing vegetative endpoints of older plants 
with vegetative endpoints of younger plants, either based on minima or on 
geometric means of vegetative endpoints, listing both results without or with 
censored endpoints, the later corrected (f = 2). n indicates the number of quotients 
(i.e. substance-species combinations with pairs of endpoints at the same effect 
level). 

Quotient VVo/VVj 

VVo/VVj ER10 ER25 ER50 

  
censored 
excluded 

censored with 
f=2 
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f=2 
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(all) 21 0.69 1.23 32 0.63 1.06 40 1.11 0.98 63 0.94 0.79 81 1.50 1.23 121 1.94 1.32 

AASI 9 0.66 1.08 14 0.74 1.00 19 0.75 0.85 32 0.67 0.65 32 1.74 1.62 54 1.59 1.28 

ACI 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  3 1.02 0.99 3 1.02 0.99 

CMD 1 1.00 1.31 1 1.00 1.31 1 0.02 0.27 1 0.02 0.32 21 1.56 1.36 24 1.82 1.53 

GW 11 0.69 1.37 13 0.45 1.13 15 2.38 1.68 20 1.90 1.49 20 1.42 1.05 31 3.07 1.65 

INS 
  

  
  

    
 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

OTH 
  

  4 1.00 1.00 1 1.12 0.77 4 1.00 0.95 1 0.28 0.22 4 1.00 0.76 

PHI             4 1.09 0.39 6 1.02 0.28 4 0.97 0.31 5 0.85 0.23 

 

Based on a comparison of vegetative endpoints of older plants with vegetative endpoints of 

younger plants, there were no individual modes of action where differences between older 

and younger plants were more pronounced than in others. Endpoints varied between 0.63 

and 1.94 when considering all MoAs. The largest differences were observed for the mode of 

action GW with the quotient up to 3.07 (based on ER50 and minima per SSC including 

censored values). However, quotients as low as 0.45 were also calculated for GW (based on 

other effect levels). Thus, overall there was again no clear indication that any mode of action 

consistently had a greater impact on younger versus older plants or vice versa. Based on all 

data, the difference in the sensitivity of the vegetative endpoints of young and of older plants 

was around 1.2. Therefore, focussing on differences between vegetative endpoints from 

young and mature plants would not be expected to have a pronounced effect on the main 

evaluation. 

Finally, the data of the three tables above (Tables 34, 35, 36) are summarised in Table 37 

without differentiation by effect level (i.e. quotients based on ER10, ER25 and ER50 are 

combined to one quotient each). Consequently n is the sum of the occurrences at the three 

individual effect levels, so an n of 3 may indicate that there were quotients based on ER10, 

ER25 and ER50, but from just one experiment (e.g. ACI based on minima), or solely ER10 

endpoints from three experiments, etc.  
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Table 37:  Quotients by mode of action, overall outcome based on all effect levels, as 
weighted mean of individual quotients from active substance-species-
combinations. Comparison of vegetative endpoints of young plants and of older 
plants with reproductive endpoints, and of vegetative endpoints of older and 
younger plants, either based on minima or on geometric means of vegetative 
endpoints, listing both results without or with censored endpoints, the later 
corrected (f = 2). n indicates the number of quotients (i.e. substance-species 
combinations with pairs of endpoints at the same effect level).  

Quotient VVj/RPo VVo/RPo VVo/VVj 

  
censored 
excluded 

censored with 
f=2 

censored 
excluded 

censored with 
f=2 
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(all) 139 1.02 1.28 221 1.25 1.41 174 1.25 1.58 315 1.24 1.37 142 1.23 1.15 216 1.33 1.10 

AASI 75 1.30 1.36 129 1.62 1.58 97 1.40 1.72 160 1.41 1.59 60 1.15 1.24 100 1.16 1.03 

ACI 3 0.20 1.15 3 0.20 1.15 3 0.20 1.14 3 0.20 1.14 3 1.02 0.99 3 1.02 0.99 

CMD 16 0.88 1.29 19 0.59 0.76 27 1.21 1.58 28 1.20 1.47 23 1.27 1.26 26 1.49 1.43 

GW 41 1.05 1.30 54 1.27 1.41 41 1.33 1.65 69 1.44 1.54 46 1.41 1.31 64 1.79 1.48 

INS 
  

  
  

    
 

  12 0.79 0.79 
  

  
  

  

OTH 
  

  9 1.00 1.00 1 3.04 2.19 30 0.90 0.80 2 0.56 0.41 12 1.00 0.90 

PHI 4 0.30 0.88 7 0.53 2.41 5 0.30 0.30 13 0.60 0.60 8 1.03 0.35 11 0.94 0.30 

 

Based on all data that were available for the quotient approach (i.e. vegetative and 

reproductive endpoints available for the same SSC), the differences in sensitivity between 

vegetative and reproductive endpoints were found to be negligible, and there appears to be 

no evidence that any particular mode of action requires regular testing of reproductive 

parameters. 

The data combining all effect levels as listed in Table 37 are visualised in in further detail. As 

there are fewer modes of action than plant families, each two variants (either based on 

minima or on geometric means) could be displayed side-by-side.  
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Figure 42:  a) and b): Quotients by Mode of Action - vegetative (young plants) divided by 
reproductive endpoints. Assessment based a) on minima (lowest endpoint of a 
given substance-species-comb.) b) on geometric means (central estimates of a 
given substance-species-combination); censored values excluded). n lists the 
number of quotients, i.e. SSC*effect level with paired data. 

 

Figure 43:  a) and b): Quotients by Mode of Action - vegetative (young plants) divided by 
reproductive endpoints. Assessment based a) on minima (lowest endpoint of a 
given substance-species-combination) b) on geometric means (central estimates 
of a given substance-species-comb.). Censored endpoints included and corrected 
(f = 2). n lists the number of quotients, i.e. SSC*effect level with paired data.  
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Figure 44:  a) and b): Quotients by Mode of Action - vegetative (older plants) divided by 
reproductive endpoints. Assessment based a) on minima (lowest endpoint of a 
given substance-species-combination) b) on geometric means (central estimates 
of a given substance-species-combination); censored values excluded. n lists the 
number of quotients, i.e. SSC*effect level with paired data. 

 

Figure 45:  a) and b): Quotients by Mode of Action - vegetative (older plants) divided by 
reproductive endpoints. Assessment based a) on minima (lowest endpoint of a 
given substance-species-combination) b) on geometric means (central estimates 
of a given substance-species-comb.). Censored endpoints included and corrected 
(f = 2). n lists the number of quotients, i.e. SSC*effect level with paired data. 
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Figure 46:  a) and b): Quotients by Mode of Action - vegetative (older plants) divided by 
vegetative (young plants) endpoints. Assessment based a) on minima (lowest 
endpoint of a given substance-species-combination) b) on geometric means 
(central estimates of a given substance-species-combination); censored values 
excluded. n lists the number of quotients, i.e. SSC*effect level with paired data. 

 

Figure 47:  a) and b): Quotients by Mode of Action - vegetative (older plants) divided by 
vegetative (young plants) endpoints. Assessment based a) on minima (lowest end-
point of a given subst.-species-comb.) b) on geometric means (central estimates 
of a given subst.-species-comb.). Censored endpoints included and corrected (f = 
2). n lists the number of quotients, i.e. SSC*effect level with paired data. 
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4.7.3 Specific modes of actions with particularly low or high reproductive 

endpoints  

(extreme quotients ‘vegetative/reproductive’) 

Based on EFSA-DATA, the following active substances resulted in the lowest quotients 

(< 0.2): 2,4-D, chlorimuron, glufosinate-ammonium, and glyphosate. The highest quotients 

(> 5.0) were found for the following active substances: 2,4-D, chlorimuron, glufosinate-

ammonium, tribenuron, primisulfuron and sulfometuron (summarised in Table 33, all data in 

Appendix 5). However there is some inconsistency: three substances that contributed 

extraordinarily high quotients (indicating that reproductive endpoints were particularly 

sensitive), yielded also low quotients (indicating very insensitive reproductive endpoints) 

when tested with other species (i.e. for other SSCs). For the remaining three substances 

with lower reproductive endpoints, at least some inconspicuous quotients (ranging between 

0.2 and 5) were found: The lowest quotient for tribenuron was 0.399 (but 7 data pairs 

resulted in inconspicuous quotients), for primisulfuron it was 0.211 and for sulfometuron the 

lowest quotient was 2.56 (and the highest 56). So based on the analysis using EFSA’s 

database, sulfometuron is indeed the worst case in terms of low reproductive- compared to 

high vegetative endpoints. However, this conclusion is based on just one SSC, and all four 

quotients (spring and summer tests, either based on ER10 or on ER50) were calculated from 

the same paper (Olszyk et al., 2009). Therefore, this outcome may not be representative for 

the active substance per se. Also we are not aware of any indication that sulfometuron—one 

of the many sulfonylureas tested for reproductive endpoints—should differ from all other 

sulfonylureas in terms of impacting reproductive endpoints more than vegetative endpoints20.  

When the whole database is assessed, details vary: other substances also have particularly 

low and particularly high quotients, but the overall outcome is the same. In addition to most 

of the active substances listed above (based on EFSA data), atrazine and metsulfuron are 

among the SSCs with particularly high quotients (>5.0). The former does, however, also 

appear among the SSCs with the lowest quotients (<0.2) so again there is no indication that 

it consistently has a greater negative impact on reproductive endpoints than on vegetative 

ones. For metsulfuron, the lowest quotient (based on vegetative endpoints of juv. plants and 

repro) is 0.283, and there were nine more pairs of vegetative and reproductive endpoints 

that led to inconspicuous quotients (ranging between 0.509 and 3.61). This indicates that 

this active substance (metsulfuron) also does not show a selectively more negative impact 

on reproductive endpoints than vegetative endpoints.  

To conclude, as for the assessment on family-level, there was also no active substance that 

consistently affected reproductive endpoints more seriously than vegetative endpoints. 

Neither EFSA’s data nor the whole database enables us to give any general 

                                                

20
 The vegetative endpoints in Olszyk et al. 2009 were based on height measurements, the 

reproductive endpoints on pea dry weight.  
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recommendation for prioritising substances/modes of actions that should regularly be tested 

for reproductive endpoints, as the latter might be more affected than vegetative endpoints. 

At the level of mode of actions, every mode of action for which particularly high quotients 

were found, also yielded cases with particularly low quotients. Modes of action that were 

regularly tested and sometimes resulted in high quotients (> 5) were AASI, GW and CMD 

and PHI (the last only when based on the whole database). The most extreme cases based 

on EFSA’s data are listed again in Table 33. But every single one of these modes of action 

also yielded SSDs with particularly low quotients (< 0.2), regardless of whether they were 

based only on the EFSA-data or on the whole data base.  

Thus, assessing the data currently available, no specific mode(s) of action can be singled 

out for further investigation of reproductive endpoints.  

 

4.8 Analysis of distributions at family- and Mode-of-action levels 

In the additional statistical analysis of distributions (Green, Appendix 6), six combinations of 

plant families and modes of action were singled out for particularly low ER10 endpoints, four 

based on ER25, and again six based on ER50. These combinations of modes of action and 

plant families are summarised here by plant family and mode of action (further details see 

Appendix). 

Among Asteraceae tested with AASI substances there were very low ER10, ER25 and ER50 

endpoints. Based on multiple species studies, the lowest ER50 were reproductive endpoints, 

but based on single species studies, the lowest ER50 were vegetative endpoints. 

Reproductive ER10 endpoints from sunflower were particularly low, all but two were 

censored (for further details on the ER10 endpoint see Figure 17 of Appendix 6); 

distributions of the observed data overlap considerably in the lower range, while the 

reproductive values are more clustered in the low range.  

AASI herbicides tested on Asteraceae were overall inconspicuous in terms of differences 

between reproductive and vegetative endpoints. Only when based on ER25 values AASI 

herbicides tested on Asteraceae had more pronounced effects on reproductive than on 

vegetative endpoints of juvenile plants; the quotient based on ER25 was 8.9. This is from an 

average of several reproductive endpoints of just one substance-species combination 

though, for which several endpoints were recorded. Based on ER10 or ER50 differences 

between vegetative and reproductive endpoints were, however, minor with the paired 

assessment by SSC. However this is based on just three species HELAN, HELST and 

CENCY, the former tested on one and the latter two on another active substance.  

Brassicaceae also appeared to be sensitive to AASI substances, with the absolute lowest 

ER50 endpoints being vegetative endpoints, but a higher percentage of low ER50 endpoints 

in the reproductive subset of endpoints (see Figure 2 in Appendix 6). For Brassicaceae 

tested on AASI the lowest ER25 were vegetative endpoints (rapeseed). There were fewer 

reproductive values than vegetative ones but they were clustered at the low end of the 

distribution. Distributions based on ER10 were inconspicuous.  
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Also in case of Fabaceae tested on AASI, reproductive endpoints were clustered at the low 

end of the distribution (see figures 11 for ER50 and figure 18 for ER10), but also vegetative 

endpoints were similarly low. The lowest ER10 values by a factor of 3 or more were 

reproductive endpoints.  

Cucurbitaceae tested on GW-substances: The lowest endpoints by a large margin were 

vegetative endpoints.  

In case of Fabaceae or Poaceae tested on AASI, the lowest ER50 endpoints were 

vegetative ones (lab tests, crop species, both for ER25 and ER50), whereas the lowest 

ER10 of Poaceae were reproductive endpoints (see Figures 5, 13 and 19 in in Appendix 6). 

All these low reproductive ER10 were for one species, barnyard grass (Echinochloa crus-

galli), whereas vegetative values are spread across three species, none of which is barnyard 

grass. For wild Poaceae species tested on AASI chemicals three very low ER50 

reproductive endpoints were reported, lower by a factor of 20 compared to the lowest 

vegetative endpoints of that subgroup. However, the next lowest reproductive ER50 

endpoints were again higher than the lowest vegetative endpoints; also there was little 

difference in distributions (see Figure 5 in Appendix 6). Based on ER25, the two lowest 

values, again reproductive ones, were only marginally lower than the lowest vegetative 

results (by a factor of 1.56). 

 

So, overall there was little difference in distributions and no general pattern in terms of 

sensitivity of vegetative and reproductive endpoints being fundamentally different. As 

mentioned in material and methods, all these comparisons of distributions are due to the 

current data situation, more specifically, they are based on the species for which endpoints 

happened to have been reported. The results may thus be affected by chance, when 

particularly sensitive plants were tested on vegetative endpoints but other less sensitive 

species of the same family were tested on reproductive endpoints or vice versa. Results 

must therefore be interpreted with care. Observations are most reliable when confirmed by 

the paired approach, where vegetative and reproductive endpoints are assessed by 

individual substance-species-combinations (SSCs); see also discussion. On the other hand, 

the distribution - approach, using all data including censored endpoints and the statistically 

most sophisticated method (MLE), gives useful output also in terms of number of cases 

where vegetative endpoints were distinctly lower than reproductive ones, or the other way 

round, (and also confirms that in most instances sensitivity of reproductive and vegetative 

endpoints were not significantly different). Tables 2, 4 and 6 of Appendix 6 (for ER50, ER25 

and ER10 endpoints, respectively) differentiate entries by colour (red = instances where the 

reproductive percentile is smaller by a factor of 2 or more than the vegetative value; green = 

instances where the reproductive value is greater by a factor of 2 or more than the 

reproductive value). The assessment indicates that prevailing sensitivity of vegetative or of 

reproductive endpoints were by and large evenly split, i.e. among the instances where 

differences were distinct, there were about as many cases with vegetative endpoints higher 

than reproductive endpoints as cases where differences in sensitivity were the other way 

round. i.e. vegetative endpoints lower than reproductive endpoints.  
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4.9 Differences in sensitivity between lab and field test systems 

Many authors argue that sensitivity of laboratory and greenhouse test systems and field test 

systems differs (e.g. Boutin 1995, Dalton & Boutin 2010, Reuter, Siemoneit-Gast et al. 2007) 

so that risk assessment based on a dataset solely from laboratory tests would need an extra 

safety factor to ensure protection of non-target plants in the field (e.g. Dalton & Boutin 2010). 

However there is also evidence that sensitivity of plants tested in the lab may be very similar 

to or even higher than that of plants tested in field systems (e.g. Fletcher et al, 1990, Egan et 

al. 2014b, Strandberg et al. 2012) if the same endpoints are being assessed.  

Here we compared pairs of plant species tested on a given active substance both in the lab 

and in the field and providing endpoints at the same effect level, i.e. we had two ER25, one 

e.g. from P. sativa tested on AASIx in the lab and another one from P. sativa tested on 

AASIx in the field (intermediate test designs i.e. such where plants were cultured in the field 

but exposed in the lab are not considered here). Where several endpoints were available for 

one SSC-effect level-type combination, we took the geometric mean. A quotient of the 

resulting pair of endpoints below 1 indicates that the lab endpoint was lower than the field 

endpoints, those above 1 that field endpoints were lower thus more sensitive.  

Detailed results of an assessment based on vegetative endpoints of juvenile plants was 

included in the project assessing differences between crops and wild plants and are not 

reiterated here (for details, see Christl 2017). The overall ratio (geometric mean of all 

quotients) dividing lab endpoints by field endpoints was 0.905 (n = 79 based on vegetative 

endpoints of juvenile plants, discarding one very high and one very low outlier), thus 

indicating that by and large in this dataset lab endpoints were very similar to field endpoints. 

There was some scatter; the 10%iles and 90%iles of all quotients were 0.190 and 3.215, (so 

80% of all quotients were within that range) and the median was 1.056.  

Here we present additional datasets, based on reproductive endpoints (Figure 48) or on 

vegetative endpoints of mature plants (Figure 49).  
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Figure 48:  Quotients comparing endpoints from lab tests divided by those of field tests, 
based on reproductive endpoints, paired approach. In case of multiple endpoints 
for one SSC-x-combination the quotient was calculated from the geometric means. 
Based on numeric endpoints only, n = 39. 

Based on reproductive endpoints (n = 39) the overall ratio (geometric mean of all quotients) 

dividing lab endpoints by field endpoints was 1.118, thus indicating that by and large in this 

dataset lab endpoints were slightly lower than field endpoints, but only by a very small 

margin. There was some scatter, but the 10%iles and 90%iles of all quotients were 0.616 

and 3.02, (so 80% of all quotients were within that range) and the median was 1.0 (Figure 

48). Note that there were several instances with quotients exactly at one. This is due to 

approximations where non-rate-response studies were used to deduct numeric 

approximations, insofar as effect levels close to the endpoints to be derived (e.g. 23% effect 

at the treatment tested) were used as approximate numeric endpoints (see material and 

methods and discussion). If the same field rate (e.g. 0.1 * FAR) was tested and lab tests had 

23% and field tests 28% effect compared to the controls, the ER25 was approximated to be 

0.1 FAR in both cases, so the resulting quotient 1. While this is obviously not accurate, 

including such endpoints nevertheless increases epistemic certainty by means of a larger 

body of data.  

This was not occurring when comparing lab and field endpoints based on vegetative 

endpoints of mature plants (n = 27).  
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Figure 49:  Quotients comparing endpoints from lab tests divided by those of field tests, 
based on vegetative endpoint of older (mature) plants, paired approach. In case of 
multiple endpoints for one SSC-x-combination the quotient was calculated from 
the geometric means. Based on numeric endpoints only, n = 27. 

Based on vegetative endpoints of mature plants the overall ratio (geometric mean of all 

quotients) dividing lab endpoints by field endpoints was 0.44, thus indicating that by and 

large in this dataset lab endpoints were distinctly lower than field endpoints (by a factor of 

2.3). There was some scatter; the 10%iles and 90%iles of all quotients were 0.126 and 1.75, 

(so 80% of all quotients were within that range) and the median was 0.47. 

The assessment presented here, comparing pairs of plant species tested on a given active 

substance both in the lab and in the field based on reproductive endpoints and on vegetative 

endpoints of mature plants overall allows the conclusion that lab and field endpoints were 

rather similar. We did not find a consistent difference, with the possible exception of the 

assessment based on vegetative endpoints of mature plants, which was the smallest 

dataset. Furthermore, neither the systematic position of the available species nor the active 

substances for which pairs of test endpoints existed are necessarily representative. Still, the 

finding is in line with other published data where equivalent endpoints were assessed. Due 

to the paucity of data this outcome should not be regarded as a final conclusion as to 

whether there may be differences in sensitivity between lab/greenhouse test systems or field 

test systems or not. However, based on the data evaluated here, an assessment factor just 

to cover extrapolation from the lab to the field situation seems to be dispensable. If there is 

any general difference in sensitivity between lab end field tests, then the endpoints of lab 

tests are lower (see plants Figure 49), so these are more sensitive and hence represent a 

“worst case” in relation to the situation in the field.  
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4.10 Robustness of quotients based on different effect levels 

Complex toxicological test systems often bear more uncertainty towards the outer fringes of 

a dose response – relation, i.e. the EC50 can be determined with more accuracy than the 

EC10 or the EC90 (see e.g. OECD 225 or EFSA (2014). We investigated whether this 

applies also to the NTTP-data collated in this database. 

We did not attempt to assess individual studies for the robustness of endpoints established 

for different effect levels, this would have been far beyond the scope of this report. We did 

however apply an indirect approach, a quick meta-analysis by assessing the overall ranges 

of the quotients obtained based on different effect levels.  

Again individual quotients based on SSCs served as source. The clearest results must be 

expected for quotients based on endpoints at the same effect levels, e.g. vegetative ER10 

(e.g. of mature plants) and reproductive ER10. In instances where different effect levels are 

related (e.g. ER50 as numerator and ER10 as denominator) the resulting quotients 

encompass uncertainties of different effect levels. 

In the table overleaf we list the overall geometric mean quotients per comparison, median, 

10th – percentiles and 90th – percentiles. The interesting parameter for this accessory 

assessment is the spread, calculated as ratio Q90/Q10, i.e. the spread of quotients based on 

ER10, on ER25 or on ER50. If the effect level did not matter and all endpoints were of 

similar robustness irrespective of the effect level, then also the spread factor (calculated as 

Q90/Q10 ratio) should be similar for different effect levels. Results are presented in Table 

38. 
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Table 38:  Quotients based on different effect levels, geometric mean, median, percentiles 
and spread between Q90 and Q10 (90

th
 percentile and 10

th
 percentile). This ratio is 

a factorial description of the range and a good measure for spread or uncertainty 
or variability. The larger the spread factor, the more did the quotients scatter. A 
spread factor of 120 indicates that the 90

th
 percentile was 120 times higher than 

10
th

 percentile.  

Comparison geomean Median 10%iles 90%iles spread (Q90/Q10) 

Quotients comparing vegetative (juvenile) and reproductive endpoints 

ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.315 1.166 0.126 15.125 120.0 

ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.180 0.758 0.203 6.726 33.1 

ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.376 1.193 0.405 4.360 10.8 

Quotients comparing vegetative (old) and reproductive endpoints 

ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.421 1.212 0.310 10.649 34.4 

ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.599 1.165 0.424 11.691 27.6 

ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.709 1.528 0.600 7.982 13.3 

Quotients comparing ER50 with ER10 endpoints 

ER50∙VVj/ER10∙VVj 4.912 4.824 1.410 24.846 17.6 

ER50∙VVo/ER10∙VVo 5.144 4.504 1.693 18.856 11.1 

ER50∙RPo/ER10∙RPo 5.423 4.301 1.469 32.667 22.2 

Quotients comparing ER50 with ER25 endpoints 

ER50∙VVj/ER25∙VVj 2.224 2.187 0.930 8.239 8.9 

ER50∙VVo/ER25∙VVo 2.527 2.171 1.239 6.731 5.4 

ER50∙RPo/ER25∙RPo 2.313 1.901 1.173 7.460 6.4 

Quotients comparing vegetative ER50 with reproductive ER10 endpoints 

ER50∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 8.682 5.970 1.709 78.795 46.1 

 

The spread factor varies with the combination of endpoint type and effect level. Interestingly 

the lowest scatter of quotients (indicated by a low spread factor) was observed when 

vegetative endpoints of older (mature) plants were compared at different effect levels (ER50 

and ER25), (spread factor = 6.731 / 1.239 = 5.4 for “ER50∙VVo/ER25∙VVo”), probably 

because a considerable fraction of these originated from the same experiments, in which 

case both ER50 and ER25 were assessed within the same experiment21. The spread factors 

were already somewhat larger when ER50 were compared with ER10. The spread factors 

were largest when comparing vegetative and reproductive endpoints at the 10% effect level 

(ER10 endpoints inform both the numerator and the denominator), no matter whether based 

on juvenile (spread factor = 120) or on mature plants (spread factor = 34.4). The difference 

between these two can be explained by the fact that quotients comparing vegetative 

(juvenile) and reproductive endpoints were always from different experiments, whereas 

quotients comparing vegetative (old) and reproductive endpoints are often based on the 

                                                

21
 In case of vegetative endpoints of old plants a larger fraction of the data was not independent, as 

endpoints came from the same dose-response relation of a given experiment. Note however that the 
majority of endpoints were still independent, as often only one effect level was reported for a given 
experiment, so if endpoints of different effect levels were available, they originated from different 
experiments. Anyway, the presence of these related datapoints will have reduced the expanse here. 
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same study, so that vegetative and reproductive endpoints were measured on the same 

plants, which reduces variability considerably. Low spread factors were found when the 

corresponding comparisons were based on the 50% effect level (10.8 and 13.3, 

respectively), those based on the 25% effect level were found to be intermediate. When 

vegetative endpoints of juvenile plants were compared with reproductive ER10 endpoints 

(ER50∙VVj / ER10∙RPo) (see EFSA 2014) the resulting spread factor was rather wide, as to 

be expected. These quotients combined the uncertainty due to different endpoint types 

(vegetative and reproductive) with the different uncertainty linked to different effect levels; 

here the lower uncertainty of ER50 endpoints was combined with higher uncertainty of ER10 

endpoints, and the overall uncertainty was rather large again (spread factor = 46.1).  

To conclude, the endpoints collated in the database illustrate quite strikingly that the effect 

level does matter, and that ER10 endpoints bear considerably more uncertainty than ER50 

endpoints, with ER25 endpoints somewhere in-between.  

To inform the risk assessment, the 10% effect level is thus the least reliable option of the 

effect levels assessed (the ER05 would be even worse though, see discussion, point 5.12 

and Figure 50).  
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5 Discussion  

5.1 Retrieval of endpoints from the literature  

In the process of notification of plant protection products these are tested for effects on non-

target terrestrial plants, testing vegetative endpoints of young plants, i.e. seedlings or early 

growth stages as representative for the different plant morphotypes and systematic groups. 

Reproductive endpoints are currently not tested, which has been criticised by a number of 

authors in the past. Obviously there is no reproductive data generated for regulatory 

purposes yet, so the reproductive data available in the literature is exclusively non-GLP, and 

largely generated in context of that very hypotheses that reproductive endpoints could be 

lower than vegetative endpoints; see further down Point 5.3. Based on this still patchy 

information concerns regarding sensitivity of reproductive endpoints have been raised by 

regulatory bodies (EFSA 2014) but also individual scientists related to e.g. the US-EPA.  

5.2 Data reliability 

In order to prevent use of papers not reliable we implemented a reliability index while adding 

the data to the database, see material and methods. The application of this reliability 

measure was however somewhat sobering, as often results from different experiments were 

reported, but the details of the actual experiment only briefly sketched. Basically only the 

regulatory studies performed under GLP that had been provided as report would have 

deserved a reliability index of 1. The database used in the EFSA Scientific Opinion 

contained endpoints of unpublished data that had been made available to EFSA, but no 

other parameters than those listed in their table in Appendix A, These data should have 

been regarded as unreliable based on our criteria, but it would have been inappropriate not 

to consider that very data that was basis for the conclusions in the EFSA Opinion.  

Overall we included and considered all data that allowed to derive rate-based endpoints with 

some certainty, i.e. only highly subjective criteria such as fruit colour or marketability were 

not used, or data where the actual doses could not be translated into an area-based unit 

such as g/ha.  

Another fundamental parameter to be potentially considered was whether the test was 

performed under GLP. However, none of the reproductive endpoint studies were performed 

under GLP, so this trait was not applicable as criterion. Similarly compliance with test 

guidelines was generally the case with lab data provided by the companies, but not with 

reproductive endpoints, for which no guidelines exist). Both parameters were included in the 

database, but neither were used as selection criteria. This is of course not ideal, as any 

guideline-compliant GLP data has to meet validity criteria, whereas for the non-GLP- 

reproductive data no validity criteria are even defined. Often little is known of the actual 

performance of tested species that are considered in published papers. 

A few instances of striking inconsistency in the reported and published data were identified 

at this stage. A typo in the final paper is the most likely explanation. In Egan et al. 2014 there 

was just one single data point, an ER25 of 0.4 g/ha that was a factor 50 lower than the next 
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lowest experimental endpoint. Coincidently the very species had been tested by the same 

authors twice in succeeding years, the endpoint obtained for that species in the first year 

indicated average sensitivity close to the overall geometric mean of all species (448 g 

a.s./ha). Also the former endpoint was by a factor of exactly 1120 higher than the low outlier 

(1120 is the conversion factor between lb/acre and g/ha). It is suspected that there was just 

a typing error in the final table, possibly due to confused units (e.g. g a.s./ha or kg a.s./ha or 

lb/acre). In this paper there were further cases where deviations between ER25-values 

obtained in the two succeeding years22 exceeded two orders of magnitude. We excluded 

only the one value that clearly stood out in which the deviation exceeded three orders of 

magnitude. However, any choice has only little effect on the overall medians and no effect 

on the minima. 

Another problematic case was not as clear. The authors (Reuters & Siemoneit-Gast 2007) 

had compared endpoints of single-species tests and multi-species test designs. Their 

assessment dates were 2, 4 and 6 weeks post application in both test designs; the latter was 

considered to be an indicator for recovery of the plants. Standard vegetative vigour tests are 

however evaluated 3 weeks after application. In order to get test conditions as close as 

possible, here geometric means were calculated from the ERx-values calculated for the 

week 2 and week 4 assessment. However, there were single instances where no numeric 

endpoint was available at any of these two data points, but only smaller-than or greater-than 

values. In a few of these the evaluation after 6 weeks however yielded a numeric endpoint. 

In these cases the latter were included in the database, considering that a possibly slightly 

biased numeric value is still better than no value at all. For our comparison of vegetative and 

reproductive endpoints this is worst-case, as the endpoints affected were only vegetative 

endpoints. The parameters turning numeric not earlier than after 6 weeks are higher than 

they would have been after 4 weeks if lower rates had been tested, i.e. less conservative. 

The overall assessment vegetative/repro gets however more conservative, as this makes 

vegetative endpoints appear to be less sensitive.  

Another case of surprising inconsistencies was related to papers published by Pfleeger and 

Olszyk. One issue was about data listed as numerical endpoints way above the maximum 

rate tested (e.g. Pfleeger et al. 2011). We checked with one of the authors, who confirmed 

that these were indeed mathematical extrapolations, not just typos. They had tried to fit the 

data on the Weibull response function implemented irrespective of the range tested, and 

higher endpoints (up to a factor 40 higher than the highest rate tested) were solely due to 

extrapolation based on the Weibull response function. The author also indicated that this 

Weibull response function had been used not only in this one but for a number of papers. 

We resolved this in our database by accepting any extrapolation up to a factor of 2 above 

the highest or below the lowest treatment level, but to include any endpoint extrapolated 

                                                

22
 Egan et al. 2014 obtained in the year 2011 overall lower endpoints than those obtained in 2010 

(factor of 4) ; there were however also several cases where it was the other way round; e.g. for 
Elymus hystrix the ED25 obtained for Dicamba in 2010 was 11 g/ha, whereas in 2011 it was 311 g/ha 
(deviation by a factor of 28). Such inconsistencies indicating poor reproducibility appear to be 
common with testing NTPs, in particular when testing wild species in the field. 
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beyond this threshold as a censored value. This procedure was subsequently applied to any 

data with extrapolated endpoints, as long as they were extrapolated beyond a factor of 2.  

Another issue were endpoints reported by the authors themselves (Olszyk et al. 2009) which 

were not consistent with the estimates generated by EFSA (2014) from the very 

experiments, using data sheets provided by the authors. When we contacted the authors 

they indicated that raw data were not accessible, so the issue remained unresolved (further 

details regarding extrapolation see also discussion, page 153. In absence of further 

evidence we included both the values estimated by EFSA, and the endpoints reported by 

Olszyk et al. (2009).  

In EFSA’s Scientific Opinion we would have liked to check the validity of some of the data 

from Table A1 that has been used to generate the EF factors. The data comparing 21-28 

day studies (as per standard Tier II testing) with 50—150 day studies looks to be acceptable. 

However in other data the comparison are unbalanced:  

(1) Rotches-Ribalta et al. (2012) only compare 1 month data with seed production at 2 

months. This latter timing suggests that insufficient time was allowed to estimate the seed 

production. 

(2) Olszyk et al. (2009) compare 14 days with 35 days, again these timings do not seem 

appropriate for this type of testing. Also these results are only for 1 species/herbicide yet 

they are entered twice.  These later values hugely increase the upper range of the 

ER50/ER10 ratios. Eliminating these double accounted values would reduce the median 

ER50vegvig/ER10repro ratio from 5 to 3.8.  

We also note that the EFSA’s workgroup on the Scientific Opinion has omitted to 

recommend the use of the median or geometric mean ER50vegvig/ER50repro ratio. In this 

analysis the median value reduces the ratio from 1.5 to 1, indicating that in these data the 

standard vegetative vigour is in fact protective for reproductive effects. 

 

5.3 Publication bias 

Publication bias occurs when the outcome of an experiment or research study influences the 

decision whether to publish (or otherwise distribute) it (Sterling, 1959 Dickersin 1990, 

Ioannidis, J 2005, Song et al. 2013, Zeegers 2016).  

Since the present database for reproductive effects was relying on published data it is 

important to note that the direction of the outcome (supporting or not supporting the working 

hypothesis that reproductive endpoints are lower than vegetative endpoints) is likely to affect 

the chance of a valid experiment being published.  

This possible lack of publication of null results is being discussed as a major source of bias 

in the published literature, (e.g. Stirling 1959, SETAC Europe, Nantes 2016, Zeegers 2016) 

but there seems to be no easily applicable remedy. It is up to the scientist to publish 
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inconclusive or negative data, although this is increasingly difficult as it is less appealing for 

peer-reviewed journals (Calnan et al. 2006, cited in Song et al. 2013).  

A database that is mainly built on published data may be biased by the absence of null 

results. However, from a regulatory or conservation perspective such bias is more likely to 

lead to a false positive than to a false negative. The databases compiled in the EFSA 

opinion paper and by us are useful for partially overcoming this bias, as they combine 

vegetative and reproductive data from different sources, which were generated 

independently.  

5.4 Why to use the geometric mean and the not arithmetic mean? 

This question kept coming up during the review of the report. We have to differentiate 

between any individual endpoints (concentrations or field rates) that are to be summarized, 

and between quotients derived from these consolidated endpoints (one each for any SSC). 

The answer is fundamentally the same for both cases: in short, we are dealing with 

distributions that are skewed on their original scale. In both cases the distributions are 

limited at the left side, as neither endpoints (expressed as concentrations or as field rates) 

nor quotients (ratios) can assume values less than 0 (no negative values). Hence the values 

can not follow a normal distribution, but they are much more likely to follow a log-normal 

distribution, aka multiplicative normal distribution (Limpert et al. 2001, see also Keene 1995 

or Sokal & Rohlf 1995). Therefore any histogram of such values will appear to be distinctly 

skewed – when plotted on the original scale (see e.g. Fig. 1 b in Limpert et al. 2001). In 

contrast, if plotted on a log-scaled abscissa, the distribution will appear to be symmetric. If 

instead the original values are log-transformed and histograms generated from these, the 

resulting histograms will assume exactly the same shape on a linear scale as the original 

values on a slog-scale.  

Consequently summarizing such data means either to calculate the geometric mean of the 

original data, or to log-transform them and to calculate the arithmetic mean from the log’s, 

and to back-transform the calculated mean. The back-transformed value is exactly the same 

as the geometric mean calculated from the original values.  

Also SSDs are always plotted on a log-scale for that reason. The median would be another 

suitable central estimate, as is is independent of the distribution. In contrast, using arithmetic 

means to summarize quotients can lead to wrong conclusions, in particular if the quotients 

cover a wide range. That this is not just a theoretical problem but has occurred in published 

papers, as is illustrated on two cases in this report, see pages 49 and 153.  

5.5 Which measure of sensitivity (lowest or average endpoints) to be used 

The regulatory relevant endpoints in the European risk assessment are primarily the lowest 

endpoints of all tested species, hence it is obvious that a comparison between vegetative 

and reproductive endpoints based on minima is relevant (e.g. SANCO/10329/2002, US-EPA 

(2004), EFSA 2014). However, minima and maxima are more dependent on the number of 
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tested species. In particular in case of few observations the presence or absence of one 

extreme value will determine the outcome of the comparison.  

In contrast, the central points of any distribution, e.g. median, arithmetic mean or – in this 

case most appropriate – the geometric mean, are less influenced by any extreme values 

(e.g. Sokal & Rohlf 1995). We did include all endpoint values including the outstanding 

extreme ones in the numeric assessment23. However to address the fundamental question 

whether any group is generally more sensitive than the other, comparing the central points of 

the two distributions is more robust than just comparing the minima. Therefore from a 

scientific viewpoint comparison of central points should be preferred. To address both the 

fundamental question and the aspect of greatest regulatory relevance, the quotient 

assessment was performed in parallel twice, first based on central points of the distributions 

(geometric means), then on the minima (i.e. lowest endpoints, viz. the most sensitive 

species of each group).  

Parallel ANOVA assessments (s.l.) were performed, including multiple regression analysis, 

but these considerations do not apply for these analyses as all the actual numeric species’ 

endpoints were assessed, not just the central points or minima of any distribution. 

5.6 Measured endpoints and their relevance 

A wide variety of different reproductive endpoints is reported, starting from numbers of buds, 

flowers, seed, pods or fruits, or their biomass (e.g. weight per seed, per plant or per pot), but 

also less direct measurements such as germination success of the F1-generation or their 

survival. In light of a protection goal, stable populations, performance of F1 is an important 

parameter. However, exposure of non-target plants in the off-field is a gradient decreasing 

with distance from field. Furthermore, especially annual plants have mostly high abundance 

of small seeds that can be dispersed by wind, small animals, etc. over short to medium 

range. In addition many of these species produce also dormant seeds filling the soil seed 

bank. According to good agricultural practice crop rotation schemes should be applied, 

which reduce the chance of the same species being affected every year again and again.  

A certain effect of reduced F1 viability may therefore be tolerated by plant populations as it 

could be compensated by seed input from neighbouring plants and contributions from seed 

bank. 

5.7 Quotient approach based on distributions 

The overall quotients from distributions (based on the individual quotients of all datasets) 

may be calculated either as a standard geometric mean (no weighing) or weighing the 

individual quotients by the number of endpoints forming it. The latter approach is considered 

to better reflect the actual status, the simple average quotient was only included for 

completeness; also it can be verified easily. However to avoid deviations due to datasets 

                                                

23
 Except for one single outlier value that was apparently wrong 
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with just one or two endpoints per parameter (i.e. vegetative or reproductive), initially it was 

considered only to use quotients calculated from at least three numeric endpoints per group, 

i.e. ≥ 3 reproductive and ≥ 3 vegetative (please note that this is relevant for comparison of 

distributions only, not for the paired approach by SSC, where quotients are always based on 

just one vegetative and one reproductive endpoint). Anyway, in case of comparison of 

distributions cases with low ‘n’ were still deemed useful since generally as many data as 

possible should be considered; furthermore any threshold would be somewhat arbitrary. So 

ultimately all cases were included there, as well in the main analysis, with only little effect on 

the overall outcome. Apparently deviations existed in both directions and largely cancelled 

each other out. In particular any evaluation weighted by the number of species (see previous 

paragraph) is not significantly affected by the decision whether or not to include data sets 

with low n, as the overall outcome is still dominated by the data sets for which many 

endpoints exist. 

When calculating overall means from distributions, the standard weighted approach simply 

considers ‘the sum n’ per group. However the values weighted here are quotients, formed of 

two groups an ‘n’ each. For this special case of a weighted approach there are different 

options to calculate it, either to weigh by the total no. of endpoints (nveg. + nrepro) or to weigh 

by the lower ‘n’ of the two. The first approach is straightforward but disregards that a quotient 

based on 3 reproductive and 17 vegetative endpoints is not as robust as one based on 10 

reproductive and 10 vegetative endpoints (‘n’ = 20 in both cases). The second approach 

considers this difference in predictive power, but disregards that the quotient based on 3 

reproductive and 17 vegetative endpoints is still not as weak as the one based on 3 

reproductive and 3 vegetative endpoints (17 endpoints would make the group estimates 

(minimum, geometric mean) more robust for the vegetative parameter than the group 

estimates for the reproductive parameter), but the lowest ‘n’ is three in both cases. After 

evaluating all the options, we decided to weigh by the total no. of endpoints.  

5.8 Heterogeneity of endpoints and selection of assessment methods 

There is considerable heterogeneity in experimental endpoints being reported to describe 

effects on non-target plants (e.g. Fletcher 1985, Strandberg et al. 2012). There is the effect 

level, viz. ER05, ER25, ER50…, but any of these may be obtained from a greenhouse or a 

field test, a seedling emergence study or a vegetative vigour study, and within these be 

based on different measured parameters, e.g. on survival, shoot height, on biomass (wet 

weight or dry weight), on phytotoxicity, scoring systems, and there is a multitude of 

reproductive endpoints. Moreover, some studies did not follow the rate-response design but 

tested just one test rate and ranked species by the effect level observed on this sole tested 

rate.  

The different endpoints reported in the literature were, unfortunately, not evenly distributed. 

There were many more ER25 and ER50 endpoints than ER10 endpoints. Most vegetative 

endpoints (juvenile plants) were based on lab studies but only 22 to 32% based on field 

studies, whereas for vegetative endpoints from old plants the ratio was almost balanced, 42 

to 48% endpoints were from field studies. In terms of reproductive endpoints 32 to 38% were 

from field studies, but there were hardly any seedling emergence-type data (i.e. effects after 

soil application) for reproductive endpoints (< 1%).  
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Most importantly, there were many fewer substance-species combinations with reproductive 

endpoints than substance-species combinations with vegetative endpoints. Also there 

seemed to be a trend that reproductive endpoints were mainly available for substance-

species combinations with relatively low vegetative endpoints compared to other species 

tested on the same active substance (for vegetative endpoints). This is probably due to the 

fact that if somebody intends to verify a hypotheses that reproductive endpoints are relevant 

for the risk assessment (as lower than vegetative endpoints), then that person aiming to test 

reproductive endpoints would not particularly focus on less sensitive species or less potent 

active substances. Overall a bias for the subset of SSC tested for reproductive endpoints 

may be expected. However, this affects any assessment based on distributions, even if 

explanatory variable are defined in order to capture at least a part of effects due to these 

variables.  

The paired approach is an assessment where every substance-species combination has the 

same weight. This is preferable when the assessment aims to address a question based on 

a representative set of substance-species combinations. Also it is in line with the approach 

used when preparing SSDs, where also every species obtains the same weight, no matter 

how many experiments contributed to the overall endpoint for that species. 

In this evaluation it was considered paramount to compare like with like, and in case of 

vegetative and reproductive endpoints the paired approach was possible, comparing species 

by species within a given substance. Therefore in this project the comparison of 

distributions, which may be severely affected by inconsistent composition of data of the two 

groups, is considered just as an additional tool, but must be assessed with caution. In the 

distribution approach all endpoints have the same weight; so substance-species 

combinations that have been tested repeatedly and have been reported with more 

endpoints, will obtain a strong influence on the outcome, which is not necessarily 

representative for the aspects to be assessed. 

  

5.9 Multiple testing and consolidation of endpoints 

We considered carefully how best to consider the many instances of multiple testing, i.e. 

independent tests of a given effect-level-type-active-substance-species-combination. Indeed 

in the database endpoints based on heterogeneous parameters were sometime present for 

the same active substance-species combination. Often the most sensitive effect parameter 

will have been among those recorded, but it is often not possible to predict which parameters 

are the most sensitive for a particular substance-species combination. In some cases, this 

may have led to several parameters being measured and used to generate several 

endpoints in one experiment. Of these the lowest of each group, i.e. the lowest vegetative 

and the lowest reproductive endpoint may be used. An alternative approach is to use a 

measure for the average sensitivity, which should be less dependent on the choice of 

parameters recorded or not recorded. Suitable central estimators for these non-normally 

distributed values are the median or the geometric mean (equivalent to the arithmetic mean 

of logs). Another aspect that was considered was the number of truly independent 

experiments. We aimed to consider each experiment with the same weight. There were 
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cases where the same experiments were cited in different publications – sometimes with 

slightly different endpoint estimates, and other cases where several independent runs had 

been performed, either under different environmental conditions, with different formulations, 

or just in different years. To overcome possible double counting of experiments cited in 

different publications or ignoring different physical experiments presented in one paper, we 

assigned experimental numbers to each independent test run. Their independence was 

based on the presence of an individual set of test specimens exposed to the test item under 

particular conditions. The first consolidation step (of the various measured parameters & 

endpoints) was thus based on these experimental numbers. Only in a second integration 

step the outcomes of different experiments were merged and an overall geometric mean 

calculated for each type-substance-species-combination. (In both steps the three core 

categories labelled ‘VVj’, ‘VVo’ and RPo were assessed independently). 

For assessments based on minima it did not matter whether consolidation, i.e. the reduction 

to one endpoint per SSC was performed in one or two steeps, as the minimum remained the 

same. However, geometric means are considered to be more relevant when generated with 

the two-step consolidation procedure described.  

For the MLE-assessment of distributions on family and mode-of-action level and for the 

additional statistical analysis performed by J-W Green24 these consolidation details are not 

relevant, as in both analyses the number of experimental values were used as reported, 

meaning that experiments with four measured parameters had a correspondingly higher 

weight than those with just one endpoint reported.  

5.10 Problems caused by censored endpoints 

Censored endpoints (“less-than” or “greater-than”) are not strictly numeric but define a range 

that is only defined at one side. It is problematic to include them into numeric evaluations 

e.g. SSD, in particular when the censored values are not the lowest or highest, but are 

framed by higher or lower numeric values (e.g. Maltby et al. 2010, Brock et al. 2011, Christl 

2013, EFSA 2013, Giddings et al. 2010, Giddings 2011). As the actual effect threshold level 

is not known, the exact position of these censored endpoints in a distribution, e.g. visualized 

as a SSD curve, is not either. If censored values were included as numeric endpoints 

anyway, this would involve a judgemental decision i.e. between which numeric values to 

position the censored value. This positioning would however affect the outcome, i.e. the 

overall centre of the distribution as well as its tails. 

Sometimes authors evaluate censored endpoints numerically anyway25, but generally 

without discussing the matter in depth. Some guidance is given in EFSA 2013 (Aquatic 

Guidance Document), where as a rule it is proposed not to use censored values in e.g. an 

SSD. It is proposed to deviate from this rule only if censored values are outside the range of 

                                                

24
 (fundamentally assessments with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 2-sample test applied to ERx values 

that had previously been adjusted by means of MLE adjusted ERx values, see Appendix 6) 
25

 It is even suggested again in a very recent EFSA (2015) opinion paper on NTAs to treat censored 
values as point values, which is considered to be questionable; but see also DuBoudin et al. 2004.  
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already available values, e.g. a lower-than value is lower than the lowest toxicity endpoint 

(EFSA 2013), so including it would expand the range despite its qualitative character.  

In terms of censored values in this project, and considering data sets here, there are 

fundamentally three different data situations, depending on the presence or absence of 

numeric endpoints of the same substance-species-combination, or at least of the same 

active-substance-taxon group. 

Censored values that were the only data for a given active-substance-taxon group (e.g. 

reproductive, ‘Substance X 8 * species Y’). If these are included somehow (e.g. 

implementing any Tobit model, see Amemiya 1984, or using Kon Kam King 2014), the 

number of datasets included is increased, but their reliability and thus the accuracy of the 

analysis based on them decreases. . 

Censored values that were one of several of a given active-substance-taxon group, but the 

only data for a given active-substance-species combination, so other e.g. reproductive 

endpoints for that substance did exist, and were numeric. Included the non-numeric ones 

here would not increase the number of calculable quotients but the number of species 

contributing to that distribution.  

Censored values that only complement one or several numeric endpoints from other studies 

of the same substance-species-combination. Including these would neither increase the 

number of calculable quotients nor the number of species contributing to that distribution, but 

still it would influence the distribution as such.  

In addition the direction of the censoring matters depending on whether there are further 

numeric endpoints in the same direction or in the other one. A censored endpoint of >5 g/ha 

that is accompanied by a numeric endpoint of 9 g/ha obtained for the same substance-

species-combination may be considered as a qualitative confirmation of the existing numeric 

endpoint, whether to include it or not to include it should not affect the outcome. In contrast 

an endpoint of >5 g/ha that is accompanied by a numeric endpoint of 2 g/ha obtained for the 

same substance-species-combination fundamentally changes the outcome for that SSC.  

Overall censored values, depending on their data situations , – with presence or absence of 

supporting numeric endpoints; would have to be treated differently. To decide which belong 

to which group would require reassessing all “active-substance-test-system-endpoint-

species combinations”. It is by no means trivial to consider ‘greater-thans’ and ‘less-thans’ 

quantitatively, which is why in the past many regulators were happy to discard them (unless 

them being a less-than lower than all numeric endpoints, in which case the regulator still 

would not consider the less-than endpoint as such, but would request numeric data to be 

generated). Kon Kam King et al. (2014) himself, while proposing his approach to consider 

censored data in distributions, discusses that there are many ways to censor data and [that 

there was] no trivial way to choose between them as well (Kon Kam King et al. 2014).  

As there are many and contradicting preferences and also to address comments on the 

other project (crop-wild), we repeated the assessment implementing different approaches. 

For the paired assessment by individual SSCs we checked three strategies (1) basing the 

assessment on numeric endpoints only, (2) including censored endpoints disregarding that 

they are censored, (3) including censored endpoints with a correction factor of 2, i.e. greater 

than endpoints were doubled and less-than-endpoints were halved, and we presented the 
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results side-by-side, hence anybody preferring a different approach can check the outcome 

based on his preferred approach with the alternatives.  

For the comparison of distributions in the statistical appendix provided by J.W. Green, MLE-

estimates were calculated including censored values (Appendix 6). Also the comparison of 

distributions at mode-of action and family level within the main report (Appendix 5) was 

based on MLE-estimates including censored values, with and without bootstrapping 

procedures (Kon Kam King et al. (2014). For the paired assessment this was not be 

implemented as in that case an MLE estimates would have had to be calculated for every 

single reproductive or vegetative effect level-substance-species combination (ERx * SSC * 

type) which would have been forbiddingly time-consuming.  

However, the presentation of the outcomes of alternative approaches should increase 

confidence in the assessments, in particular as overall there were not fundamental 

differences between the outcomes based on different options, and cases where these 

occurred could be explained, generally establishing that the database of one group (i.e. the 

subset of reproductive endpoints) was very small and hence not necessarily representative.  

5.11 Paired approach based on individual SSC vs. comparison of 

distributions - advantages and disadvantages of evaluation approaches 

In the paired approach (comparing vegetative and reproductive species by SSC) only those 

data are utilized for which matching vegetative and reproductive endpoints exist. SSCs with 

only vegetative endpoints do not contribute to the analysis. In contrast, when comparing 

distributions, data were not filtered for pairs but the entire database was assessed and all 

endpoints were considered. This applies both to the distributions recalculated including 

censored values in-house, and the additional statistical analysis of distributions by John W. 

Green see Statistical Appendix 6. This approach has the advantages to utilize all data 

available (so n is as high as possible), and to be statistically straightforward. Disadvantages 

are, however, that SSCs with a multitude of endpoints get a larger weight compared to SSC 

that were tested only once. In contrast, in an SSD every individual SSC would be considered 

only once. Second, the two distributions do not consist from the same set of species and/or 

a.s.; the overlap of SSCs where both vegetative and reproductive endpoints were available 

is only partial. The results for a particular subset of data (e.g. mode of action, species group) 

could thus be biased due to the fact that there may have been more species with lower 

endpoints tested for vegetative endpoints and more species with higher endpoints for 

reproductive endpoints, or the other way round. The most extreme cases at mode-of action-

level were apparently affected by such unbalanced sets of data with only few reproductive 

endpoints. This is not an issue with the quotient approach based on individual pairs of 

endpoints (by SSC), as in this analysis SSCs with vegetative endpoints but without 

corresponding reproductive endpoints are not considered.  

5.12 Usefulness of ER10 endpoints for the risk assessment.  

ER10 estimates in plant testing are by far more uncertain than ER25 and ER50 estimates, 

for both practical reasons and mathematical reasons. Confidence intervals are always wider 
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at the margins of a distribution than in the central part. This was acknowledged in Appendix 

A of EFSA’s Scientific Opinion ‘defining an ER10 is linked to more uncertainties than an 

ER50 (statistically less robust)’ (EFSA 2014).  

This is also evident from the data base collated here, see Point 4.10 and Table 38 therein. 

Quotients scattered most widely when both numerator and denominator consisted of 

endpoints at the 10%-effect level, and least when based on 50%-effect levels. ER10 

estimates thus bear more uncertainty than ER25 or ER50, also in the database collated in 

this project.  

 

Figure 50:  Dose-response curve of a plant experiment (TOXRAT example dataset for non-
target-plant test) and 95%-confidence intervals. Note that the abscissa is log-
scaled, hence an interval appearing twice as wide as another one (e.g. two orders 
of magnitude instead of one), is actually 10 times wider than the single-width 
interval. 

However EFSA’s conclusion is unexpected, instead of maintaining the use of a statistically 

robust estimates i.e. the ER50 (or alternatively the ER25 which might be another 

compromise) in combination with a potentially modified additional assessment factor, EFSA 

propose to use the ER10 and to add another uncertainty factor to compensate for increased 

uncertainty - due to an inappropriate definition of the regulatory relevant endpoint. We think it 

would be preferable to maintain the use of a statistically robust effect level and possibly to 
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increase the current assessment factor26, if there is evidence that a higher level of protection 

is actually required to protect off-field populations of non-target plants.  

In EFSA 2014 ER10 were introduced as being relevant for the risk assessment, as they 

consider the slope of the dose-response curve. This may be formally correct, but only 

relevant if an effect level of 10% reduction is considered to be relevant in the field. In 

particular the plants typical for edge-of field communities that are most exposed to 

herbicides are generally perennial herbs (mainly grasses) often with strong vegetative 

reproduction capability and (small) annual species of the colonizer type (r-strategists) that 

are adapted to disturbed habitats and instable conditions. Their reproductive success may 

vary dramatically between years, which is why a common trait of all these weeds is seed 

dormancy delayed germination and formation of seed banks that allow the populations to 

persist after pessimal years in which little or no reproduction occurred. These traits are seen 

as an adaptation to deal with environmental uncertainty (see e.g. Gardarin & Colbach 2014, 

Grime et al. 2007, Heard et al. 2003, Strassburger, E. 1998, Thompson, 1987, 2000, Rees 

1994). Germination within a prolonged period- sometimes spreading over many years, 

reduces the risk to almost negligibility that the whole offspring of a season is lost, e.g. due to 

a weather anomaly such as drought, flooding, late frost etc.. A 10% reduction of reproductive 

success is therefore probably of little relevance to the survival of the population in the field. 

And this does not even consider that also drift calculations are probabilistic and based on 

different percentiles (depending on the number of applications per year) so off-field a given 

patch of non-target plants will not receive effective doses every year, but only occasionally.  

The reduction of diversity of non-target plants is largely caused by others standard 

agricultural practice, in particular application of fertilizer seems to play a fundamental role. 

Also maintenance procedures of field margins, and their spatial dimension (wide or rather 

narrow) play an important role for the diversity of non-target plants in edge-of-field habitats. 

However, all these factors are outside the scope of the European notification process of 

herbicides.  

Considering that already at the current level of regulation several authors concluded that the 

use of herbicides is not at all the most relevant parameter for the composition of off-field 

plant communities (e.g. Gove et al. 2007, Kleijn et al. 2004, Kleijn & Snoeijing (1997), 

Wingender & Weddeling (2002), a reduction of exposure to herbicides is not expected to 

fundamentally change the situation, It may be expected that an increased conservatism of 

the lower tier risk assessment would jeopardize the role of the TIER-1 / TIER-2 -risk 

assessment as filter to differentiate between standard cases, i.e. herbicides that pass the 

tier-1 risk assessment with limited mitigation measures, or where notification is not possible. 

A pragmatic approach could be to calibrate any increased assessment factors based on 

active substances with no herbicidal activity (e.g. insecticides or fungicides). 

                                                

26
 If there should be evidence that the ER10 is indeed an endpoint relevant for edge-of-field-

populations, it might be possible still to use the ER50 with its inherent narrower confidence-interval, to 
calculate the ER10 in addition (which is done anyway in modern studies), and to apply not a general 
assessment factor for all experiments, but an individual assessment factor based on the ratio between 
ER50 and ER10. This ratio applied as an individual assessment factor should however replace the 
standard assessment factor, not be considered as an additional one. 
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In addition, a scientific analysis of the data from this type of plant studies will likely show that 

it is not scientifically valid to suggest measuring biomass or reproductive effects at the “10%” 

level. The Coefficient of Variation in such studies is usually too high (e.g. 10-15%) to derive 

a reliable ER10, and so for a valid statistical analysis we should focus on “measurable 

effects”.  Therefore we recommend the use of experimental data and analysis that will give 

statistically reliable values as regulatory endpoints (such as ER50s). 

Last but not least, it should be noted that plant tests assess growth and biomass and are not 

“lethal” tests as is often the case for animal testing, and so the “No Adverse Ecological Effect 

Level” should be set at a level much greater than 10%. Confirmation of this view was shown 

in an analysis of regulatory practices for avian risk assessment by Suter et al. (2000), which 

concluded that “that decreases in an ecological assessment endpoint of less than 20% are 

generally acceptable”.  

 

5.13 Other aspects potentially relevant for the tier 1 risk assessment but not 

assessed in this review  

There is only little information on sensitivity of wooden species in the literature. EFSA (2014) 

cite a few, including Strandberg et al. (2012), and “several studies conducted in Canada and 

Denmark have shown that there is no significant difference between the sensitivity of short- 

and long-lived species in terms of intrinsic sensitivity (Boutin et al., 2004; White et al., 2007; 

Carpenter and Boutin, 2010; Boutin et al., 2012; Carpenter et al., 2013)” taken from EFSA 

(2014). Also this database contains some SSCs with reproductive endpoints of trees and 

vines. However, based on their longevity and spatial requirements it can be assumed that 

only a fraction of the population or even only a fraction of an individual will be exposed to 

herbicide drift. In addition their longevity increases the potential for recovery and 

reproduction over time. Populations of such species are probably much more dependent on 

other factors, e.g. habitat availability and density of larger herbivores.  

Last but not least it is noted here that requirements for terrestrial non-target plant to test 6 to 

10 species is exceptional in the ecotoxicological risk assessment. For any other organism 

group only endpoints of one to two standard species are required, and only for one further 

group (non-target arthropods) further species testing might be triggered by the results of the 

initial tests (e.g. SANCO/3268/2001, SANCO/10329/2002, EFSA 2013, US-Senate 2012). 

Hence within the entire Ecotoxicological Section the group with the most robust data 

situation is terrestrial non-target plants; the risk assessment is based on at least 36 

endpoints (seedling emergence and vegetative vigour, six to ten species each, minimum 

observations in each study are biomass, survival, phytotoxicity rating). This allows a very 

detailed characterisation of the toxicity of a product to terrestrial plants and should therefore 

be accounted for in the risk assessment procedures. Therefore, for assessing plant systems 

we believe that using an ER10 value is too severe and the “No Adverse Ecological Effect 

Level” should set be much greater than 10%. 
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5.14 Further points of consideration 

The greatest difficulty of this assessment is the heterogeneity of data, see discussion in 5.8. 

An ideal dataset would consist of an array with paired tests, only one parameter changed at 

a time. The actual dataset was clustered, with pronounced aggregations of data points for 

certain predictors, and few or even no data points for other combinations of predictors.  

The data used in EFSA’s Scientific Opinion do however suffer the same heterogeneity. Also 

time of exposure and duration of observation of individual datapoints may be disputed (see 

short comments on the individual papers, e.g. pages 165 and 168). 

We noted earlier that in the EFSA’s Scientific Opinion the quotients were summarized on a 

linear scale. Also Boutin et al. 2014 assumed a linear model and calculated overall quotients 

as arithmetic means. When handling ratios this should be avoided for mathematical reasons 

(a quotient of 0.1 is equivalent to a quotient of 10, the two reflect the same distance (factor 

10) from the midpoint (1), only in opposite directions, and the two would cancel each other 

out, see 5.4, p. 117 and also p. 153). Correct measures for ratios are the geometric mean 

(assuming a log-normal distribution) or the median (independent of the type of distribution). 

Both datasets look less prominent when they are evaluated based on e.g. geometric means.  

For comparison we summarize here the overall ratios calculated by Boutin et al. 2014 in 

Table 6 as arithmetic mean, and those based on a geometric mean:  

Subset of data (Table 6 in Boutin et al. 2014) n arithmetic* geometric 

Overall ratio for spray at young vegetative stage 50 3.13   (3.1) 1.26 

Overall ratio for spray at reproduction   9 7.24   (7.2) 5.72 

Plants sprayed at two vegetative stages 11 0.685 (0.74) 0.303 

Overall ratio for all spray experiments 70 3.28   (n.r.) 1.23  

* the values in brackets are cited in Boutin et al. 2014, the first two were consistent except 

for rounding, the deviation of the third can not be explained. n.r. – not reported. 

From the data listed in Boutin et al. 2014 the overall conclusion is thus (based on geometric 

means) that in the subset of experiments sprayed at reproductive stages the reproductive 

endpoint was on average a factor of 5.7 more sensitive, plants sprayed at two vegetative 

stages showed reproductive endpoint to be 3.3 times less sensitive, the overall ratio for 

plants sprayed at young vegetative stage was 1.26 so indicating only slightly more sensitive 

reproductive endpoints, and so was the overall ratio based on all comparisons of vegetative 

and reproductive endpoints (ratio 1.23, n = 70, however 24 of these based on censored 

values). 

Details on EFSA’s data are given throughout the main body of this report, however still in our 

parallel assessment we did not change the number of quotients (41 for the comparison of, 

vegetative ER50∙with reproductive ER10, so double-accounted two sets of extremely high 

quotients based on Olszyk 2009 and another SSC with two quotients based on Matthiassen 

(unpublished). Calculating quotients strictly based on SSC we get 38 pairs for the proposed 

move from vegetative ER50 to reproductive ER10. Strictly based on SSCs the overall 

difference is not a factor of 8.45 but of 7.51, and the 75%iles is not 25.8 but 14.3. So based 
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on such revised calculations (strictly by SSC) the differences between reproductive ER10 

and vegetative ER50 endpoints are still smaller, also based on EFSA-s dataset alone.  

We think the EFSA Panel of the Scientific Opinion has made over-conservative assumptions 

in recommending a 95th percentile EF of 35 to convert from ER50vegvig endpoints to 

ER10repro endpoints.  

First as they show in their own analysis an EF of 5 is protective for 77% of all cases. We 

suggest that a median value is used.  

Second we would have liked to check the validity of some of the data from Table A1 that has 

been used to generate these EF factors. The data comparing 21-28 day studies (as per 

standard Tier II testing) with 50—150 day studies looks to be acceptable. However in other 

data the comparisons seem unbalanced:  

(1) Rotches-Ribalta et al. 2012 only compare 1 month data with seed production at 2 

months. This latter timing suggests that insufficient time was allowed to estimate the seed 

production. 

(2) Olszyk et al. 2009 compare 14 days with 35 days, again these timings do not seem 

appropriate for this type of testing.  

These results are only for 1 species/herbicide yet they are entered twice, so with the quotient 

approach count twice. These latter values hugely increase the upper range of the 

ER50/ER10 ratios. Eliminating these values would reduce the median ER50veg. / 

ER10repro - ratio from 5 to 3.8.  

We also note that the EFSA workgroup on the Scientific Opinion has omitted to recommend 

the use of the median or geometric mean ER50veg/ER50repro ratio. In this analysis the median 

value reduces the ratio from 1.5 to 1, indicating that in these data the standard vegetative 

vigour is in fact protective for reproductive effects.  

We expected also additional noise in the data due to the presence of very different test 

designs e.g. green-house and field tests. However, based on separate assessments of 

vegetative or reproductive endpoints, quotients of lab tests and field tests endpoints had 

been calculated from those cases where bot lab/greenhouse and field data were available. 

(Point 4.9). This additional analysis did not detect a trend in one or the other direction. 

Therefore we considered unlikely that these differences in design should have affected the 

outcome of the overall assessment.    

5.15 Outlook 

In this study we assessed and tried to disprove the null-hypothesis that there are no inherent 

differences in sensitivity between vegetative and reproductive endpoints of non-target plants. 

A fundamental problem in the concept of hypothesis testing is that a negative cannot be 

proven; “one can never prove the nonexistence of something” (Wouters 2014). Eighty years 

ago Fisher (1935) pointed out while defining the term “Null-hypothesis” that “it should be 

noted that the null hypothesis is never proved or established, but is possibly disproved, in 
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the course of experimentation. Every experiment may be said to exit only in order to give the 

facts a chance of disproving the null-hypothesis.” (Fisher 1935/1971).  

We considered that increasing the data base should increase the chance of the facts 

disproving the null-hypothesis. So if - despite the extent of data - the null-hypothesis could 

not be disproved, it must be regarded unlikely that any further data would do otherwise, even 

though we are aware of the fact that the heterogeneity of the data assessed here is not 

ideal. Still, based on this large database, there is no compelling evidence for reproductive 

endpoints being generally lower than vegetative endpoints.  This may be seen as another 

good reason to reject the working hypothesis. Reproductive endpoints appear not to be 

intrinsically more sensitive than the vegetative endpoints obtained from tests on juvenile 

plants.  Hence there is little evidence that would support an additional requirement for 

regularly testing reproductive endpoints of terrestrial non-target plants.  
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6 Conclusion  

In this study published data and confidential data provided by the Chemical industry were 

combined to test – comparing like with like – the hypothesis that there may be consisted 

differences in sensitivity between vegetative and reproductive endpoints of non-target plant 

species. 

The overall finding was that there were no consistent differences in sensitivity between 

vegetative and reproductive endpoints.  

Differences between different effect levels (e.g. ER25 and ER50) were much more 

pronounced than differences between vegetative and reproductive endpoints. 

While there is some scatter of data in terms of large difference between reproductive and 

vegetative endpoints, in ca 85% of all cases (slightly varying between different options of 

assessment) reproductive and vegetative endpoints are less than a factor of 5 different.  

The currently available data do not provide substantial support for the hypothesized 

increased sensitivity of reproductive endpoints compared to vegetative endpoints. The 

assessment of adverse effects on plant growth, plant populations and plant communities 

continues to be an active area of investigation, with controversial aspects remaining 

regarding reproductive and vegetative endpoints. It is desirable that all valid experiments are 

made publicly available, positive, neutral and negative outcomes, i.e. including those results 

not supporting the initial hypothesis tested.  

Based on the data currently available, no proposals can be given regarding certain modes of 

actions or plant groups that would require regular testing of reproductive endpoints. A 

straightforward analysis also seems not to support widely-cited suggestions that 

reproductive endpoints are distinctly lower than the vegetative endpoints obtained from 

regulatory tests on young plants. 

The use of reproductive endpoints as basis for the risk assessment instead of the currently 

used vegetative endpoints for juvenile plants would thus not increase the margin of safety. In 

contrast, it would cause a multitude of problems (e.g. invalid or unacceptable data) also due 

to the absence of a standardised testing methodology. A move from ER50 to ER10 as basis 

for the risk assessment would increase conservatism but also increase stochastic 

uncertainty. Also there is little evidence that ER10 are ecologically relevant endpoints for 

plants.  

The combined changes proposed in EFSA’s Scientific Opinion (2014) would increase the 

conservatism of the standard risk assessment for herbicides in the EU by a factor of 6.3 – 

9.0, not by a factor of 35, as indicated in the Opinion. However changes proposed by EFSA, 

such as move from the lowermost endpoint to a HR5 and additional assessment factors 

would further increase conservatism, in particular for certain groups of herbicides.  

A move to the ER25 as basis for the risk assessment could utilize data generated to address 

US regulatory requirements, increase conservatism and avoid the uncertainty inherent to 

ER10. The vegetative ER50 or ER25 as basis for the risk assessment offers a more robust risk 
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assessment than a change to reproductive ER10. Adapted assessment factors may be more 

appropriate to address increase conservatism than a change to ER10 values. 

Overall, based on vegetative and reproductive ER10, ER25 and ER50 endpoints and on the 

available data sets (vascular plants, largely annual, biennial or perennial herbaceous plants 

but also some trees), there were no consistent differences in sensitivity between vegetative 

and reproductive ecotoxicological endpoints when the same effect level is compared (e.g. 

ER50, ER25 or ER10). 
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8 Appendix 1 - Brief summaries of the most relevant papers and 

their use for the present review 

Below the papers considered in this assessment are briefly summarized, mainly to make 

transparent which papers contributed considerably to the database and which did not – while 

still being considered as relevant.  

The short summaries below do not summarize the whole papers but focus on the aspects relevant 

for the inclusion of data in our database.  

Al-Khatib et al. 1992 applied different rates and combinations of chlorsulfuron, thifensulfuron, 

2,4-D, glyphosate and bromoxynil onto Medicago sativa at the fourth trifoliolate leaf stage following 

harvest of the first cutting to simulate herbicide spray drift under field conditions. Height, yield and 

visible injuries of alfalfa plants were recorded. Results were presented in percentages of control. The 

values were used to interpolate ERx values. 

In Al-Khatib & Tamhane 1999 the dry pea Pisum sativum was treated with chlorsulfuron, 

thifensulfuron, dicamba, metsulfuron and chlorpyralid either after postemergence or after pre-plant 

incorporation into soil at five different field sites using a dose-response approach. Percentage of 

visible pea injuries and amount of pea yield were recorded ca. four weeks after application and the 

results were included in the database. 

Allison et al. (2013) assessed the influence of soil organic matter on the sensitivity of selected wild 

and crop species to common herbicides. They tested a number of crop- and non-crop species, 

differentiating between species of high or low nitrogen affinity. Also they varied the organic matter 

(OM) in soil (low – standard 3% = 1.5% OC, and high = 9% OM = 4.5 %OC). They present the resulting 

ER25-values which were included in the data base generated for the present paper, but no ER50 

values. According to the authors the observed variation within the results indicated that herbicide-

species combinations may respond differently to changes in available nutrient levels. However there 

was no clear pattern, so no such statement as “Increased OM content increases sensitivity” or 

“Species with low nitrogen affinity are less affected by organic matter content” was possible. While 

the authors suggest that “regulatory guidelines may need to be adjusted to allow testing under soil 

nutrient conditions that are more reflective of natural environments near agricultural areas” (Allison 

et al. 2013), their own results would not indicate into which direction test conditions had to be 

shifted to make them more meaningful, and for which species group. Only vegetative parameters 

assessed.  

Anderson (1990) investigated whether the effect of Clomazone used after winter harvest would 

harm the following spring-plant crops. No effect on crop yields of corn, safflower neither with 

increasing Clomazone rates nor on the germination was found. The study was conducted in 1986 

and 1987 at two field locations with different soil types. An evaluation of six herbicide treatments 

within a no-till production system was performed. Clomazone was applied at 3 different application 

rates and with each clomazone rate two within-crop herbicide levels were combined. Data for corn 

was interesting where a slight chlorosis occurred at all clomazone rates, however, only in 1986. All 

endpoints were censored and included in the database.  
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Bewick et al. 1991 searched for alternative treatment possibilities of paraquat tolerant American 

black nightshade (Solanum americana). In greenhouse experiments, the effect of paraquat and 

diquat in combination with metal chelator diethyldithiocarbamate (DDC) to paraquat-tolerant and -

sensitive Solanum americanum were tested. Inhibition of biomass was presented as I50 values.  

In field experiments, Paraquat combined with X-77, tridiphane, Diquat MCDS, or DDC as well as 

single herbicides lactofen, oxyfluorfen, acifluorfen or pyridate were sprayed to paraquat tolerant 

american black nightshade. Results were presented as percentage of control 7 and 14 days after 

application at three different seasons. For each pesticide only one test level was treated and effect 

levels presented, hence no ERx values were reported. Still results were included as censored values, 

and those approximately matching a specific effect level were included as surrogate numeric 

endpoints. 

According to Bilz et al. (2011) exposure to pesticides appears to play only a minor role for the 

distribution of threatened European vascular plants (endangered species, see European Red List of 

Vascular Plants). This is in contrast to the perception of other scientists who recommend to expand 

NTP test requirements (see e.g. EFSA 2014) . In Bilz’ et al. 2011 conclusions and recommendations 

exposure to pesticides and pollution are not listed among the main threats to vascular plants. On the 

contrary the listed threats are intensified livestock farming, recreational activities, wild plant 

collection, urban development, ecosystem modifications, problematic native species and invasive 

alien species. The threat “pollution” which includes exposure to plant protection products appears 

on position 8 (of 18) when based on the number of non-threatened species, and on place 13 (of 18) 

when based on the number of threatened species. The threat ”Intensive arable farming27” is listed 

on position 10 (of 18) when based on the number of non-threatened species, and on place 15 (of 18) 

when based on number of threatened species (Bilz et al. 2011, Fig. 8).   

This evaluation puts any concerns regarding adverse effects on vascular plants solely due to 

exposure to agrochemicals into context. Bilz et al. (2011) also stress that intensive arable farming 

(and pollution caused by it) is a multifactorial complex, and PPPs are only one factor of this complex.  

Bilz et al. (2011) do however not include endpoints that could be incorporated in the database. 

In Bhatti et al. 1995 several field experiments were conducted to study the effects of simulated 

chlorsulfuron drift at different reproductive growth stages of three cherry cultivars, treated at side-

green, full bloom, postbloom, and pit hardening growth stages with 0, 0.026, 0.078, 0.233, 0.702, 

2.334 g chlorsulfuron/ha. In single-exposure experiments, the yield and quality of fruit decreased 

significantly with the increase in chlorsulfuron concentrations applied at full bloom and postbloom 

stages Reduction in yield was correlated with the severity of injury symptoms on leaves. In the 

multiple exposure experiments, fruit yield, fruit size, and colour were significantly reduced by 

increasing chlorsulfuron concentration and number of exposures. The data suggested that multiple 

                                                

27
 Adverse effects on endangered wild plant species from intensive arable farming is by no means 

limited to effects due to exposure to pesticides, but encompasses changes in habitat, mechanical 
disturbance, fertilisation and other procedures required according to good agricultural practice, but 
affecting wild herbs and weeds.  
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exposures of a susceptible cherry cultivar to low levels of chlorsulfuron at full bloom and postbloom 

stage can reduce fruit yield and delay maturity of cherries while increasing fruit firmness. The 

reproductive endpoints based on fruit weight, fruits firmness, fruit colour and fruit harvest have 

been included in the data based and for now are all included in the database - although not all of 

them may be relevant for the populations of non-target plants at field margins. 

Bhatti et al. 1996 investigated in field experiments the effect of chlorsulfuron, tribenuron, 

thifensulfuron, chlorsulfuron plus metsulfuron, thifensulfuron plus tribenuron and 2,4-D to grapes 

when their shoots were at least 20 cm long. Plants were sprayed up to three times in weekly 

interval. Each compound or compound combination was tested with three different test 

concentrations. Visual plant injuries were recorded 40 and 120 days after treatment and pruning 

weight was determined at test end. Both endpoints are considered relevant for the database and 

therefore ERx values were interpolated from the data presented in the tables.  

Bidelspach et al. 2008 performed vegetative vigour tests with either artificial or natural soils. As test 

organisms were used Zea mays, Glycine max, Avena sativa, Lactuca sativa, Bromus carinatus and 

Ranunculus occidentalis.  Plants were sprayed with sulfometuron methyl 14 days after emergence at 

0.1 and 0.0032 of the suggested field application rate. Biomass and plant height were displayed both 

graphically and numerically. Results were interpolated and transferred into the database. 

Birnie (1984) presented initial results from a test series with 17 wild herb and crop species kept in 

pots. Some were raised from seeds, others collected from field margins. The plants were sprayed by 

means of a teejet boomsprayer and received just one treatment dose, the recommended field rate, 

of seven commonly used herbicides. Effects were assessed semi-quantitatively (scoring system) so 

obviously no ERx values are available.  

To use the data anyway, the scores (0 = “dead” to 9 = “indistinguishable from control”) were 

interpreted as follows. Scores 3 to 4 (4: “slight inhibition of growth” to 3: “gross inhibition of 

growth”) were considered to approximate an ER50, and the scores 5 to 6 (6: “slight growth 

differences, e.g. wilting, chlorosis”, 5: “obvious growth defects, e.g. epinasty28”) were considered to 

approximate an ER25. Scores higher or lower than these thresholds were interpreted as censored 

endpoints, higher-than or lower-than the test rate. In doing so at least a part of the info could be 

included as numeric values in the database, and pronounced sensitivities of wild herbs should be 

detectable, which might help the task of the present paper, i.e. to evaluate if there is a general trend 

between crop species and wild herb species in terms of sensitivity to herbicides. Birnie (1984) then 

concluded that effects were most pronounced on the target weeds (as to be expected), but that in a 

few cases herbicides were also effective against grass weeds not yet on the label. On the other hand 

none of the herbicides controlled sterile brome selectively, which according to the authors poses a 

major weed problem.  

Boatman et al. (2004) contributed to the development of a risk assessment scheme for wider 

biodiversity suitable for use in a regulatory context, elements of which have been considered in the 

current risk assessment schemes, including case studies and definition of protection goals. They 

                                                

28
 asymmetric growth of leaf blades, resulting in curling 
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discuss endpoints from crop species but protection of non-crop species, and provided different 

extrapolation approaches, depending on whether crop endpoints are seen as representative for non-

crop endpoints or if not. There is however no statement if there are differences in sensitivity 

between crop species and wild species or if not. Effect levels at a given rate were provided and have 

been incorporated in the data base, but as no dose-response test design has been employed, most 

resulting endpoints in our database are censored (greater-than or less-than). We decided to consider 

cases where effect levels ranged between 15 and 35% as numeric ER25, and those that ranged 

between 40% and 60% effect compared to the controls as numeric ER50, respectively. The authors 

also discussed effects on reproduction and considered based on other papers’ conclusions - that a 

biomass endpoint measured 2-4 weeks after treatment was unlikely to achieve a reliable estimate of 

seed production (Boatman et al. 1988); hence they advertise long-term testing, but also appreciate 

problems in terms of practicability.  

In Boutin et al. 2000, two wetland plant species (Mimulus ringens L. and Bidens cernua L.), two 

terrestrial species (Sinapis arvensis L. and Phaseolus vulgaris L.), and one species found in both wet 

and dry habitats (Echinochloa crus-galli) were exposed to 1% (0.045 g a.i./ha) and 10% (0.45 g 

a.i./ha) of recommended label rate of metsulfuron methyl. The objective of the study was to 

investigate the effect of metsulfuron methyl on these plant species and to determine the most 

sensitive phenological stage. All species exhibited marked effects on the vegetative growth and 

reproductive performance when sprayed at 10% label rate. Less pronounced but significant effects 

were shown at 1% label rate. Seed weight was reduced for B. cernua and S. arvensis. The seedling 

stage was the most sensitive period for all species tested, although surviving plants sprayed at later 

stages showed considerable effects on the reproductive parts. An Excel tool was used in the 

logarithmic calculation, providing an approximate ER10, ER25 and ER50 values in g a.s./ha related 

with the number of capsules or flowers per plant and the number or weight of the seeds.  

Boutin et al. (2004) present data of a greenhouse experiment where 15 non-crop plant species were 

sprayed with 6 herbicides. The dataset termed the “dataset (called thereafter Danish/Canadian” was 

then compared with data submitted to the US-EPA for registration. Unfortunately the latter included 

only the most sensitive endpoint (see Boutin et al. 2004, page 355). Quantitative endpoints were 

reported, e.g. dry weight, fresh weight, height, etc. but as it is not recorded which of these provided 

the lowest endpoint there is inevitably a deviation from the principle to compare only like with like 

(e.g. biomass DW with biomass DW). Reported endpoints were included in the database anyway, but 

results must therefore be interpreted with some caution. 

Boutin et al. (2010) opine that realistically, only a few species can be used to represent the hundreds 

of species that have to be protected. The study revealed that some variation in sensitivity to 

herbicides existed among ecotypes of different plant species and that conclusions regarding the 

phytotoxicity of any given herbicide may differ depending on the ecotypes chosen for inclusion in 

risk assessment.  Both crop and wild plant species responded quite variably when they were tested 

in different seasons as well as when they were tested in a greenhouse or in growth chambers. 

Abiotic factors, such as temperature and light have to be taken into account in phytotoxicity testing 

even in greenhouses. The calculated effective doses indicated that seasonal fluctuations have a 

larger impact on their sensitivity than differences in terms of ecotypes of the tested species. So 

according to the results obtained it was considered useful to base the test duration after application 
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on environmental variables such as hours of sunlight and/or hours of temperature above a certain 

threshold rather than just to define a fix number of days. ). IC25 endpoints were reported and were 

incorporated in our database. 

Boutin et al. (2012) combined data from different experiments in this paper, closing important 

knowledge gaps, i.e. how woody plants’ sensitivity relates to that of herbaceous plants, effects on 

ferns, compared vegetative and reproductive endpoints, and they also investigated species 

sensitivity based on ecological traits i.e. live span, and whether crop or wild species. Endpoints were 

collated from tables or approximately determined from figures. While the level of detail reported for 

the individual experiments is limited (so Klimisch-score was not applicable), the endpoints were 

included in the database anyway, but results might be affected by unknown aspects. 

The objectives of Boutin et al. 2014 research were to quantify the phenological stages of non-target 

plants in in-situ field situations during herbicide spray and to compare plant susceptibility at 

different phenological stages, differentiating between reproductive and vegetative endpoints, so are 

highly relevant. Results demonstrated that a large number of non-target plants had reached 

reproductive stages during herbicide spray events in woodlots and hedgerows. In addition, delays in 

flowering and reduced seed production occurred frequently on plants sprayed at the seedling stage 

or during later reproductive periods, with plants sprayed during reproductive stages more often 

exhibiting sensitive reproductive endpoint than those sprayed as seedlings. Numeric and censored 

values are presented and are included in the database.   

Interesting is in particular Table 6 of Boutin et al. 2014, in which also quotients are calculated, 

dividing reproductive by vegetative endpoints (and disregarding any censoring, i.e. censored 

endpoints were included as if they were not censored, f = 1). Except for the way censored values are 

included this is basically our paired approach, only here at a smaller scale and not implementing any 

consolidating steps (to generate individual numerators and denominators for each SSC prior to the 

calculation of the quotients) as there was always just one reproductive and one vegetative endpoint. 

The authors also give overall quotients for subsets of data. However, they did so using the arithmetic 

mean of the individual quotients. Of course quotients or ratios do generally not follow a linear but a 

multiplicative model (a quotient of 0.1 is equivalent to a quotient of 10, the two reflect the same 

distance (factor 10) from the midpoint (1), only in opposite directions, and the two would cancel 

each other out, see 5.4, p. 117). Also the distribution of ratios is generally not normal, but log-

normal. Consequently the correct measure for overall ratios is the geometric mean (equivalent to 

the back-transformed arithmetic mean of the quotient’s logarithms). Arithmetic means of log-

normal data are always higher than geometric means for mathematical reasons (see e.g. Limpert et 

al 2001,  Keene 1995, Sokal & Rohlf 1995). Using arithmetic means despite these characteristics may 

result in misleading conclusions.   

The arithmetic and geometric overall quotients (and quotients as reported in the paper in brackets) 

of the data listed in Boutin’s Table 6  are as follows:  

Subset of data n arithmetic geometric 

Overall ratio for spray at young vegetative stage 50 3.13   (3.1) 1.26 

Overall ratio for spray at reproduction   9 7.24   (7.2) 5.72 

Plants sprayed at two vegetative stages 11 0.685 (0.74) 0.303 
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Overall ratio for all spray experiments 70 3.28   (n.r.) 1.23  

From the data listed in Boutin et al. 2014 the overall conclusion is thus (based on geometric means) 

that in the subset of experiments sprayed at reproductive stages the reproductive endpoint was on 

average a factor of 5.7 more sensitive,  plants sprayed at two vegetative stages showed reproductive 

endpoint to be 3.3 times less sensitive, the overall ratio for plants sprayed at young vegetative stage 

was 1.26 so indicating only slightly more sensitive reproductive endpoints, and so was the overall 

ratio based on all comparisons of vegetative and reproductive endpoints (ratio 1.23, n = 70). This is a 

fairly large dataset (albeit including 24 quotients based on censored values included in a very 

simplistic way), consisting of other papers, endpoints of which had already been incorporated in our 

database, so also this dataset contributed to our overall conclusion. Based on their data, if any 

recommendation for reproductive testing should be made, then based on the timing of the 

application. Only in experiments where plants were sprayed at reproductive stages the reproductive 

endpoint were distinctly lower than the vegetative endpoint (on average by a factor of 5.7). Hence 

only in situations where non-target plants are likely to be exposed during specific and sensitive 

reproductive stages, testing for vegetative endpoints only might underestimate the risk in terms on 

effects on reproduction.  

Carpenter & Boutin 2010 assessed the ability of plant species to recover (biomass and reproduction) 

when tested at the juvenile stage (routine regulatory testing), comparing crop and wild species and 

using the herbicide glufosinate ammonium. Ten crops and 10 wild species were tested with a one-

time exposure to glufosinate ammonium in a greenhouse. Half the plants of each species (9 doses x 

6 replicates) were harvested 3 weeks after being sprayed (short-term). The remaining plants were 

harvested several weeks later, coinciding with seed set or natural senescence (long-term). Total 

aboveground biomass and several endpoints related to crop production and plant reproduction 

were measured. Calculated IC50 values based solely on aboveground biomass, for species harvested 

in the long-term were generally higher than those obtained in the short-term (with two exceptions), 

indicating recovery over time. Crop species did not differ from wild species in terms of sensitivity. 

However, in seven out of 12 cases where reproduction was measurable, reproductive endpoints 

were more sensitive than either short or long-term biomass endpoints, indicating the importance of 

examining these parameters in phytotoxicity testing. IC50 values were provided and included in the 

present assessment.  

Carpenter et al. 2013 assessed long-term effects on vegetative parts and reproduction  and the 

ability of plant species to recover (biomass and reproduction), tested on chlorimuron. They also 

discuss potential effects on a complex community, where interspecific competition could shift due to 

different susceptibilities of exposed plants. Experiments were performed in glasshouses with a dose-

response design (5 test levels and controls), and seedlings received a foliar application. The authors 

did not only  assess peak effects, but also any recovery of vegetative growth and reproductive 

measurements. Numeric endpoints were presented in Supplementary Data A, differentiating 

between short-term and long-term effects,  so vegetative and reproductive endpoints were reported 

and thus were included in the database.  

This study is discussed in EFSA 2014, i.e. “These results (Carpenter and Boutin, 2010; Strandberg et 

al., 2012) indicate that the measurement of biomass 21 or 28 days after spray may underestimate 
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toxicity for most species. They also indicate that an assessment of recovery over time is essential to 

fully assess the toxicity and impacts of a herbicide. “ (EFSA 2014, p 39.) Furthermore on p. 35: “Nine 

terrestrial upland species (one monocot and eight dicots) and eight wetland species (three monocots 

and five dicots) were used in a greenhouse experiment... [only] “in three cases (all annual species), 

the reproductive output was a more sensitive endpoint than the short-term biomass.“ [this is in 

agreement with the data presented]. EFSA continues that “Of the 11 species [HC: I count 12 in 

Carpenter’s supplement] that were affected and had a measurable reproductive parameter, three 

exhibited equal recovery of both the vegetative and reproductive parameters at equivalent doses by 

the end of the experiment, and one species displayed recovery of the reproductive stage at a lower 

dose than of the vegetative stage; the average recovery time was 7.5 weeks.” […]  “In the case of the 

remaining seven species, recovery of the reproductive parameters never occurred (compared with 

control plants), while the vegetative measure showed more propensity to recover quickly from 

herbicide injury (Carpenter et al., 2013).” FSA 2014. This implies that seven of 11 species with repro 

endpoints did not recover and that this was relevant for the RA. However, if only in three instances 

the “reproductive output was a more sensitive endpoint than the short-term biomass” then at least 

for four of these seven species lack of recovery would seem to be irrelevant from a regulatory 

perspective: The rates at which no recovery occurred must have been at least a factor of five higher 

than environmentally relevant rates - as already based on regulation with vegetative endpoints they 

would have been detected as posing unacceptable risk. We wonder why the members of the EFSA 

Panel did not assess how the exposure levels (at which no recovery was observed) relate to the 

predicted field rates at the field margin (and at which distance) and whether there was any case with 

“no recovery in terms of reproduction” at a relevant exposure (actually occurring at the field 

margin). Is EFSA’s general statement that it were “essential to assess recovery over time” supported 

by data?  

We assessed the data Carpenter et al. 2013 provided as supplement therein, comparing the 

lowermost vegetative endpoint with the corresponding reproductive endpoint of each data set 

(n=17)  

Category  n  Outcome Categories  

Total # n  17   

# > 1    3  repro more sensitive (by factors of 4.2, 1.04, 3.03)  

# = 1    3  identical (factor = 1 due to >-than values, both 
vegetative and reproductive)  

# < 1    6  veg more sensitive (quotients ranging between 0.18 
and 0.78)  

# RP n.d.    5  no comparison as no repro endpoint determined  

Overall geomean (n = 12) 0.84, median 0.89 (n = 12). (or 0.80 and 0.74 if only numeric endpoints 

used, n = 9) 

The data seem to disagree with the EFSA Panel’s interpretation. 
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The data provided by Carpenter et al. in Supplement 1 indicate (A) that there are more cases where 

vegetative endpoints were lower than reproductive endpoints than the other way round, (B) that 

the level of deviation was more extreme where repro endpoints were insensitive (lowest quotient 

1.76 equivalent to a factor of 5.7 so vegetative endpoints were overall MORE sensitive). (C) There 

were only two cases where repro endpoints were lower by a factor of ‘2’ or more, and none where 

the factor exceeded ‘5’. (D) For 5 of 17 species no reproductive endpoints were obtained at all, 

confirming that it is not trivial to get greenhouse plants into the reproductive stage under 

experimental conditions, which would be a pre-requisite for standard generation of robust and 

reliable data. In contrast the EFSA panel claims that reproductive endpoints could easily and 

reproducibly be generated (citing papers for guidance i.e. ISO 22030 (2005), Schmitz et al 2013b, US-

EPA 2012d and 2012e); these papers however include only general recommendations and 

considerations but are not yet comprising validated guidance for standardized testing of 

reproductive endpoints.  

Clark & Ortego 2004 investigated published literature regarding the response of plants to various 

plant protection products  to determine the sensitivity of agricultural plants versus other species, the 

similarity of effects seen at different taxonomic levels, sensitivity of plants growing outdoors versus 

in a greenhouse, and the sensitivity of different measurement endpoints, applying a correlative 

empirical approach to develop general principles for extrapolating results of standard bioassays to 

non-standard species or test conditions. The sensitivity of agricultural plants versus other species 

was investigated as well as the similarity of effects seen at different taxonomic levels. Generally they 

report only meta-data but not the actual endpoints of species and active-substance – combinations. 

The few ER50 endpoints that were reported (crop- and non-crop species) were included in our data 

base. The authors observed that genus and family taxonomic groupings generally show similar 

responses among species (irrespective of whether it is a crop- or a wild species), but less similarity 

was found when members of the same orders and classes were compared. Agricultural species were 

not found to be consistently more or less sensitive to the herbicides tested than non-crop species. 

Genus and family taxonomic groupings may show similar responses among species, but this 

similarity quickly decreases as the comparison progress between orders and classes. Comparatively 

larger differences were detected between endpoints from field and greenhouse studies. Overall, 

there was no one species or endpoint that was consistently the most sensitive for most species or a 

large fraction of chemicals in all soils. Also differences in bioavailability among compounds may 

confound comparison of test results. 

Dalton & Boutin (2010) tested single plants and assemblages of wetland- and “terrestrial” species in 

four different test container systems (termed “single species” (standard lab test), “greenhouse 

microcosms”, “long-term microcosm” and “outdoor microcosms”) on atrazine and glyphosate 

formulations. They found differences in sensitivity depending on the container used for testing, 

partly significantly different. However the differences they observed varied generally by a factor of 2 

to 3 which is well within inter-lab variability. Also, although the authors advertise the multi-species 

tests as being superior and a more sensitive test systems, from the presented charts the data 

actually appear to be inconclusive. In 4 of 12 sets the single-species lab test generated the lowest 

endpoint of the series, in further 4 cases it was one of the two lower values, and in only two 

instances the single species lab test resulted in the highest endpoint (Dalton & Boutin 2010, Fig. 2). 
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In fact there appears to be no unequivocal trend that would allow stating which test systems 

resulted in lower endpoints. Unfortunately the individual IC25 endpoints (by species) were not 

reported in the paper but only results of meta-analysis. However, one figure displays endpoints of 

six species from different test variants. As a surrogate and approximation the column chart Figure 3 

“Comparison of 25% inhibition concentrations” was read and visually transformed into numeric 

figures, which of course adds considerable uncertainty (assumed to be around ±15 g/ha). However 

large deviations were clearly visible. These data were included in the database and put in relation 

with other endpoints reported for the tested formulations.   

In Damgaard et al. 2008 single- and multi-species greenhouse experiments were conducted with 

Capsella bursa-pastoris and Geranium dissectum. As test compound mecoprop-P was used. The 

single-species results indicated that C. bursa-pastoris is more sensitive to mecropop-P than G. 

dissectum. The multi-species test, however, showed that the herbicide had a significant effect on the 

interspecific competitive ability of both species and no significant effect on the biomass in either 

species (irrespective of plant density). The author concluded that none of the tested species may be 

able to invade a population of the alternate species.  

Das 2001 investigated the bio-efficacy of glufosinate-ammonium, glyphosate and metribuzin to 

Cynodon dactylon, Cyperus rotundus and Triticum aestivum under field conditions. 20 days after 

treatment, fresh weight and dry weight were determined. Results were presented as numerical 

effect levels which were used to estimate ERx values via interpolation. 

The study presented in Egan et al. 2014 introduces a new approach to evaluate the impacts of 

herbicide pollution on plant communities at landscape or regional scales. Data from an extensive 

field survey of plant diversity were compared with herbicide bioassay experiments in a greenhouse 

to test the hypothesis whether common species possess higher herbicide tolerances than rare 

species. Five congeneric pairs of rare and common species were treated with 3 commonly used 

herbicide modes of action in bioassay experiments, and few significant differences were found in the 

tolerances of rare species relative to common species. The authors state “If herbicides are a 

significant driver of changes in the diversity and composition of plant communities across 

agricultural landscapes, then we would expect rare species to show consistently lower tolerances to 

nonlethal exposures than common species with similar life histories. Contrary to this hypothesis, our 

bioassay experiments revealed few significant differences in herbicide tolerances between the 

paired rare and common species” (Egan et al. 2014a). If the ED50 values of common and rare species 

are compared across all test substances, the average endpoint of the common species is even 

distinctly lower than the one of the rare species, though differences are not significant due to the 

variability of data. Also when based on individual active substances only in case of dicamba the 

average ED50 of the rare species is lower than the one of common species (by a factor of <2), for the 

other two active substances it is the other way round). The authors conclude that “results do suggest 

a challenge to the viewpoint that herbicides are a primary driver of plant biodiversity decline”. Their 

preliminary results suggest that other factors beyond herbicide exposure may be more important in 

shaping the distribution and abundance of plant species diversity across an agricultural landscape. 

ED25 and ED50 values for the clonal shoot production and inflorescence length could be extracted 

from the original report and be included in the excel data base for further assessment. 
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In Everitt & Keeling 2009 field experiments were conducted in 2005 and 2006 to examine the effect 

of 2,4-D amine and dicamba on cotton (FM 960 BR). Test concentrations were ½, 1/20, 1/200 and 

1/2000 of the recommended use rates (for 2,4-D amine 0.56 kg a.s./ha and for dicamba 0.28 kg 

a.s./ha).  Plant injuries were investigated 7 and 14 days after treatment as well as at the end of the 

study (120 days after planting). Lint yield was measured at the end of the study as well. “Plants were 

affected more by 2,4-D amine than by dicamba. Injury ratings at 7 and 14 DAT were most predictive 

for all herbicide application timings, except for dicamba applied at the cotyledon to two-leaf stage. 

Late-season injury tended to overestimate yield reduction with 2,4-D amine and was not a good 

indication of calculated yield loss. However, with dicamba, late season injury predicted yield loss 

very closely and was a good indicator of calculated yield reduction.“ Additionally, the study 

confirmed earlier results that “cotton plants can sustain some plant injury from dicamba without 

large reductions in yield.” 

Fletcher et al. (1985) analysed an US data base  focusing on plant species recommended for testing 

either by the US-EPA or by OECD. They observed that “in plant science research […] “ [often no ER 25 

or ER50 is recorded], “published studies dealing with the responses of vascular plants to applied 

chemicals lack any degree of uniformity in experimental design, data analysis and/or quantification 

of results. Hence considerable data [of the database] […] could not be used in the present study.” 

(Fletcher et al. 1985)”. The same is true for most Fletcher data to be used in this study. Data can 

however be used in other contexts, e.g. considering the author’s own comparative approaches, the 

estimation of the level of phytotoxicity anticipated for wild versus crop species. The data displayed 

in Fletcher’s own paper however, although aiming to standardize towards an endpoint comparable 

to an ER50, fail to explain how the two units given “µM or kg/ha” relate to each other, as the latter is 

a rate (amount per area), the former an amount without any specified denominator (plant, square 

metre, hectare, litre application fluid?). Ultimately only data expressed as rate were included in the 

database. It should be noted that Fletcher et al. (1985) only list crop species endpoints, and 

furthermore also there are more reliable data available by now for the assessed active substances, 

hence this unresolved unit “µM” is unlikely to have affected the overall outcome of this review.  

Fletcher et al. 1990, again evaluating the US-EPA’s data base, focus here on potential influence of 

either greenhouse or field conditions on the sensitivity of terrestrial plants, and how this influence of 

test condition relates to differences in sensitivity due to taxonomic differences. The authors 

discovered that compared to the large differences in sensitivity related to the taxonomic position 

the test conditions (greenhouse or field) played only a minor role. The authors list quite a number of 

ER50 endpoints for active substance-species combinations. These were included in the data base 

assessed in the present paper. 

Fletcher et al. 1993 report on field studies conducted with 20-year-old Royal Ann cherry trees 

(Prunus avium L.), determining the influence of the chemical on fruit yield by comparing the weight 

of fruit collected from previously marked 50-cm segments of treated and control branches. 5 

concentrations, 0, 0.001, 0.002, 0.01 and 0.1 of the recommended tank mixture of chlorsulfuron for 

use on small grain crops were applied at five different phenological stages spanning the 

developmental transition in spring from floral bud to fruit. The results have shown that a single fall 

or spring exposure of branches to low levels of chlorsulfuron caused a reduction in the yield of fruit. 

In the original report, the results are presented in a graphical way and have been properly translated 
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by using excel tool calculations to numerical endpoint (ER50), which have been included in the 

endpoints compilation for further assessment. 

Fletcher et al. 1995 assessed the influence of chlorsulfuron on the reproduction of green pea by 

exposing the plants at 3 different stages of development to 3 different exposure levels. 

Reproduction was only influenced by the two higher rates, being the most susceptible stage of 

development when plants possessed 6 expanded leaves and one visible flower bud. When 

correspondingly low application rates of atrazine, glyphosate and 2,4-D were administered at this 

same development stage there were no effects on either growth or reproduction. Thus chlorsulfuron 

had an influence on plants reproduction that was not produced by other herbicides administered at 

low levels. 

In Fletcher et al. 1996, the influence of low application rates of chlorsulfuron (ranging from 1 x 10-3 

to 8 x 10-3 of the recommended field rates for cereal crops) on the growth and reproduction of four 

taxonomically diverse plant species (canola, smartweed, soybean and sunflower) were determined 

by measuring the height and yield of mature plants. The comparative effects of four different 

herbicides (atrazine, chlorsulfuron, glyphosate and 2,4-D) were determined in the same manner by 

exposing each test species to a single low dose at one of the three critical stages of reproductive 

development.  

Chlorsulfuron reduced the yield of all plants tested, with the amount of reduction depending on the 

time and rate of application. Most noteworthy was its influence on canola and soybean, in which at 

critical stages in development, applications of 9.2 x 10-5 and 1.8 x 10-4 kg/ha, respectively, reduced 

seed yield (dry wt.) to 8 and 1% of those of controls without causing a significant change in 

vegetative vigour. These low application rates are within the rage of reported herbicide drift levels 

and suggest that chlorsulfuron may cause severe reduction in the yields of some non-target crops of 

they are subjected to exposure at critical stages of development. Application of other herbicides at 

comparable rates and stages of plant development had no influence on either canola or soybean. 

Reproductive endpoint such as number of pods, number of seeds, flowerbed diameter or seed dry 

weight or number of seeds were considered to be relevant. Many values could be taken from tables, 

others were only mentioned in the text. As no ERx endpoints were provided, numeric estimates 

were calculated by means of log-linear extrapolation and included in the database.  

In Fletcher et al. 2006 the influence of low application rates of chlorsulfuron on the growth and 

reproduction of four taxonomically diverse plant species (canola, smartweed, soybean, and 

sunflower) were examined. Each species received a single application at one of three different 

stages of reproductive development at rates ranging from 1 x 10-3 to 8 x 10-3 of the recommended 

field rates for cereal crops. The comparative effects of four different herbicides (atrazine, 

chlorsulfuron, glyphosate, and 2,4-D) were determined in the same manner by exposing each test 

species to a single low dose at one of three critical stages of reproductive development. 

Chlorsulfuron reduced the yield of all plants tested, with the amount of reduction depending on the 

time and rate of application. Most noteworthy was its influence on canola and soybean, reducing 

seed yields (dry weight) to 8 and 1% of those of controls without causing a significant change in 

vegetative growth. These low application rates are within the range of reported herbicide drift levels 
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and suggest that chlorsulfuron may cause severe reduction in the yields of some non-target crops if 

they are subjected to exposure at critical stages of development. Application of other herbicides at 

comparable rates and stages of plant development had no influence on either canola or soybean. 

Since the results are presented in graphics and no numerical values are available, logarithmic tools 

have been used to calculate the ER10, ER25 and ER50 for the inclusion in the final assessment. 

Gealy et al. 1995 sprayed thifensulfuron, tribenuron and 2,4-D in different combinations and 

concentrations to Lens culinaris and Pisum sativum at different growth stages under field conditions. 

Their intention was to simulate spray drift from spring cereals fields to nearby spring pea and lentil 

crops. Endpoints considered relevant for our database were chlorophyll content, number of 

branches produced, seed yield, dry weight per plant, plant, height and blossom production Results 

were presented in percentage of control and used for the calculation of ERx values.  

Gilreath I Hortscience (2001) sprayed four different doses of glyphosate in three independent 

tomato plots at three reproductive growth stages. Plants were rated for foliar injury, and the 

number of open flowers and fruits per plant were counted. No endpoints are reported in the current 

report, but the available data on tomato yield and fruit number were transformed in ER25 and ER50 

and therefore have been included in the current assessment. 

Gilreath II Hortscience (2001) evaluated the growth and yield development of cucumber in different 

stages after application in field of sublethal rates of 2,4-D. 2 experiments were carried out; the first 

assessed pre-bloom applications of 2,4-D and observed that these resulted in an increase in the 

foliar epinasty and a reduction on plant vigour, early yield and early fruit enlargement as rates of 

2,4-D increased from 0 to 112 g a.s./ha.  

The application rates were applied in a logarithmic distribution: 0, 0.11, 1.12, 11.2 and 112 g a.s./ha. 

Main effects of 2,4-D in length and fresh weight were presented at the same table together with the 

yield (early and total). An Excel tool was used in the logarithmic calculation, providing an 

approximate ER10 value in g a.s./ha. 

Gilreath III Hortscience (2001) conducted three field experiments to determine the effects of 

sublethal rates of dicamba and 2,4-D on pepper growth and yield. Dicamba and 2,4-D were applied 

as single and multiple application at various concentrations and at different stages of development. 

Dicamba was found to induce more foliar injury than 2,4-D. Plant vigour was rated applying a scale 

from 0 to 10, where 0 represented dead plants and 10 no effect compared to controls. According to 

the findings data an ER50 was possible to calculate by using a logarithmic excel tool and therefore 

included in the data base.  

In Gove et al. 2007 six species of woodland plants were exposed to the herbicide glyphosate at 

concentrations of 0, 21.6, 108, 216 and 540 g a.s./ha in short-term greenhouse and long-term field 

experiments with and without fertilizer application (N at 70 kg/ha). In both greenhouse and field 

experiments, herbicide treatments at drift concentrations caused an increase in mortality, reduced 

biomass and reduced fecundity in all species. The threshold of sensitivity to glyphosate was as low as 

1% of the median field application rate for the most sensitive species. Fertilizer treatment affected 

resource partitioning in Carex remota and Galium odoratum and reduced the fecundity of G. 

odoratum. 
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Adverse impacts of pesticide drift have been demonstrated to affect a variety of plants of woodland 

margins bordering farmland. Differences in the distribution of species most sensitive to herbicide 

extend to at least 4 m into woodland margins. It is recommended the adoption of no-spray buffer 

zones of at least 5 m to protect the majority of woodland species from the impact of agrochemicals 

applied to adjacent land. 

In Griffin et al. 2013 field experiments were conducted to investigate the effect of dicamba on 

soybean plants in vegetative and reproductive growth stages. Test concentrations were between 1.1 

and 280 g a.e./ha with four repetitions. The test compound was applied at the three trifoliate stage 

or at first flowering. Measured endpoints were plant injury 7 and 14 days after treatment (DAT), 

canopy height 28 DAT and mature height and yield at harvest. Regarding soybean yield reduction, 

plants at flowering were around 2.5 times more sensitive compared to vegetative exposure.  

Hahn et al. (2014) characterized the size of field margins at two locations and investigated the 

prevailing plant community. As this investigation did not quantify any effects of defined pesticide 

exposure (no effect study) no endpoints were generated that could have been assessed in our 

review. The authors recorded the width of field margins using digital orthophotos and geographical 

information systems and reported the proportion of field margins narrower than three metres. They 

found pronounced differences between the two sites, but concluded that narrow grassy field 

margins can represent a large part of the available semi-natural habitats adjoining agricultural sites. 

Also they consider many narrow margins not to be relevant for risk management (due to lack of 

unaffected areas), they question the current practice of pesticide risk assessment and management 

on a larger scale, and they propose better to protect field margins in Germany and other European 

countries. 

Hemphil & Montgomery investigated the effect of sublethal amounts of 2,4-D on vegetable crop 

plants (broccoli, cabbage, carrot, cauliflower, cucumber, lettuce (butterhead, crisphead, leaf), onion, 

pepper, radish, rutabaga, tomato, turnip, bush bean, potato and cucumber) in field experiments. 

Additionally, the residue concentration in the plants was measured 48 h after treatment.  Test 

concentrations ranged between 2.1 and 2080 g ae/ha. Different plants were sprayed at different 

time points (e.g. bean and tomato at first flowering and cabbage and cauliflower at eight-leaf stage). 

The recorded endpoints were based on gross yield or fruit yield. For our analysis, we considered 

gross yield for brassica species as vegetative vigour endpoint.  Tomato and root crops showed the 

highest sensitivity to 2, 4-D. In contrast, fruit yield of cucumber was only slightly affected. Lettuce, 

onion and cabbage were least sensitive to 2,4-D. 

Isaacs et al. 1989 tested the effect of chlorimuron, imazaquin, glyphosate and 2,4-DB at 280 g 

a.s./ha and of 2,4-D at 560 g a.s./ha on Sicklepod (Senna obtusifolia) under field conditions. 

Pesticides were sprayed either at early bloom, early fruit development stage or late fruit 

development stage. Measured endpoints were percentage of seedling emergence, seed number and 

number of emerged seedlings per pot (i.e. only reproductive endpoints were reported). As only one 

test level per pesticide was tested and effect levels presented, no ERx values were reported. Still 

results were included as censored values, and those approximately matching a specific effect level 

were included as surrogate numeric endpoints.  
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Khan & Donald 1992 did not only perform a foliar application, but also application of soil only 

(apparently by shielding the plant), plant only (by covering the soil) and both (Kahn & Donald 1992) 

In addition there were several growth stages at which the authors applied (2-leave, 4-leave, 6-leaf 

and 8-leaf stage), and also only one or two (soil application) treatment levels were tested. Only few 

details are reported. Such combinations defeat any categorisation. While they claim to have found 

significant differences, it is difficult to extract any clear trend, and compared to the overall wide 

ranges for the overall assessment the values observed did not vary greatly. Such data were not 

differentiated, but for now kept within the repro data (effects normally from foliar application of 

younger or older plants) These exceptional tests could also be excluded, with however little effect on 

the overall outcome. just two plant species (of the same genus) and up to four active substances 

were tested.  

Kim et al. 2001 is actually a modelling paper, but data from one field test (actually three separate 

experiments) are presented in figures. Both axes were log-scaled, so the figures are difficult to read. 

We solved this issue by creating dummy data sets in Excel with figures with both axes log-scaled, 

then placed them (transparent) exactly over the original charts, and aligned the Excel data points 

with the original ones by adjusting the numbers in the table. Reading error should be << 10%, which 

on a log-scale should be more than acceptable. In terms of reliability we think there is sufficient 

detail of the study design available. The fundamental experimental setup was clear also based on the 

level of detail reported, see section "Field experiment”, p. 3 ff. Ally(R) 200 g a.s./kg, DuPont UK spray 

was applied at field rate & lower rates, rate-response test. Field test; split-split-plot design (4 

replicates each); study performed in 1997. The idea had been to assess effects of the herbicide on a 

model weed, Brassica napus, growing together with two wheat cultivars, called Avalon and Spark. 

The measured parameters were weed biomass and weed seed production. (Growth and yield of the 

crop, wheat, were NOT assessed). The interesting parameter was that three different weed densities 

were tested, and a model was developed to predict the effects of the weed density on the efficacy of 

the herbicide at the test concentrations. The fundamental outcome was that the more weed plants 

grow per square metre, the higher the herbicide doses needed to suppress growth & seed 

production. As neither of the three weed densities could be considered as more or less relevant than 

the others, the three setups per wheat cultivar were interpreted as independent tests. It is not 

entirely clear at which growth stage the biomass was determined, but it appears that the vegetative  

parameter was assessed in one go with the fruiting plant. Hence each experiment produced a 

reproductive endpoint (RPo) and a vegetative endpoint from mature plants (VVo). (Whether it is 

wise to base a sophisticated model on just one field experiment with one crop (2 varieties) and one 

representative weed (termed ‘surrogate weed’ i.e. B. napus) is a different question…).  

Kjaer et al. 1994 performed greenhouse end environmental chamber experiments where 

Chlorsulfuron was sprayed onto Fallopia convolvulus at the 4-6 leaf stage. The test design was a 

dose-response approach. Biomass (dry) was weighed 31 days after application. Seed production and 

number of leaves were measured in addition. Results were presented in figures as well as in 

numbers. Both were used to interpolate effect concentration values for our database.  

Kjaer et al. (2006) carried out a study to investigate whether spray drift of metsulfuron has a 

potential to negatively affect hawthorn hedgerows near agricultural fields. For this purpose four 
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doses of metsulfuron ranging from 5% to 40% of the field dose were sprayed on trees in seven 

different hawthorn hedgerows.  

The results were presented by a linear scale relating the biomass (g) to a metsulfuron deposition 

(µg/cm2). This approach unfortunately did not allow extracting relevant endpoints such as ER50 or 

ER25 for this data base, as the deposition could not be translated into a field rate.  

Kleijin et al. (2004).The authors tested the hypothesis that standard fertilizer application could 

provoke an increase in total biomass production in combination with a decrease in species numbers. 

Their results supported the well-documented theory that an increase in nutrient resources in 

vegetation will lead to an increase in competition for light (Bobbink 1991; Tilman 1993). In both 

experiments such correlations were found. In contrast, the herbicide applications did not provoke 

similarly uniform effects or effects of a similar magnitude. In the first experiment no herbicide 

effects were observed, whereas in the second one a reduction in the abundance was perceived. The 

author presents the results comparing the presence of a determined species (% plots) over time 

(years), and observed a pronounced decline. Based on the results presented in the report it is 

however not possible to estimate any endpoints relevant for our assessment, such as ER25 or ER50.  

In Koch, Weißer, Strub (2004) drift deposits on wheat plants were quantified and corresponding 

effects of paraquat assessed in order to describe drift dose response relations, aiming to assess the 

difference between drift depositions and spray retentions. Drift deposits on wheat plants were 

quantified and corresponding effects of paraquat assessed in order to describe drift dose response 

relations. Parallel the dose response of spray deposits were investigated on sown young wheat and 

alfalfa plants and on alfalfa plants grown from dug-out root stocks. Field experiment were 

performed assessing paraquat drift doses and the response of field-grown wheat, and laboratory 

experiments testing spray dose response on glass house grown wheat in the laboratory were carried 

out in parallel. There were pronounced differences in the deposition patterns as well as in the 

effects. Plants in the field reacted quite different on drift exposure compared to sown plants on the 

spray application. Alfalfa plants grown from dug-out root stocks sprayed in the laboratory showed a 

distinct difference to the sown plants. Sown and tray-grown wheat and alfalfa did not recover from 

spray deposits even at low dose levels. However, there were no clear differences in grain yield 

compared between drift affected and unaffected plants (controls), hence endpoints were included 

as censored values higher than the maximum application rate (“>”). Results were based on foliar 

chlorosis (termed efficiency) related to the drift/spray deposition (ng/cm2), but it was not possible 

to translate these into endpoints that could have been utilized in the data base.  

Marrs et al. (1989) selected 5 herbicides on the basis of the four risk/usage categories devised by 

Williams et al.(1987) viz. (1) high use/high risk = MCPA and mecoprop; (2) high use/moderate risk = 

asulam and glyphosate; and (3) low use/high risk = chlorsulfuron. Three series of experimental 

sprayings were done between 1987 and 1988. The effects of spray drift were tested at several 

distances downwind and the results were expressed as “safety distances” where no lethal effects, no 

damaging effects and no suppression of flowering  occurred. No numerical data in terms of toxicity 

were given, hence no data could be included in the assessment.  
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Marrs et al. (1991a) tested effects of spray drift of three herbicides (glyphosate, MCPA mecoprop) 

on five plant species, varying distance to sprayer, height of surrounding vegetation, age of exposed 

plant but not implementing any dose-response design, and consequently not calculating  ERx values 

that could have been incorporated in the database. Bothe adverse effects and stimulating effects 

were observed, varying between plant and exposure level. Younger plants tended to be more 

affected than older plants, which was interpreted in terms to potential effects on population 

dynamics and depauperating communities at field margins.  

Marrs et al. (1991b) demonstrated that damage in the most exposed area (i.e. 0 - 4 m zone 

downwind of the sprayer) varied greatly between herbicide doses, species, plant age and the 

structure of the surrounding vegetation. The experiment evaluated the effects of mecoprop in 60 

artificially created microcosms, basically containers with 8 different species (Digitalis purpurea, 

Filipendula ulmaria, Galium mollugo, Hypericum hirsutum, Lychnis floscuculi, Primula veris, 

Ranunculus acris and Stachys sylvatica.   

The species showed a reduced performance after mecoprop application, but only NOEC and LOEC 

were reported, or safety distances which cannot be translated into ERx endpoints either. Thus none 

of these endpoints could be included in the database. 

McKelvey et al. (2002) compared directly effects of 11 herbicides on crop- and wild plant species, 

comparing the ER25 endpoint; differentiating between pre-emergence exposed seedling-emergence 

endpoints and foliar applied vegetative vigour endpoints. In this assessment wild species with mean 

ER25 values within 1 SD of the most sensitive crop ER25 minus 1 SD were classified as being of 

equivalent sensitivity. Hence only wild species ER25 endpoints falling below the most sensitive crop 

ER25 minus 1 SD were classified as more sensitive than the most sensitive crop species (McKelvey et 

al. 2000) and vice versa. Based on eleven substances evaluated they concluded that overall crop 

species’ sensitivity was likely to be representative of non-crop herbaceous species sensitivity. The 

actual endpoints were not listed as numeric values but could be estimated from figures; these 

estimates were included in the database.  

Newman et al. (2000) performed meta-analysis of NOEC, EC50 and LC50 data by analysing them 

with species-sensitivity distribution methods. Examples how to determine hazardous concentrations 

to 5% (HC5), to 10% (HC10), and to 20% (HC20) were presented as linear graphics under results. 

However as these distributions only displayed meta data but not the actual endpoints for individual 

species, the results could not be included in the data base but must be assessed on their own.  

Obrigawitch et al. (1998) examined the relationship of short-term plant response measurements to 

plant productivity measurements such as yield or quality. They discuss if short-term plant response 

measurements have a practical degree of accuracy and precision that is appropriate for hazard 

assessment of sulfonylureas on non-target plants. This review provides an overview of research 

quantifying plant-growth effects resulting in crop or plant productivity losses as a result of exposure 

to sulfonylurea herbicides. The lowest test dose causing significant effect (LOEC) was calculated and 

presented in this review. While the data on their own were considered to be relevant, again no 

transformation into ERx values was possible. 
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Olszyk et al. (2008) evaluated a methodology to determine risks to terrestrial native plant species 

from potential herbicide drift, focusing on 1) selection of native species for testing, 2) growth of 

these species, and 3) variability in herbicide response among native species and compared with crop 

plants. 5 native species and 5 crops were treated with sulfometuron methyl, resulting in distinct 

reductions e.g. in shoot dry weight. EC25 values were given for shoot dry weight, plant height and 

phytotoxicity (injury); these endpoints have been included in the data base. 

In this study, Olszyk et al. 2009 determined whether a short–growing season plant can indicate 

potential effects of herbicides on seed production. Pea (Pisum sativum) plants were treated with a 

variety of herbicides (dicamba, clopyralid, glufosinate, glyphosate, 2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic 

acid, primisulfuron, or sulfometuron) at below standard field application rates of 0.001, 0.002, 0.01 

and 0.1, applied at a vegetative stage of growth (14 DAE ) or at flowering (20 DAE). Pea seed 

production was greatly reduced by sulfometuron even at the minimum concentration used, whereas 

the EC25in seed dry weight for primisulfuron, glyphosate, clopyralid, glufosinate and dicamba ranged 

from of 0.0035 and 0.07 FAR.. Pea seed dry weight was not affected by 2-methyl-4-

chlorophenoxyacetic acid. The data would also allow to conclude that plant developmental stage did 

not have a consistent effect on herbicide responses. Reduced seed production occurred with some 

herbicides (especially acetolactate synthase inhibitors), which caused little or no reduction in plant 

height or shoot biomass and little visible injury. Also the authors compared 14 days with 35 days, 

these timings do not seem appropriate for this type of testing. Furthermore, there were surprising 

inconsistencies between the ER25 endpoints reported by the authors themselves, and the new ER10 

and ER50 estimates (based on raw data) calculated by EFSA. Anyway, also these EC25 values have 

been included in the data base for the overall assessment. 

Olszyk 2010 reports results from tests conducted to determine whether a plant species with a short 

life cycle, such as Brassica rapa L., can be used to indicate potential effects on seed production of 

herbicides applied at relatively low levels (i.e. low fractions of the field application rates [FAR]). The 

effects of_0.1_FAR of aminopyralid, cloransulam, glyphosate, primisulfuron, or sulfometuron applied 

14 d after emergence (DAE), were evaluated for B. rapa grown in mineral soil in pots under 

greenhouse conditions. Effects were expressed as EC25 based on nonlinear regression. Reduced 

seed production occurred at lower rates than those affecting shoot dry weight with sulfometuron 

and primisulfuron, whereas aminopyralid, cloransulam, or glyphosate did not affected shoot dry 

weight at all, but reportedly did affect seed production.  

Olszyk et al. 2010 determined whether young potato plants can be used as an assay to indicate 

potential effects of pesticides on asexual reproduction. Solanum tuberosum plants were treated with 

herbicides (cloransulam, dicamba, glyphosate, imazapyr, primisulfuron, sulfometuron, or tribenuron) 

at simulated drift levels [0.1 field application rates (FAR)], approximately 14 d after emergence 

(DAE). Plant height was measured approximately 14 d after treatment (DAT) and production of small 

tubers and shoot dry weight were determined at approximately 28 DAT. Imazapyr, sulfometuron, 

and tribenuron caused significant reductions in tuber fresh weight, presented as EC25. Primisulfuron, 

dicamba, and cloransulam also significantly reduced tuber fresh weight. Glyphosate had little effect 

on tuber fresh weight, with a significant reduction in only one experiment. Sulfometuron reduced 

tuber fresh weight at an EC25 value lower than the EC25 values for shoot dry weight or plant height. 

For other herbicides, the reduction in tuber fresh weight occurred within the range of EC25 values 
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for other responses. Although additional experiments are required to develop further a phytotoxicity 

test, these results indicated that tuber production in young potato plants (harvested approximately 

42 DAE) may be an effective assay for below-ground asexual reproductive responses to herbicides, 

especially acetolactate synthase inhibitors. 

Olszyk et al. 2013 tested the effect of glyphosate, tribenuron and fluazifop to 17 non-crop plant 

species from Oregon`s Willamette Valley. A dose-response test under greenhouse conditions was 

performed for each pair of test organism and herbicide. Growth rate and shoot dry weight was 

determined after 14 days of exposure. Results were presented as IC25 values which were multiplied 

with the field rate and included to the database. 

In Pfleeger et al. 2008 field trials were conducted to determine if potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) 

vegetative growth and tuber yield and quality were affected by herbicides at below recommended 

field rates. Potato vegetation and tuber yield quality were generally more affected by herbicides 

applied at 14 DAE than at 28 DAE. Tuber yield and quality parameters were more affected by lower 

herbicide rates than were plant height or injury. There were significant yield losses caused by low 

rates of sulfometuron methyl and imazapyr and, to a lesser extent, with glyphosate and 

cloransulam-methyl. Bromoxynil and MCPA ((4-chloro-2-methylphenoxy)acetic) acid had little effect 

on the plants. The extraction of relevant endpoints such as ER50 or ER25 for this data base was only 

possible by using excel tools which allows the numerical approach. 

Pfleeger et al. 2011 investigated effects of two herbicides on green-house and field-grown potatoes, 

soybean and peas, including reproductive endpoints. In 2002, plants from all three species were 

exposed to sulfometuron-methyl at concentrations of 0 (carrier control), 0.00056, 0.0032, 0.018, 0.1 

and 1.0 FARs (max. recommended field application rate)s, in 2003, potato plants were exposed to 

glyphosate, bromoxynil, MCPA ([4-chloro-2-methylphenoxy] acetic acid), and sulfometuron-methyl 

at concentrations of 0, 0.00056, 0.0032, 0.018 and 0.1 FARs, and effects on various vegetative and 

reproductive endpoint recorded and ER25 calculated. MCPA and bromoxynil are stated not to have 

had significant effects on the plants species at the tested rates (data were not shown). Differences 

between locations were pronounced, and also there were pronounced differences between years 

(sulfometuron-methyl data tested in two succeeding years are reported). Differences in sensitivity 

between green-house and field-grown plants were overall found to been only minor, whereas 

reproductive endpoints were in many cases found to be lower than vegetative endpoints. Several 

vegetative and reproductive endpoints (EC25) were extracted from the original report and 

incorporated in the data base. However endpoints must be treated with care, as some of them 

proved to be grossly extrapolated (up to a factor of 10 in case of sulfometuron-methyl and up to a 

factor of 40 in case of glyphosate); a three-parameter-Weibull-algorithm and the PROC NLIN 

procedure in SAS had been applied indiscriminately to all data, no matter whether the observed 

effect levels covered the calculated ER25 effect (i.e. whether the ER25 endpoint estimates were 

inside or outside of the tested range of treatment levels). These numeric endpoints thus had to be 

reassessed as they may be misleading, suggesting a certainty that was definitely not given. The 

authors could not provide the source data, but stated that this Weibull-function had been applied 

also to other papers (Olszyk, pers. comm.). As a pragmatic way out, extrapolated values were 

included as reported (as numeric value) but only when they did not exceed the highest rate tested 
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by more than a factor of two. Larger extrapolations were included as censored values (less-than or 

greater-than values).  

Pfleeger et al. (2012) evaluated effects of glyphosate and aminopyralid by means of a multi-species 

plant field trial. Three native Oregon plant species were grown together with an introduced species. 

The experiment was replicated at two locations with glyphosate applied at 0, 0.01 (8.3 g/ha), 0.1 

(83.2 g/ha), and 0.2 (166.4 g/ha) and at the FAR (Field Application Rate) of 832 g/ha acid equivalent), 

and repeated for 3 years Tests with aminopyralid applied at 0, 0.037 (4.6 g/ha), 0.136 (16.7 g/ha), 

and 0.5 (61.5 g/ha were performed in two consecutive years.   

Results were presented graphically. Variation of height and volume of plants are shown but it was 

not possible to extract numerical information (such as ERx values) from them.  

In Pfleeger et al. 2014, toxicology tests were conducted on potatoes, peas, and soybeans grown in a 

native soil in pots in the greenhouse and were compared to plants grown outside under natural 

environmental conditions to determine toxicological differences between environments. The 

herbicides bromoxynil, glyphosate, MCPA ([4-chloro-2-methylphenoxy] acetic acid), and 

sulfometuron-methyl were applied at below field application rates to potato plants at two 

developmental stages. Peas and soybeans were exposed to sulfometuron-methyl at similar rates at 

three developmental stages.  

This study demonstrated that potatoes, peas, and soybeans grown in pots in a greenhouse produce 

phytotoxicity results similar to those grown outside in pots; that reproductive endpoints in many 

cases were more sensitive than vegetative ones; and that potato and pea plants are reasonable 

candidates for asexual and sexual reproductive phytotoxicity tests, respectively.  

Reuter & Siemoneit (1987) performed a series of tests on wild plant species, either in single species 

tests, or arranged in “artificial communities”, here termed “terrestrial microcosms”. Evaluation of 

fresh weight was based on OECD 227 (vegetative vigour) effects of a broadband herbicide and a 

selective herbicide were tested both in potted single-species test according to OECD 227 and in the 

terrestrial microcosms, each comprising of 6 species. These had been selected to ensure presence of 

different families, different growth types (habitus) but also based on practicability (growth period 

sufficiently long and not too different growth patterns, quantitative harvesting feasible, seeds 

commercially available etc. (several further species had been tested for suitability in non-dosed test 

systems)). The dosed tests were ultimately performed with Trifolium pratense, Bromus erectus, 

Cynosurus cristatus, Galium mollugo, Leontodon hispidus, and Silene nutans. The observation period 

was extended in order to assess any recovery potential. Hence three sets of endpoints were 

obtained per test, after 14, 28 and 42 days of observation. ER25, ER50 and ER75 endpoints were 

reported for the individual species in the single species tests, for individual species in the 

microcosms’ plant communities, and the biomass of the total plant community was also assessed 

quantitatively.    

The endpoints expressed as mL PPP/ha were transformed into g a.s./ha, considering the following 

details: Roundup® Ultra (Monsanto) containing glyphosate at 360 g pure a.s. per L formulation (486 

g of the isopropylamin-salt L-1), and in case of sulfosulfuron the formulation content of 800 g/L. 

While the authors consider that their artificial community approach is a valuable alternative option, 
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they focussed on the recovery potential of affected plants while competing each other. In our study 

only to compare potential differences in sensitivity between crop species and wild plants species, 

only effects after 14 and 28 days were included, as any growth patterns related to recovery would 

have distorted the outcome.  

Riemens et al. 2008 compared different endpoints, aiming to investigate the predictability of effects 

on field-grown plants using greenhouse data. In addition, the influence of plant development stage 

on plant sensitivity and herbicide efficacy, the influence of the surrounding vegetation on individual 

plant sensitivity and of sublethal herbicide doses on the biomass, recovery and reproduction of non-

crop plants was studied. Results show that in the future, it might well be possible to translate results 

from greenhouse experiments to field situations, given sufficient experimental data. The results also 

suggest consequences at the population level. Even when only marginal effects on the biomass of 

non-target plants are expected, their seed production and thereby survival at the population level 

may be negatively affected. Endpoints investigated were aboveground biomass, seed production, 

seed germination and recovery of different species grown in the greenhouse and in the field, seeds 

of Chenopodium album, Stellaria media, Poa annua, and Echinochloa crus-galli after application of 

glufosinate ammonium. Dosages were 0, 0.04, 0.2, 0.4, 2, and 4 L Finale per ha (which corresponded 

with doses of 0, 6, 30, 60, 300 and 600 g glufosinate ammonium per ha). ED50 values on fresh 

weight are presented in the report, hence vegetative vigour and seed production endpoints could be 

included in the data base and in the assessment.  

Riemens et al. 2009 investigated the use of greenhouse data to determine effects of herbicides with 

a different mode of action on the biomass, seed production and emergence of field-grown plants. In 

addition, a single species approach was compared with a mixed species approach. Effects on the 

biomass of greenhouse and field-grown plants were found to be related at different effect levels, 

indicating that it might be possible to translate results from greenhouse studies to field situations. 

However, the use of single-species tests may not be valid. The response of a single plant species to 

sublethal herbicide dosages differed to the response of the same species grown in a mixture with 

other species. Endpoint related with the number of seed per gram of fresh weight were extracted 

from the original report and included in this analysis. 

Rotches & Ribalta 2015 assessed the phytotoxicity of the herbicides tribenuron and 2,4-D through a 

greenhouse study on eight plant species belonging to four families after application at the growth 

stage of 4-6 true leaf, differentiating between common and rare species.  Specifically the pattern of 

sensitivity was examined using short-term and long-term endpoints (total aboveground biomass, 

total seed biomass and number of seeds) of these species. The levels of and time to recovery were 

determined in terms of stem length and fruit number, and assessed whether their rarity relates to 

their sensitivity to herbicide application. However, the authors compare only 1 month data with 

seed production at 2 months. This latter timing suggests that insufficient time was allowed to 

estimate the seed production. According to the authors the results suggest that although differences 

in herbicide sensitivity are not a direct cause of rarity for all species, such differences could still be an 

important driver of declining arable plants. Endpoints were also included in the EFSA scientific 

opinion paper, and also included in our database.  
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Schmitz et al. (2013) To assess the effects of the agrochemical applications on Ranunculus acris, 

plant community assessments were carried out and a photo-documentation of the flowering 

intensity was performed over two years. In addition, the authors conducted a monitoring survey of 

R. acris in field margins where herbicide were expected to cause a sublethal effect i.e. flower 

intensity was reduced by 85%. Results were based on measurements of plant density, hence again 

no numeric endpoints relevant for our assessment were available.  

In the experimental field study Schmitz et al. 2014a, effects of herbicide, insecticide, and fertilizer 

misplacements in field margins on the plant frequency and reproductive capacity of four wild plant 

species (Ranunculus acris, Lathyrus pratensis, Vicia sepium, Rumex acetosa) were investigated from 

2010 to 2012.  

Differences between controls and treated plots were observed, correlated both to fertilizer 

application (25% of the field rate) and to the pesticide applications (at 30% of the field rate). Both 

herbicide and fertilizer exposure had significant effects on the reproductive performance of three of 

the four species, only R. acetosa was not affected. Plant frequencies of the four species were 

significantly reduced in all herbicide and fertilizer treatments in the third year. The plant frequency 

of R. acris and L. pratensis was more affected in the fertilizer treatments than in the herbicide 

treatments, whereas the plant frequency of V. sepium and R. acetosa was similarly affected by 

fertilizer and herbicide treatments. However, the treatment combinations of fertilizer and herbicide 

resulted in additive effects on the plant frequency of V. sepium and R. acetosa. Furthermore, 

herbicide treatments suppressed the formation of flowers and, hence, led to a significantly reduced 

seed production of R. acris, L. pratensis, and V. sepium. In the current risk assessment of herbicides 

for nontarget plants no reproduction effects are considered, and therefore the authors consider that 

that herbicide effects on wild plants species are potentially underestimated. Reproductive endpoints 

based on number of fruits, seed per fruit and germination rate were recorded, but the study did not 

follow a dose-response design, hence most endpoints are only as censored (less-than) endpoints in 

the data base.  

Schmitz et al. 2015 also list some numeric datapoints, but their actual sources were not always clear 

(e.g. Table 3 : “The shown greenhouse ER50 values are means of 2-3 different tests.” (Schmitz et al. 

2015) Also the publication arrived only after large parts of the analysis had been competed, so data 

of this publication could not be included in the database.  

Siemoneit-Gast et al. (2007) developed an extended method for assessing the risk to terrestrial non-

target plants from pesticides by combining several species into one test system, aiming to study also 

effects of competition on their resilience to exposure to pesticides. They advertise their test systems 

as a useful intermediate step between testing in the lab and in the field, but also discuss restrictions, 

feasibility problems and practical problems. No numeric endpoints are reported in this paper. 

However, the report forming the basis of their publication (Reuter & Siemoneit-Gast 2007) listed 

numeric endpoints, which were incorporated in the database (see further up).  

Snoo et al. (2005) report results from a large scale field experiment over two years, in which 

glufosinate-ammonium drift rates (expressed as % of target field rate) were applied to edge-of-field 

communities (pioneer species, i.e. no crop species tested). The target field rate was 800 g a.s./ha, 
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and tested drift rates were thus 16, 32, 128, 256 and 512 g a.s./ha. Effect levels were assessed in 

terms of overall phytotoxic effect and % coverage. However only the overall analysis is presented, 

not effect levels of individual plant species, except for Figures 4.3 and 4.4. where example effect 

plots are given for a few species. While these indicate that Rumex acetosa, Trifolium pratensis and 

Cerastium fontanum were among the most sensitive species, no individual ERx were available to be 

incorporated in the database. The overall finding of de Snoo et al, 2005 was that significant short-

term effects of glufosinate-ammonium on edge-of field plants could be demonstrated at levels as 

low as 16 to 32 g a.s./ha (2 and 4% of the target field rate) 10 days after application. At later 

assessment dates effects on the community were only visible at rates as high as 240 g a.s./ha (30%) 

of the field rate or higher. One year after spraying no effects could be detected even at the highest 

rate. 

In Solomon 2014 two field trials were conducted in 2011 and 2012 to evaluate the effects of 

sublethal rates of 2,4-D amine, aminocyclopyrachlor, aminopyralid, clopyralid, dicamba, fluroxypyr, 

picloram, and triclopyr on visible estimates of soybean injury, height reduction, maturity, yield, and 

yield components. Considerable height reductions occurred with all herbicides, except for 2,4-D 

amine and triclopyr when applied at the V3 compared to the R2 stage of growth. Major soybean 

yield loss occurred with all herbicides except 2,4-D amine when applied at the R2 compared to the 

V3 stage of growth. The only herbicide applied that resulted in no yield loss at either stage was 2,4-D 

amine. When the highest application rate was applied the V3 stage of growth, the general order of 

herbicide-induced yield reductions to soybean from greatest to least was aminopyralid > 

aminocyclopyrachlor = clopyralid = picloram > fluroxypyr > triclopyr > dicamba > 2,4-D amine. At the 

R2 stage of growth, the general order of herbicide-induced yield reductions from greatest to least 

was aminopyralid > aminocyclopyrachlor = picloram > clopyralid > dicamba > fluroxypyr = triclopyr > 

2,4-D amine. Yield reductions appeared to be more correlated with seeds per pod than to pods per 

plant and seed weight. Results from this research indicate that there are vast differences in the 

relative phytotoxicity of these synthetic auxin herbicides to soybean, and that the timing of the 

synthetic auxin herbicide exposure will have a significant impact on the severity of soybean height 

and/or yield reductions. 

Strandberg et al. (2012). The project was carried out in order to investigate the effects of herbicides 

on plants found in natural and semi-natural habitats within the agricultural land such as hedgerows 

or field borders. 3 herbicides (metsulfuron-methyl, mecoprop-p and glyphosate) were assessed in 

detail, and results, were presented as ED50, which were included in the data base. The authors 

conclude that the crop species tested on glyphosate, metsulfuron-methyl and mecoprop-P in general 

were not less sensitive to herbicides than wild non-target species when dose-response experiments 

were run under the same conditions. They stress influence of test conditions on outcome may have 

been underestimated in the past, and they propose to use any data base only when test conditions 

were also recorded, as in absence of such information wrong or misleading conclusions on species 

sensitivity may be drawn.  

Strandberg et al. 2013 (Danish original) investigated effects of pesticide exposure on hedgerow 

ground vegetation, and differences between standard treatment, sections with a pesticide-free 

buffer zone and organic farming were investigated. Data of effects of a fluroxypyr treatment on 

flowering “Rodklover” (Trifolium pratense) and “Mælkebøtte” (Taraxacum officinale) were 
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presented in figures, on a time scale. Dose response curves could have been generated for every 

observation date. As a worst-case we included endpoints from the time point at which the number 

of flowers in the controls stopped increasing, in case of Trifolium this was on day 44, in case of 

Traxacum on day 21; these were the times at which differences between controls and treatments 

peaked i.e. reductions compared to controls were most pronounced. ERx values were generated by 

means of a long-linear interpolation algorithm which - considering the given accuracy of data read 

from a chart - are considered to be sufficiently precise for the comparison exercise here. The authors 

conclude that flowering intensity was a good candidate indicator for biodiversity improvements 

following establishment of herbicide-free buffer zones.  

Vielhauer & Bruehl (2009) was a SETAC presentation (poster) where the authors assessed the 

differences in crops sensitivity against broad-spectrum herbicide between closely related crop 

species and wild species. The author based their conclusion on a very small dataset, which however 

has been included in our data base.  

Vielhauer & Brühl (2009) presented a poster about the sensitivity of crop plant and relative wild 

species to the broad spectrum herbicide glyphosate at the SETAC GLB 2009. The species Hypochaeris 

radicata, Lactuca serriola and Lactuca sativa were tested in a dose-response test design in 

accordance to OECD Guideline 227. While the authors based their conclusion on a very small 

dataset, the ER50values for fresh weight, height and growth rate presented were included in our 

database. Time of seed production was also measured, but the endpoint was not transferred into 

the database due to its ambiguous interpretation possibilities.  Firstly it was not clear whether the 

two highest test concentration were actually tested on Lactuca serriola and Hypochaeris radicata, 

and secondly there was no info whether the two highest concentrations had an effect on the seed 

production of the tested plants.  The endpoint as such (time of seed production) is probably less 

relevant for the population, what matters more is whether viable seeds are produced or not, and 

how many. 

In Wall 1994 field experiments were conducted over a 4 years period to investigate potato response 

to simulated drift after application of dicamba, clopyralid and tribenuron at maximum rates of 22.2, 

32 and 1.2 g a.s./ha respectively. At maximum application rates the total tuber yield reductions were 

up to 40, 29 and 41% respectively, and marketable yields reduction up to 74, 75 and 53%, but 

differences between years were large and often reductions were much lower and did not allow to 

determine numeric ER50 values (greater than highest test rate).  Average weight of marketable-size 

tubers was unaffected by any treatment. Tubers produced on treated plants were planted the year 

following treatment to investigate the effects of simulated drift on subsequent tuber regrowth. 

Injury symptoms were evident for each herbicide in 2 out of 3 years, whereas total marketable yields 

were not affected. 

White & Boutin (2007). Several crops and wild plant species were grown under greenhouse 

conditions following standard protocol for phytotoxicity testing. Plants were sprayed with five 

different herbicides (Round-Up original, Glyphosate, Aatrex liquid 480, Pursuit and MCPA Amine 

500) at the four- to six-leaf stage, and biomass was recorded at 28 d after spray. The authors 

concluded that current regulatory protocols were likely to underestimate herbicide phytotoxicity if 
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testing does not include data for the complete tank-mix formulation. The IC25 values were included 

in the database.  

Wingender & Weddeling (2010) provide another recent literature research (on behalf of the 

German Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture) investigating effects of agricultural uses on 

ecological diversity of wild plants and animals. Exposure to pesticides was not found to be the 

fundamental cause determining plant diversity in and around agricultural areas (Wingender & 

Weddeling 2010).  

In Zwerger & Pestermer 2000 the effects of 3 herbicides such as glyphosate, thifensulfuron-methyl 

and metazachlor were assessed when tested at different concentrations on the 4 plant species oil-

seed rape, oat, Chenopodium album and Alopecurus myosuroides, covering the range 

monocots/dicots and crop/weed species. The determined endpoints were plant biomass, seed 

production, thousand-grain weight (TGW), seed viability and germination capacity. The different 

endpoints are compared for each single herbicide/plant combination and are considered relevant. 

An Excel tool was used in the logarithmic calculation, providing an approximate ER25 and ER50 value 

in g a.s./ha which have been included in the data base and used for the main assessment.  
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9 Appendix 2 – List of active substances  

Below is the list of all active substances for which published plant endpoints were available. 

For some of them only vegetative endpoints, for others only reproductive endpoints were 

available; also this list includes cases where only censored endpoints were reported. 

Therefore the list of substances that actually allowed numeric comparison is shorter; see 

Tables  

Table 39:  List of all active substances for which published plant endpoints were available. 
For some of them vegetative endpoints, for others only reproductive endpoints 
were available; also these include cases where most endpoints were censored.  

Active substance 
Alachlor MCPA 
Aminocyclopyrachlor MCPA Amine 
aminopyralid Mecoprop 
amitrole Mecoprop-P 
Atrazine mesosulfuron-methyl 
Barban metazachlor 
bentazon Metolachlor 
Bromoxynil Metribuzin 
Chloramben Metsulfuron-methyl 
Chlorimuron MSMA 
Chloroxuron Nitrofen 
chlorpropham Oxyfluorfen 
chlorsulfuron paraquat 
Clodinafop-propargyl Pendimethalin 
Clofop-methyl Picloram 
clomazone primisulfuron 
Clopyralid Prometryne 
Cloransulam pyrehtroid (lambda-cyhalothrin) 
Cloransulam-methyl Pyridate 
Dalapon Pyridyloxy A 
DCPA Pyridyloxy B 
Dicamba Simazine 
Dichlobenil sulfometuron 
Diclofop-methyl sulfometuron-methyl 
Dinoseb Sulfosulfuron 
Diphenamid Tepraloxydim 
Diquat terbacil 
EPTC thifensulfuron 
Ethofumesate Triallate 
fenoxaprop-P-ethyl Triasulfuron 
Flamprop-M-isopropyl Tribenuron-methyl 
Flazasulfuron Trifluralin 
Fluazifop adjuvant only (MCDS) 
Fluroxypyr MIX 2,4-D + glyphosate 
Glufosinate MIX 2,4-D + mecoprop + dicamba 
Glufosinate-ammonium MIX Amitrole + ammonium thiocyanate 
Glyphosate MIX Carfentrazone-ethyl + Isoprotutron 
Imazapyr MIX Chlorsulfuron + Metsulfuron 
Imazaquin MIX Chlortoluron + MCPA 
Imazethapyr MIX Ioxynil + bromoxynil 
iodosulfuron-methyl-natrium MIX mesosulfuron, iodosulfuron, mefenpyr-diethyl 
Isoproturon MIX Paraquat + Diquat 
K-815910 MIX Thifensulfuron + Metsulfuron  
Lactofen MIX Thifensulfuron + Tribenuron 
Linuron MIX Thifensulfuron + Tribenuron + 2.4-D 

 
wetting agents only (blank formulation) 
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10 Appendix 3 – Quotients of individual substance-species 

combinations summarized in tables  

On the following pages the comparison of individual active substance-species combinations 

are listed for the effect levels for which endpoints were available. There are two data 

columns, one lists the quotients based on minima, i.e. the lowest endpoints of each category 

(vegetative or geometric) and the other one based on geometric means, see material and 

methods. Where the two are identical this indicates that there was only one vegetative 

endpoint and one reproductive endpoint each, so minimum and geometric mean were the 

same. The colour gradients are set to plot quotients of 1.0 as no colour/white, those >= 5 as 

red and those <= 0.2 as blue, and intermediates on a corresponding gradient scale in order 

to visualize the magnitude of difference in sensitivity between vegetative standard endpoints 

and reproductive endpoints. The rightmost columns give the overall mean quotient for all 

species of a given active substance.  

Four tables of the same principle are listed below, the first (Table 40) based on numeric 

endpoints only, comparing vegetative endpoints of young plants with reproductive endpoints. 

The second Table 41 includes censored values with a correction factor of two (see material 

& methods), again comparing vegetative endpoints of young plants with reproductive 

endpoints. The third Table 42 compares vegetative endpoints of mature plants with 

reproductive endpoints (i.e. often same experiment/same age of plants when evaluated for 

vegetative and reproductive endpoints), only based on numeric endpoints, and the fourth 

(Table 43) again based on vegetative endpoints of mature plants and reproductive endpoints 

but including censored values with a correction factor of two.  

In parallel distributions were compared by active substance and by mode of action (here 

merging vegetative endpoints from juvenile and from mature plants). These were generated 

by means of MLE and bootstrap-methods acc. to the procedures published by Kon Kam 

King et al. 2014. The corresponding on-line-tool MOSAIC from the university Lyon was 

locally implemented as an R-script. Results from this comparison are presented side-by-side 

to the quotients from the paired approaches in Table 44.   

 

Table 40:  List of all quotients sorted per active substance-species combination. 1/4 
vegetative juvenile plants, no censored values. Quotients were generated by 
dividing the lowest vegetative (‘VVj’) endpoint by the lowest reproductive endpoint 
or the geometric mean vegetative by the geometric mean reproductive endpoint. 
Subset of data only considering numeric endpoints (greater-than values 
excluded).  

Substance-species-
combination Effect level 

Quotient n(as) = 18 Quotient n(as) = 18 

based on minima based on geomeans 

AASI02 x GLXMA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.881 AASI02 3.796 AASI02 

AASI02 x PESGL ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.693 1.031 0.520 1.231 

AASI02 x PESGL ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.858   0.583   

AASI02 x PIBSX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 23.667   4.054   
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Substance-species-
combination Effect level 

Quotient n(as) = 18 Quotient n(as) = 18 

based on minima based on geomeans 

AASI02 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 17.273   4.764   

AASI02 x PIBSX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 3.532   4.360   

AASI02 x POLCO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.065   0.325   

AASI02 x POLCO ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.069   0.247   

AASI02 x POLCO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.385   0.834   

AASI03 x ECHCX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.820 AASI03 1.487 AASI03 

AASI03 x ECHCX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.953 1.467 0.685 1.313 

AASI03 x ELYHX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.533   0.533   

AASI03 x ELYHX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.337   0.337   

AASI03 x ELYRX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.885   1.289   

AASI03 x ELYRX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.787   1.062   

AASI03 x GERMO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.041   1.395   

AASI03 x GERRO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 2.195   0.978   

AASI03 x GERRO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.984   0.874   

AASI03 x LYPES ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 39.000   14.805   

AASI03 x LYPES ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 3.298   5.297   

AASI03 x LYPES ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 10.299   10.359   

AASI03 x MELNO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.648   0.648   

AASI03 x MELNO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.726   1.553   

AASI03 x PIBSX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.039   0.106   

AASI03 x SILVU ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.217   1.217   

AASI03 x SILVU ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 3.036   2.524   

AASI03 x SOLAD ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 21.277   1.688   

AASI04 x BUPRO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 63.000 AASI04 15.750 AASI04 

AASI04 x BUPRO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 3.102 2.426 3.102 1.642 

AASI04 x GALAP ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 18.531   7.267   

AASI04 x PAPAR ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.600   0.321   

AASI04 x PAPAR ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.720   0.663   

AASI04 x PAPRH ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 3.333   2.557   

AASI04 x PAPRH ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 5.471   3.957   

AASI04 x RASRL ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.800   0.800   

AASI04 x RASRL ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.607   0.607   

AASI04 x SCABR ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.399   0.309   

AASI04 x SCABR ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 3.091   2.037   

AASI05 x ANGAR ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 18.000 AASI05 18.000 AASI05 

AASI05 x CAPBP ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.500 0.718 1.500 0.841 

AASI05 x CAPBP ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.045   2.372   

AASI05 x CENCY ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.677   0.677   

AASI05 x CENCY ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.261   0.463   

AASI05 x CHEAL ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 4.667   4.667   

AASI05 x CHEAL ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 3.035   3.035   

AASI05 x GLYST ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.124   0.124   
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AASI05 x GLYST ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.409   0.489   

AASI05 x HELST ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.070   1.070   

AASI05 x HELST ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.743   0.807   

AASI05 x LOBIN ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.116   0.116   

AASI05 x LOBIN ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.176   0.354   

AASI05 x LYAAM ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.408   0.408   

AASI05 x LYAAM ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.727   0.919   

AASI05 x POLPY ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.417   0.417   

AASI05 x POLPY ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.497   0.556   

AASI13 x PIBSX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.211 AASI13 0.560 AASI13 

AASI13 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 2.857 1.956 3.262 2.896 

AASI13 x PIBSX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 12.442   13.288   

AASI14 x PIBSX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 4.600 AASI14 7.472 AASI14 

AASI14 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 58.571 22.724 58.571 25.951 

AASI14 x PIBSX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 43.553   39.931   

AASI15 x GLXMA ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.421 AASI15 0.232 AASI15 

AASI15 x SOLAD ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.500 0.459 0.727 0.411 

AASI17 x BRSNN ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.566 AASI17 1.008 AASI17 

AASI17 x BRSNN ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.230 0.889 0.699 1.267 

AASI17 x BRSNN ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.380   1.113   

AASI17 x GERMO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.333   3.615   

AASI17 x GERRO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.400   0.283   

AASI17 x GERRO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.650   0.651   

AASI17 x MELNO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.833   2.041   

AASI17 x MELNO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 2.000   2.277   

AASI17 x PIBSX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 17.500   12.415   

AASI17 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.378   0.790   

AASI17 x PIBSX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.509   1.419   

AASI17 x SINAR ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.992   0.509   

ACI2 x ECHCX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.040 ACI2 x 0.331 ACI2 x 

ACI2 x PANDI ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.311 0.188 1.124 1.152 

ACI2 x POAAN ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.537   4.108   

CMD01 x AVESA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000 CMD01  1.398 CMD01  

CMD01 x BOBGR ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000 0.754 1.193 1.214 

CMD01 x CAPBP ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.804   0.871   

CMD01 x ELYCA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   3.835   

CMD01 x FAGES ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.493   0.647   

CMD01 x HELAN ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.808   0.871   

CMD01 x HYPPE ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   2.978   

CMD01 x IUNTE ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   2.566   

CMD01 x LACSA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.314   0.565   

CMD01 x LYPES ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.304   0.482   
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CMD01 x MEUOF ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.177   

CMD01 x PHTAM ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.387   

CMD01 x SOLDU ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

CMD01 x SOLDU ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.431   0.727   

CMD01 x STEME ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.107 CMD05  2.361 CMD05  

CMD05 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 9.500 9.500 3.212 3.212 

GW01 x ELYHX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.051 GW01 x 0.272 GW01 x 

GW01 x ELYHX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.419 0.308 0.621 0.610 

GW01 x ELYRX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.056   0.669   

GW01 x ELYRX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.424   1.217   

GW01 x GLXMA ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 12.140   3.401   

GW01 x GLXMA ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.619   1.800   

GW01 x GLXMA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.902   3.859   

GW01 x GOSHI ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.039   0.050   

GW01 x GOSHI ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.087   0.131   

GW01 x GOSHI ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.119   0.333   

GW03 x TAROF ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.467 GW03 x 0.467 GW03 x 

GW03 x TRFPR ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 3.515 1.281 3.515 1.281 

GW04 x GLXMA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 3.215 GW04 x 2.377 GW04 x 

GW04 x PIBSX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.597 1.369 1.428 1.392 

GW04 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.218   1.131   

GW04 x PIBSX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.502   0.977   

GW05 x CUMSA ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.581 GW05 x 1.315 GW05 x 

GW05 x CUMSA ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 97.833 2.952 41.606 2.593 

GW05 x CUMSA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 7.813   7.813   

GW05 x GALAP ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.011   0.011   

GW05 x LYPES ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.043   0.191   

GW05 x LYPES ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.069   0.310   

GW05 x NEAPA ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 12.112   1.925   

GW05 x NEAPA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.864   1.265   

GW05 x PAPAR ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 46.478   24.632   

GW05 x PAPAR ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 6.955   4.078   

GW05 x PAPRH ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 13.761   13.761   

GW05 x RASRL ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 13.257   13.257   

GW05 x RASRL ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 2.247   2.247   

GW05 x SCABR ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 3.098   2.728   

GW05 x SCABR ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 2.612   1.567   

GW05 x SPRAR ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 35.376   35.376   

GW10 x GERMO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.117 GW10 x 1.117 GW10 x 

GW10 x GERMO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 2.602 1.325 4.754 1.683 

GW10 x GERRO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.364   0.269   

GW10 x MELNO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.901   0.901   
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GW10 x MELNO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.811   3.665   

GW10 x SILVU ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 3.130   4.822   

GW14 x GOSHI ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.071 GW14 x 0.133 GW14 x 

GW14 x GOSHI ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.083 0.101 0.187 0.216 

GW14 x GOSHI ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.174   0.405   

PHI02 x ELYHX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.300 PHI02  0.300 PHI02  

PHI02 x ELYHX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.241 0.262 0.241 0.877 

PHI02 x ELYRX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.400   7.797   

PHI02 x ELYRX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.164   1.052   
 

 

Table 41:  List of all quotients sorted per active substance-species combination. 2/4 
vegetative from juvenile plants, with censored values. Quotients were generated 
by dividing the lowest vegetative (‘VVj’) endpoint by the lowest reproductive 
endpoint or the geometric mean vegetative by the geometric mean reproductive 
endpoint. Assessment including censored values, corrected by a factor of 2.  

Substance-species-
combination Effect level 

Quotient n(as) = 24 Quotient n(as) = 24 

based on minima based on geomeans 

AASI02 x GLXMA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.881 AASI02 14.124 AASI02 

AASI02 x PESGL ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000 2.217 0.960 1.484 

AASI02 x PESGL ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.069   

AASI02 x PESGL ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.154   

AASI02 x PIBSX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 23.667   3.323   

AASI02 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 17.273   3.401   

AASI02 x PIBSX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 3.532   2.986   

AASI02 x POLCO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.065   0.325   

AASI02 x POLCO ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.069   0.247   

AASI02 x POLCO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.385   1.010   

AASI02 x PRNAJ ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 359.077   6.654   

AASI02 x PRNAJ ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 194.500   1.740   

AASI02 x SETVI ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI02 x SETVI ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.000   0.707   

AASI02 x SETVI ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI03 x AVESA ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.060 AASI03 0.269 AASI03 

AASI03 x AVESA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.121 1.452 0.422 2.107 

AASI03 x BRSNN ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.170   0.369   

AASI03 x CHEAL ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.231   0.260   

AASI03 x ECHCX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.820   1.487   

AASI03 x ECHCX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.953   0.685   

AASI03 x ELYHX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.533   2.622   

AASI03 x ELYHX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.337   1.081   

AASI03 x ELYRX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.885   1.289   
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AASI03 x ELYRX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.787   1.062   

AASI03 x GERMO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.041   1.395   

AASI03 x GERRO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 2.195   0.978   

AASI03 x GERRO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.984   3.136   

AASI03 x GLXMA ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 11.919   50.144   

AASI03 x GLXMA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 7.689   88.162   

AASI03 x HELAN ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 8.852   8.852   

AASI03 x HELAN ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 2.509   6.214   

AASI03 x LYPES ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 78.000   27.620   

AASI03 x LYPES ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 3.298   4.607   

AASI03 x LYPES ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 10.299   7.144   

AASI03 x MELNO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.648   0.648   

AASI03 x MELNO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.726   1.553   

AASI03 x PIBSX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.039   0.106   

AASI03 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 20.833   20.833   

AASI03 x SILVU ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.217   1.217   

AASI03 x SILVU ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 3.036   2.524   

AASI03 x SOLAD ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 21.277   1.981   

AASI04 x BUPRO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 63.000 AASI04 15.750 AASI04 

AASI04 x BUPRO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 3.102 2.235 0.496 1.709 

AASI04 x GALAP ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 18.531   7.267   

AASI04 x GALAP ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 5.979   5.979   

AASI04 x GALAP ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 2.667   2.667   

AASI04 x PAPAR ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.600   0.321   

AASI04 x PAPAR ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.720   0.663   

AASI04 x PAPRH ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 3.333   2.557   

AASI04 x PAPRH ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 79.365   79.365   

AASI04 x PAPRH ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 5.471   12.974   

AASI04 x PESGL ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000   0.500   

AASI04 x PESGL ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 4.000   2.000   

AASI04 x PESGL ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI04 x RASRL ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.800   0.800   

AASI04 x RASRL ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.607   0.607   

AASI04 x SCABR ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.399   0.309   

AASI04 x SCABR ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 3.091   2.037   

AASI04 x SETVI ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI04 x SETVI ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.250   0.500   

AASI04 x SETVI ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI04 x SOLAD ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI05 x ANGAR ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 18.000 AASI05 18.000 AASI05 

AASI05 x ANGAR ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 10.031 0.839 10.031 0.955 

AASI05 x CAPBP ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.500   1.500   
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AASI05 x CAPBP ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.045   2.372   

AASI05 x CENCY ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.677   0.677   

AASI05 x CENCY ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.261   0.463   

AASI05 x CHEAL ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 4.667   4.667   

AASI05 x CHEAL ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 2.896   2.965   

AASI05 x ELYCA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI05 x ELYVI ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI05 x GLYST ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.124   0.124   

AASI05 x GLYST ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.409   0.489   

AASI05 x HELST ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.070   1.070   

AASI05 x HELST ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.743   0.807   

AASI05 x LOBIN ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.116   0.116   

AASI05 x LOBIN ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.176   0.354   

AASI05 x LYAAM ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.408   0.408   

AASI05 x LYAAM ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.727   0.919   

AASI05 x POLHY ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.732   0.732   

AASI05 x POLPY ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.417   0.417   

AASI05 x POLPY ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.497   0.556   

AASI13 x PIBSX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.211 AASI13 0.560 AASI13 

AASI13 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 2.857 1.956 6.899 3.717 

AASI13 x PIBSX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 12.442   13.288   

AASI14 x PIBSX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 4.600 AASI14 7.472 AASI14 

AASI14 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 58.571 22.724 409.081 49.605 

AASI14 x PIBSX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 43.553   39.931   

AASI15 x GLXMA ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.248 AASI15 0.099 AASI15 

AASI15 x SOLAD ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.500 0.352 3.281 0.570 

AASI17 x BRSNN ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.862 AASI17 1.142 AASI17 

AASI17 x BRSNN ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.230 1.024 0.699 1.392 

AASI17 x BRSNN ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.380   1.113   

AASI17 x GERMO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.333   3.615   

AASI17 x GERRO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.400   0.283   

AASI17 x GERRO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.650   2.358   

AASI17 x MELNO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.833   2.041   

AASI17 x MELNO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 2.000   5.089   

AASI17 x PESGL ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI17 x PESGL ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI17 x PESGL ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI17 x PIBSX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 17.500   12.415   

AASI17 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.378   1.045   

AASI17 x PIBSX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.509   1.082   

AASI17 x SETVI ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI17 x SETVI ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   
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AASI17 x SETVI ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI17 x SILVU ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 4.211   3.376   

AASI17 x SINAR ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.992   0.509   

AASI20 x PESGL ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000 AASI20 1.000 AASI20 

AASI20 x PESGL ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.000 0.794 1.000 0.891 

AASI20 x PESGL ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI20 x SETVI ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI20 x SETVI ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.250   0.500   

AASI20 x SETVI ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI22mx x LENCU ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 6.855 AASI22 1.391 AASI22 

AASI22mx x LENCU ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 3.662 3.738 1.211 1.164 

AASI22mx x LENCU ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 2.554   1.081   

AASI22mx x PIBSX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 4.545   1.134   

AASI22mx x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 3.662   1.114   

AASI22mx x PIBSX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 2.554   1.081   

AASI23mx x LENCU ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 15.776 AASI23 1.584 AASI23 

AASI23mx x LENCU ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 7.544 6.404 1.400 1.363 

AASI23mx x LENCU ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 2.207   1.141   

AASI23mx x PIBSX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 15.776   1.584   

AASI23mx x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 7.544   1.400   

AASI23mx x PIBSX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 2.207   1.141   

ACI2 x ECHCX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.040 ACI2 x 0.331 ACI2 x 

ACI2 x PANDI ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.311 0.188 1.124 1.152 

ACI2 x POAAN ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.537   4.108   

CMD01 x ALLCE ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.199 CMD01  0.338 CMD01  

CMD01 x AVESA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000 0.694 1.398 1.039 

CMD01 x BOBGR ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.193   

CMD01 x CAPBP ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.804   0.871   

CMD01 x ELYCA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   3.835   

CMD01 x FAGES ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.493   0.647   

CMD01 x HELAN ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.808   0.871   

CMD01 x HYPPE ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   2.978   

CMD01 x IUNTE ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   2.566   

CMD01 x LACSA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.314   0.565   

CMD01 x LYPES ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.304   0.482   

CMD01 x MEUOF ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.177   

CMD01 x PHTAM ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.387   

CMD01 x SOLDU ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

CMD01 x SOLDU ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.431   0.727   

CMD01 x STEME ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.107 CMD05  0.700 CMD05  

CMD05 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 9.500 9.500 1.792 1.792 

CMD06 x TRZAX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.013 CMD06  0.013 CMD06  
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CMD06 x TRZAX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.125 0.040 0.125 0.040 

GW01 x ELYHX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.051 GW01 x 0.272 GW01 x 

GW01 x ELYHX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.419 0.412 0.621 0.682 

GW01 x ELYRX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.056   0.669   

GW01 x ELYRX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.424   1.217   

GW01 x GLXMA ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 7.333   4.556   

GW01 x GLXMA ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.489   1.518   

GW01 x GLXMA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.902   4.350   

GW01 x GOSHI ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.039   0.050   

GW01 x GOSHI ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.087   0.080   

GW01 x GOSHI ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.119   0.198   

GW01 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 17.167   3.077   

GW01 x SOLAD ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW03 x TAROF ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.467 GW03 x 0.467 GW03 x 

GW03 x TRFPR ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 3.515 1.281 3.515 1.281 

GW04 x GLXMA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 3.215 GW04 x 1.038 GW04 x 

GW04 x PIBSX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000 1.425 1.330 1.239 

GW04 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.218   2.142   

GW04 x PIBSX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.502   0.986   

GW04 x SOLAD ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x CUMSA ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 7.818 GW05 x 1.770 GW05 x 

GW05 x CUMSA ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 97.833 2.690 8.902 2.274 

GW05 x CUMSA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 7.813   7.806   

GW05 x GALAP ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.011   0.003   

GW05 x GLXMA ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.837   2.686   

GW05 x GLXMA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 3.178   17.890   

GW05 x HELAN ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 64.545   64.545   

GW05 x LENCU ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x LENCU ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x LENCU ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x LYPES ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.043   0.106   

GW05 x LYPES ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.136   0.435   

GW05 x NEAPA ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 12.112   1.925   

GW05 x NEAPA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.864   1.265   

GW05 x PAPAR ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 46.478   24.632   

GW05 x PAPAR ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 6.955   4.078   

GW05 x PAPRH ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 13.761   13.761   

GW05 x PIBSX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x PIBSX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x RASRL ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 13.257   13.257   

GW05 x RASRL ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 2.247   2.247   
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GW05 x SCABR ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 3.098   2.728   

GW05 x SCABR ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 2.612   1.567   

GW05 x SPRAR ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 35.376   35.376   

GW10 x GERMO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.117 GW10 x 1.117 GW10 x 

GW10 x GERMO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 2.602 1.728 4.754 2.555 

GW10 x GERRO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.364   1.484   

GW10 x MELNO ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.901   0.901   

GW10 x MELNO ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.811   3.665   

GW10 x SILVU ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 15.400   10.695   

GW14 x GOSHI ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 0.071 GW14 x 0.133 GW14 x 

GW14 x GOSHI ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.083 0.101 0.187 0.216 

GW14 x GOSHI ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.174 GW16 x 0.405 GW16 x 

GW16 x PIBSX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

OTH10 x CAUTI ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000 OTH10  1.000 OTH10  

OTH10 x CAUTI ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

OTH10 x CAUTI ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH10 x PANDI ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH10 x PANDI ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH10 x PANDI ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH10 x ZEAMX ER10∙VVj/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH10 x ZEAMX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH10 x ZEAMX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

PHI02 x ELYHX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.300 PHI02  5.809 PHI02  

PHI02 x ELYHX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.241 0.529 1.829 2.415 

PHI02 x ELYRX ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.400   7.797   

PHI02 x ELYRX ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 0.164   1.052   

PHI02 x GLXMA ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 0.605   1.329   

PHI02 x GLXMA ER50∙VVj/ER50∙RPo 1.974   2.021   

PHI02 x HELAN ER25∙VVj/ER25∙RPo 2.045   2.045   
 

 

Table 42:  List of all quotients sorted per active substance-species combination. 3/4 
vegetative old plants, no censored values. Quotients were generated by dividing 
the lowest vegetative (‘VVo’) endpoint by the lowest reproductive endpoint or the 
geometric mean vegetative by the geometric mean reproductive endpoint. Subset 
of data only considering numeric endpoints (greater-than values excluded).  

Substance-species-
combination Effect level 

Quotient n(as) = 25 Quotient n(as) = 25 

based on minima  based on geomeans 

AASI02 x BRAXX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.696 AASI02 2.022 AASI02 

AASI02 x GLXMA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.565 1.653 1.116 1.027 

AASI02 x HELAN ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.986   1.024   

AASI02 x HELAN ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 4.304   2.034   
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AASI02 x HELAN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.935   1.416   

AASI02 x POLCC ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 4.522   2.237   

AASI02 x POLCC ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.957   1.855   

AASI02 x POLCC ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.042   0.147   

AASI02 x PRNAJ ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.773   0.550   

AASI02 x PRNAJ ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 4.167   1.994   

AASI02 x VITVI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.131   0.302   

AASI03 x BRSNN ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.429 AASI03 0.386 AASI03 

AASI03 x CRXRE ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.137 0.962 0.476 1.099 

AASI03 x CRXRE ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.127   1.096   

AASI03 x CRXRE ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.099   1.290   

AASI03 x ELYHX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.938   0.938   

AASI03 x ELYHX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.533   0.533   

AASI03 x ELYHX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.337   0.337   

AASI03 x ELYRX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.042   1.042   

AASI03 x ELYRX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.885   0.885   

AASI03 x ELYRX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.787   0.787   

AASI03 x GALOD ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.023   1.049   

AASI03 x GALOD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.410   1.109   

AASI03 x GALOD ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.641   1.495   

AASI03 x GERMO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.073   2.568   

AASI03 x GERRO ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.391   0.859   

AASI03 x GERRO ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.720   2.372   

AASI03 x GERRO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.982   1.066   

AASI03 x LYPES ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.585   1.247   

AASI03 x LYPES ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 2.370   1.302   

AASI03 x LYPES ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.433   1.114   

AASI03 x MELNO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.596   2.528   

AASI03 x PRIVU ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.206   1.710   

AASI03 x PRIVU ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.157   1.606   

AASI03 x PRIVU ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.859   1.839   

AASI03 x SILVU ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.752   2.883   

AASI03 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.851   0.572   

AASI04 x BUPRO ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 114.667 AASI04 33.544 AASI04 

AASI04 x BUPRO ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 9.960 2.270 10.553 2.623 

AASI04 x BUPRO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 8.394   9.258   

AASI04 x GALAP ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.844   1.579   

AASI04 x GALAP ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.487   0.487   

AASI04 x PAPAR ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.460   1.184   

AASI04 x PAPAR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.634   0.941   

AASI04 x PAPAR ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.168   1.314   

AASI04 x PAPRH ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 8.333   6.391   
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AASI04 x PAPRH ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 3.206   3.901   

AASI04 x PAPRH ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 6.471   5.773   

AASI04 x RASRL ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.620   1.620   

AASI04 x RASRL ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.169   1.169   

AASI04 x SCABR ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.791   1.175   

AASI04 x SCABR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.333   2.011   

AASI04 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.524   5.309   

AASI04 x VITVI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.970   1.032   

AASI04 x VITVI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.564   2.647   

AASI05 x ANGAR ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 4.208 AASI05 4.208 AASI05 

AASI05 x CAPBP ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.470 2.434 3.926 2.945 

AASI05 x CENCY ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 21.196   21.196   

AASI05 x CHEAL ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.592   3.592   

AASI05 x GLYST ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.097   1.065   

AASI05 x HELST ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.900   0.952   

AASI05 x LOBIN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.797   1.613   

AASI05 x LYAAM ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.861   2.861   

AASI05 x POLPY ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.833 AASI09 2.833 AASI09 

AASI09 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 3.100 3.100 0.693 0.693 

AASI10 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.368 AASI10 2.110 AASI10 

AASI13 x BRSRR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 7.000 1.368 4.517 2.110 

AASI13 x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 8.571 AASI13 16.936 AASI13 

AASI13 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 2.455 5.281 2.455 5.726 

AASI14 x BRSRR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 64.459 AASI14 15.105 AASI14 

AASI14 x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 300.000 182.146 489.898 132.240 

AASI14 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 312.500   312.500   

AASI15 x GLXMA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.250 AASI15 1.823 AASI15 

AASI15 x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 4.000 0.462 17.716 3.339 

AASI15 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.098   1.153   

AASI16 x BRSNN ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.707 AASI16 0.734 AASI16 

AASI16 x CHEAL ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.194 0.575 0.194 0.377 

AASI17 x BIDCE ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.250 AASI17 0.389 AASI17 

AASI17 x BIDCE ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.333 0.506 0.510 1.043 

AASI17 x BIDCE ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.167   0.674   

AASI17 x BRSNN ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.428   0.799   

AASI17 x BRSNN ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.037   0.925   

AASI17 x BRSNN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.018   1.116   

AASI17 x ECHCX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.333   0.486   

AASI17 x GERMO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 33.000   19.053   

AASI17 x MIURI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.050   0.271   

AASI17 x MIURI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 2.333   0.858   

AASI17 x MIURI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.467   0.800   
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AASI17 x PHSVX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.250   1.521   

AASI17 x PHSVX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.250   1.615   

AASI17 x PHSVX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.750   2.225   

AASI17 x SINAR ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.200   0.896   

AASI17 x SINAR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.286   1.388   

AASI17 x SINAR ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.400 AASI21 1.578 AASI21 

AASI21mx x VITVI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.241 0.241 0.492 0.492 

AASI22mx x VITVI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.341 AASI22 1.779 AASI22 

AASI22mx x VITVI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.590 0.889 1.177 1.447 

ACI2 x ECHCX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.205 ACI2 x 0.456 ACI2 x 

ACI2 x PANDI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.311 0.193 1.135 1.135 

ACI2 x POAAN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.113   2.825   

CMD01 x AVESA ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.240 CMD01  1.240 CMD01  

CMD01 x AVESA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.452 1.299 1.562 1.615 

CMD01 x BOBGR ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.469   1.469   

CMD01 x BOBGR ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.147   1.381   

CMD01 x CAPBP ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.768   0.768   

CMD01 x CAPBP ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.804   0.917   

CMD01 x ELYCA ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.152   0.152   

CMD01 x ELYCA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.831   7.519   

CMD01 x FAGES ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 5.751   5.751   

CMD01 x FAGES ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.493   0.784   

CMD01 x HELAN ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.135   1.135   

CMD01 x HELAN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.808   0.912   

CMD01 x HYPPE ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.603   0.603   

CMD01 x HYPPE ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.993   9.392   

CMD01 x IUNTE ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.853   1.853   

CMD01 x IUNTE ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.930   3.034   

CMD01 x LACSA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

CMD01 x LYPES ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.139   1.139   

CMD01 x LYPES ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.448   0.744   

CMD01 x MEUOF ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 4.593   4.593   

CMD01 x MEUOF ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.146   1.331   

CMD01 x PHTAM ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 30.474   30.474   

CMD01 x PHTAM ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.236   1.384   

CMD01 x SOLDU ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.314   

CMD01 x SOLDU ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.431   0.805   

CMD01 x STEME ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.107 CMD05  2.361 CMD05  

CMD05 x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.188 0.188 0.879 0.879 

GW01 x ELYHX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 2.557 GW01 x 2.557 GW01 x 

GW01 x ELYHX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.447 0.647 1.447 0.847 

GW01 x ELYHX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.919   0.919   
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GW01 x ELYRX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.056   0.056   

GW01 x ELYRX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.424   0.424   

GW01 x GLXMA ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 7.300   3.419   

GW01 x GLXMA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.411   0.744   

GW01 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.694   4.113   

GW01 x GOSHI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.156   0.744   

GW01 x GOSHI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.247   1.066   

GW01 x GOSHI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.226   1.592   

GW01 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.129   0.129   

GW04 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.727 GW04 x 1.277 GW04 x 

GW04 x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 5.524 3.088 0.885 1.063 

GW05 x BUPRO ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 17.002 GW05 x 17.190 GW05 x 

GW05 x CUMSA ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.004 1.880 0.066 2.085 

GW05 x CUMSA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.229 
 

1.483   

GW05 x CUMSA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.275 
 

0.275   

GW05 x GALAP ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.069 
 

0.069   

GW05 x NEAPA ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 17.577 
 

3.187   

GW05 x NEAPA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 2.316 
 

1.436   

GW05 x NEAPA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.959 
 

2.688   

GW05 x PAPAR ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 17.029 
 

15.610   

GW05 x PAPAR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 14.036 
 

12.215   

GW05 x PAPRH ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 17.696 
 

20.953   

GW05 x RASRL ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 10.754 
 

11.271   

GW05 x RASRL ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.190 
 

2.190   

GW05 x SCABR ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.892 
 

2.109   

GW05 x SCABR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.750 
 

1.921   

GW05 x SCABR ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 4.934 
 

3.317   

GW05 x VITVI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.293 
 

2.446   

GW05 x VITVI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.426 
 

0.945   

GW05 x VITVI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.700 
 

0.968   

GW10 x GERMO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 15.552 GW10 x 15.552 GW10 x 

GW10 x MELNO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 18.354 13.785 16.218 13.228 

GW10 x SILVU ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 9.177 GW12 x 9.177 GW12 x 

GW12 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.753 2.753 1.940 1.940 

GW14 x GOSHI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.040 GW14 x 0.594 GW14 x 

GW14 x GOSHI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.070 0.112 1.029 1.108 

GW14 x GOSHI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.503 GW15 x 2.223 GW15 x 

GW15 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.496 1.496 0.825 0.825 

OTH09 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.045 OTH09  2.191 OTH09  

PHI02 x ELYHX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.300 3.045 0.300 2.191 

PHI02 x ELYHX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.300 PHI02  0.300 PHI02  

PHI02 x ELYHX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.241 0.269 0.241 0.269 
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Substance-species-
combination Effect level 

Quotient n(as) = 25 Quotient n(as) = 25 

based on minima  based on geomeans 

PHI02 x ELYRX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.400   0.400   

PHI02 x ELYRX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.164   0.164   
 

Table 43:  List of all quotients sorted per active substance-species combination. 4/4 
vegetative old plants, censored values included. Quotients were generated by 
dividing the lowest vegetative (‘VVo’) endpoint by the lowest reproductive 
endpoint or the geometric mean vegetative by the geometric mean reproductive 
endpoint. Assessment including censored values, corrected by a factor of 2.  

Substance-species-
combination Effect level 

Quotient n(as) = 34 Quotient n(as) = 34 

based on 
minima   

based on 
geomeans   

AASI02 x BRAXX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 3.391 AASI02 3.677 AASI02 

AASI02 x BRAXX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 5.823 2.222 5.100 1.523 

AASI02 x BRAXX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 4.329   3.276   

AASI02 x GLXMA ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000   3.918   

AASI02 x GLXMA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 3.130   3.432   

AASI02 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 5.806   3.422   

AASI02 x HELAN ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 6.261   2.070   

AASI02 x HELAN ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 4.304   1.064   

AASI02 x HELAN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.935   1.254   

AASI02 x PIBSX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 19.368   0.634   

AASI02 x POLCC ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.710   

AASI02 x POLCC ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.957   2.646   

AASI02 x POLCC ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.042   0.270   

AASI02 x PRNAJ ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 2.615   1.264   

AASI02 x PRNAJ ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 4.167   1.049   

AASI02 x VITVI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.131   0.367   

AASI02 x VITVI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.256   0.704   

AASI02 x VITVI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.502   0.941   

AASI03 x ALOMY ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.200 AASI03 0.200 AASI03 

AASI03 x ALOMY ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.376 0.895 0.376 1.037 

AASI03 x AVESA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.492   0.492   

AASI03 x AVESA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI03 x BRAXX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI03 x BRAXX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI03 x BRSNN ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.429   0.386   

AASI03 x BRSNN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.321   0.321   

AASI03 x BRSRR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 6.452   3.777   

AASI03 x CHEAL ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.185   0.185   

AASI03 x CHEAL ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.222   0.222   

AASI03 x CRXRE ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.137   0.476   

AASI03 x CRXRE ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.127   1.096   
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AASI03 x CRXRE ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.099   2.524   

AASI03 x ELYHX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.938   0.938   

AASI03 x ELYHX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.533   0.533   

AASI03 x ELYHX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.337   0.337   

AASI03 x ELYRX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.042   1.042   

AASI03 x ELYRX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.885   0.885   

AASI03 x ELYRX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.787   0.787   

AASI03 x GALOD ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.023   1.049   

AASI03 x GALOD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.410   1.109   

AASI03 x GALOD ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.641   1.495   

AASI03 x GERMO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.073   2.568   

AASI03 x GERRO ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.391   0.859   

AASI03 x GERRO ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.720   2.372   

AASI03 x GERRO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.982   6.557   

AASI03 x GLXMA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI03 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI03 x HELAN ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI03 x HELAN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI03 x LYPES ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.044   

AASI03 x LYPES ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 2.370   1.132   

AASI03 x LYPES ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.433   1.538   

AASI03 x MELNO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.596   2.528   

AASI03 x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 20.833   20.833   

AASI03 x POLCC ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI03 x POLCC ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI03 x PRIVU ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.206   1.710   

AASI03 x PRIVU ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.157   1.606   

AASI03 x PRIVU ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.859   1.839   

AASI03 x SILVU ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.752   2.883   

AASI03 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.851   0.620   

AASI03 x VIORI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.500   0.841   

AASI04 x BUPRO ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 114.667 AASI04 33.544 AASI04 

AASI04 x BUPRO ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 9.960 2.173 10.553 2.482 

AASI04 x BUPRO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 8.394   1.479   

AASI04 x GALAP ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.844   1.579   

AASI04 x GALAP ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.487   1.045   

AASI04 x GALAP ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI04 x PAPAR ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.460   1.184   

AASI04 x PAPAR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.634   0.941   

AASI04 x PAPAR ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.168   1.314   

AASI04 x PAPRH ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 8.333   6.391   

AASI04 x PAPRH ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 3.206   3.901   

AASI04 x PAPRH ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 6.471   5.773   

AASI04 x RASRL ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.620   1.620   

AASI04 x RASRL ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.169   1.169   
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AASI04 x SCABR ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.791   1.175   

AASI04 x SCABR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.333   2.011   

AASI04 x SCABR ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 10.000   6.590   

AASI04 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.524   5.309   

AASI04 x VITVI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.455   2.448   

AASI04 x VITVI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.564   2.803   

AASI04 x VITVI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI05 x ANGAR ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 4.208 AASI05 6.497 AASI05 

AASI05 x CAPBP ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.470 1.552 3.926 2.199 

AASI05 x CENCY ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.709   6.019   

AASI05 x CHEAL ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.896   3.226   

AASI05 x ELYCA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI05 x ELYVI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI05 x GLYST ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.097   1.065   

AASI05 x HELST ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.900   0.952   

AASI05 x LOBIN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.797   1.613   

AASI05 x LYAAM ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.861   3.918   

AASI05 x POLHY ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI05 x POLPY ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.833   4.030   

AASI09 x BRSRR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 12.500 AASI09 8.425 AASI09 

AASI09 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 3.100 6.225 0.693 2.417 

AASI10 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.368 AASI10 3.059 AASI10 

AASI13 x BRSRR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 7.000 1.368 4.517 3.059 

AASI13 x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 8.571 AASI13 26.221 AASI13 

AASI13 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 2.455 5.281 2.455 6.624 

AASI14 x BRSRR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 64.459 AASI14 15.105 AASI14 

AASI14 x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 300.000 182.146 1462.713 190.420 

AASI14 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 312.500   312.500   

AASI15 x GLXMA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.250 AASI15 2.706 AASI15 

AASI15 x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 4.000 0.462 32.124 5.916 

AASI15 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.098   2.381   

AASI16 x ALOMY ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.095 AASI16 0.095 AASI16 

AASI16 x ALOMY ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.315 0.317 0.315 0.409 

AASI16 x AVESA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI16 x AVESA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

AASI16 x BRSNN ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.707   0.734   

AASI16 x BRSNN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.420   0.420   

AASI16 x CHEAL ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.194   0.102   

AASI16 x CHEAL ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.190   0.190   

AASI16 x VITVI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.078   0.497   

AASI16 x VITVI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.163   0.692   

AASI16 x VITVI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.319   0.867   

AASI17 x BIDCE ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.125 AASI17 0.228 AASI17 

AASI17 x BIDCE ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.167 0.915 0.444 1.809 
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AASI17 x BIDCE ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.333   1.158   

AASI17 x BRSNN ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.651   0.905   

AASI17 x BRSNN ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.037   0.925   

AASI17 x BRSNN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.018   1.116   

AASI17 x ECHCX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.167   0.451   

AASI17 x ECHCX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.333   0.156   

AASI17 x ECHCX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.333   0.384   

AASI17 x GERMO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 33.000   19.053   

AASI17 x GERRO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 80.000   30.888   

AASI17 x MELNO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 26.667   25.425   

AASI17 x MIURI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.667   0.856   

AASI17 x MIURI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 2.333   1.361   

AASI17 x MIURI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.467   1.228   

AASI17 x PHSVX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.333   4.586   

AASI17 x PHSVX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.250   4.077   

AASI17 x PHSVX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.063   3.417   

AASI17 x SILVU ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 33.684   13.505   

AASI17 x SINAR ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.333   1.381   

AASI17 x SINAR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.333   2.317   

AASI17 x SINAR ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.400 AASI18 2.635 AASI18 

AASI18 x RANAC ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 

AASI19 x RANAC ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 4.000 AASI19 4.000 AASI19 

AASI21mx x VITVI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.241 4.000 0.526 4.000 

AASI21mx x VITVI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.128 AASI21 0.632 AASI21 

AASI21mx x VITVI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.293 0.208 0.844 0.655 

AASI22mx x LENCU ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 6.855 AASI22 1.391 AASI22 

AASI22mx x LENCU ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 3.662 2.174 1.211 1.065 

AASI22mx x LENCU ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.554   1.081   

AASI22mx x PIBSX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 4.545   1.134   

AASI22mx x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 3.662   1.114   

AASI22mx x PIBSX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.554   1.081   

AASI22mx x VITVI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.341   1.035   

AASI22mx x VITVI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.590   0.794   

AASI22mx x VITVI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.502   0.858   

AASI23mx x LENCU ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 15.776 AASI23 1.584 AASI23 

AASI23mx x LENCU ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 7.544 6.404 1.400 1.363 

AASI23mx x LENCU ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.207   1.141   

AASI23mx x PIBSX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 15.776   1.584   

AASI23mx x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 7.544   1.400   

AASI23mx x PIBSX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.207   1.141   

ACI2 x ECHCX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.205 ACI2 x 0.456 ACI2 x 

ACI2 x PANDI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.311 0.193 1.135 1.135 

ACI2 x POAAN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.113   2.825   

CMD01 x ALLCE ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000 CMD01  1.000 CMD01  
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CMD01 x AVESA ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.240 1.286 1.240 1.516 

CMD01 x AVESA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.452   1.562   

CMD01 x BOBGR ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.469   1.469   

CMD01 x BOBGR ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.147   1.381   

CMD01 x CAPBP ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.768   0.768   

CMD01 x CAPBP ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.804   0.917   

CMD01 x ELYCA ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.152   0.152   

CMD01 x ELYCA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.831   7.519   

CMD01 x FAGES ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 5.751   5.751   

CMD01 x FAGES ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.493   0.784   

CMD01 x HELAN ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.135   1.135   

CMD01 x HELAN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.808   0.912   

CMD01 x HYPPE ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.603   0.603   

CMD01 x HYPPE ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.993   9.392   

CMD01 x IUNTE ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.853   1.853   

CMD01 x IUNTE ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.930   3.034   

CMD01 x LACSA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

CMD01 x LYPES ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.139   1.139   

CMD01 x LYPES ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.448   0.744   

CMD01 x MEUOF ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 4.593   4.593   

CMD01 x MEUOF ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.146   1.331   

CMD01 x PHTAM ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 30.474   30.474   

CMD01 x PHTAM ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.236   1.384   

CMD01 x SOLDU ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.314   

CMD01 x SOLDU ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.431   0.805   

CMD01 x STEME ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.107 CMD05  0.700 CMD05  

CMD05 x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.188 0.188 0.581 0.581 

GW01 x ELYHX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 2.557 GW01 x 2.557 GW01 x 

GW01 x ELYHX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.447 0.749 1.447 0.842 

GW01 x ELYHX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.919   0.919   

GW01 x ELYRX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.056   0.056   

GW01 x ELYRX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.424   0.424   

GW01 x GLXMA ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.833   1.659   

GW01 x GLXMA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.411   0.744   

GW01 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.694   2.393   

GW01 x GOSHI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.156   0.744   

GW01 x GOSHI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.247   0.655   

GW01 x GOSHI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.226   1.310   

GW01 x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 17.167   5.471   

GW01 x SOLAD ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.129 GW03 x 0.129 GW03 x 

GW03 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 4.583 4.583 1.210 1.210 

GW04 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.727 GW04 x 1.130 GW04 x 

GW04 x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 5.524 3.088 1.878 1.456 

GW05 x BRAXX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000 GW05 x 1.000 GW05 x 
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GW05 x BRAXX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000 1.346 1.000 1.516 

GW05 x BUPRO ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 17.002   17.190   

GW05 x BUPRO ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.242   0.248   

GW05 x BUPRO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x CPSAA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 20.000   0.668   

GW05 x CUMSA ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.020   0.088   

GW05 x CUMSA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.229   0.452   

GW05 x CUMSA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.275   0.753   

GW05 x GALAP ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.069   0.020   

GW05 x GALAP ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x GALAP ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x GLXMA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x HELAN ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.818   1.818   

GW05 x HELAN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.636   3.636   

GW05 x LENCU ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.008   0.450   

GW05 x LENCU ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.039   0.763   

GW05 x LENCU ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x NEAPA ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 17.577   3.187   

GW05 x NEAPA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 2.316   1.436   

GW05 x NEAPA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.959   4.335   

GW05 x PAPAR ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 17.029   15.610   

GW05 x PAPAR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 14.036   12.215   

GW05 x PAPAR ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 16.312   9.565   

GW05 x PAPRH ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 17.696   20.953   

GW05 x PAPRH ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.806   2.806   

GW05 x PIBSX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.500   0.944   

GW05 x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x PIBSX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x POLCC ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x POLCC ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

GW05 x RASRL ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 10.754   11.271   

GW05 x RASRL ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.190   5.418   

GW05 x SCABR ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.892   2.109   

GW05 x SCABR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.750   1.921   

GW05 x SCABR ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 4.934   3.317   

GW05 x VITVI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000   2.070   

GW05 x VITVI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.426   1.240   

GW05 x VITVI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.700   1.046   

GW10 x GERMO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 15.552 GW10 x 15.552 GW10 x 

GW10 x GERRO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 32.000 25.342 22.627 18.462 

GW10 x MELNO ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 18.354   16.218   

GW10 x SILVU ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 45.150 GW12 x 20.355 GW12 x 

GW12 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 2.753 2.753 1.393 1.393 
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GW14 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000 GW14 x 1.000 GW14 x 

GW14 x GOSHI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.040 0.194 0.594 1.209 

GW14 x GOSHI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.070   1.029   

GW14 x GOSHI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.503   3.489   

GW15 x BRSRR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 40.000 GW15 x 3.420 GW15 x 

GW15 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.496 7.735 1.455 2.230 

GW16 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 4.823 GW16 x 1.217 GW16 x 

GW16 x PIBSX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000 2.196 1.000 1.103 

INS2 x LTHPR ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000 INS2 x 1.000 INS2 x 

INS2 x LTHPR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000 0.794 1.000 0.794 

INS2 x LTHPR ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

INS2 x RANAC ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

INS2 x RANAC ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

INS2 x RANAC ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

INS2 x RUMAC ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.250   0.250   

INS2 x RUMAC ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.250   0.250   

INS2 x RUMAC ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

INS2 x VICSE ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

INS2 x VICSE ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

INS2 x VICSE ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000 OTH09  1.000 OTH09  

OTH09 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 3.045 3.045 1.480 1.480 

OTH10 x CAUTI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000 OTH10  1.000 OTH10  

OTH10 x CAUTI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

OTH10 x CAUTI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH10 x PANDI ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH10 x PANDI ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH10 x PANDI ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH10 x ZEAMX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH10 x ZEAMX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH10 x ZEAMX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH11 x ALOMY ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.147 OTH11  0.147 OTH11  

OTH11 x ALOMY ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.229 0.501 0.229 0.501 

OTH11 x AVESA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH11 x AVESA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH11 x BRSNN ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH11 x BRSNN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH11 x CHEAL ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.268   0.268   

OTH11 x CHEAL ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.444   0.444   

OTH13mx x LTHPR ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000 OTH13m 1.000 OTH13m 

OTH13mx x LTHPR ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000 1.122 1.000 0.866 

OTH13mx x LTHPR ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 4.000   4.000   

OTH13mx x RANAC ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH13mx x RANAC ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   0.707   

OTH13mx x RANAC ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 4.000   2.000   
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OTH13mx x RUMAC ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000   0.354   

OTH13mx x RUMAC ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.250   0.250   

OTH13mx x RUMAC ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

OTH13mx x VICSE ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 1.000   0.707   

OTH13mx x VICSE ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   0.500   

OTH13mx x VICSE ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

PHI02 x BRAXX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000 PHI02  1.000 PHI02  

PHI02 x BRAXX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000 0.604 1.000 0.604 

PHI02 x ELYHX ER10∙VVo/ER10∙RPo 0.300   0.300   

PHI02 x ELYHX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.300   0.300   

PHI02 x ELYHX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.241   0.241   

PHI02 x ELYRX ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 0.400   0.400   

PHI02 x ELYRX ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 0.164   0.164   

PHI02 x GLXMA ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

PHI02 x GLXMA ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

PHI02 x HELAN ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

PHI02 x HELAN ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

PHI02 x POLCC ER25∙VVo/ER25∙RPo 1.000   1.000   

PHI02 x POLCC ER50∙VVo/ER50∙RPo 1.000   1.000   
 

 

 



11 Appendix 4 – List of quotients obtained by different methods (from individual SSCs – from 

distributions) 

Note that the colour codes here are different. Quotients of 1.0 are plotted as green, those >= 10 as red and those <= 0.1 as blue, and 

intermediates on a corresponding gradient scale in order to visualize the magnitude of difference in sensitivity between vegetative standard 

endpoints and reproductive endpoints, but also to mark those with a colour that indicates that there is no prominent difference between 

vegetative and reproductive endpoints (green).  

Table 44:  Comparing quotients from the paired approach with quotients obtained from comparison of distributions, by active substance-species 
combination. Quotients were generated by dividing the lowest resp. the geometric mean vegetative (‘VVx’) endpoint by the lowest 
resp. the geometric mean reproductive (‘RPo’) endpoint. Leftmost four columns are summaries from Tables 40 to 43.  

Substance 
code 

  
Individual quotients by substance-species 

combination 
Quotients from MLE distributions vegetative/reproductive (no differentiation 

between old and young vegetative)  

  
Overall quotients 

VVj/RPo  
Overall quotients 

VVo/RPo  
based on minima (std.) or  5%ile (MOSAIK) based on 50%iles (both) 

  
only 

numerics 
censored,  

f=2 
only 

numerics 
censored,  

f=2 
Effect 

Standard numerical 
approach 

MLE (MOSAIK) 
(incl. censored)  

Standard numerical 
approach 

MLE (MOSAIK) 
(incl. censored) 

  Min Geo Min Geo Min Geo Min Geo Level 
Nums 

only f=0 
cens. 

with f=1 
cens. 

corr f=2 
MOSAIK 
orig. val. 

MOSAIC 
bootstrp  

Nums 
only f=0 

cens. 
with f=1 

cens. 
corr f=2 

MOSAIK 
orig. val. 

MOSAIC 
bootstrp 

AASI02 

  

1.03 1.23 2.22 1.48 1.65 1.03 2.22 1.52 

ER10 19.5 19.5 11.5 3.867 4.000   1.841 1.856 3.052 2.755 2.719 

  ER25 3.091 3.091 3.091 2.449 2.474 
 

1.034 1.147 1.147 4.676 4.670 

  ER50 1.279 1.279 1.279 4.188 4.188   13.29 1.000 1.000 2.515 2.515 

AASI03 

  

1.47 1.31 1.45 2.11 0.96 1.10 0.89 1.04 

ER10 0.027 0.027 0.054 5.665 5.643   2.960 2.124 0.054 3.234 3.249 

  ER25 0.375 0.375 0.375 3.833 3.809 
 

3.138 2.045 0.375 2.320 2.323 

  ER50 1.373 1.373 1.373 2.468 2.426   3.557 1.710 1.373 1.772 1.771 

AASI04 

  

2.43 1.64 2.24 1.71 2.27 2.62 2.17 2.48 

ER10 10.0 10.0 5.0 6.55 6.13   2.503 0.775 0.775 0.992 1.012 

  ER25 0.460 0.460 0.460 1.818 1.659 
 

1.899 0.798 0.732 0.376 0.380 

  ER50 0.753 0.753 0.753 2.904 2.848   8.121 14.58 4.167 1.156 1.187 

AASI05 
  

0.72 0.84 0.84 0.96 2.43 2.95 1.55 2.20 
ER10 3.333 3.333 3.333 1.456 1.398   0.579 0.001 0.002 0.847 0.825 

  ER25   0.0000 0.0000 0.445 0.421 
 

  0.006 0.011 4.469 4.287 
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Substance 
code 

  
Individual quotients by substance-species 

combination 
Quotients from MLE distributions vegetative/reproductive (no differentiation 

between old and young vegetative)  

  
Overall quotients 

VVj/RPo  
Overall quotients 

VVo/RPo  
based on minima (std.) or  5%ile (MOSAIK) based on 50%iles (both) 

  
only 

numerics 
censored,  

f=2 
only 

numerics 
censored,  

f=2 
Effect 

Standard numerical 
approach 

MLE (MOSAIK) 
(incl. censored)  

Standard numerical 
approach 

MLE (MOSAIK) 
(incl. censored) 

  Min Geo Min Geo Min Geo Min Geo Level 
Nums 

only f=0 
cens. 

with f=1 
cens. 

corr f=2 
MOSAIK 
orig. val. 

MOSAIC 
bootstrp  

Nums 
only f=0 

cens. 
with f=1 

cens. 
corr f=2 

MOSAIK 
orig. val. 

MOSAIC 
bootstrp 

5 9 

  ER50 0.955 0.955 0.955 1.711 1.609   0.888 0.722 0.361 1.095 1.125 

AASI09           3.10 0.69 6.22 2.42 
 

  
 

      
 

1.463 
 

3.880     

AASI10           1.37 2.11 1.37 3.06               1.700   2.047     

AASI13   1.96 2.90 1.96 3.72 5.28 5.73 5.28 6.62 
 

  
 

      
 

3.621 
 

3.996     

AASI14 

  

22.72 25.95 22.72 49.60 182.2 132.2 182.2 190.4 

ER10 4.600 4.600 4.600 7.723 8.040   15.57 24.00 12.00 12.34 12.55 

  ER25 24.53 24.53 22.64 5.694 5.804 
 

24.40 19.52 19.52 28.95 28.76 

  ER50 2.211 2.211 2.211 6.416 6.730   28.71 65.71 65.71 63.29 63.31 

AASI15   0.46 0.41 0.35 0.57 0.46 3.34 0.46 5.92 
 

  
 

      
 

0.734 
 

0.859     

AASI16 

  

        0.57 0.38 0.32 0.41 

ER10 0.114 4.20 8.40 4.101 4.339   1.933 1.687 1.351 4.075 3.940 

  ER25 0.365 0.365 0.365 0.334 0.343 
 

0.544 0.650 0.358 4.962 4.949 

  ER50 0.132 0.637 0.319 0.119 0.120   1.086 0.813 0.407 0.115 0.092 

AASI17 

  

0.89 1.27 1.02 1.39 0.51 1.04 0.91 1.81 

ER10 5.0 5.0 2.500 0.412 0.412   1.143 1.143 1.143 1.189 1.190 

  ER25 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.925 0.929 
 

1.995 2.075 2.075 1.678 1.679 

  ER50 0.262 0.262 0.333 1.045 1.038   2.968 5.067 5.067 2.722 2.718 

AASI18               4.00 4.00 
 

  
 

      
 

  
 

4.0     

AASI19               4.00 4.00                   4.0     

AASI20       0.79 0.89         
 

  
 

      
 

  
 

0.839     

AASI21           0.24 0.49 0.21 0.65               0.343   0.369     

AASI22       3.74 1.16 0.89 1.45 2.17 1.06 ER10 1.341 1.341 1.341 0.261 0.231   0.112 1.000 1.000 4.778 5.983 
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Substance 
code 

  
Individual quotients by substance-species 

combination 
Quotients from MLE distributions vegetative/reproductive (no differentiation 

between old and young vegetative)  

  
Overall quotients 

VVj/RPo  
Overall quotients 

VVo/RPo  
based on minima (std.) or  5%ile (MOSAIK) based on 50%iles (both) 

  
only 

numerics 
censored,  

f=2 
only 

numerics 
censored,  

f=2 
Effect 

Standard numerical 
approach 

MLE (MOSAIK) 
(incl. censored)  

Standard numerical 
approach 

MLE (MOSAIK) 
(incl. censored) 

  Min Geo Min Geo Min Geo Min Geo Level 
Nums 

only f=0 
cens. 

with f=1 
cens. 

corr f=2 
MOSAIK 
orig. val. 

MOSAIC 
bootstrp  

Nums 
only f=0 

cens. 
with f=1 

cens. 
corr f=2 

MOSAIK 
orig. val. 

MOSAIC 
bootstrp 

  ER25 0.590 0.590 0.590 0.243 0.230 
 

0.209 1.000 1.000 3.342 4.666 

  ER50 0.150 1.000 0.502 0.556 0.573   0.150 1.000 1.000 155.6 178.6 

AASI23       6.40 1.36     6.40 1.36                   2.950     

ACI2 x   0.19 1.15 0.19 1.15 0.19 1.14 0.19 1.14 
 

  
 

      
 

0.466 
 

0.466     

CMD01  

  

0.75 1.21 0.69 1.04 1.30 1.61 1.29 1.52 

ER10 3.796 3.796 3.796 2.903 3.147   1.116 1.433 1.433 1.970 1.948 

  ER25 0.547 2.000 2.667 66.35 60.20 
 

2.081 2.429 2.429 2.206 2.205 

  ER50 1.107 0.895 0.447 1.311 1.290   1.908 1.567 1.567 1.609 1.610 

CMD05    9.50 3.21 9.50 1.79 0.19 0.88 0.19 0.58 
 

  
 

      
 

1.503 
 

1.170     

CMD06        0.04 0.04                           0.040     

GW01 x   

0.31 0.61 0.41 0.68 0.65 0.85 0.75 0.84 

ER10 0.287 0.287 0.287 0.652 0.618   1.185 0.963 0.731 2.022 2.029 

    ER25 0.043 0.043 0.043 0.257 0.250 
 

0.866 1.435 2.469 2.236 2.246 

    ER50 0.312 0.312 0.312 0.287 0.282   0.953 2.770 1.991 1.542 1.555 

GW03 x   1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28     4.58 1.21 
 

  
 

      
 

1.280 
 

1.736     

GW04 x 

  

1.37 1.39 1.43 1.24 3.09 1.06 3.09 1.46 

ER10 0.597 1.000 1.000 0.671 0.583   2.473 2.213 2.213 1.270 1.270 

  ER25 1.218 1.218 1.218 1.338 1.336 
 

0.857 8.163 16.33 37.18 36.01 

  ER50 1.502 1.502 1.502 1.819 1.876   1.484 7.143 4.286 35.58 33.05 

GW05 x 

  

2.95 2.59 2.69 2.27 1.88 2.08 1.35 1.52 

ER10 0.120 0.120 0.183 0.723 0.724   0.928 0.626 0.398 0.788 0.781 

  ER25 0.426 0.426 0.504 0.579 0.553 
 

1.282 0.750 0.701 0.285 0.292 

  ER50 5.071 5.071 5.071 4.055 3.996   2.307 1.223 1.020 1.216 1.225 

GW10 x   1.32 1.68 1.73 2.56 13.79 13.23 25.34 18.46 
 

  
 

      
 

4.485 
 

6.747     
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Substance 
code 

  
Individual quotients by substance-species 

combination 
Quotients from MLE distributions vegetative/reproductive (no differentiation 

between old and young vegetative)  

  
Overall quotients 

VVj/RPo  
Overall quotients 

VVo/RPo  
based on minima (std.) or  5%ile (MOSAIK) based on 50%iles (both) 

  
only 

numerics 
censored,  

f=2 
only 

numerics 
censored,  

f=2 
Effect 

Standard numerical 
approach 

MLE (MOSAIK) 
(incl. censored)  

Standard numerical 
approach 

MLE (MOSAIK) 
(incl. censored) 

  Min Geo Min Geo Min Geo Min Geo Level 
Nums 

only f=0 
cens. 

with f=1 
cens. 

corr f=2 
MOSAIK 
orig. val. 

MOSAIC 
bootstrp  

Nums 
only f=0 

cens. 
with f=1 

cens. 
corr f=2 

MOSAIK 
orig. val. 

MOSAIC 
bootstrp 

GW12 x           2.75 1.94 2.75 1.39               2.310   1.955     

GW14 x   0.10 0.22 0.10 0.22 0.11 1.11 0.19 1.21 
 

  
 

      
 

0.228 
 

0.267     

GW15 x           1.50 0.83 7.73 2.23               1.116   4.152     

GW16 x       1.00 1.00     2.20 1.10 
 

  
 

      
 

  
 

1.247     

INS2 x               0.79 0.79                   0.790     

OTH09            3.04 2.19 3.04 1.48 
 

  
 

      
 

2.580 
 

2.121     

OTH10        1.00 1.00     1.00 1.00                   1.000     

OTH11                0.50 0.50 
 

  
 

      
 

  
 

0.500     

OTH13m               1.12 0.87                   0.987     

PHI02  

  

0.26 0.88 0.53 2.41 0.27 0.27 0.60 0.60 

ER10 19.81 19.81 1.325 107.5 113.8   261.0 261.03 198.7 420.7 423.9 

  ER25 0.400 0.400 0.020 1.000 1.000 
 

10.64 7.955 3.977 1.000 1.000 

  ER50 0.110 0.382 0.223 0.117 0.120   0.638 23.41 9.247 1.831 1.836 

 

With the paired approach average difference in sensitivity between vegetative and reproductive were between 1.13 and 2.18, with only little 

scatter (unweighted geometric mean of the data displayed in Table 45 is 1.48) . Quotients based on the MLE estimates cover a wider range 

(from 0.333 to 9.493) but have a similar average (unweighted geometric mean is 2.04). 

The case of ACI illustrates the problem of datasets where there is only little overlap between substance-species-combinations tested for 

vegetative and for reproductive endpoints. There were a few SSC with matching ER50 endpoints in case of ACI, but not ER10 or ER25 (left 

data columns). If distributions are compared anyway (right data columns, here not differentiating further for any particular families or test types 

such as lab or field), then resulting quotients range from 0.020 to 1365, again with about as many quotients below one as above ‘1’. The 
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variability is again due to the fact that there may be low endpoints from potent substances and/or more sensitive species in one group and high 

endpoints from less potent substances and/or less sensitive species in the other group, which of course affects the outcome. More specifically, 

there was only one SSC possible based on numeric ER50  values, for ER10 and ER25 only quotients could be calculated when censored 

values were included. In contrast there was a considerable number of vegetative endpoints, indicating relatively low sensitivity of the plants, 

which resulted in a high vegetative 50th-percentile. The few reproductive endpoints were lower, but so were also the vegetative endpoints of 

those species for which reproductive endpoints were available. This explains why also quotients based on distributions were scattered around 1 

when based on 5th percentiles, but very high when based on  50th-percentiles (see Table 45) Anyway, considering the low number of SSCs as 

such , and of numeric endpoints in particular, the value of such assessment is very limited. It does however not indicate that in case of ACI 

reproductive endpoints are more sensitive than the corresponding vegetative endpoints, rather the opposite.  

Similarly PHI quotients deviate distinctly from ‘1’ due to vegetative data of species very insensitive to PHI02 (corn, ryegrass) but no 

corresponding reproductive endpoints. In particular very high ER10 values (> highest rate tested) are recorded; other species appeared to be 

three orders of magnitude more sensitive. These were also tested for reproductive endpoints, corn however was not. Pairwise comparison (by 

SSC) of PHI02 data resulted in less extreme quotients, many below and some above 1. 

Substances of the modes of action CMD and GW showed overall inconspicuous quotients, in particular when based on geometric mean 

vegetative and reproductive endpoints.  

Based on these different assessment approaches the data indicate considerable variance in particular for modes of actions with only little data, 

but allow to conclude that for now there seems to be only little evidence - if any - that reproductive endpoints are regularly lower than vegetative 

endpoints. See also general discussion of the extreme cases. 
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Table 45:  Quotients by Mode of Action, comparing the paired approach with the assessment of distributions. Quotients were generated by 
dividing the lowest resp. the geometric mean vegetative (‘VVx’) endpoint by the lowest resp. the geometric mean reproductive (‘RPo’) 
endpoint. Leftmost eight columns are summaries from Tables 40 to 43.  

    
Individual quotients by SSC 

Quotients from MLE distributions vegetative/reproductive  
(here no differentiation between old and young vegetative)  

  
 

Overall quotients 
VVj/RPo  

Overall quotients 
VVo/RPo  

based on minima (std.) or  5%ile (MOSAIK) based on 50%iles (both) 

  
Effect 

only 
numerics 

censored,  
f=2 

only 
numerics 

censored,  
f=2 

Effect 
Standard numerical 

approach 
MLE (MOSAIK) 
(incl. censored)  

Standard numerical 
approach 

MLE (MOSAIK) 
(incl. censored) 

  
Level Min Geo Min Geo Min Geo Min Geo Level 

Nums 
only f=0 

cens. 
with f=1 

cens. 
corr f=2 

MOSAIK 
orig. val. 

MOSAIC 
bootstrp  

Nums 
only f=0 

cens. 
with f=1 

cens. 
corr f=2 

MOSAIK 
orig. val. 

MOSAIC 
bootstrp 

AASI 

ER10 1.29 1.23 1.53 1.19 0.84 1.16 1.13 1.35 ER10 5.000 5.000 2.500 1.753 1.747   5.098 1.880 1.525 6.738 6.724 

ER25 1.41 1.38 2.18 2.14 1.59 2.08 1.46 1.80 ER25 2.345 2.345 1.348 1.849 1.856 
 

22.20 10.00 14.82 2.024 2.028 

ER50 1.27 1.49 1.43 1.64 1.82 1.87 1.52 1.55 ER50 0.414 0.414 0.333 6.775 6.761   15.33 2.249 1.382 3.899 3.894 

ACI 

ER10                 ER10 276.8 93.50 93.50 0.028 0.020   254.1 682.7 1365 0.264 0.265 

ER25                 ER25 0.281 0.420 0.840 9.152 7.067 
 

15.38 245.2 274.6 1202 1201 

ER50 0.19 1.15 0.19 1.15 0.19 1.14 0.19 1.14 ER50 0.146 0.146 0.146 0.398 0.362   3.093 137.9 193.1 103.2 105.2 

CMD 

ER10 1.00 1.00 0.11 0.11 1.58 1.62 1.58 1.62 ER10 3.796 3.796 3.796 3.199 3.420   1.078 1.139 1.139 1.697 1.688 

ER25 9.50 3.21 9.50 1.79 0.19 0.88 0.19 0.58 ER25 0.188 0.210 0.421 9.001 7.633 
 

2.081 1.087 1.087 0.886 0.881 

ER50 0.74 1.23 0.61 0.91 1.10 1.61 1.09 1.44 ER50 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.827 0.817   1.870 1.447 1.447 1.709 1.700 

GW 

ER10 1.81 1.53 1.85 1.39 1.40 2.13 0.92 1.61 ER10 0.287 0.287 0.287 0.408 0.408   0.860 0.945 0.945 1.200 1.198 

ER25 0.34 0.72 0.57 0.81 0.69 0.92 0.92 1.01 ER25 0.244 0.244 0.244 0.670 0.655 
 

2.274 1.174 0.961 1.200 1.198 

ER50 1.14 1.47 1.50 1.90 2.09 2.10 2.47 2.07 ER50 2.500 2.500 2.032 1.190 1.176   2.734 2.144 2.381 2.977 2.976 

PHI 

ER10         0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 ER10 19.81 19.813 19.813 63.3 67.2   10.4 57.0 33.7 296.0 292.6 

ER25 0.35 1.53 0.62 3.33 0.35 0.35 0.70 0.70 ER25 0.400 0.400 0.400 6.251 9.646 
 

13.33 10.19 5.977 3.467 3.474 

ER50 0.20 0.50 0.43 1.57 0.20 0.20 0.58 0.58 ER50 0.082 0.284 0.142 1380 1534   2.543 28.409 19.43 2.194 4.134 
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Table 46:  Comparing quotients from the different variants of the paired approach, by plant family. (Distributions were not compared by plant 
families, but see Statistical Appendix). Quotients were generated by dividing the lowest resp. the geometric mean vegetative endpoint 
(‘VVj’ or ‘VVo’) by the lowest resp. the geometric mean reproductive (‘RPo’) endpoint. (same data as summarized in Tables 29 to 31).  

    Overall quotients VVj/RPo    Overall quotients VVo/RPo    Overall quotients VVo/VVj  

  Effect only numerics censored,  f=2  only numerics censored,  f=2  only numerics censored,  f=2 

  Level Min Geo Min Geo  Min Geo Min Geo  Min Geo Min Geo 

(all) 

ER10 1.43 1.31 1.45 1.14  1.08 1.42 1.08 1.30 

 

0.69 1.23 0.63 1.06 

ER25 0.84 1.16 1.41 1.66  1.20 1.60 1.11 1.28 1.11 0.98 0.94 0.79 

ER50 0.88 1.30 1.08 1.47  1.45 1.71 1.44 1.49 1.50 1.23 1.94 1.32 

Amaranthaceae 

ER10                  

 

2.22 1.41 2.22 1.41 

ER25                  2.52 1.61 2.52 1.61 

ER50                  1.53 1.50 1.53 1.22 

Amaryllidaceae 

ER10                  

 

        

ER25                  2.46 0.89 13.63 1.11 

ER50     0.20 0.34      1.00 1.00     3.62 1.31 

Apiaceae 

ER10 4.27 2.37 4.27 2.37  7.35 6.15 7.35 6.15 

 

1.30 1.84 1.30 1.84 

ER25          2.85 3.44 1.54 1.78         

ER50 2.93 2.15 2.93 1.17  6.44 5.54 4.51 2.38 3.30 2.83 2.82 2.71 

Asclepiadaceae 

ER10                  

 

        

ER25                          

ER50                  2.61 2.33 1.61 2.12 

Asteraceae 

ER10 0.85 0.85 0.90 0.90  0.65 0.77 0.97 0.86 

 

    1.38 1.07 

ER25     2.63 2.63  1.20 1.02 1.05 0.97 67.39 60.13 4.53 2.35 

ER50 0.47 0.61 1.18 1.56  1.40 1.61 1.33 1.39 2.54 1.78 3.90 2.05 

Brassicaceae 

ER10 2.56 1.99 2.78 2.04  1.66 1.81 2.09 2.14 

 

1.16 1.23 1.16 1.23 

ER25 0.23 0.70 0.23 0.70  2.17 1.67 2.80 2.00 8.06 3.29 8.06 3.29 

ER50 0.97 1.11 0.78 0.96  1.25 1.71 1.08 1.41 1.65 1.49 4.48 2.82 

Campanulaceae ER10 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12                   
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    Overall quotients VVj/RPo    Overall quotients VVo/RPo    Overall quotients VVo/VVj  

  Effect only numerics censored,  f=2  only numerics censored,  f=2  only numerics censored,  f=2 

  Level Min Geo Min Geo  Min Geo Min Geo  Min Geo Min Geo 

ER25                  3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82 

ER50 0.18 0.35 0.18 0.35  0.80 1.61 0.80 1.61 4.52 4.56 4.52 4.56 

Capparaceae 

ER10                  

 

        

ER25                          

ER50                    1.07 1.28 1.07 

Caryophyllaceae 

ER10 1.84 2.20 1.84 2.20          

 

        

ER25                          

ER50 2.01 2.68 2.80 2.93  4.79 4.80 10.15 6.66 2.38 1.73 3.62 2.27 

Chenopodiaceae 

ER10 4.67 4.67 4.67 4.67          

 

        

ER25     0.23 0.26  0.19 0.19 0.21 0.17 0.80 0.71 0.80 0.71 

ER50 3.03 3.03 2.90 2.96  3.59 3.59 0.48 0.50 1.09 1.00 1.00 0.96 

Cucurbitaceae 

ER10 1.58 1.31 7.82 1.77  0.00 0.07 0.02 0.09 

 

0.00 0.05 0.00 0.05 

ER25 97.83 41.61 97.83 8.90  1.23 1.48 1.23 0.45 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.05 

ER50 7.81 7.81 7.81 7.81  0.27 0.27 0.27 0.75 0.21 0.18 0.21 0.30 

Campanulaceae 

ER10 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12          

 

        

ER25                  3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82 

ER50 0.18 0.35 0.18 0.35  0.80 1.61 0.80 1.61 4.52 4.56 4.52 4.56 

Euphorbiaceae 

ER10                  

 

    1.00 1.00 

ER25                  1.12 0.77 1.00 0.82 

ER50                  0.28 0.22 1.00 0.33 

Fabaceae 

ER10 1.96 1.95 2.87 1.60  2.03 2.88 1.38 1.44 

 

0.60 1.01 0.37 0.77 

ER25 3.10 2.40 2.95 2.58  1.96 4.03 1.90 2.43 0.77 1.76 0.76 0.95 

ER50 2.78 3.69 2.52 3.10  2.07 1.77 1.78 1.30 1.06 0.86 0.99 0.44 

Geraniaceae ER10 0.99 0.68 0.99 0.68  0.39 0.86 0.39 0.86  0.18 0.88 0.18 0.88 
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    Overall quotients VVj/RPo    Overall quotients VVo/RPo    Overall quotients VVo/VVj  

  Effect only numerics censored,  f=2  only numerics censored,  f=2  only numerics censored,  f=2 

  Level Min Geo Min Geo  Min Geo Min Geo  Min Geo Min Geo 

ER25          0.72 2.37 0.72 2.37         

ER50 1.13 1.24 1.13 2.53  6.27 5.34 12.58 12.31 4.57 2.49 11.09 4.87 

Hypericaceae 

ER10          0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 

 

        

ER25                          

ER50 1.00 2.98 1.00 2.98  1.99 9.39 1.99 9.39 1.99 3.15 1.99 3.15 

Juncaceae 

ER10          1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 

 

        

ER25                          

ER50 1.00 2.57 1.00 2.57  2.93 3.03 2.93 3.03 2.93 1.18 2.93 1.18 

Lamiaceae 

ER10 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41          

 

        

ER25                  1.65 0.72 0.55 0.38 

ER50 0.73 0.92 0.73 0.92  2.86 2.86 2.86 3.92 1.08 2.27 1.08 2.66 

Malvaceae 

ER10 0.05 0.08 0.05 0.08  0.08 0.67 0.08 0.67 

 

1.50 8.13 1.50 8.13 

ER25 0.08 0.16 0.08 0.12  0.13 1.05 0.13 0.82 1.55 6.71 1.55 6.71 

ER50 0.14 0.37 0.14 0.28  0.79 1.88 0.79 2.14 5.45 5.12 5.45 7.55 

Onagraceae 

ER10                  

 

        

ER25                  1.46 0.40 1.46 0.20 

ER50                          

Papaveraceae 

ER10 5.98 4.08 5.98 4.08  7.78 7.05 7.78 7.05 

 

1.30 1.73 1.30 1.73 

ER25     79.37 79.37  3.06 3.55 3.06 3.55     0.04 0.05 

ER50 3.01 2.20 3.01 3.27  2.75 2.75 4.31 3.78 1.39 1.70 1.65 1.27 

Phytolaccaceae 

ER10          30.47 30.47 30.47 30.47 

 

        

ER25                          

ER50 1.00 1.39 1.00 1.39  1.24 1.38 1.24 1.38 1.24 1.00 1.24 1.00 

Poaceae ER10 0.32 0.43 0.60 0.59  0.72 0.75 0.71 0.79      1.00 1.00 
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    Overall quotients VVj/RPo    Overall quotients VVo/RPo    Overall quotients VVo/VVj  

  Effect only numerics censored,  f=2  only numerics censored,  f=2  only numerics censored,  f=2 

  Level Min Geo Min Geo  Min Geo Min Geo  Min Geo Min Geo 

ER25 0.27 0.76 0.47 1.06  0.41 0.41 0.42 0.40 1.57 0.52 1.47 0.47 

ER50 0.44 0.87 0.56 0.96  0.52 0.84 0.58 0.75 1.34 1.00 1.34 0.91 

Polygonaceae 

ER10 0.16 0.37 0.16 0.37  5.10 3.59 1.10 0.97 

 

        

ER25 0.07 0.25 0.07 0.25  1.96 1.86 0.70 0.74         

ER50 0.46 0.67 0.51 0.72  1.42 0.69 1.12 0.98 2.39 2.48 1.98 2.29 

Primulaceae 

ER10 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00  1.21 1.71 1.21 1.71 

 

        

ER25          1.16 1.61 1.16 1.61         

ER50     10.03 10.03  1.90 2.78 1.90 3.46     0.42 0.65 

Ranunculaceae 

ER10              1.00 1.00 

 

        

ER25              1.00 0.84         

ER50              2.83 2.38         

Rosaceae 

ER10                  

 

        

ER25     359.1 6.65  0.77 0.55 2.62 1.26     0.01 0.19 

ER50     194.5 1.74  4.17 1.99 4.17 1.05 10.53 5.85 0.48 1.88 

Rubiaceae 

ER10 0.45 0.28 0.45 0.15  0.51 0.49 0.51 0.32 

 

0.80 1.18 0.80 1.18 

ER25     5.98 5.98    0.74 0.58 1.05     0.08 0.17 

ER50     2.67 2.67  0.64 1.49 0.86 1.14     0.38 0.38 

Scrophulariaceae 

ER10          0.05 0.27 0.67 0.86 

 

        

ER25          2.33 0.86 2.33 1.36         

ER50          0.47 0.80 0.47 1.23         

Solanaceae 

ER10 6.24 3.85 8.83 5.26  1.22 1.23 1.04 1.16 

 

0.20 0.33 0.11 0.22 

ER25 1.11 1.06 1.11 1.33  1.52 2.06 1.52 2.31 0.18 0.51 0.18 0.38 

ER50 0.55 1.03 0.78 1.01  0.87 0.87 1.91 0.89 0.79 0.57 0.79 0.72 

Verbenaceae ER10                           
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    Overall quotients VVj/RPo    Overall quotients VVo/RPo    Overall quotients VVo/VVj  

  Effect only numerics censored,  f=2  only numerics censored,  f=2  only numerics censored,  f=2 

  Level Min Geo Min Geo  Min Geo Min Geo  Min Geo Min Geo 

ER25                  0.25 0.34 0.25 0.34 

ER50                  0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 

Violaceae 

ER10                  

 

        

ER25                          

ER50              0.50 0.84         

Vitaceae 

ER10          0.56 0.92 0.34 0.89 

 

        

ER25          0.73 1.43 0.36 0.97         

ER50          0.70 0.97 0.50 0.92         

 

 



12 Appendix 5 – EFSA’s data and resulting quotients (again paired approach) 

Reference Substance Species 
Endpoints measured Vegetative Reproductive 

Quotient 
ER50/ER10 

Quotient  
Veg/Rep 

EFSA’s Q 
ER50∙VVj / 
ER10∙RPo Vegetative  Reproductive  ER50 ER10 ER50 ER10 Veg Rep ER50∙ ER10 

Carpenter et al., 2013 Chlorimuron ethyl Capsella bursa-pastoris Above ground dry biomass Number of pods 1.53 0.33 0.66 0.22 4.64 3.00 2.32 1.50 6.95 

Carpenter et al., 2013 Chlorimuron ethyl Centaurea cyanus Above ground dry biomass Number of flower heads 6.95 0.44 
 

0.65 15.8 
  

0.677 10.7 

Carpenter et al., 2013 Chlorimuron ethyl Chenopodium album Above ground dry biomass Number of seeds 
 

0.84 6.65 0.18 
 

36.9 
 

4.67 
 

Carpenter et al., 2013 Chlorimuron ethyl Helianthus strumosus Above ground dry biomass 
Number of seedhead 
florets 

1.85 0.61 2.49 0.57 3.03 4.37 0.743 1.07 3.25 

Carpenter et al., 2013 Chlorimuron ethyl Lobelia inflata Above ground dry biomass Number of fruits 0.66 0.1 3.74 0.86 6.60 4.35 0.176 0.116 0.767 

Carpenter et al., 2013 Chlorimuron ethyl Anagallis arvensis Above ground dry biomass Number of fruits 
 

0.54 1.92 0.03 
 

64.0 
 

18.0 
 

Carpenter et al., 2013 Chlorimuron ethyl Glyceria striata Above ground dry biomass Tiller count 0.63 0.11 1.54 0.89 5.73 1.73 0.409 0.124 0.707 

Carpenter et al., 2013 Chlorimuron ethyl Lycopus americana Above ground dry biomass Floral nodes 2.61 0.29 3.59 0.71 9.00 5.06 0.727 0.408 3.68 

Carpenter et al., 2013 Chlorimuron ethyl Polygonum pensylvanicum Above ground dry biomass Number of seeds 1.67 0.2 3.36 0.48 8.35 7.00 0.497 0.417 3.48 

Carpenter and Boutin., 2010 Glufosinate ammonium Avena sativa Above ground dry biomass Seed production 216.77 39.55 149.31 31.89 5.48 4.68 1.45 1.24 6. 80 

Carpenter and Boutin., 2010 Glufosinate ammonium Fagopyrum esculentum Above ground dry biomass Seed production 56.02 11.56 113.6 2.01 4.85 56.5 0.493 5.75 27.9 

Carpenter and Boutin., 2010 Glufosinate ammonium Helianthus annuus Above ground dry biomass Seedhead mass 117.3 72.96 145.25 64.3 1.61 2.26 0.808 1.13 1.82 

Carpenter and Boutin., 2010 Glufosinate ammonium Solanum lycopersicum Above ground dry biomass Fresh fruit weight 65.37 17.16 145.89 15.07 3.81 9.68 0.448 1.14 4.34 

Carpenter and Boutin., 2010 Glufosinate ammonium Bouteloua gracilis Above ground dry Tiller count 115.95 15.67 101.09 10.67 7.40 9.47 1.15 1.47 10. 9 

Carpenter and Boutin., 2010 Glufosinate ammonium Elymus canadensis Above ground dry biomass Seed production 165.04 4.29 43.08 28.16 38.5 1.53 3.83 0.152 5.86 

Carpenter and Boutin., 2010 Glufosinate ammonium Juncus dudleyi Above ground dry biomass Number of fruits 154.31 53.58 49.11 28.92 2.88 1.70 3.14 1.85 5.34 

Carpenter and Boutin., 2010 Glufosinate ammonium Capsella bursa-pastoris Above ground dry biomass Number of pods 33.37 8.05 41.49 10.48 4.15 3.96 0.804 0.768 3.18 

Carpenter and Boutin., 2010 Glufosinate ammonium Hypericum perforatum Above ground dry biomass Apical meristem 81.68 16.82 40.99 27.88 4.86 1.47 1.99 0.603 2.93 

Carpenter and Boutin., 2010 Glufosinate ammonium Melilotus officinalis Above ground dry biomass Seed production 36.08 5.19 31.49 1.13 6.95 27.9 1.15 4.59 31.9 

Carpenter and Boutin., 2010 Glufosinate ammonium Phytolacca americana Above ground dry biomass Number of fruits 97.17 53.33 62.74 1.75 1.82 35.9 1.55 30.5 55.5 

Carpenter and Boutin., 2010 Glufosinate ammonium Solanum dulcamara Above ground dry biomass Meristem 40.68 25.93 94.28 15.01 1.57 6.28 0.431 1.73 2.71 

Strandberg et al., 2012 Mecoprop Silene noctiflora Fresh weight Number of seeds 69 7.3 38.1 8.1 9.45 4.70 1.81 0.901 8.52 

Strandberg et al., 2012 Mecoprop Silene vulgaris Fresh weight Number of seeds 154 13.5 
  

11.4 
    

Strandberg et al., 2012 Mecoprop Geranium molle Fresh weight Number of seeds 137.1 41.9 
 

37.5 3.27 
  

1.12 3.66 

Strandberg et al., 2012 Mecoprop Geranium robertianum Fresh weight Number of seeds 54.6 0.7 
  

78.0 
    

Strandberg et al., 2012 Glyphosate Silene noctiflora Fresh weight Number of seeds 74.4 25.4 87.2 39.2 2.93 2.22 0.853 0.648 1.90 

Strandberg et al., 2012 Glyphosate Silene vulgaris Fresh weight Number of seeds 70.8 21.3 37.6 17.5 3.32 2.15 1.88 1.22 4.05 
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Reference Substance Species 
Endpoints measured Vegetative Reproductive 

Quotient 
ER50/ER10 

Quotient  
Veg/Rep 

EFSA’s Q 
ER50∙VVj / 
ER10∙RPo Vegetative  Reproductive  ER50 ER10 ER50 ER10 Veg Rep ER50∙ ER10 

Strandberg et al., 2012 Glyphosate Geranium molle Fresh weight Number of seeds 22.9 5.1 
  

4.49 
    

Strandberg et al., 2012 Glyphosate Geranium robertianum Fresh weight Number of seeds 108.2 19.6 
 

45 5.52 
  

0.436 2.40 

Mathiassen unpublished Glyphosate Echinochloa crus-galli Fresh weight Number of seeds 86.3 60.7 175 22.5 1.42 7.78 0.493 2.70 3.85 

Mathiassen unpublished Glyphosate Echinochloa crus-galli Fresh weight Number of seeds 44.4 16.4 46.6 20 2.71 2.33 0.953 0.820 2.22 

Strandberg et al., 2012 Metsulfuron methyl Silene noctiflora Fresh weight Number of seeds 0.6 0.1 0.34 0.12 6.00 2.83 1.76 0.833 5.00 

Strandberg et al., 2012 Metsulfuron methyl Silene vulgaris Fresh weight Number of seeds 
  

1 0.42  2.38 
   

Strandberg et al., 2012 Metsulfuron methyl Geranium molle Fresh weight Number of seeds 0.7 0.01 
  

70.0 
    

Strandberg et al., 2012 Metsulfuron methyl Geranium robertianum Fresh weight Number of seeds 0.33 0.05 0.25 0.125 6.60 2.00 1.32 0.400 2.64 

Rotchés-Ribalta et al., 2012 Tribenuron Rapistrum rugosum Above ground dry biomass Seed production 0.51 0.08 0.84 0.1 6.38 8.40 0.607 0.800 5.10 

Rotchés-Ribalta et al., 2012 Tribenuron Galium aparine (spurium) Above ground dry biomass Seed production 
 

5.93 
 

0.32  
  

18.5 
 

Rotchés-Ribalta et al., 2012 Tribenuron Papaver rhoeas Above ground dry biomass Seed production 0.93 0.1 0.17 0.03 9.30 5.67 5.47 3.33 31.0 

Rotchés-Ribalta et al., 2012 Tribenuron Papaver argemone Above ground dry biomass Seed production 0.18 0.03 0.25 0.05 6.00 5.00 0.720 0.600 3.60 

Rotchés-Ribalta et al., 2012 Tribenuron Scandix pecten-veneris Above ground dry biomass Seed production 4.636 0.256 1.5 0.641 18.1 2.34 3.09 0.399 7.23 

Rotchés-Ribalta et al., 2012 Tribenuron Buplureum rotundifolium Above ground dry biomass Seed production 1.188 0.189 0.383 0.048 6.29 7.98 3.10 3.94 24.8 

Rotchés-Ribalta et al., 2012 2,4-D Rapistrum rugosum Above ground dry biomass Seed production 189.11 44.81 84.17 3.38 4.22 24.9 2.25 13.3 56.0 

Rotchés-Ribalta et al., 2012 2,4-D Neslia paniculata Above ground dry biomass Seed production 204.12 50.29 109.51 18.57 4.06 5.90 1.86 2.71 11.0 

Rotchés-Ribalta et al., 2012 2,4-D Galium aparine (spurium) Above ground dry biomass Seed production 
 

1 
 

92.24 
   

0.0108 
 

Rotchés-Ribalta et al., 2012 2,4-D Spergula arvensis Above ground dry biomass Seed production 
 

516.49 
 

14.6 
   

35.4 
 

Rotchés-Ribalta et al., 2012 2,4-D Papaver rhoeas Above ground dry biomass Seed production 
 

18.99 402 1.38 
 

291 
 

13.8 
 

Rotchés-Ribalta et al., 2012 2,4-D Papaver argemone Above ground dry biomass Seed production 480.95 53.45 69.15 1.15 9.00 60.1 6.96 46.5 418 

Rotchés-Ribalta et al., 2012 2,4-D Scandix pecten-veneris Above ground dry biomass Seed production 206.49 86.1 79.04 27.79 2.40 2.84 2.61 3.10 7.43 

Olszyk et al., 2009 Primisulfuron Pisum sativum Height Pea dry weight 3.406 0.012 0.24 0.057 284 4.21 14.2 0.211 59.7 

Olszyk et al., 2009 Primisulfuron Pisum sativum Height Pea dry weight 2.899 0.161 0.233 0.108 18.0 2.16 12.4 1.49 26.8 

Olszyk et al., 2009 Sulfometuron Pisum sativum Height Pea dry weight 2.148 0.074 0.038 0.005 29.0 7.60 56.5 14.8 429 

Olszyk et al., 2009 Sulfometuron Pisum sativum Height Pea dry weight 1.655 0.023 0.064 0.009 72.0 7.11 25.9 2.56 183 

Olszyk et al., 2009 Glyphosate Pisum sativum Height Pea dry weight 
 

0.346 27.087 10.612 
 

2.55 
 

0.0326 
 

Olszyk et al., 2009 Glyphosate Pisum sativum Height Pea dry weight 
 

27.708 24.757 8.972 
 

2.76 
 

3.09 
 

Overall            Geometric means:  . 7.20 6.06 1.67 1.43 8.35 
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13 Appendix 6 – Statistical analysis of distributions by John W 

Green, DuPont  

Introducing remark 

The statistical analysis of distributions included in this appendix was performed with the 

endpoints available in the database, not weighing them in any way. Experiments presenting 

endpoints for a variety of different measured parameters gain thus a higher weight than 

experiments with just one reported endpoint (though the latter might have been the most 

sensitive one), and also substance-species-combination with several independent 

experiments obtain a larger weight than substance-species-combinations with e.g. just one 

reproductive experiment.  

In the main analysis the former had been down-weighted, as only one overall endpoint had 

been calculated per experiment (i.e. either the lowest or the geometric mean of all) and of 

these one overall endpoint per SSC was generated (again either the lowest or the geometric 

mean of all). The main analysis is thus in line with the approach when generating species-

sensitivity distributions (where each species obtains the same weight no matter how often it 

was tested), whereas the approach in this statistical Appendix attributes the same weight to 

each endpoint. Hence SCCs with more endpoints gain a higher weight compared to SCCs 

with fewer endpoints.  

Furthermore, in the paired approach performed in the main document only those SSCs are 

considered for with both vegetative and reproductive endpoints of a given effect level exist, 

Vegetative data without matching reproductive counterpart do not contribute to the paired 

assessment. In contrast, in the assessment below such unpaired vegetative data do 

contribute to the overall distributions of vegetative endpoints. Any bias in form of more 

insensitive species tested on vegetative than on reproductive endpoints, or only MoA with 

high potency tested for reproductive but all MoA for vegetative endpoints, might affect the 

assessment. These aspects should help to put all these results in context. 
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April 17, 2016, finalized Aug 2016  
The Relative sensitivity of Reproductive and Vegetative Stages of Non-Target Terrestrial Plants 

 
John W. Green 

 
This report is a revision of the report issued February 23, 2016. The need for a revision is that errors 
in the database on which the earlier report was based have been corrected.  
 
The central question of interest is whether adding reproduction endpoints would provide a better 
understanding of possible detrimental effects of crop protection chemicals than can be gained from 
the combination of testing seedling emergence and vegetative vigor studies (i.e. vegetative 
endpoints of juvenile plants) as currently done. Given that purpose, no distinction was made 
between seedling emergence (SE) and vegetative vigor (VV) studies or between monocots and 
dicots. Ignoring the distinction between VV and SE studies is justified on the grounds that both are 
done, so a sensitive result from either type of study would drive the risk assessment. Similarly, both 
dicots and monocots are currently tested, so again, a sensitive result from either type of plant would 
drive the risk assessment. Vegetative endpoints of mature plants were not evaluated in depth (see 
further down), as vegetative endpoints of juvenile plants are those regularly available in the 
standard risk assessment. Considering their similarity (see main report), also merging all vegetative 
endpoints (juvenile and mature plants) would have been possible, but would have added another 
level of uncertainty and variability. There was also no distinction made between the specific 
endpoint because for the current testing scheme, shoot height, survival, and biomass are all tested. 
Furthermore, there were very many reproductive endpoints reported, with relatively little data on 
most of them, so keeping endpoints separate would base conclusions on very small amounts of 
information, greatly increasing the chance of misinterpretation. The lower extremes of reproductive 
values will thereby be retained. 
 
The overall conclusion is that these data do not support a hypothesis that the reproductive 
endpoints are more sensitive than the vegetative endpoints currently covered by OECD test 
guidelines. The remainder of this report provides the basis for this conclusion. 
 
As with the comparison of wild and crop species reported in two reports dated February 1 and 21, 
there were numerous censored values among the ERx estimates provided, x=10, 25, or 50. Ignoring 
these censored values would mean ignoring much relevant data. Fortunately, as with the earlier 
analysis, there is a mathematically sound way to incorporate censored values in the analysis. There is 
no need to repeat the mathematical description of the maximum likelihood method for 
incorporating censored values to estimate the parameters of the distribution used to characterize 
the data. It will be relevant to describe the groupings of the data to which these methods were 
applied. For this purpose, a grouping of the data consists of identifying the family to which the plant 
species belongs, the mode of action by which the chemical tested affects the plant, whether the test 
was done in the lab or the field, and whether the plant species was cultivated (crop) or wild, and 
finally, the stage of the plant, by which is meant whether the test was performed on young plants 
(identified as VVj), old or mature plants with other than reproductive endpoints (identified as VVo), 
or on a reproductive endpoint (identified as RPo), of necessity done on a mature plant. In order to 
make a valid comparison between young plant endpoints (VVj) and reproductive endpoints (RPo), it 
is necessary to restrict analysis to such groupings as described above in which both VVj and RPo 
endpoints were measured. Distributions were fit to non-reproductive endpoints measured on 
mature plants, but these were not evaluated in depth. To avoid exaggerating the variability of the 
data, normal distributions were fit to Ln(1+ERx), x=10, 25, 50, where Ln denotes the natural 
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logarithm. This eliminates negative numbers as logarithms and avoids getting very large absolute 
values from taking the logarithm of a very small positive number. 
 
There are 83 combinations of family, mode of action, lab/field, and crop/wild where there are both 
reproductive and young plant vegetative observations and ER50 values for both. Of these, 53 
combinations have 2 or more reproductive and 2 or more vegetative results and it is possible to 
compare distributions for 37. Two or more observations are needed to produce maximum likelihood 
estimates (MLEs) of the mean and standard deviations of a combination or group with censored 
data. For each combination, an ML estimates is needed for each stage. The age or stage VVo 
(vegetative endpoints from mature plants) is not critical, but VVj (standard tier 2 tests measuring 
vegetative endpoints on juvenile plants) and RPo (measuring reproductive endpoints on mature (old) 
plants) are essential. The idea is to compare, for each of x=10, 25, and 50, the distribution of ERx 
values from reproductive stage data to that for vegetative stage data within the same data grouping. 
It may also be of some interest to do the same across the database as a whole or across modes of 
action for the same family of plants or across all families of plants for the same mode of action. 
 
There are 33 combinations of family, mode of action, lab/field, and crop/wild where there are both 
reproduction and young plant observations and ER25 values for both. Of these, 32 combinations 
have 2 or more reproduction and 2 or more vegetative young plant results. 
 
There are 68 combinations of family, mode of action, lab/field, and crop/wild where there are both 
reproduction and vegetative young plant observations and ER10 values for both. Of these, 24 
combinations have 2 or more reproduction and 2 or more vegetative results. 
 
After obtaining the maximum likelihood estimates of the mean and standard deviation of the 
presumed lognormal distribution of ERx values (separately for each choice of x=10, 25, and 50), the 
next step was to replace the individual censored ERx values by adjusted values based on the 
distribution obtained from MLE methods. The same process was used as described for comparing 
wild and crop species in the earlier reports. Conceptually, a right-censored value was replaced by the 
90th percentile of the fitted distribution and a left-censored value was replaced by the 10th percentile 
of the distribution. Some modifications were made to this to assure that a right-censored value was 
not replaced by a value smaller than the maximum uncensored value and a left censored value was 
not replaced by a value larger than the smallest uncensored value. The methods used to ensure, for 
example, that a right-censored value was not replaced by a value smaller than the maximum 
uncensored value should have been described. 
The mean and standard deviations of these adjusted values were compared to the MLEs to assure 
that no distortion of the data occurred through this adjustment. Once that was done, the 
distribution of reproductive ERxs was compared to that for vegetative ERxs within the same 
grouping using the well-known Kolmogorov-Smirnov 2-sample test (e.g., Randles and Wolfe 1979).  
 
For ER50, 12 of the 37 groupings exhibited significantly different distributions for vegetative and 
reproductive values at the p=0.1 significance level. Those 12 combinations are listed in Table 1 and 
the distributions are displayed in Figures 1-7. Table 2 shows various percentiles of the two 
distributions for these 12 groupings to help clarify which distribution tends towards lower values. 
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Table 1. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER50 Values 
CL Family moa_code_ KSProb  CL Family moa_code_ KSProb 

CF Cucurbitaceae GW 0.012  CL Fabaceae AASI 0.000 

CF Fabaceae AASI 0.000  CL Poaceae AASI 0.046 

CF Fabaceae GW 0.000  WF Poaceae O 0.002 

CF Poaceae O 0.023  WL Asteraceae AASI 0.000 

CF Rosaceae AASI 0.000  WL Brassicaceae AASI 0.002 

CF Solanaceae AASI 0.060  WL Poaceae AASI 0.000 

CL Asteraceae AASI 0.000  WL Poaceae CMD 0.086 

CL Brassicaceae AASI 0.001      

CL=Crop/Wild + Lab/Field, so CF means Crop species tested in the Field 
KSProb=p-value for Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of same distribution of reproductive and vegetative 
ER50s 
All p-values less than 0.1 are shown. 
 

Table 2. Percentiles of the Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER50 Values 
Family label age min pct5 pct10 pct20 pct50 

Asteraceae CL_AASI RPo 0.046 0.046 0.114 0.114 2.973 

Asteraceae CL_AASI VVj 0.666 0.939 0.939 19.000 213 

Asteraceae WL_AASI RPo 0.000 0.000 0.120 0.120 0.150 

Asteraceae WL_AASI VVj 0.024 0.068 0.120 1.625 38.880 

Brassicaceae CL_AASI RPo 0.043 0.043 0.046 0.047 0.076 

Brassicaceae CL_AASI VVj 0.000 0.001 0.006 0.530 17.158 

Brassicaceae WL_AASI RPo 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.060 0.140 

Brassicaceae WL_AASI VVj 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.050 1.530 

Cucurbitaceae CF_GW RPo 138 138 138 138 138 

Cucurbitaceae CF_GW VVj 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Fabaceae CF_AASI RPo 0.019 0.404 0.580 1.510 647 

Fabaceae CF_AASI VVj 0.479 0.573 1.301 2.302 677 

Fabaceae CF_GW RPo 4.486 7.900 9.190 14.700 637 

Fabaceae CF_GW VVj 6.736 6.736 9.007 42.665 927 

Fabaceae CL_AASI RPo 0.038 0.064 0.078 0.083 0.120 

Fabaceae CL_AASI VVj 0.000 0.001 0.016 0.082 3.119 

Poaceae CF_O RPo 1686 1686 1686 1686 1686 

Poaceae CF_O VVj 1687 1687 1687 1687 1687 

Poaceae CL_AASI RPo 1550 1550 1550 1550 1550 

Poaceae CL_AASI VVj 0.006 0.018 0.128 2.300 254 

Poaceae WF_O RPo 1686 1686 1686 1686 1686 

Poaceae WF_O VVj 600 600 3420 3420 3420 

Poaceae WL_AASI RPo 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 15.909 

Poaceae WL_AASI VVj 0.214 0.214 0.214 0.214 112.680 

Poaceae WL_CMD RPo 43.080 43.080 43.080 43.080 43.080 

Poaceae WL_CMD VVj 28.100 43.080 56.800 65.900 116 

Rosaceae CF_AASI RPo 0.024 0.230 0.953 40.886 40.886 

Rosaceae CF_AASI VVj 0.780 4.105 4.105 4.105 4.105 

Solanaceae CF_AASI RPo 2.913 5.651 9.029 16.972 28.761 

Solanaceae CF_AASI VVj 2.376 2.376 2.376 2.376 2.376 

Pctx, x=5, 10, 20, 50 is the xth percentiles of the fitted distribution of ER50 values for the indicated 
grouping and stage. It should be noted that the percentiles of the observed distributions are 
different. 
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Label is an abbreviation for a crop/wild (C or W) by Lab/Field (L or F) by mode of action (MoA Code). 
Values in red are where the reproductive percentile is smaller by a factor of 2 or more than the 
vegetative value. Values in green are where the vegetative value is smaller by a factor of 2 or more 
than the reproductive value.  There is a nearly even split (28 vs. 24) between which stage is more 
sensitive. 
 
Discussion 
There are six combinations of family, label, and stage that determine the low end of ER50 values.  

Asteraceae Wild Lab AASI. Among single species studies, the lowest ER50 values are vegetative 

values. Among multiple species studies, the lowest values are from the reproductive or VVo stage. 

However, the lowest value differs little from the lowest vegetative result from single species studies. 

Brassicaceae Crop Lab AASI. The lowest ER50 values are vegetative endpoints from juvenile plants, 

though a higher percentage of reproductive results are lower than for the vegetative endpoints of 

juvenile plants, as is evident from Figure 2. 

Cucurbitaceae Crop Field GW. The lowest values, by a large margin, are vegetative endpoints from 

juvenile plants. 

Fabaceae Crop Lab AASI. The lowest values are vegetative values. 

Poaceae Crop Lab AASI. All the low values are vegetative endpoints. 
 
Poaceae Wild Lab AASI. There were three reproductive ER50 values of 0.03. Other than those, the 
lowest reproductive ER50 values are 0.9 and above. The lowest vegetative ER50 values are 0.6 and 
above. So, there is little difference in distributions, which is also suggested by Figure 5.  
 
Figures 1-7 display the comparative distributions in histogram form. 
 
Figure 1. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER50 Values: Asteraceae 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Distributions of Juvenile and Reproductive ER50 Values: Brassicaceae 
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Figure 3. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER50 Values: Cucurbitaceae 
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Figure 4. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER50 Values: Fabaceae 
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Figure 5. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER50 Values: Poaceae 
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Figure 6. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER50 Values: Rosaceae 
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Figure 7. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER50 Values: Solanaceae 
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ER25 
 
Of the 32 groupings of results, there were 15 for which the two stage distributions were significantly 
different by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Those are provided in Table 3. Table 4 provides 
percentiles to indicate whether one distribution tends towards lower values. 
 
Table 3. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER25 Values 
CL Family moa_code_ Pr > KSa  CL Family moa_code_ Pr > KSa 

CF Fabaceae AASI 0.000  CL Fabaceae GW 0.012 

CF Fabaceae GW 0.000  CL Poaceae AASI 0.062 

CF Malvaceae GW 0.013  CL Solanaceae AASI 0.008 

CF Rosaceae AASI 0.000  WL Asteraceae AASI 0.000 

CF Solanaceae AASI 0.001  WL Chenopodiaceae AASI 0.100 

CL Asteraceae AASI 0.001  WL Poaceae AASI 0.000 

CL Brassicaceae AASI 0.015  WL Scrophulariaceae AASI 0.068 

CL Fabaceae AASI 0.002      

CL=Crop/Wild + Lab/Field, so CF means Crop species tested in the Field 
KSProb=p-value for Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of same distribution of reproductive and vegetative 
ER25s 
All p-values less than 0.1 are shown. 
 
Table 4. Percentiles of the Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER10 Values 
Family label age min pct5 pct10 pct20 pct50 

Asteraceae CL_AASI RPo 0.023 0.023 0.080 0.080 1.398 

Asteraceae CL_AASI VVj 0.140 0.165 0.214 0.672 4.178 

Asteraceae WL_AASI RPo 0.030 0.030 0.044 0.058 0.086 

Asteraceae WL_AASI VVj 0.031 0.058 0.089 0.246 4.025 

Brassicaceae CL_AASI RPo 0.007 0.021 0.031 0.035 0.179 

Brassicaceae CL_AASI VVj 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.106 1.242 

Chenopodiaceae WL_AASI RPo 15.095 15.095 15.095 15.095 15.095 

Chenopodiaceae WL_AASI VVj 1.411 1.411 1.411 1.413 3.560 

Fabaceae CF_AASI RPo 0.005 0.005 0.026 0.031 0.146 

Fabaceae CF_AASI VVj 0.100 0.154 0.174 0.551 4.654 

Fabaceae CF_GW RPo 1.188 2.023 2.061 3.281 7.993 

Fabaceae CF_GW VVj 0.140 0.239 0.916 1.641 3.840 

Fabaceae CL_AASI RPo 0.000 0.031 0.031 0.041 0.097 

Fabaceae CL_AASI VVj 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.047 0.464 

Fabaceae CL_GW RPo 2.754 2.754 2.754 3.699 3.699 

Fabaceae CL_GW VVj 2.115 2.115 2.128 2.755 5.140 

Malvaceae CF_GW RPo 2.235 2.235 2.235 3.360 3.804 

Malvaceae CF_GW VVj 0.480 0.480 0.480 0.860 1.559 

Poaceae CL_AASI RPo 7.347 7.347 7.347 7.347 7.347 

Poaceae CL_AASI VVj 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.167 1.281 

Poaceae WL_AASI RPo 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Poaceae WL_AASI VVj 0.046 0.125 0.125 0.125 3.332 

Rosaceae CF_AASI RPo 0.043 0.132 0.162 0.306 0.694 

Rosaceae CF_AASI VVj 0.053 1.630 1.630 1.630 1.630 

Scrophulariaceae WL_AASI RPo 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.207 

Scrophulariaceae WL_AASI VVj 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.051 2.079 

Solanaceae CF_AASI RPo 0.692 0.848 1.131 1.423 2.268 

Solanaceae CF_AASI VVj 0.815 0.815 1.792 1.821 8.971 

Solanaceae CL_AASI RPo 0.019 0.019 0.080 0.166 1.397 
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Solanaceae CL_AASI VVj 0.044 0.099 0.145 0.247 3.871 

Pctx, x=5, 10, 20, 50 is the xth percentiles of the fitted distribution of ER50 values for the indicated 
grouping and stage. It should be noted that the percentiles of the observed distributions are 
different. 
Label is an abbreviation for a crop/wild (C or W) by Lab/Field (L or F) by mode of action (MoA Code). 
Values in red are where the reproductive percentile is smaller by a factor of 2 or more than the 
vegetative value. Values in green are where the vegetative value is smaller by a factor of 2 or more 
than the reproductive value.  The most sensitive life stage is approximately evenly split between the 
reproductive and vegetative stages. 
 
The smallest ER25 values are found in four groupings. 
Brassicaceae Crop Lab AASI. The lowest value is a rapeseed vegetative ER25. There are fewer 
reproductive values than vegetative and they are clustered at the low end of the distribution, as 
evident from Figure 8.  
 
Fabaceae Crop Lab AASI. It is evident from Figure 11 that the reproductive ER25 values are more 
clustered at the low end of the distribution, but vegetative values are well represented at the lowest 
levels. 
 

Poaceae Crop Lab AASI. All the lowest ER25 values are vegetative results. 
 
Poaceae Wild Lab AASI. The two lowest values (two instances of 0.03) are from the reproductive 
stage, but these are only marginally lower than the lowest vegetative results (0.0468) and the low 
ranges of the two distributions greatly overlap, as is evident from Figure 13. 
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Figure 8. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER25 Values: Asteraceae 
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Figure 9. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER25 Values: Brassicaceae
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Figure 10. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER25 Values: 

Chenopodiaceae
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Figure 11. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER25 Values: Fabaceae 
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Figure 12. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER25 Values: Malvaceae 
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Figure 13. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER25 Values: Poaceae 
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Figure 14. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER25 Values: Rosaceae 
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Figure 15. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER25 Values: Scrophulariceae 
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Figure 16. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER25 Values: Solanaceae 
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ER10 
Of the 24 groupings of results, there were 9 for which the two stage distributions were significantly 
different by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Those are provided in Table 5. Table 6 provides 
percentiles to indicate whether one distribution tends towards lower values. 
 
Table 5. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER10 Values  
CL Family moa_code_ Pr > KSa  CL Family moa_code_ Pr > KSa 

CF Fabaceae AASI 0.000  CL Brassicaceae AASI 0.000 

CF Fabaceae GW 0.001  CL Fabaceae AASI 0.001 

CF Malvaceae GW 0.001  WF Poaceae O 0.023 

CF Poaceae O 0.023  WL Poaceae AASI 0.000 

CL Asteraceae AASI 0.036      

CL=Crop/Wild + Lab/Field, so CF means Crop species tested in the Field 
KSProb=p-value for Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of same distribution of reproductive and vegetative 
ER10s 
All p-values less than 0.1 are shown. 
 
Table 6. Percentiles of the Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER10 Values 
Family label age min pct5 pct10 pct20 pct50 

Asteraceae CL_AASI RPo 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.070 

Asteraceae CL_AASI VVj 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 1.974 

Brassicaceae CL_AASI RPo 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.027 

Brassicaceae CL_AASI VVj 0.031 0.031 0.152 0.479 3.689 

Fabaceae CF_AASI RPo 0.000 0.002 0.003 0.122 2.480 

Fabaceae CF_AASI VVj 0.034 0.069 0.123 0.405 5.865 

Fabaceae CF_GW RPo 0.684 0.684 1.534 2.279 9.263 

Fabaceae CF_GW VVj 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.847 3.439 

Fabaceae CL_AASI RPo 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.039 

Fabaceae CL_AASI VVj 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.124 

Malvaceae CF_GW RPo 1.611 1.611 1.611 2.302 2.712 

Malvaceae CF_GW VVj 0.222 0.222 0.222 0.380 0.429 

Poaceae CF_O RPo 7.431 7.431 7.431 7.431 7.431 

Poaceae CF_O VVj 7.431 7.431 7.431 7.431 7.431 

Poaceae WF_O RPo 7.431 7.431 7.431 7.431 7.431 

Poaceae WF_O VVj 7.431 7.431 7.431 7.431 7.431 

Poaceae WL_AASI RPo 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Poaceae WL_AASI VVj 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 

Pctx, x=5, 10, 20, 50 is the xth percentiles of the fitted distribution of ER50 values for the indicated 
grouping and stage. It should be noted that the percentiles of the observed distributions are 
different. 
Label is an abbreviation for a crop/wild (C or W) by Lab/Field (L or F) by mode of action (MoA Code). 
Values in red are where the reproductive percentile is smaller by a factor of 2 ore more than the 
vegetative value. Values in green are where the vegetative value is smaller by a factor of 2 ore more 
than the reproductive value.   
 
The lowest values occur in four groupings. 
Asteraceae Crop Lab AASI. All of the reproductive ER10 values are for sunflower and all but three are 
censored. The distributions of the observed data overlap considerably in the lower range, while the 
reproductive values are more clustered in the low range. Figure 17 is informative. 
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Fabaceae Crop Field AASI. The lowest values, by a factor of 3 or more, are reproductive ER10s. 
However, the low range of the vegetative ER10 values covers most of the low range of the 
reproductive ER10 values, as is evident from Figure 18. 
 
Fabaceae Crop Lab AASI. The lowest values, by a factor of 2 or more, are reproductive ER10s. 
However, the low range of the vegetative ER10 values covers most of the low range of the 
reproductive ER10 values, as is evident from Figure 18. 
 
Poaceae Wild Lab AASI. The lowest values, by a factor of 3 or more, are reproductive ER10s. 
However, the low range of the vegetative ER10 values covers most of the low range of the 
reproductive ER10 values, as is evident from Figure 19. Also, all of the reproductive values are for 
one species, barnyard grass (Echinochloa crus-galli), whereas vegetative values are spread across 
three species, none of which is barnyard grass. 
 
Figure 17. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER10 Values: Asteraceae 
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Figure 18. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER10 Values: Fabaceae 
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Figure 19. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER10 Values: Poaceae 
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Figure 20. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER10 Values: Malvaceae 
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Figure 21. Comparison of Distributions of Vegetative and Reproductive ER10 Values: Malvaceae 
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Figure 22. Distribution of all ER10 Values 

 
All RPo and VVj ER10 values (observed or estimated by ML methods, are plotted without regard to 
family, mode of action, lab or field origin, or whether crop or wild. 
 
Figure 23. Distribution of all ER10 Values less than 1 
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Figure 24. Distribution of all ER10 Values less than 0.1 

 
Figures 22-24 suggest that reproductive ER10 values tend not to be lower than vegetative ER10 
values and Figure 25 indicates that is true across modes of action. 
 
Figure 25. Distribution of all ER10 Values by Mode of Action 

 
Figure 26. Distribution of all ER25 Values  
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Figure 27. Distribution of all ER25 Values with LogER25<1 
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Figure 28. Distribution of all ER25 Values with LogER25<0.1 

 

Figure 28. Distribution of all ER25 Values by Mode of Action 
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Figure 29. Distribution of all ER50 Values  

 
Figure 30. Distribution of all ER50 Values with LogER50<1 
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Figure 31. Distribution of all ER50 Values with LogER50<0.1 

 
Figure 32. Distribution of all ER50 Values by Mode of Action 
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